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1. THE SUBJECT AND AIM OF THE RESEARCH  
 
The present work is concerned with the text type usually referred to as scientific writing, 
academic prose, scientific texts, scientific English, etc. Its main aim is to detect 
developmental trends in the syntactic structure of sentences and sentence complexity as they 
appear in the course of a century. The work is based on the theoretical framework of A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (CGEL), Longman Grammar of Spoken 
and Written English (LGSWE) and Mluvnice současné angličtiny (Dušková 1988). It applies 
a functional approach to sentence analysis, which means that clauses in sentences are 
categorised according to the syntactic functions they perform in sentences.  
 
The material of the diachronic research into sentence complexity is English academic prose. 
The study analyses 100 consecutive sentences of four research articles: two articles from the 
area of clinical psychology first published in 1907 and 2005, and two articles from the area of 
economics first published in 1904 and 1997. The whole Corpus of 400 sentences is thus made 
up of 4 smaller corpora. The 400 sentences contain 1,467 finite and non-finite clauses and 
12,501 words. The analysis, which was carried out manually, deals with the frequency of 
occurrence of different types of finite and non-finite clauses and considers the syntactic 
functions they perform in the sentences analysed. Within the 400 sentences it categorises 
every occurrence of explicitly expressed primary (finite) and secondary (non-finite) 
predication. 
 
Chapter 2 presents an overview of eleven large- and small-scale research studies done in the 
area of academic prose. The most extensive research was carried out by the LGSWE. Chapter 
3 outlines the methodology of the research adopted in the present study. Chapters 4, 5, 7 and 8 
analyse Corpus 1 (Psychology 1907), Corpus 2 (Psychology 2005), Corpus 3 (Economics 
1904) and Corpus 4 (Economics 1997), respectively. Chapter 6 compares the findings of 
Corpus 1 and 2; Chapter 9 does the same for Corpus 3 and 4. Finally, in Chapters 10 and 11 
an attempt is made at summarising the characteristic features typical of the developmental 
trends in the syntactic structure of sentences and sentence complexity as they appear in the 
course of a century. The findings of this study are also contrasted with those presented by 
other studies carried out in the area of academic prose. 
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE PREVIOUS RESEARCH  
 
Academic prose includes texts from a vast range of academic disciplines. Conrad points out 
the opinion of some theorists “that diversity among disciplines is so great that the general 
term academic prose is a misnomer“(Conrad 2001, p. 94). She argues that “many studies 
include a very limited number of texts” or “analyze a very small number of linguistic 
features” and it is thus difficult to guess “how multiple features interact in the same text, ...the 
extent to which the findings reflect individual author style” and also “to what extent features 
found in a certain discipline are characteristic of that discipline, or whether they are shared by 
other registers” (Conrad 2001, pp. 94-95). Moreover, studies focusing on the area of academic 
prose adopt different approaches to text analyses and also different (synchronic or diachronic) 
perspectives. Some of them are based on computerized research, which means that 
researchers then process the collection of data the programme is pre-set for, and may miss 
some other issues which occur in the texts analysed but do not emerge because the 
programme is not pre-set for them. As regards the language, the LGSWE  considers academic 
prose a global register, “the language being influenced by authors, editors and publishing 
houses ...with an eye to an international readership” (LGSWE p. 26). As for the diversity of 
other issues mentioned above, they often make findings of individual studies mutually 
incommensurable and may become a major obstacle to proclaiming some features of 
academic prose more universally valid than others. Below is a brief overview of some studies 
analysing academic prose. Since the present study focuses on syntactic structure of sentences 
and sentence complexity, these features, when dealt with in the studies, are highlighted in the 
overview. 
 
Gopnik (1973) analysed 28 short texts, each of which contained roughly 250 words. The texts 
were chosen at random from the Proceedings of the Federation of American Societies for 
Experimental Biology. The texts as such were complete. They were not abstracts of or 
excerpts from longer texts.  The aim of the research was to create a standard computable 
underlying form applicable for the whole set of texts called “the normalized text” (p. 16) that 
would be derived from the original texts by using certain transformations applied in 
transformational grammar. The transformations could change the form of the texts to the 
normalized form, but at the same time had to preserve the information content of the texts. 
Syntactic features are involved where Gopnik argues that texts of this kind informing about 
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certain research must have “a container sentence” (p. 49) which has the following structure: 
Noun + Verb + that clause. The container sentence usually occurs as the last sentence of a text 
and interprets the results of the research or experiment. The sentence This suggested alternate 
metabolic pathways of hydroxylation and deamination. (p. 73) is taken as a container sentence 
even though it does not follow the pattern Noun + Verb + that clause mentioned above, 
because the required structure is implied. The sentence can be easily transformed into This 
suggests that alternate metabolic pathways  of hydroxylation and deamination (existed) (p. 
73). 
 
Lee (1978) explored twelve texts of 3,000 words each (altogether 36,000 words) taken from 
British and American textbooks from the fields of dynamics, statics, physics and chemistry. 
His research was synchronic. The aim was to find differences among disciplines that would 
have some implications for teaching effective reading skills to non-native speakers of English 
who use these textbooks. Syntactic analysis was based mainly on Chomsky’s generative-
transformational grammar. The textual analysis was carried out manually. Lee made an 
attempt to find the correlation between syntax and the content of the texts, because he was 
persuaded that different sets of reading comprehension skills are required for the reading of 
texts of different disciplines. The aim of the research was not “to provide a pure inventory of 
all the categories of grammar in the corpus (p. 9)”, but rather to examine the corpus with 
reference to the occurrence of categories prepared before the analysis. These included, for 
example, active and passive voice, complementation, comparison, coordination, etc. The data 
were then processed statistically. In the discussion of findings, the four disciplines mentioned 
above were discussed separately with the aim of finding a correlation between syntax and the 
content of the texts. This led to considering the reading comprehension skills necessary for 
effective reading of texts in the respective disciplines (e.g. the use of the passive in statics, the 
predominant use of declarative sentences in physics). 
 
Bazerman (1984) analysed 40 experimental articles from the field of physics published in the 
journal Physical Review from its founding in 1893 until 1980. In a later study (1988) he 
examined 42 articles published in 1979 in American Political Science Review. Thus in 
Bazerman 1984 the approach was diachronic, while in Bazerman 1988 the approach was 
synchronic. In both studies Bazerman  compared articles in terms of article length, use of 
references, graphic features, average number of authors writing one article, use of footnotes, 
use of the first person, article organization such as how many pages are devoted to a review of 
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literature, explanation of methodology, presentation of data, discussion of findings, etc. Part 
of his diachronic research of articles in Physical Review was a sentence analysis of seventeen 
articles published in 1893-95, 1920, 1950 and 1980. In the discussion of findings there is a 
short section called “Sentence Length and Syntax”. Though it is not clear how deep and 
detailed the syntactic analysis of the articles was, Bazerman discusses some interesting 
results. He states that the sentence complexity remained about the same in all the four periods, 
roughly 70% of sentences were simple and 30% complex. The terms simple and complex are 
referred to as “traditional grammatical terms” (p. 175) without any further specification what 
traditional means. The findings revealed that a typical syntactic feature of the texts was a 
constant decrease in relative clauses (in 1893 relative clauses represented 54% of all 
subordinate clauses, while in 1980 only 17%) and a constant increase in  noun clauses (from 
15% in 1893-95 to 33% in 1980) and adverbial clauses (from 31% in 1893-95 to 50% in 
1980).  Bazerman also considers different functions of individual clause types. Relative 
clauses specify noun phrases “adding information or precision but not adding to intellectual 
complexity ...” (p. 175), while “noun clauses can keep two thoughts in the air at the same time 
…” (p. 176) and adverbial clauses put “two ideas or events in relation to one another …” 
(p.176). The decrease in the number of relative clauses and the increase in the number of noun 
and adverbial clauses while sentence complexity remained about the same syntactically 
indicate that in the modern physical texts sentences became more complex intellectually (p. 
176). 
 
Crookes (1986) analysed a corpus of 48 experimental research papers from the fields of 
biology, medicine and social sciences published in 1980 and after. The aim was to find out 
whether the introductions of these papers contain four parts/moves according to a model 
developed by Swales. The four parts/moves in the introductory sections included establishing 
the field, summarizing previous research, preparing for present research and introducing 
present research. The analyses of introductory sections of individual articles were carried out 
by raters trained by Crookes. Their task was to find the 4 parts mentioned above in the 
articles. There was some disagreement among raters because the boundaries between sections 
were not always clear cut. The researcher saw the main reason in the fact that the raters were 
not experts at the respective disciplines and also that the basic unit of coding was a sentence 
and not a smaller unit, e.g. a clause or a phrase. It happened that different parts of one 
sentence could be matched with more than one of the 4 parts/moves the research focused on. 
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Berkenkotter & Huckin (1995) explored 350 journal articles from the areas of physics, 
biology and general science published between 1944 –1989, and conducted interviews with 7 
researchers focusing on their ways of reading research articles. The findings showed that 
research articles changed in the period of 40 years. For example, the titles in 1989 were often 
in the form of a full sentence which states the main result of the research; abstracts have 
gradually become a standard part of research articles; the authors of articles often mention 
results in introductions; methodology sections are printed in small print and often occur at the 
end of articles, etc. As for the reading habits of researchers, they usually scan the table of 
contents and look at key words and the names of authors before making a decision whether 
the article is worth reading. When reading an article, they commonly start with the abstract, 
then move on to visual aids (e.g. graphs, tables, drawings) and results sections and only after 
that in some cases read the whole text.   
 
Conrad (1996) examined a corpus of ecology texts consisting of 32,000 words from research 
articles and 16,000 words from textbooks. Her research was synchronic. The aim was to 
compare the two kinds of texts. Conrad used a computerized multidimensional analysis 
developed by Biber 1988. The multidimensional analysis examines the distribution of 67 
linguistic features which are grouped into five broader categories/dimensions according to 
communication functions in which they co-occur. Researchers can choose dimensions which 
are relevant for their research. This particular study analyses three of the five dimensions. 
Among the linguistic features which can be examined in individual dimensions there are for 
example attributive adjectives, nouns, different kinds of verbs, prepositions, but also some 
finite and non-finite clause types, such as wh- clauses, that deletion (the omission of that in 
nominal that- clauses), present participle clauses, past participle clauses, relative clauses, etc. 
As regards the syntactic issues, in this particular research Conrad comments on the difference 
between the frequency of occurrence of past participle reduced relatives in the two corpora. 
Her findings show that there are more examples of this kind of clause in research articles than 
in textbooks.  
 
Atkinson (1996) carried out large-scale diachronic research analyzing research articles from 
the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London published between 1675 and 
1975. In the analysis of 202 articles he tried to record developmental trends as regards 
characteristic features of rhetoric, for example how authors represent themselves in their texts, 
how they present their research, whether the texts are author-centred or object-centred, the 
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information about the readership traceable from the texts, etc. 70 articles of the 202 were 
selected at random and were further analysed through the computerized multidimensional  
analysis of Biber 1988 mentioned in the research conducted by Conrad. Through the analysis 
of individual dimensions, Atkinson finds out for example that in the modern texts there are 
more nouns, more attributive adjectives and more verbs in the passive. As regards syntactic 
issues, in one of the notes following the article Atkinson states that a further analysis of the 
data revealed a decrease in the modern texts in the number of relative clauses, which is 
comparable with the findings of the research conducted by Bazerman (1984).  
 
Seone (2004) did computerized diachronic research analysing 4 corpora of 30,000 words each 
taken from one British and one American corpus published in 1961 and one British and one 
American corpus published in the 1990s. The aim of the research was to trace the changes in 
the use of the passive voice in scientific texts and differences between British and American 
English in the time span of 30 years. For part of her research Seone examined some issues 
taken from the dimensions developed by Biber 1988 that were mentioned in Conrad and 
Atkinson above. The tables in the article provide the frequencies of occurrence of several 
syntactic structures. The findings show that there is for example an increase in “causative 
subordination” both in British and American English and a decrease in the number of relative 
clauses both in subject and object position, again in both varieties of English. These issues are 
not elaborated any further because the discussion in the article concentrates predominantly on 
the change in the use of the active and passive voice. 
 
Huddleston (1971) conducted extensive synchronic research in which he made a detailed 
syntactic analysis of 27 texts of 5,000 words each from the fields of chemistry, biology and 
physics that were first published between 1932 and 1967. The whole corpus thus contained 
135,000 words. Different types of subordinate clauses were put into three broad categories of 
relativization, comparison and complementation.  Since Huddleston used transformational 
grammar as the theoretical framework in his work, some analyses are different from 
traditional grammar, as he calls it. For example the report that he received is in his conception 
an example of relativization, while the report that he received bribes (p. 141) is an example of 
complementation. Since the theoretical framework of the present work is mainly the CGEL, 
both of the above mentioned examples would be categorised as postmodification, with that he 
received being a defining relative clause and that he received bribes a nominal content clause 
classed as an appositive clause. As regards the category of comparison, Huddleston’s aim was 
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to bring together “a variety of constructions having to do with the general notion of 
comparison ...” (Huddleston 1971, p.263). His conception of comparison also includes 
structures without a verb form. Such structures are not included in the present study because 
the study deals only with explicitly expressed predications. In his research Huddleston 
analysed selected kinds of clause types. For example finite and non-finite adverbial clauses as 
well as premodification of noun phrases were not included in the research. Since 
Huddleston’s approach is not functional, the section called “Non-finite clauses governed by a 
preposition” contains clauses that are not further categorised according to the functions they 
perform in sentences. Thus by photographing the sun  and  from being rejected  in the 
following sentences Astronomers currently keep close track of solar disturbances by 
photographing the sun ...  and Methods which have been tried so far to prevent transplants 
from being rejected include ... (p. 201) are in Huddleston categorised as non-finite clauses 
governed by a preposition. In the present study by photographing the sun would be analysed 
as a non-finite clause functioning as adverbial and from being rejected as a non-finite clause 
functioning as a prepositional object. Huddleston also deals with “Non-finite relatives”. He 
gives examples of -ing, -ed and infinitival constructions postmodifying noun phrases. 
Unfortunately, there are no overall numbers or percentages that would give the reader an idea 
about the proportions of the distribution of individual categories that occurred in the corpus 
analysed.  In spite of some differences, Huddleston’s syntactic research correlates very 
closely with the research carried out in this study, and his findings will thus serve as a basis 
with which the findings of this study will be compared and contrasted.  
 
The LGSWE (1999) undertook extensive research of 4 main registers: conversation, fiction, 
newspaper language and academic prose. As regards academic texts, they include 75 book 
extracts and 333 research articles that were mainly produced after 1980. 59 out of 75 books 
were written for an audience with knowledge of the field; 16 were written for a lay audience. 
Research articles include journal articles and those published in edited collections, e.g. in 
conference proceedings. Altogether book extracts and research articles cover 14 academic 
disciplines (agriculture, biology, ecology, chemistry, computing, education, geology, law, 
history, linguistics, mathematics, medicine, psychology, sociology); only book extracts cover 
3 disciplines (engineering, technology, geography) and only research articles cover 7 
academic disciplines (entomology, anthropology, archaeology, physics, politics, literature, 
nursing), As can be seen above, the data for psychology are based on both book extracts and 
research articles. However, economics (the second field whose research texts are analysed in 
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this study) is not included, though the academic texts analysed in the LGSWE are taken from 
numerous disciplines. The research was based on several computational analyses which were 
completed and checked by human analyses. The LGSWE considered the role of human 
analysis essential. The aim of the combination of human and machine analyses was to achieve 
more reliable results. All findings were normalized to “a common basis of frequency per 
million words” (LGSWE p. 35). Since the LGSWE is partly used as the theoretical framework 
for this study, the categories explored in the LGSWE are often the same as or similar to those 
explored in this study. The LGSWE is thus another valuable source of information with which 
the findings of this study will be compared and contrasted. 
  
Two important characteristic features of modern academic prose mentioned here emerge from 
the analyses. Firstly, texts grow more impersonal (Bazerman 1984, 1988, Atkinson, Conrad 
1996). Secondly, according to Bazerman  psychology and economics (the two disciplines 
whose articles are analysed in this study) are disciplines of social sciences (Bazerman 1988, p. 
278). He states that  “… many social scientists have attempted rather direct importation of 
what they perceive to be the methods and communication styles of the natural sciences. As in 
the case of experimental psychology, the model of scientific communication adopted is likely 
to be a simplified abstraction ...” (Bazerman 1988, p. 279). In other words the language  
scientists use in psychology and economics articles should be simpler in the modern texts than 
in the old texts. As for the texts produced roughly a hundred years ago, the findings of this 
study will be taken as a starting point that the findings obtained from the modern texts can be 
contrasted with. As mentioned above, two reliable sources of information valid for modern 
texts are the LGSWE and Huddleston. A preliminary hypothesis of the present study referring 
to modern texts states that they are expected to be simpler and more impersonal than older 
texts. 
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3. METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH  
 
As mentioned above, the present work is concerned with  sentence complexity in academic 
prose as it appears in the course of a century. Sentence complexity is conceived in terms of 
the number of finite and non-finite clauses within one sentence. The sentence is defined by its 
written form, i.e. it starts with a capital letter and ends with a full stop, question mark or 
exclamation mark. A colon and semicolon are considered as punctuation marks that separate 
two or more main clauses belonging to one sentence, not  belonging to two sentences. 
....“when two independent clauses are regarded as being sufficiently related to belong to one 
sentence. ... it may be shown asyndetically by a semicolon without a coordinating conjunction 
...” (CGEL p. 1622).  In the analysis there are such examples but also some with  a semicolon 
followed by a coordinating conjunction, most commonly and. 
 *(P1907-81): 1Here visual representation 1is the rule; 2and it 2will, 3I 3think, 2be found 
                       4that skill in mental arithmetic 4is almost always accompanied by 
                          unusual powers of visualization.  
As far as the colon is concerned, “it indicates a closer interdependence between the units 
separated than does the semicolon“. (CGEL p. 1620) 
 
The analysis is based on explicitly expressed primary and secondary predication. This means 
that where no explicit verb forms occur, even though they are clearly implied, the structures 
are ignored. Thus the structure  1In regard to Dr. Bramwell´s  experiments and my own .... 
(P1907-30) is not counted as a clause while  1So far as my own experiments go (P1907-82) is,  
though both are semantically similar. The criteria for including/excluding finite and non-finite 
verb forms in/from the analysis are stated in sections 3.1 – 3.3. Parts of sentences 
exemplifying the issues discussed are italicised. 
 
3.1. Non-finite verb forms excluded from the analysis 
3.1.1. Lexicalised prepositions  
“Some -ing and -ed participial forms can function both as marginal prepositions, as non-finite 
verb forms, and as conjunctions“ (CGEL, p. 660). The same form can thus belong to three 
different word classes and it is necessary to consider “each case individually, according to 
                                                 
* Examples marked P1907 can be found in Appendix Psychology 1907. The second number always indicates the 
number of sentences from 1-100. Numbers 1, 2, 3 ...are used before the beginnings of clauses in the order they 
appear in sentences and before verb forms in individual clauses.  
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their degree of lexicalization“ (Šaldová 2005, p. 119). Since these forms are non-finite, it is 
not expected that their subject will be expressed. They may still be categorised as verb forms 
if “the understood subject “ of the non-finite form is identifiable with the subject of the matrix 
clause (CGEL, p. 1121) or if the non-finite construction “can be transformed into an adverbial 
clause with an indefinite or general subject or with the passive voice” as in dangling participle 
constructions typical of scientific writing (Dušková 1999a, p. 21). The latter may, however, 
be “irrelevant as no subject is required for the reader to understand the clause” (Malá 2005, p. 
38). Thus, if such cases occurred in the analysis, they were not counted as clauses but 
categorized as lexicalized prepositions. 
 (P1907-34): 1Given this knowledge it 1will be seen ... 
 *(P2005-61): 1The 94 items of the questionnaire 1were derived from two sources, 
              following previous studies of lay beliefs. 
 
3.1.2. -ing/ -ed forms used as  premodification whose meanings are lexicalised 
As regards secondary predication based on -ing /-ed forms used as  premodification, each  
-ing /-ed participle occurring before a noun phrase was considered individually. If a particular 
-ing /-ed form was institutionalised as a lexical unit, i.e. listed in the Oxford Advanced 
Learner´s Dictionary (OALD) as a separate entry with the meaning occurring in the corpus, it 
was not counted. In the following example waking is listed in the OALD as a separate lexical 
entry “to describe time when you are awake”. 
(P1907-70): …I 1have found little evidence 2that mental calculations 2can be 
                    performed subconsciously more quickly 3than they 3can be in hypnosis or 
                    in ordinary waking life.  
If the meaning in the corpus differed from the meaning found in the OALD, -ing /-ed   
premodification was counted as a clause. 
(P1907-43): 1We have seen 2that in Delboeu’s  subject J. there 2was during hypnosis 
                                apparently little improvement in her 3calculating 2powers …   
In (P1907-43) calculating could be changed into …her powers of calculating. Even though 
calculating is listed in the OALD as a separate entry, its meaning defined as “good at 
planning things so that you have an advantage, without caring about other people” differs 
from that in the corpus.  
                                                 
* Examples marked P2005 can be found in Appendix Psychology 2005. 
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Most cases, however, were rather straightforward in that the -ing /-ed  form was not listed in 
the OALD as a separate entry and  the -ing /-ed premodification could be converted into a 
finite clause. In (P1907-15) remembered things could be changed into things that are 
remembered. 
(P1907-15):  As to 1remembered things 2there is, of course, plenty of evidence.   
 
3.2. Finite and non-finite verb forms occurring next to each other 
When finite and non-finite verb forms occurred next to each other, a distinction was made 
between a non-finite verb form which is part of the complex verb form and a non-finite verb 
form functioning as another clause element. Types of non-finite verb forms analysed as part 
of a complex verb form which occurred  in the analysis were as follows: 
Modal verb followed by bare infinitive 
(P1907-4):  1We 1must not then suppose ... 
Semi-auxilliary followed by bare infinitive 
   (P2005-27): . . .the 5hypnotised 4subject 4appears strong and rigid and 6is able to be 
                              suspended horizontally ... 
Modal verb followed by bare infinitive of semi-auxiliary verb which is then further followed 
by bare infinitive of a lexical verb 
 (P1907-87): ...3that somnambules ...might be able to perform subconsciously problems 
 ... 
Verbs come to, fail to, tend to followed by bare infinitive. These verbs  “... have meaning 
related to aspect of modality ...” (CGEL p. 146) and are thus listed among “marginal 
auxiliaries” (CGEL, p. 236). Fail to before bare infinitive negating the meaning of the verb 
that follows is according to the Cambridge International Dictionary of English (CIDE) an 
intransitive verb. The CIDE considers tend to followed by bare infinitive also an intransitive 
verb. Come to followed by the infinitive “expresses a gradual accomplishment of an action or 
a state denoted by the infinitive” (Dušková 1988, p. 421). The following examples are thus 
counted as one form. 
(P2005-33): Recollections obtained during hypnosis can involve confabulations and 
                                pseudomemories and not only fail to be more accurate ... 
(P2005-75): Also, they tended to agree on their own susceptibility to hypnosis. 
         (P1907-33): ...one soon comes to know and remember that 10 080 is the number of 
                               minutes in a week.  
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Combinations of finite and non-finite verb forms which as a whole have idiomatic meaning 
listed in the OALD. In P1907-22 the meaning of  be brought to bear means use energy, 
influence. 
 (P1907-22): 1The amount of attention 2which 2can be brought to bear 1is at all times 
                        limited; ... 
 
Other combinations of finite and non-finite verb forms  were counted as two clauses. This is 
demonstrated by a subject to subject raising construction in P1907-37 and by example P1907-
89 in which  to-infinitive performs the function of Od. 
  (P1907-37):  1The suggestion 1is then at once known 2to be due in a week plus 
                                            35  minutes ... 
(P1907-89): ... I 1told F. D., during hypnosis, 2to write down in my presence ... 
 
3.3. Multiple predication versus coordination of clauses 
As regards  multiple predication versus coordination of clauses, the analysis is based on 
Dušková, who states that “we deal with multiple predication when verbs have common 
modifiers or a common auxiliary or modal verb”.(Dušková 1988, p. 513) Thus P1907- 31 
exhibits multiple predication because there is a common modal verb (must) and adverbial (in 
solution), while P1907 –92 is an example of coordination of clauses because each verb has a 
different object. According to the CGEL both examples would illustrate multiple predication 
which allows “ellipsis of a second or subsequent subject” (CGEL p. 923). In coordination of 
clauses each clause must have an expressed subject. 
 (P1907-31): …3there 3seems little doubt 6that familiarity with certain equivalents of 
                        minutes in days and hours 6must soon become established, and 6be utilized 
                        in the  solution … 
 (P1907-92): 1In hypnosis she 1remembered the suggestion, 2and 2knew 3that 4what she 
                        4had written 3was the answer.  
 
3.4. Categories of explicitly expressed primary and secondary predication 
Explicitly expressed primary and secondary predications were categorized as main clauses 
and finite and non-finite subordinate clauses. Subordinate clauses were further grouped into 4 
broader syntactic categories according to the function they perform in a sentence: 
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1. Clauses typically occupying a noun phrase slot (based on Longman  Grammar of 
Spoken and Written English p. 658) as S, O, C … 
2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot. 
3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and post-
modification. 
4. Comment clauses which are (usually as parenthetical disjuncts) independent of the rest 
of the sentence (CGEL, p. 1112). They express a speaker’s comment on the content or 
style of what is being said in a clause they are attached to. The Cambridge Grammar 
of the English Language (CAGEL) calls such clauses supplements (p.1350).  
 
Within the 1 - 4 syntactic categories different types of finite and non-finite clauses were 
distinguished. 
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4. CORPUS 1  
 
The first corpus of 100 sentences is drawn from the sphere of psychology. The text was 
published in 1907 and deals with hypnosis. It contains 3,582 words, which means on average 
approximately 36 words per sentence. Besides the category of the main clause, the corpus 
exhibits finite subordinate clauses and non-finite clauses. As for the main clauses, there are 65 
sentences that contain 1 main clause, 32 sentences containing 2 main clauses and three 
sentences with 3 main clauses. The sum total of the main clauses is 138. (Table 4.1) 
 
Table 4.1  Main clauses  
 
Number of main clauses in a 
sentence 
Number of sentences Total 
1 65 65 
2 32 64 
3 3 9 
 100 138 
 
In the corpus there are 182 finite subordinate clauses and 116 non-finite clauses. Table 4.2 
shows the numbers of finite and non-finite subordinate clauses arranged according to the 4 
syntactic functions mentioned above. For a clearer picture, the data for pre- and 
postmodification if they occur in the corpus are provided separately. The total of 436 
(138+182+116) clauses means that on average there are 4.36 clauses per sentence. 
 
Table 4.2  Finite and non-finite subordinate clauses 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Noun phrase slot  47 26 Noun phrase slot 30 26 
Adverbial element 60 33 Adverbial element 16 14 
Postmodification 65 36 Postmodification 53 45 
Comment clauses 10   5 Premodification 15 13 
   Comment clauses   2   2 
Total 182 100 Total 116 100 
 
In the following sections parts of sentences exemplifying finite and non-finite clauses 
discussed are italicised. 
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4.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
4.1.1. Finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
Within 47 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, eight different kinds of 
clauses can be distinguished׃ 5 kinds of nominal that-clauses, a nominal Wh-interrogative 
clause, a nominal yes/no interrogative clause and a nominal relative clause. (Table 4.3) 
 
Table 4.3  Finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
That-c. 
after a 
verb 
Extraposed 
that- 
clause 
Pre-
predicate 
that-  c. 
That -c 
after a 
copula 
That- clause  
as adj. 
complement. 
Wh- 
interrogative 
clause 
Yes/No 
interrogative 
clause 
Wh- 
nom. rel. 
clause 
Total 
28 3 2 1 2 9 1 1 47 
 
Nominal that-clauses  (36 examples)  
1. That-clauses after verbs 
There are 28 examples of nominal that- clauses functioning as Od after a verb (P1907-3, 4, 11, 
13, 20, 25, 27, 32, 33, 39, 41, 43, 50, 55 2x, 57, 60, 63 2x, 71, 72, 75, 79, 82, 87, 92, 95, 97). 
(P1907-57): 1I know 2that there are 365 days in a year.  
Only in 3 examples is the linkage of a nominal that clause asyndetic (P1907-79, 95, 97). 
(P1907-95): 1She said 2she did not.  
2. Extraposed that-clauses  (3 examples: P1907-34, 81, 85) functioning as subject. 
(P1907-81): …..2and it will, 3I think, 2be found 4that skill in mental arithmetic is 
                    almost always accompanied by unusual powers of visualization.  
3. Pre-predicate that-clauses  (2 cases) functioning as subject. 
(P1907-19): 1That the results of subliminal calculation may sometimes be remembered 
                    in hypnosis 2was shown in the series of experiments with F. D.; 3but 4that 
                    they sometimes may not be remembered 3is equally clear from Dr. 
                    Bramwell’s observations.   
4. That-clause after a copular verb (1 example) functioning as subject complement. 
 (P1907-54): 1The most curious detail of these problems ….1is 4that …. 4“no conscious 
                        calculation could be traced.” 
5. That-clause as adjectival complementation  (2 examples: P1907-97, 100) 
In P1907-97 the linkage is asyndetic, while in P1907-100 it is syndetic.   
(P1907-100):  1But the powers of subconscious calculation ….should deter us 4from 
                       4being too sure 5that the solution  of the comparatively simple problems 
                        …may not be the work of some truly supernormal faculty… 
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(P1907-97):   1She 1said 2she 2was sure 3she could not do this.  
6. Nominal Wh-interrogative clauses  (9 examples).  In all cases the clauses function as Od  
(P1907-44, 49, 56, 58, 60, 91 2x, 93, 94). 
(P1907-93):  1She did not know 2when she had solved the problem, …  
7. Nominal yes/no interrogative clauses (1 example) functioning as Od. 
(P1907-94): 1On another occasion I asked her, while awake, 2if she knew ..   
8. Nominal relative clauses  (1 example) functioning as subject. 
(P1907-92): 1In hypnosis she remembered the suggestion, 2and knew 3that 4what she 
                    had written 3was the answer.   
   
4.1.2. Non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
There are altogether 30 examples with 7 different kinds of clauses. 23 infinitive clauses 
belong to 5 different categories, 7 -ing clauses  can be assigned to 2 categories. (Table 4.4) 
 
Table 4.4  Non-finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
To- inf 
after a verb 
Extraposed 
to- inf 
To- inf 
after a 
copula 
To- inf as 
adjectival  
comp. 
S to S 
raising 
-ing after a 
verb 
-ing as  
adjectival  
comp. 
 
Total 
6 4 2 2 9 6 1 30 
 
Infinitive clauses 
1. To-clauses after verbs (6 examples functioning as Od: P1907-4, 44, 52, 85, 89, 96). 
(P1907-4): 1We must not then suppose 2that hypnotization will enable us 3to bring to 
                  the surface the memory of all subliminal mentation 4which may go on 
                  during waking life. 
2. Extraposed to-clauses after introductory it (4 examples: P1907-2, 11, 25, 60) functioning as 
extraposed subject. 
(P1907-60): 1So if Miss D., in hypnosis, knew 2that there are 10,080 minutes in a 
                    week, 3would it be necessary for her 4to make any calculation 5to tell 
                    6when an act 7suggested 8to be done in 10,090 minutes 6fell due?  
3. To-clauses after a copula (2 examples: P1907-36, 39) functioning as subject complement.  
(P1907-36): 1The only mental arithmetic necessary is 2to subtract 80 from 115.  
4. To-clauses as adjectival complementation (2 examples: P1907-73, 87).  
(P1907-87): 1We should rather be inclined 2to expect 3that somnambules 4who 
                    have….. 
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5. To-clause involved in the subject to subject raising construction (9 examples: P1907-5, 20, 
24, 37, 38, 39, 69, 72, 99).  6 clauses contain the verb seem.   
(P1907-24): 1In the case of my own subject. F. D., the period of natural sleep seemed 
                    2to be the time 3chosen for the working out of the calculations.  
-ing clauses 
6. -ing clauses after verbs appear either as Oprep  (5 examples: P1907- 49 2x, 50, 52, 100) or 
Od  (1 example: P1907-27). 
(P1907-49): …that an intelligence 3which has been for several weeks engaged 4in 
                   
4
solving problems 5such as were given to Miss D. in hypnosis, 2should at 
                   last succeed 6in telling, almost immediately, 7when an act 8to be performed 
                   at the end of 10,050 minutes 7falls due. 
(P1907-27): …. 3F. D. said 4that she sometimes remembered 5thinking in her 
                               sleep. 
7. -ing clauses as adjectival complementation (1 example: P1907-55). 
(P1907-55): 1I presume 2that by this phrase Dr. Bramwell means 3that the subject 
                    herself was not conscious 4of making any calculation.  
 
As Table 4.3 shows, the most frequent kind of finite clause occupying a noun phrase slot is a 
nominal that- clause functioning as Od  after a verb in which that is preserved. Another 
relatively frequent type is represented by nominal Wh- interrogative clauses functioning also 
as Od. According to Table 4.4, the most frequent  kind of non-finite clause occupying a noun 
phrase slot is a to-clause in the subject to subject raising construction. It is followed by to-
clauses and -ing clauses after verbs occurring in an equal number of examples. To-clauses 
function in these cases as Od, -ing clauses as Oprep or Od. On the whole, in the area of non-
finite clauses different kinds of to-clauses are much more common than -ing clauses. 
 
4.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
4.2.1. Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
60 instances of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot have been divided into 47 
adverbial clauses and 13 comparative clauses. The two categories of clauses have been further 
subdivided into smaller groups according to their semantic roles. (The treatment of 
comparative clauses as a separate kind of clauses, and also the semantic roles, are based on 
the CGEL.) This is shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. 
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Table 4.5  Adverbial clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
When, after, as time 17                                      28 
If, zero conjunction, unless condition 19                                      32 
Even if, although, whatever concession  8                                       13 
except exception  2                                         3 
as manner  1                                         2 
Total  47                                       78 
 
Table 4.6 - Comparative clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
As, just as equivalence  3                                         5 
Than non-equivalence  4                                         7 
That, so that sufficiency/excess  6                                       10 
Total  13                                      22 
 
Adverbial clauses of time (17 cases) 
when  (12 cases: P1907-10 2x, 16, 18, 20, 23 2x, 26 2x, 54, 62, 96) 
 (P1907-16): 1If a post-hypnotic act 1is to be performed 2when the operator 2coughs for 
                          the fifth time, 3the subliminal perception of the coughs 3is remembered in 
                          hypnosis; …  
after (3 cases: 44, 66, 68) 
 (P1907-66): 1I rather 1directed my attention to the investigation of the subconscious 
                        calculations 2which 2are made 3after hypnosis 3has terminated.  
*
as (2 cases: 30, 46) 
 (P1907-46): 1As the experiments 1advanced, 2not only the frequency, but also the 
                        extent, of Miss D.’s errors in calculation 2decreased, … 
 
Adverbial clauses of condition (19)   
if  (16 cases: P1907-3, 10, 13, 16 2x, 20, 22, 58 2x, 60, 71, 74, 82, 85, 86 2x) 
 (P1907-60): 1So if Miss D., in hypnosis, 1knew 2that there 2are 10,080 minutes in a 
                         week, 3would it be necessary for her 4to make …… 
zero conjunction/asyndesis (2 cases: P1907- 52, 99)  
(P1907-52): 1Had a parallel series of problems been given to Miss D. in the waking 
                    state from the beginning, or even from the 8
th
 of January, 2when she was 
                    first asked …      
                                                 
* Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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unless (1case: P1907- 50) 
(P1907-50): 1Dr. Bramwell 1says 2that in the waking state Miss D. 2failed 3in 3doing 
                                mental calculations, 4unless the sums 4were extremely simple.  
 
Adverbial clauses of concession (8) 
even if  (4 cases: P1907- 5 2x, 18 2x) 
   (P1907-5): …..4we 4could not deny the possibility of a subconscious train of thought, – 
                            6even if this 6were started by a suggestion 7given during hypnosis, …. 
although (3 cases: P1907-73, 85, 99) 
   (P1907-85): 1Although individuals 1vary greatly in their powers of visualization, 2very 
                                few people in the waking state 2can visualize sufficiently well … 
whatever (1 case: P1907-31) 
   (P1907-31): 4whatever method 5of 5reducing minutes to hours and days 4a subject 
                               
4
may  adopt, 
3there 3seems little doubt 6that ……. 
 
Adverbial clauses of exception (2) 
Except (P1907-67 2x) 
   (P1907-67): 1I 1have found little evidence 2that calculation in hypnosis 2is, as a rule, 
                                appreciably more rapid or more accurate than in the waking state, 3except 
                                in  so far as such data  
3
may become a possession of the hypnotic stratum 
                                of  consciousness … 
 
Adverbial clause of manner (1) 
*
as  (P1907-1): …2we may regard it 3as we do those regions of the earth’s crust  4which lie 
                              below the surface of every-day observation.  
 
Adverbial clauses of comparison (13) 
Equivalence  (3 cases)  
as (P1907-59), just as (P1907-3, 32) 
   (P1907-59): 1Or 1am I merely stating a fact 2which 2is as well known to me 3as that  
                                there 
3
are seven days in a week?  
 
                                                 
* Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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Non-equivalence (4 cases) 
than (P1907-69, 70, 71, 99) 
   (P1907-69): 1In some of Gurney’s experiments there 1seems 2to have been a more 
                                rapid calculation 3than 3was possible in the waking state. 
Sufficiency/excess  (6 cases)  
that (P1907- 20, 22 2x, 23 2x), so that (P1907-74) 
   (P1907-22): …3the marginal elements in the conscious field 3may become so wholly 
                               submerged 5that only at the end of the experience 5do we “come to 
                               ourselves” …. 
Tables 4.5 and 4.6 show that the semantic roles of time and condition account for 60% of all 
instances; they are followed by 22% of clauses expressing different kinds of comparison.  
 
4.2.2. Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
In the corpus there are 16 examples of infinitive, -ing and -ed clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot. The categories they can be divided into are given in Table 4.7. 
 
Table 4.7 Non-finite clauses substituting for adverbials 
 
-ing cl. with 
subordinators  
-ing cl.without 
subordinators 
-ed  cl.without 
subordinators 
To- inf. clause 
of purpose 
To- inf. clause of 
sufficiency/excess 
Total 
8 2 1 3 2 16 
 
1. - ing clauses with overt subordinators 
The most frequent type of non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot is an -ing 
clause linked to the main clause by means of a conjunction or a preposition, which makes the 
semantic relationship between the subordinate clause and the main clause unequivocal. This 
occurs in 8 cases (P1907-3, 20, 48, 73, 76, 86, 90,100). In P1907-20 when doing them 
expresses time, in P1907-100 by calculating prodigies expresses manner. 
(P1907-20): ... 12when she said 13that she “went into such a very deep sleep 14when  
                    doing  them …   
(P1907-100): 1But the powers of subconscious calculation 2exhibited 3by calculating 
                       prodigies such as Gauss or Dase 1should deter us 4from … 
2. -ing  clauses without subordinators 
In two -ing clauses  (P1907-53, 82), both absolute participle constructions, the semantic 
relationship between the main and subordinate clause is vague  because there is no overt 
marker signalling the semantic relationship between them. 
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 (P1907-82): 1So far as my own experiments go, 2I have found 3that 4if a somnambule 
                     is good visuel 3he will, 5other things being equal, be more expert at …   
3. -ed clause without a subordinator (1 example). The problem with the semantic relationship 
between the main clause and subordinate clause is the same as in section 2 above.  
(P1907-38): 1Looked at in the same way, 2many of the other suggestions …..  2are 
                    rendered very simple.  
4. Infinitival clauses of purpose (3 cases: P1907-60, 89, 96) 
(P1907-60): ... 3would it be necessary for her 4to make any calculation 5to tell 6when 
        an act 7suggested 8to be done in 10,090 minutes 6fell due?   
5. Infinitival clauses of sufficiency and excess  (2 cases: P1907-25, 85). 
 (P1907-25) 1And it 1is reasonable 2to suppose 3that the subliminal is seldom so 
                    completely segregated from the supraliminal consciousness 4as not to be 
                    to some extent disturbed in its operations ….  
Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot are much more common than non-finite 
clauses. 60 instances of finite clauses as opposed to 16 instances of non-finite clauses make 
the ratio of these clauses 79% ׃ 21% in favour of finite clauses. 
 
4.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
4.3.1. Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
In the corpus there are 65 examples of finite clauses used as postmodification of noun 
phrases. They can be divided into 4 categories (Table 4.8): 
 
Table 4.8 Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
Defining relative  
clauses 
Non-defining 
relative clauses  
Appositive clauses Wh- nominal 
relative clauses 
Total 
49 2 13 1 65 
 
1. Defining relative clauses (49 cases: P1907-1, 4, 5, 7 2x, 8, 10, 11 3x, 12, 13, 20 2x, 21, 22, 
23, 28, 29, 30, 31, 38, 39 2x, 40, 49 2x, 53, 54, 56, 59, 64, 66, 67, 72, 73, 74, 75, 78 2x, 79 2x, 
82, 87 2x, 89, 99 2x, 100) 
 The overwhelming majority of finite clauses were categorised as defining relative clauses. If 
the relative pronoun is the subject of a relative clause, the most frequent relative pronoun is 
which. Who and that are used very rarely, only in 3 and 4 instances, respectively. In the 
corpus there are 9 cases in which the relative pronoun is the object of a relative clause and 
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could thus be omitted. In 7 instances it is preserved, the ratio of which ׃ that being 6 ׃ 1. There 
are only  2 examples in which the relative pronoun functioning as the object of the relative 
clause has been omitted. 
In the set of 49 defining relative clauses three are introduced by as (P1907-67, 99 2x). CGEL  
(p. 1116) mentions as as a relative pronoun used only in sentential relative clauses. However, 
the clauses in the corpus are clearly defining.  
(P1907-99): …10and 11were these the only examples of subconscious calculations on 
                                record 10we 10might be content with some such explanation 12as I have 
                                suggested. 
2. Non-defining relative clause (2 cases: P1907-52 2x) 
   (P1907-52): 1Had a parallel series of problems been given to Miss D. in the waking 
                                State from the beginning, or even from the 8th of January, 2when she was 
                                 first  asked 3to make calculations during hypnosis, … 
3. Appositive clauses (13 examples: P1907-3, 17, 28, 31, 49, 52, 67, 70, 79 2x, 84, 86, 99) 
(P1907-99): …5there is not, in the instances 6recorded up to the present, 5anything 7to 
                     warrant the belief 8that the subconscious powers of the subjects are in 
                     this respect any greater…  
4. Wh- nominal relative clause (1 example) 
(P1907-31): ...6that familiarity with certain equivalents of minutes in days and hours 
                    must soon become established, and be utilized in the solution 7of what at 
                    first sight may appear very complex arithmetical problems.  
 
4.3.2. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases occur in 53 cases, which can be put into 3 
categories.  The corpus displays the largest number of postmodification expressed by -ed 
clauses. (Table 4.9) 
 
Table 4.9 Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed  
clauses 
-ing 
clauses 
to infinitive 
clauses 
Total 
27 18 8 53 
 
1. -ed clauses (27 cases: P1907-3 2x, 5 2x, 8, 20 3x, 23, 24, 27, 29, 32, 34, 40, 53, 54, 56, 60, 
61 2x, 68, 74, 79, 99, 100 2x) 
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(P1907-24): 1In the case of my own subject F. D., the period of natural sleep 
                                1seemed 2to be the time 3chosen for the working out of the calculations.  
2. -ing clauses  (18 examples) rank second. (P1907-8, 9, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20, 26 3x, 27, 31, 32, 
41, 65, 67, 93, 99)  
(P190717): 1There is abundant evidence 2that acts 3originating subliminally 2are 
                   remembered ..  
Eight -ing clauses are introduced by a preposition. In seven cases it is the preposition of. 
(P1907-65): 1In my own experiments I gave my subjects very few opportunities 2of 
                    making calculations in hypnosis.  
3. Infinitival postmodification  occurs in 8 examples. (P1907-7, 21, 35, 49, 60, 68, 72, 99) 
(P1907-68): ….3the investigation is more difficult, and the conclusions 4to be arrived 
                    at 
3more doubtful.  
 
4.3.3. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
premodification 
In Corpus 1 there are 15 -ed and -ing clauses. (Table 4.10) 
 
Table 4.10 Clauses premodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed 
clauses 
-ing 
clauses 
Total 
12 3 15 
 
1. -ed premodification occurs in 12 cases (P1907-9,10, 14, 15, 32, 44, 56 2x, 73, 74, 83, 86).  
  (P1907-15): As to 1remembered things 2there is, of course, plenty of evidence.   
2. -ing premodification occurs in 3 cases (P1907-43, 45, 86) 
  (P1907-45):  ... 2and in the 3remaining 2fifteen she 2was right in eleven and 
                      wrong in four. 
 
Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases and non-finite clauses pre- and postmodifying  
noun phrases most significantly contribute to sentence complexity. Given the 4 broader 
syntactic categories established in this work (Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses 
occupying an adverbial element slot, clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
and comment clauses), their frequency of occurrence ranked first. 
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4.4. Comment clauses 
4.4.1. Finite comment clauses 
In the corpus there are 10 finite comment clauses. Six of them have the form of a main clause 
(P1907-11, 20, 21, 28, 81, 83)  
(P1907-81):  1Here visual representation 1is the rule; 2and it will, 3I think, 2be found 
                     4that skill in mental arithmetic is almost always accompanied …. 
and four of them have the form of an adverbial clause (P1907-6, 12, 61, 82)  
(P1907-6): 1So far as I can find, 2writers on hypnotism have not dealt explicitly with 
                   this question. 
 
4.4.2. Non-finite comment clauses   
There are only 2 examples of non-finite comment clauses. Both of them have the form of a to- 
infinitive clause (P1907-1, 51). 
(P1907-51):  1But she similarly failed, 2to begin with, 1in the hypnotic state.  
Of the four syntactic categories finite and non-finite comment clauses are least frequent.  
 
4.5. Clause configurations in Corpus 1 
In Table 4.11 below,  the P1907 corpus of 100 sentences is divided into groups according to 
the number of finite clauses contained in them (1 – 9 finite clauses). Within each particular 
number of finite clauses 2 subgroups are considered; the left columns always show the 
number of sentences with a particular number of finite clauses only (in Table 4.11 shown in 
the line marked 0 number of non-finite clauses); the right columns within a particular number 
of finite clauses add the numbers of sentences with 1 – 6 non-finite clauses. For example, as 
regards sentences with 1 finite clause, there are 5 which contain 1 finite clause only. Then 
there are 8 sentences containing 1 finite clause and 1 non-finite clause, and 2 sentences 
containing 1 finite clause and 2 non-finite clauses. Altogether there are 5 sentences with 1 
finite clause and 10 sentences with 1 finite clause and non-finite clauses.   
 
As can be seen in Table 4.11, eighty-five per cent of sentences in Corpus 1 contain more than 
1 finite clause. About 1/3 (thirty-three per cent) are sentences with finite clauses only. The 
majority of sentences, however, sixty-seven per cent, contain finite as well as non-finite 
clauses. 
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Table 4.11  Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in P1907 
 
Number of finite clauses Number  
of non-
finite 
clauses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 5  6  11  9  1  1  0  0  0  
1  8  6  13  3  4  2  1  1   
2  2  7  3  2  2         
3      1  4  3  1       
4      1  1        1   
5                   
6                  1 
Total No 
of 
sentences 
5 10 6 13 11 18 9 10 1 9 1 3 0 1 0 2 0 1 
 
Total 
No 
of 
sent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
 
In the analyses of sentences, main clauses are typed in bold and in the charts illustrating 
sentence structure which accompany each sentence they are always in the top layer, while 
subordinate clauses are in the lower layers. Verb forms are underlined. Clauses are numbered 
in the order they appear in the sentence. The first clause, no matter whether it is main or 
subordinate, always has number1. If subordinate clauses precede the main clause, they are in 
the lower layers indicated by left-branching. If they follow the main clause, this is indicated 
by right branching. If a clause is interrupted by another clause and continues after that clause, 
the symbol → is used. If a sentence contains more subordinate clauses, an attempt is made to 
show whether subordinate clauses are at the same level or there is a hierarchical arrangement 
between them (a subordinate clause becomes superordinate to another subordinate clause). 
Next to its number, each clause is assigned 3 symbols separated by slashes. The first symbol 
indicates whether the clause is finite or non-finite, the second specifies the syntactic function 
of the clause and the third states the type of finite or non-finite clause. If two clauses 
occurring next to each other are at the same level, a double slash (//) is used. The symbols and 
explanations of what they stand for are listed below. 
 
4.5.1. Symbols used in the analysis 
 
F – finite           NF – nonfinite    
←/→ – clause interruption    // –  two clauses at the same level               
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Syntactic functions of clauses 
 
M – main clause        A – adverbial  
S – subject          PRM – premodification 
Od– object direct        PM – postmodification                                        
Oprep –  prepositional object    Cadj – adjectival complementation  
Cs– subject complement     SS – subject to subject raising 
Co – object complement     com – comment clause 
                                               
Types of finite clauses 
  
that  – nominal that-clause as adjectival complementation 
that A – asyndetic nominal that-clause 
that V – nominal that-clause after a verb 
that VA – asyndetic nominal that-clause after a verb 
extra that  – extraposed nominal that- clause after Introductory it 
pre that  – nominal that-clause in pre-predicate position 
that CoV – nominal that-clause after a copular verb 
Wh-inter  - Wh- interrogative clause 
inter – yes/no question 
time – adverbial clause of time      purp – adverbial clause of purpose 
cond - adverbial clause of condition     reas – adverbial clause of reason 
conc – adverbial clause of concession    condc– conditional-concessive clause 
man – adverbial clause of manner 
exce – adverbial clause of exception 
eq – adverbial clause of comparison/equivalence 
neq – adverbial clause of comparison/non-equivalence 
suex – adverbial clause of comparison/sufficiency-excess 
rel d – defining relative clause       rel n – non-defining relative clauses 
rel dA – asyndetic defining relative clause                 
Wh– rel – nominal relative clause 
apos – appositive clause 
Mf  – used when a comment clause has the form of a main clause 
Af  – used when a comment clause has the form of an adverbial clause  
Q – quotation of direct speech 
 
Types of non-finite clauses 
  
to infV – to- infinitive clause after a verb 
extra to – extraposed to- infinitive clause after Introductory it 
to infCoV – to- infinitive clause after a copular verb 
to inf – to- infinitive clause  
-ingV–  -ing clause after a verb 
prep-ing/-ed  –  -ing/-ed clause after a preposition 
con-ing/-ed – -ing-ed  clause after a conjunction 
-ing, -ed –  -ing , -ed clause 
suex to – to- infinitive clause of sufficiency – excess 
purp to – to- infinitive clause of purpose 
 
4.5.2. Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses 
Configurations with 1 finite clause (15) 
1 finite / 0 non-finite  (5 cases: P1907- 42, 77, 80, 88, 98) 
(P1907-88): I have made only one or two experiments of this nature.  
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1 finite /1 non-finite  (8 cases)  
1 main, 1 non-finite  (7 cases: P1907-15, 35, 36, 37, 48, 65, 76) 
*(P1907 – 65):1In my own experiments I 1gave my subjects very few opportunities 2of 
2making calculations in hypnosis.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/prep-ing 
 
1 main /1 comment (1 case: P1907- 51) 
1But she similarly 1failed, 2to begin with, 1in the hypnotic state.  
 
1M//2NF/com/to inf  → 
 
1 finite / 2 non-finite (2 cases: P1907- 14, 24) 
1 main, 2 non-finite 
(P1907 -24):1In the case of my own subject. F. D., the period of natural sleep 1seemed 
 2to be the time 3chosen for the working out of the calculations.  
 
1M 
 2NF/SS/to- inf 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
Configurations with 2 finite clauses (19) 
2 finite clauses / 0 non-finite (6 cases)  
2 main / parataxis  (1 instance) 
(P1907 – 47): 1Sometimes the correct replies 1were almost instantaneous, 2and in these 
 instances no conscious calculation 2could be traced.”  
 
1M AND  2M 
 
1 main, 1 comment  (1 instance) 
(P1907 -6): 1So far as I 1can find, 2writers on hypnotism 2have not dealt explicitly with 
 this question. 
 
1F/com/Af//
2M 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate (4 instances: P1907 – 33, 57, 64, 95) 
(P1907 -95): 1She said 2she did not.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatVA 
 
2 finite / 1 non-finite (6 cases) 
2 main, 1 non-finite (3 cases: P1907 – 2, 45, 90) 
(P1907 – 2): 1The danger of such metaphors 1is obvious, 2but it 2is probably less 
 misleading 3to speak of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness than of the hypnotic self.  
 
                                                 
* With a view to presenting the analysis clearly, numbers1, 2, ... are used to mark the beginnings of clauses, before 
verb forms belonging to particular clauses and also when a clause continues after being interrupted by another 
clause. 
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1M BUT  2M 
     3NF/S/extra to 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (3 cases: P1907 – 34, 41, 69) 
(P1907 – 41): 1In his statement of the point 2demanding explanation in regard to the 
 calculations, 1Dr. Bramwell 1assumes 3that arithmetical powers 3are always greater during 
 hypnosis than in waking life.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ing  3F/Od /thatV 
 
2 finite / 2 non-finite (7 cases) 
I main, 1 subordinate, 2 non-finite  (6 cases: P1907 – 25, 38, 53, 68, 89, 96) 
(P1907 – 89): 1On one occasion I 1told F. D., during hypnosis, 2to write down in my 
 presence the next time 3I 3called 4to see her, 2the number of halfpennies in £36 17s. II ½d.  
 
1M          
 2NF/Od /to infV         → 
  3F/PM/rel dA 
   4NF/A/purp to 
 
1 main, 1 finite comment, 2 non-finite  (1 instance) 
(P1907 -61): 1As I have already indicated, 2a memory of the results of subconscious 
 calculations 3made in response to suggestions 4given in hypnosis 2becomes a possession 
 of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness. 
 
1F/com/Af// 
2M         → 
      3NF/PM/-ed 
       4NF/PM/-ed         
 
 
Configurations with 3 finite clauses (29) 
3 finite / 0 non-finite (11 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate (3 instances: P1907–46, 62, 84), always only 1 main clause has a 
subordinate clause dependent on it. 
(P1907 – 84):.1I have also found some indications 2that he 2will perform calculations 
 subconsciously in post-hypnosis more rapidly, 3but on this point the evidence 3is not 
 very conclusive.  
 
1M BUT 3M 
 2F/PM/apos  
 
1 main, 2 subordinate  (8 cases)  
In one case the main clause is interrupted by a subordinate clause, continues after that clause 
and is then followed by another subordinate clause. 
 
(P1907 – 30): 1In regard to Dr. Bramwell’s experiments and my own, the first thing 
 2which 2must be taken into consideration 1is the comparative simplicity of the earlier 
 problems and their gradual increase in difficulty 3as time 3went on. 
 
1M                     → 
 2F/PM/rel d  3F/A/time 
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In 1 case the main clause is followed by 2 subordinate clauses of the same kind which are 
linked by coordination. 
 
(P1907-91): 1Awake, she 1did not know  2what the figures 2meant, 3or why she 3had 
 written them. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od /Wh-inter  OR  3F/Od /Wh-inter   
 
In the remaining 6 cases (P1907 – 59, 66, 70, 75, 94, 97) there is a main clause followed by a 
subordinate clause which then becomes superordinate to a clause that follows. This leads to a 
right-branching sentence structure. (CGEL p.1039) 
(P1907 – 66):1I rather 1directed my attention to the investigation of the subconscious 
calculations 2which 2are made 3after hypnosis 3has terminated. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/A/time 
 
3 finite /1non-finite (13 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (6 cases).  
In four cases (P1907-8, 29, 40, 93) each main clause has one subordinate clause dependent on 
it. Of the two subordinate clauses one is finite, the other non-finite.  
(P1907-93): 1She 1did not know 2when she 2had solved the problem, 3and 3had no 
 recollection 4of 4having made any calculation.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2F/Od /Wh-inter    
4NF/PM/prep-ing 
 
In two cases both clauses are dependent on 1 main clause. (P1907-17, 43) 
(P1907 – 43): 1We 1have seen 2that in Delboeu’s  subject J. there 2was during hypnosis 
 apparently little improvement in her 3calculating 2powers; 4and my own experience with 
 most of my somnambules 4is quite in accord with this result.  
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/Od /thatV  
  3NF/PRM/-ing  
 
2 main, 1finite comment, 1 non-finite  (1 case) 
(P1907 – 83): 1He 1will also, 2I 2think, 1show 3increased 1capacity, 4or at least 4will solve 
 the problems more rapidly during hypnosis than in the waking state.  
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf OR 
4M 
   3NF/PRM/-ed   
 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite  (4 cases: P1907-4, 7, 50, 55) 
Sentence patterns vary. Sentences P1907-4, 50, 55 follow the right-branching sentence 
structure,  P1907-7 is different. 
(P1907-4): 1We 1must not then suppose 2that hypnotization 2will enable us 3to bring to the 
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 surface the memory of all subliminal mentation 4which 4may go on during waking life. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3NF/Od /to infV 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
(P1907-7): 1Much of the evidence 2to be found in Gurney’s papers, 1and that 3which I 
 3have met with in my own investigations, 1points to a very curious conclusion with 
  regard to the elements of subconscious thinking 4that 4can be recalled in the hypnotic 
  state.  
 
1M                           →                      → 
 2NF/PM/to inf  3F/PM/rel d  4F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite comment (1 case: P1907-1) 
(P1907-1): 1Or, 1to change the metaphor, 2we 2may regard it 3as we 3do those regions of the 
earth´s crust  4which 4lie below the surface of every-day observation.  
 
1NF/com/to inf // 2M 
       3F/A/man 
        4F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 1 finite comment, 1 non-finite  (1 case: P1907-21) 
(P1907 -21): 1This deepening of the sleep, 2which 3I 3believe 2actually 2takes place – 1a 
 “sleep” of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness –1may be merely a concentration of 
 attention on the problem 4to be solved. 
 
1M         → 
 2F/PM/rel d // 3F/com/Mf  
4NF/PM/to inf 
 
3 finite / 2non-finite (3 cases) 
3 main, 2 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-9):1Bodily acts, such as writing or speaking, 2originating subliminally, 1are also, 
 as a rule, remembered in hypnosis; 3and along with the recollection of the 4written or 
 spoken words 3there 3comes of course a knowledge of their meaning; 5and there 5may 
 be thus a simulation of remembrance of the content of a subconscious thought.  
 
1M      → AND 3M      → AND 5M 
 2NF/PM/-ing    4NF/PRM/-ed  
 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite (2 cases: P1907-44, 72) 
(P1907-72):1On the other hand, there 1is evidence 2to show 3that problems, 4the mental 
 solution of which 4would seem 5to be beyond the powers of the waking or of the hypnotic 
 consciousness 3may be correctly solved under favourable circumstances, such as during 
 natural sleep, as the result of a purely subconscious calculation.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
  3F/Od /thatV   → 
   4F/PM/rel d  
    5NF/SS/to inf 
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In P1907-44  there are 2 clauses dependent on 1 main clause. 
(P1907-44): 1On twenty-four occasions Dr. Bramwell’s subject, Miss D., 1was asked, 
 2immediately after the suggestions 2were given, and before the termination of hypnosis, 3to 
 calculate 4when the 5suggested 4act 4fell due.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/time// 3NF/Od /to infV 
                     4F/Od /Wh-inter  → 
                  5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
3 finite / 3 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 3 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-26): 1But when the repose of natural sleep 1supervenes 2we 2can imagine the 
 subconscious mind at the hypnotic level 3settling down to the solution of its task, 
 4becoming absorbed in its work, 5and “5coming to itself” 6when the problem 6has been 
 solved.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/time  3NF/PM/-ing//4NF/PM/-ing//AND 5NF/PM/-ing 
                    6F/A/time 
 
3 finite / 4 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 4 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-100): 1But the powers of subconscious calculation 2exhibited 3by 3calculating 
 prodigies such as Gauss or Dase 1should deter us 4from 4being too sure 5that the solution 
 of the comparatively simple problems 6given to hypnotic somnambules 5may not be the 
 work of some truly supernormal faculty7 the mere suspicion of whose existence would be a 
 heresy for orthodox science.  
 
1M       → 
 2NF/PM/-ed    4NF/Oprep /-ing 
  3NF/A/prep-ing   5F/ Cadj /that  → 
           6NF/PM/-ed  7F/PM/rel d 
 
 
Configurations with 4 finite clauses (19) 
4 finite / 0 non-finite   (9 cases) 
2 main, 2 subordinate (4 cases) 
In 3 cases (P1907-19, 63, 78) each main clause has 1 subordinate clause dependent on it. 
(P1907-19):1That the results of subliminal calculation 1may sometimes be remembered in 
 hypnosis 2was shown in the series of experiments with F. D.; 3but 4that they sometimes 
 4may not be remembered 3is equally clear from Dr. Bramwell’s observations.  
 
 2M BUT   3M 
1F/S/pre that   4F/S/pre that 
 
In 1 case there are 2 finite subordinate clauses dependent on 1 main clause. 
(P1907-92):1In hypnosis she 1remembered the suggestion, 2and 2knew 3that 4what she 
4had written 3was the answer.  
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1M AND 2M 
     3F/Od /thatV     → 
     4F/S/Wh- rel 
 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 1 finite comment (1 instance) 
(P1907-81):1Here visual representation 1is the rule; 2and it 2will, 3I 3think, 2be found 
 4that skill in mental arithmetic 4is almost always accompanied by unusual powers of 
 visualization.  
 
1M AND 2M // 3F/com/Mf 
      4F/S/extra that    
 
1 main, 3 subordinate (1 case) 
(P1907-71): 1On the contrary, I 1have found, in some cases at least, 2that 3if the waking 
 consciousness 3is actively engaged, 2a length of time as great or greater 4than 4would be 
 required for the solution of the problem in ordinary waking, or in hypnosis, 2is necessary 
 for the subconscious calculation. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV     →                 → 
  3F/A/cond  4F/A/neq 
 
1 main, 3 subordinate clauses, two of them linked by coordination (2 cases: P1907-18,58) 
(P1907-18):1Even if the act in question 1had not been distinctly specified 2when the 
 suggestion 2was given, 3but 3was the result of a certain amount of spontaneity and choice, 
 or of even more elaborate mental processes, on the part of the secondary consciousness, 
 4the doing of it 4can, as a rule, be recollected during hypnosis. 
 
  4M 
 1F/A/conc //BUT 3F/A/conc 
2F/A/time 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 finite comment (1 case) 
(P1907-28):1The second point 2which 3Dr. Bramwell 3thinks 2demands an explanation 1is 
 “the fact 4that the suggestions not only 4involved feats of arithmetical calculations and 
 memory far beyond the subjects’ normal powers, but also in some cases beyond their 
 ordinary hypnotic ones.”  
 
1M          → 
 2F/PMrel d// 3F/com/Mf  
4F/PM/apos 
 
4 finite / 1 non-finite (3 cases) 
2 main, 1 finite comment, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-12): 1As I 1have said, 2acts 3originating subliminally 2are remembered, 4and with 
 the remembrance of the act 4comes also a remembrance of the thought 5which 
 immediately 5prompted it.  
 
1F/com/Af // 
2M     → AND 4M 
      3NF/PM/-ing    5F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 1 non-finite (2 cases: P1907 –54, 87). The arrangement of clauses 
differs considerably. 
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(P1907-54):1The most curious detail of these problems 2solved in hypnosis, 1and one 
 3which I 3have frequently verified in my own experiments, 1is 4that 5when correct answers 
 5were given immediately, 4“no conscious calculation 4could be traced.”  
 
1M                     →                  → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3F/PM/rel d  4F/C/thatCoV → 
            5F/A/time 
 
(P1907-87):1We 1should rather be inclined 2to expect 3that somnambules 4who 4have 
 undergone some training in subconscious calculation,3 might be able to perform 
 subconsciously problems as difficult as any 5that they 5could do in the waking state with 
 the help of pencil and paper. 
 
1M 
 2NF/Cadj /to inf 
  3F/Od /thatV → 
   4F/PM/rel d 5F/PM/rel d 
 
4 finite / 2 non-finite (2 cases) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 2 non-finite (2 cases: P1907 –39,74). Again, even though the 
configurations of both sentences are the same, the arrangements differ considerably. 
(P1907-39):1Thus in Dr. Bramwell’s Exp. 39 – in 20,180 minutes from 3.30 p.m. – all 
 2that 2is necessary 1is 3to recognize 4that 10,080 x 2 = 20,160, and the date 5at which the 
 suggestion 5falls due 4is immediately seen 6to be 3.50 p.m. a fortnight hence. 
 
1M                → 
2F/PM/rel d  3NF/C/to infCV 
      4F/Od /thatV    → 
       5F/PM/rel d    6NF/SS/to inf  
 
(P1907-74): 1Such a facilitation of mental calculations 1would arise 2if the subject 2were 
 able to visualize the figures 3employed, 4so that they 4had for him the reality and 
 permanence 5which 6suggested 5visual hallucinations 5have for many somnambules.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/cond 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
   4F/A/suex 
    5F/PM/rel d    → 
     6NF/PRM/-ed 
 
4 finite / 3 non-finite (4 instances) 
3 main, 1 subordinate, 3 non-finite (1 case)  
(P1907-27): 1Again I 1appeal to the information 2given by the subject in hypnosis; 3F. D. 
 3said 4that she sometimes 4remembered 5thinking in her sleep of the questions and the 
  answers, 6but she 6denied all knowledge 7of 7having made any calculations.  
 
1M 3M BUT  6M 
 2NF/PM/-ed  4F/Od/thatV        
7NF/PM/prep-ing 
   5NF/Od /-ing     
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2 main, 2 subordinate, 3 non-finite (2 cases: P1907 –32, 56) 
(P1907-56): 1But we 1must remember 2how difficult introspection 2is to an 3untrained 
 2mind; 4and the difference between a conclusion 5arrived at by a short calculation 4and 
 one 6which 4depends immediately on a knowledge of certain facts, 4is sometimes not 
 quite obvious, even to a 7trained 4observer.  
 
1M AND 4M       →                    → 
 2F/Od /Wh-inter   →    
5NF/PM/-ed   6F/PM/rel d  7NF/PRM/-ed 
  3NF/PRM/-ed  
 
1 main, 3 subordinate (2 clauses linked by coordination), 3 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-86): 1If this possibility 1be accepted, 2and if allowance 2be made for hypnotic 
 training of the 3calculating 2faculty, for 4increased 2power of attention at the hypnotic level 
 of consciousness, and for the length of time at the disposal of the subconscious intelligence 
 5in 5arriving at a correct solution of the more difficult problems, 6the contention 7that the 
 solution of these problems 7involved feats of arithmetical calculation beyond the normal 
 powers of the subjects 6loses much of its force.  
 
                           6M     → 
                      ←        ←      2F/A/cond AND 1F/A/cond  7F/PM/apos 
5NF/A/prep-ing   4NF/PRM/-ed  3NF/PRM/-ing              
 
4 finite / 4 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 4 non-finite 
(P1907-60): 1So if Miss D., in hypnosis, 1knew 2that there 2are 10,080 minutes in a week, 
 3would it be necessary for her 4to make any calculation 5to tell 6when an act 7suggested 
 8to be done in 10,090 minutes 6fell due?  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/cond  4NF/S/extra to 
2F/Od /that V   5NF/A/purp to 
        6F/Od /Wh-inter       → 
         7NF/PM/-ed 
          8NF/PM/to inf 
 
Configurations with 5 finite clauses (10) 
5 finite / 0 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 3 subordinate (1 case) 
(P1907 -13): 1But if this act 1is the result of a subconscious train of reasoning or of 
 calculation, 2there 2may be, 3and in my own experiments I 3have found 4that there 
 generally 4is, 2no recollection of the various antecedent stages of thought 5which 5have 
 led up to it.  
 
 2M AND 3M     2M 
1F/A/cond     4F/Od /that V  5F/PM/rel d  
 
5 finite / 1 non-finite (4 cases) 
2 main, 3 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 instance) 
(P1907 -16): 1If a post-hypnotic act 1is to be performed 2when the operator 2coughs for the 
    fifth time, 3the subliminal perception of the coughs 3is remembered in hypnosis; 4and 
    5if the subject 5be hypnotized after the fourth cough 4he 4will sometimes give proof 6of 
    6being in an attitude of expectancy for the final signal.  
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  3M AND 
4M                       → 
 1F/A/cond    
5F/A/cond  
6NF/PM/prep-ing   
2F/A/time  
 
1 main, 4 subordinate, 1 non-finite (2 cases: P1907 – 10, 67). The arrangement of clauses 
varies, but both sentences contain subordinate clauses linked by coordination. 
(P1907 -10):1When a thought 1has not been the immediate result of a 2subliminally 
    2perceived 1sensory impression, 3or 3has not been externalized in any motor act, 4a 
 memory of it 4may sometimes be found in hypnosis 5if the thought 5is the conclusion of 
 a subconscious train of reasoning, or the answer to a problem 6which 6has been solved 
 subliminally. 
 
            4M 
3F/A/time  OR 1F/A/time  5F/A/cond 
     2NF/PRM/-ed      6F/PM/rel d 
 
(P1907 -67):1I 1have found little evidence 2that calculation in hypnosis 2is, as a rule, 
 appreciably more rapid or more accurate than in the waking state, 3except in so far as such 
 data 4as I 4have indicated, 5resulting from training during hypnosis or from subconscious 
 calculation in post-hypnosis, 3may become a possession of the hypnotic stratum of 
 consciousness, 6and thereby 6facilitate the solution of such problems during the hypnotic 
 state.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/A/exce/                                 → 3F AND 6F/A/exce 
   4F/PM/rel d// 5NF/PM/-ing     
 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 1 finite comment, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
 (P1907-82):  1So far as my own experiments 1go, 2I 2have found 3that 4if a somnambule 
    4is a good visuel 3he 3will, 5other things 5being equal, 3be more expert at mental 
    Arithmetic during hypnosis than one 6who 6is not. 
 
 
1F/com/Af // 
2M 
      3F/ Od /thatV   →                     → 
       4F/A/cond      5NF/A/-ingA  6F/PM/rel d 
  
5 finite / 2 non-finite (2 cases) 
2 main, 3 subordinate, 2 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-85): 1Although individuals 1vary greatly in their powers of visualization, 2very few 
 people in the waking state 2can visualize sufficiently well 3to enable them 4to keep 
 steadily before the mind all the figures in a sum of any considerable length; 5but 6if a 
 somnambule 6is visuel in the normal state 5it 5is quite possible 7that during hypnosis, or in 
 the working of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness at other times, such an increase of 
 faculty 7may readily take place.  
 
       2M BUT 5M                → 
1F/A/conc  3NF/A/suex to    6F/Acond   7F/S/extra that 
      4NF/Od /to infV  
 
1 main, 4 subordinate, 2 non-finite (1 case). The main clause is right in the middle, left- and 
right- branching are in balance. 
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(P1907-52): 1Had a parallel series of problems been given to Miss D. in the waking state 
 from the beginning, or even from the 8th of January, 2when she 2was first asked 3to make 
 calculations during hypnosis, 4there can be little doubt 5that by February 5th, 6when she 
 first 6succeeded 7in 7giving a correct answer in hypnosis, 5she 5would have been able to 
 solve the same problem as readily in the waking state.  
 
       4M 
  1F/A/cond   5F/PM/apos                 → 
 2F/PM/rel n    6F/PM/rel n 
3NF/Od /to inf     7NF/Oprep /-ing 
 
5 finite / 3 non-finite (3 cases) 
2 main, 3 subordinate, 3 non-finite (1 case). The sentence contains two different 
postmodifications  of the same noun phrase, one finite, the other non-finite. 
(P1907-5): 1The memory test in regard to mental processes 2supposed 3to be carried on 
 at the hypnotic level, 1has positive but not negative validity; 4and 5even if a want of 
 recollection during hypnosis of the events of previous hypnoses 5did not sometimes occur, 
 4we 4could not deny the possibility of a subconscious train of thought, – 6even if this 
 6were started by a suggestion 7given during hypnosis, – 8of which no recollection 8can be 
 aroused by re-hypnotization. 
 
1M                        → AND 4M                → 
 2NF/PM/-ed    5F/A/conc    6F/A/conc  
  3NF/SS/to inf             7NF/PM/-ed // 8F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 4 subordinate, 3 non-finite (2 cases: P1907-49, 73). Each sentence displays a different 
arrangement of clauses. 
(P1907-49): 1There 1is really nothing very wonderful in the fact 2that an intelligence 
 3which 3has been for several weeks engaged 4in 4solving problems 5such as 5were given to 
 Miss D. in hypnosis, 2should at last succeed 6in 6telling, almost immediately, 7when an act 
 8to be performed at the end of 10,050 minutes 7falls due. 
 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos                 → 
  3F/PM/rel d    6NF/Oprep /-ing 
   4NF/Oprep /-ing   7F/Od/Wh-inter   → 
    5F/PM/rel d    8NF/PM/to inf 
 
 (P1907-73): 1Although I 1am inclined 2to ascribe most importance to the 3uninterrupted 
 2concentration of attention 4which 4may be possible at the hypnotic level, 2and to the length 
 of time 5which 5is available by the subconscious intelligence 6for 6making the calculations, 
 7still, there 7may be, in some instances, both in hypnosis and in post-hypnosis, a 
 facilitation of mental operations at the hypnotic level 8which 8is impossible in 
 supraliminal thought.  
 
                    7M 
              1F/A/conc  8F/PM/rel d   
                     ←                  ← 2NF/Cadj/to inf 
 5F/PM/rel d  4F/PM/rel d     3NF/PRM/-ed 
6NF/A/prep-ing   
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Configurations with 6 finite clauses (4) 
6 finite / 0 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 4 subordinate 
(P1907-22): 1The amount of attention 2which 2can be brought to bear 1is at all times 
 limited; 3and even during waking life, 4if the attention 4becomes completely absorbed by 
 some experience, 3the marginal elements in the conscious field 3may become so wholly 
 submerged 5that only at the end of the experience 5do we “come to ourselves” 6and 6take 
 up the thread of our life in relation to the external world.  
 
1M                   → AND 3M                 → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/A/cond  5F/A/suex // AND 6F/A/suex 
 
6 finite / 1 non-finite (2 cases) 
2 main, 4 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
(P1907-31): 1We 1must not undervalue the facility in calculation 2which practice 2brings, 
 3and 4whatever method 5of 5reducing minutes to hours and days 4a subject 4may adopt, 
 3there 3seems little doubt 6that familiarity with certain equivalents of minutes in days and 
 hours 6must soon become established, and 6be utilized in the solution 7of what at first sight 
 7may appear very complex arithmetical problems.  
 
1M AND 3M                                       → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/A/conc                 →  6F/PM/apos 
     5NF/PM/prep-ing    7F/PM/nom r 
 
1 main, 5 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case). 2 subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
(P1907-23): 1So when subconscious attention 1is concentrated on the solution of an 
 arithmetical problem 2given in hypnosis, 3absorption in the problem 3becomes so 
 complete 4that 5only when the solution 5has been attained 4does the consciousness of the 
 hypnotic stratum “come to itself,” 6and 6enter into relation with those subconscious 
 thoughts 7which form the memory-continuum of the hypnotic state.  
               3M 
 1F/A/time  4F/A/suex       → AND 6F/A/suex 
2NF/PM/-ed   5F/A/time      7F/PM/rel d 
 
6 finite / 3 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 4 subordinate, 3 non-finite  
(P1907-3):  1This 1is especially so 2if 3by 3using the term hypnotic self 2we 2imply 4that it 
 4is co-existence with the subliminal self; 5for there 5is abundant evidence, 6derived from 
 various sources, 7that the region of mental life 8laid bare at any one time by the induction 
 of hypnosis- 7is but a fraction of the subliminal, 9just as the supraliminal 9is but a fraction 
 of mental life in its totality. 
 
1M FOR 5M 
 2F/A/cond               →    6NF/PM/-ed//7F/PM/apos         → 
  3NF/A/prep-ing  4F/Od /thatV          
8NF/PM-ed  9F/A/eq 
 
Configurations with 7 finite clauses (1) 
7 finite / 1 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 5 subordinate, 1 non-finite  
(P1907-79): 1With regard to words, however, this 1is undoubtedly exceptional; 2and 
 notwithstanding the opinion of Bain and Stricker, 3that motor representations 3form the 
 material of our recollection in the use of words, 2I 2think 4there 4is little doubt 5that the 
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 view 6put forward in this country by Dr. Charlton Bastian, and in France by Victor Egger, 
 7which 7gives pre-eminence to auditory representations, 5is true for the great majority of 
 people 8who habitually 8think in words. 
 
1M AND 2M                    → 
    3F/PM/apos   4F/Od /thatV 
            5F/PM/apos                              → 
           6NF/PM/-ed // 7F/PM/rel d  8F/PM/rel d 
 
Configurations with 8 finite clauses (2) 
8 finite / 1 non-finite (1 case) 
3 main, 1 finite comment, 4 subordinate, 1 non-finite  
(P1907-11): 1Generalization in regard to the peculiarities of hypnotic and post- 
hypnotic states 1is nearly always a mistake; 2and I 2do not for a moment deny 3that in 
    exceptional circumstances memory of a much wider range of subliminal thought than that 
    4which I 4have indicated 3may be found during hypnosis; 5but in the ordinary 
    somnambule it 5is, 6I 6think, 5very difficult 7to find any indisputable evidence of memory 
    of a subconscious thought 8which 8cannot be included in one of the categories 9I have 
    named.  
 
1M AND 2M BUT 5M // 6F/com/Mf 
    3F/Od /thatV   →    
7NF/S/extra to 
     4F/PM/rel d     8F/PM/rel d 
       9F/PM/rel dA 
 
8 finite / 4 non-finite  (1 case)  
2 main, 6 subordinate, 4 non-finite 
(P1907-99): 1Although the solution of the more difficult problems 2occurring in the time- 
experiments 1would seem 3to necessitate some such facilitation of the mental calculations 
 4as I 4have suggested, 5there 5is not, in the instances 6recorded up to the present, 
 5anything 7to warrant the belief 8that the subconscious powers of the subjects 8are in this 
 respect any greater 9than 9might be expected from their standard of education, 10and 11were 
 these the only examples of subconscious calculations on record 10we 10might be content 
 with some such explanation 12as I have suggested.  
 
 
                  5M                     → AND 10M                   → 
     ←   1F/A/conc     6NF/PM/-ed   7NF/PM/to inf       11F/A/condA  12F/PM/rel s 
 3NF/SS/to inf  2NF/PM/-ing          8F/PM/apos  
4F/PM/rel s                 9F/A/neq  
 
Configurations with 9 finite clauses (1) 
9 finite / 6 non-finite (1 case)  
2 main, 1 finite comment, 6 subordinate, 6 non-finite 
(P1907-20): 1The difficulty 2in 2finding any memory of the continuous thinking 3which 
4we 4know 3can go on subliminally 1would seem 5to be especially great 6if the train of 
thought 6necessitates some concentration of subliminal attention, as in the calculations 
7required in the time-experiments 8recorded by Delboeuf, Dr. Bramwell, and myself; 9and 
I 9know no better description of the nature of the mental state 10in which such 
calculations 10are presumably made than that 11given to me by F. D., in hypnosis, 12when 
she 12said 13that she “13went into such a very deep sleep 14when 14doing them 15that she 
15could not remember anything about the actual calculations afterwards.” 
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1M → AND 9M 
 2NF/PM/prep - ing  5NF/SS/to inf        10F/PM/rel.d 
  3F/PM/rel.d//4F/com/Mf 
  6F/A/cond     11NF/PM/-ed 
    7NF/PM/-ed      12F/A/time 
     8NF/PM/-ed       13F/Od /thatV 
         14NF/A/when-ing // 15F/A/suex 
 
4.5.3. Discussion of findings 
As regards clause configurations, on the level of finite/non-finite clauses the most common 
configuration (29 occurrences) is a sentence having 3 finite clauses or various configurations 
of 3 finite clauses with non-finite ones. It is followed by configurations with 2 finite and 4 
finite clauses (again including also non-finites) represented equally by 19 occurrences each. If 
we proceed to a more specific area of the number of main, finite subordinate and non-finite 
clauses, it is also possible to find examples of sentences whose configurations are the same 
even though the numbers are much lower. In an even more specific area, namely in concrete 
configurations of concrete clauses, it is even more so. For example,  there are 4 sentences 
whose configuration is 1 main, 1 finite subordinate clause  (P1907- 33, 57, 64, 95). In 3 of 
them the configuration is 1 main, 1 nominal that clause.  
 
 P1907-33: 1For example, after a little experience of problems of this description, one 
                     soon 1comes to know and to remember 2that 10 080 2is the number of minutes 
                     in a week.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
 
 P1907-57: 1I know 2that there 2are 365 days in a year.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
 
 P1907-95: 1She said 2she did not.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatVA 
 
In 2 out of three cases with the configuration 2 main, 1 finite subordinate clause (P1907-46, 
62, 84) two main clauses combine with an adverbial clause of time. 
 P1907-46:1 “As the experiments 1advanced, 2not only the frequency, but also the extent, 
                      of Miss D. ’s errors in calculation 2decreased, 3and the answers 3were given 
                      much more rapidly. 
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    2M AND 3M 
1F/A/time  
 
 P1907-62: 1Thus when F. D. 1worked out on paper, during hypnosis, the calculation in 
                     experiment No. 13, 2she 2put down 1,440 and 3multiplied it by 10.  
 
    2M AND  3M 
1F/A/time  
 
In the corpus there are also 8 cases with the configuration 1 main, 2 finite subordinate clauses. 
6 out of 8 cases (P1907- 59, 66, 70, 75, 94, 97) have the same right-branching arrangement of 
clauses. This means that the first subordinate clause becomes superordinate to the following 
subordinate clause. As the following examples indicate, proceeding to a more specific area, 
namely which configurations of which clauses occur in the sentences analysed, the 
combinations of clauses differ considerably. 
 
 P1907-59: 1Or 1am I merely stating a fact 2which 2is as well known to me 3as that there 
                     3are seven days in a week?  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/A/eq 
 
 P1907-66: 1I rather 1directed my attention to the investigation of the subconscious 
                     calculations 2which 2are made 3after hypnosis 3has terminated. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/A/time 
 
 P1907-70: 1In my own experiments I 1have found little evidence 2that mental 
                     calculations 2can be performed subconsciously more quickly 3than they 3can be  
                     in hypnosis or in ordinary waking life.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/A/neq 
 
 P1907-75: 1We 1know from the work of Charcot, Gilbert Ballet, and Sir Francis 
                     Galton, 2that individuals 2vary very much as to the nature of the sensory images 
                     3which they most habitually 3use as their counters of thought.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
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 P1907-94: 1On another occasion I 1asked her, while awake, 2if she 2knew 3how many 
                     yards 3are in a mile.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /inter 
  3F/Od /Wh-inter 
 
 P1907-97: 1She 1said 2she 2was sure 3she 3could not do this.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatVA 
  3F/Cadj /thatA 
 
To summarise: Most commonly the configurations could be compared on the level of 
finite/non-finite clauses, less commonly on the level of the number of main, finite subordinate 
and non-finite clauses. Beyond that level there was usually a different arrangement of 
different clauses. This is illustrated on 6 sentences below (P1907- 25, 38, 53, 68, 89, 96) that 
follow the configuration 1 main/1 finite subordinate/2 non-finite. It was thus impossible to 
find the most common configuration of clauses. 
 P1907-25: 1And it 1is reasonable 2to suppose 3that the subliminal 3is seldom so completely 
                     segregated from the supraliminal consciousness 4as 4not to be to some extent 
                     disturbed in its operations by the experiences of waking life.  
 
 
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to 
  3F/Od /thatV 
   4NF/A/suex to 
 
 P1907-38: 1Looked at in the same way, 2many of the other suggestions 3which at first 
                     sight 3seem 4to necessitate considerable powers of mental arithmetic, 2are 
                     rendered very simple.  
 
    2M       → 
1NF/A/-edA  3F/PM/rel d  
      4NF/SS/to inf 
 
 P1907-53: 1But no such training of the waking intelligence 1having taken place, 2the 
                     hypnotic intelligence 2was by February 5th, if not the better calculator, at 
                     least in possession of certain data, useful in the particular kind of 
                     calculations 3required, 4of which the waking intelligence 4was quite ignorant. 
 
     2M 
1NF/A/-ingA  3NF/PM/-ed // 4F/PM/rel d 
 
 P1907-68: With regard to subconscious calculations 1performed 2after hypnosis 2is 
                      terminated, 3the investigation 3is more difficult, and the conclusions 4to be 
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                      arrived at 3more doubtful.  
 
             3M                        →                          
 1NF/PM/-ed 4NF/PM/to inf 
2F/A/time    
 
 P1907-9: 1On one occasion I 1told F. D., during hypnosis, 2to write down in my presence 
                   the next time 3I 3called 4to see her, 2the number of halfpennies in £36 17s. II ½d.  
 
1M          
 2NF/Od /to infV         → 
  3F/PM/rel dA 
   4NF/A/purp to 
 
 P1907-96: 1In hypnosis I 1told her 2to write down, in my presence, 3when I 3called 4to see 
                     her again, 2the number of feet in two and a half miles.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Od /to infV     → 
  3F/A/time      
   4NF/A/purp to 
 
4.5.4. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In the P1907 corpus of 100 sentences there are 32 sentences with 2 main clauses and 3 
sentences with 3 main clauses. It is surprising that among the 35 sentences with more than 1 
main clause there is just 1 example of pure parataxis in the strictest sense of the word, namely 
a sentence having exclusively main clauses. This sentence (P1907-47) has been assigned to 
the category of 2 finite clauses/no non-finites. Besides P1907-47 having 2 main clauses, the 
relationship of parataxis occurs in 34 other cases. In these examples, however, the sentences 
contain finite subordinate clauses (10 cases: P1907-13, 19, 22, 46, 62, 63, 78, 81, 84, 92),                  
non-finite clauses (4 cases: P1907-2, 9, 45, 90) or both (20 cases: P1907- 3, 5, 8, 11, 12, 16, 
17, 20, 27, 29, 31, 32, 40, 43, 56, 79, 83, 85, 93, 99). Below each type is illustrated with one 
example. 
(P1907-13): 1But if this act 1is the result of a subconscious train of reasoning or of 
                    calculation, 2there 2may be, 3and in my own experiments I 3have found 4that 
                    there generally 4is, 2no recollection of the various antecedent stages of 
                    thought 5which 5have led up to it.  
 
 2M AND 3M     2M 
1F/A/cond     4F/Od /that V   5F/PM/rel d  
 
(P1907-9): 1Bodily acts, such as writing or speaking, 2originating subliminally, 1are also, 
                  as a rule, remembered in hypnosis; 3and along with the recollection of the 
                  4written or spoken words 3there 3comes of course a knowledge of their 
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                  meaning; 5and there 5may be thus a simulation of remembrance of the 
                  content of a subconscious thought.  
 
1M      → AND 3M      → AND 5M 
 2NF/PM/-ing    4NF/PRM/-ed  
  
(P1907-5): 1The memory test in regard to mental processes 2supposed 3to be carried on 
                  at the hypnotic level, 1has positive but not negative validity; 4and 5even if a 
                  want of recollection during hypnosis of the events of previous hypnoses 5did not 
                  sometimes occur, 4we 4could not deny the possibility of a subconscious train 
                  of thought, – 6even if this 6were started by a suggestion 7given during hypnosis, 
                  – 8of which no recollection 8can be aroused by re-hypnotization. 
 
1M                        → AND 4M                → 
 2NF/PM/-ed    5F/A/conc    6F/A/conc  
  3NF/SS/to inf             7NF/PM/-ed // 8F/PM/rel d 
 
In sentences with 2 main clauses, the most common coordinating conjunction with 24 
occurrences is and (P1907-5, 8, 12, 13, 16, 20, 22, 29, 31, 40, 43, 45, 46, 47, 56, 62, 63, 78, 
79, 81, 90, 92, 93, 99) followed by 4 occurrences of but  (P1907-2, 19, 84, 85). Or (P1907 -
83), for (P1907-3), so (P1907-32), zero coordinator (P1907-17) rank much lower, only 1 
instance for each. In the 3 sentences with 3 main clauses the configurations of conjunctions 
are and/and (P1907-9), and/but (P1907-11), zero coordinator/but (P1907-27). 
 
The relationship of parataxis occurs also between finite and non-finite subordinate clauses of 
the same kind. In the corpus there are 9 examples of subordinate clauses linked by 
coordination; eight of them are finite, one is non-finite. Again the most common coordinating 
conjunction with 5 occurrences is and (P1907-22, 23, 58, 67, 86) followed by 2 cases of or 
(P1907-10, 91), 1 case of but (P1907-18), and 1 case of  zero coordinator/and (P1907-26) 
linking 3   -ing postmodifications.  In 7 cases coordination links two adverbial clauses, 
namely adverbial clauses of time (101,3), condition (581,3, 861,2), concession (181,3), 
sufficiency/excess (225,6, 234,6) and exception (673,6). In P1907-912,3 parataxis links two Wh- 
interrogative clauses functioning as Od. In P1907 – 26
3,4,5 zero coordinator/and are used to 
link three non-finite post-modifications of the same kind. 
 
4.5.5. Simple sentence versus the most complex sentence 
 
As mentioned above, with reference to sentence complexity the sentences in Corpus P1907 
vary considerably. The least complex are 5 sentences consisting of 1 main clause (P1907-42, 
77, 80, 88, 98). Since they contain only 1 finite verb form, they are simple sentences in the 
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strictest sense of the word. On the other hand, the most complex is P1907-20 having 2 main 
clauses, 6 finite subordinate clauses, 1 finite comment clause and 6 non-finite subordinate 
clauses,  making a total of 15 clauses.  
 
P1907-20: 1The difficulty 2in 2finding any memory of the continuous thinking 3which 4we 
4know 3can go on subliminally 1would seem 5to be especially great 6if the train 
  of thought 6necessitates some concentration of subliminal attention, as in the 
calculations 7required in the time-experiments 8recorded by Delboeuf, Dr. 
  Bramwell, and myself; 9and I 9know no better description of the nature of the 
  mental state 10in which such calculations 10are presumably made than that 
  11given to me by F. D., in hypnosis, 12when she 12said 13that she “13went into 
  such a very deep sleep 14when 14doing them 15that she 15could not remember  
  anything about the actual calculations afterwards.” 
 
 
1M → AND 9M 
 2NF/PM/prep - ing  5NF/SS/to inf        10F/PM/rel.d 
  3F/PM/rel.d//4F/com/Mf  
  6F/A/cond     11NF/PM/-ed 
    7NF/PM/-ed      12F/A/time 
     8NF/PM/-ed       13F/Od /thatV 
         14NF/A/con-ing // 15F/A/suex 
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5. CORPUS 2 
 
The second corpus of 100 sentences from the field of psychology has been drawn from a text 
dealing with hypnosis that was published in 2005. It contains 2,057 words, which means on 
average approximately 21 words per sentence. Apart from the category of the main clause, the 
corpus displays finite subordinate clauses and non-finite clauses. As regards the main clauses, 
there are 87 sentences that contain 1 main clause, 11 sentences containing 2 main clauses and 
2 sentences with 3 main clauses. The sum total of the main clauses is 115. (Table 5.1) 
 
Table 5.1   Main clauses  
 
Number of main clauses in a 
sentence 
Number of sentences Total 
1 87 87 
2 11 22 
3 2 6 
 100 115 
 
In the corpus there are 94 finite subordinate clauses and 77 non-finite clauses. Table 5.2 
shows the numbers of finite and non-finite subordinate clauses arranged according to the 4 
syntactic functions mentioned above. The data for pre- and postmodification are again 
provided separately though both kinds develop noun phrases. The total of 286 (115 + 94 + 77) 
clauses means that on average there are 2.86 clauses per sentence.  
 
Table 5.2  Finite and non-finite subordinate clauses 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Noun phrase slot  44 47 Noun phrase slot 20 26 
Adv. element 12 13 Adv. element 19 25 
Postmodification 36 38 Postmodification 25 32 
Premodification 2 2 Premodification 13 17 
Total 94 100 Total 77 100 
 
In the following sections, parts of sentences exemplifying finite and non-finite clauses 
discussed are italicised. 
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5.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
5.1.1. Finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
Within 44 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, seven different kinds of 
clauses can be distinguished: 4 kinds of nominal that-clause, nominal Wh-interrogative 
clause, yes/no interrogative clause and quotations of direct speech that are used as Od . (Table 
5.3) 
 
Table 5.3  Finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
That 
after a 
verb 
Extraposed 
that 
That 
after a 
copula 
That as adj. 
complement 
Wh- 
interrogative 
Yes/No 
interrogative 
Quotations 
of direct 
speech 
Total 
24 5 2 2 6 3 2 44 
 
Nominal that-clauses (33 examples) 
1. That-clauses after verbs 
There are 24 examples of nominal that-clauses functioning as Od after a verb (P2005-15, 17, 
29 2x, 30, 37, 69 3x, 70 2x, 71, 74 2x, 76 2x, 81, 82 2x, 83 2x, 84, 87 2x). Only in 4 cases out 
of 24 that is omitted. In 1 example the linkage of a nominal that-clause is asyndetic: 
(P2005-17): 1There 1are some 2who insist 3it is all a matter of role playing, ….  
The other three examples occur in multiple nominal that-clauses linked by parataxis (P2005-
29, 69, 70): 
   (P2005-70): 1They tended to disagree 2that hypnosis is anti-Christian, or the work of 
                                the  devil, 
3and they do not doubt its existence.  
2. Extraposed that-clauses (5 examples: P2005-26, 34 2x, 56, 79) functioning as subject: 
   (P2005-79): 1It has been agreed 2that most people can be moderately hypnotised. 
3. That-clause after a copular verb (2 examples: P2005-14, 18) as subject complement: 
   (P2005-14): 1The most prevalent definition of hypnosis by state adherents is 2that it is 
                               “an 
3
altered 
2
state of consciousness”.  
4. That-clause as adjectival complementation (2 cases P2005-37, 83) 
   (P2005-83): 1They also tended to agree 2that most medical doctors are sceptical 3that  
                               hypnosis can help 
4cure physical problems, … 
5. Nominal Wh-interrogative clauses (6 cases: P2005-2, 43, 57, 59, 63 2x) 
In 5 examples these clauses perform the function of Od, in P2005-57 the function of  
complement. 
   (P2005-63): 1The second 1was from in-depth interviews with individuals 2who 2were 
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                                asked 3to describe 4what hypnosis 4is, … 
   (P2005-57): 1The first section was headed  2”What is Hypnosis?“…. 
6. Nominal yes/no interrogative clauses  
In the corpus there are 3 cases (P2005-16, 43, 85) functioning as Oprep, Od and Cadj 
respectively. 
   (P2005-16): 1….researchers 1are still divided on basic issues …, and indeed, 2whether 
                                or not hypnosis exists as a state.  
   (P2005-43): …4to examine the factor structure of these 5rated 4beliefs 6to see 7whether 
                                the myths about hypnosis are believed by lay people; ……. 
   (P2005-85): 1More than 60% of the participants  were unsure 2if hypnotherapy was a 
                                registered profession.  
7. Quotations of direct speech 
In the corpus there are 2 quotations of direct speech (P20-77, 88) used as Od:  
   (P2005-77): 
1More than 60% of the participants 1responded 2“don’t know“ 1to the 
                               statement …… 
 
5.1.2. Non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
20 cases of  non-finite clauses (all of them infinitival clauses) occupying a noun phrase slot 
can be assigned to 5 categories. (Table 5.4) 
 
Table 5.4  Non-finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
To- infinitive 
clause after a 
verb 
Extraposed  to- 
infinitive clause 
To- infinitive 
clause after a 
copula 
To- infinitive clause as 
adjectival 
complementation 
Subject to 
subject raising 
Total 
11 2 2 1 4 20 
 
1. To-clauses after verbs (11 examples functioning as Od: P2005-29 2x, 51, 52, 53 2x, 55, 59, 
63, 69, 83) 
   (P2005-51): 1Of this number 17 would like 2to be hypnotised again.  
2. Extraposed to-clauses after introductory IT (2 cases: P2005-28, 37) functioning as 
extraposed subject: 
   (P2005-28): 1However, in reality, it is not very difficult 2to perform this action without 
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                                hypnosis. 
3. To-clauses after a copula  (2 examples: P2095-15 2x) functioning as subject complement:  
   (P2005-15): 1Weitzehoffer proposed 2that a more scientifically tenable position would 
                                be 3to view hypnosis as a potential element of a class of trances, … 
4. To-clause as adjectival complementation  (1 example: P2005-37).  
   (P2005-37): .. 6unhypnotisable individuals tended to be more compliant than 
                                hypnotisable individuals 7in that they are more willing 8to exert 
                                themselves... 
5. To-clause involved in the subject to subject raising construction (4 examples: P2005-18, 27, 
33, 71). 
   (P2005-71): 1Some of the 2“don‘t know” answers 1seemed 3to imply 4that there was 
                                doubt about the dangers and misuse of hypnosis. 
The most frequent kind of finite clause occupying a noun phrase slot is a nominal that- clause 
functioning as Od  after a verb in which that is not omitted. In the second and third places 
there are nominal Wh- interrogative clauses functioning also as Od and extraposed that- 
clauses . The most frequent  kind of non-finite clause occupying a noun phrase slot is a to-
clause after a verb functioning as Od. According to the frequency of occurrence, in the second 
place there is the subject to subject raising construction. The other clauses listed in Table 5.4 
play only a minor role. On the whole, in Corpus 2 to-clauses are the only types of non-finite 
clauses substituting for noun phrases. 
 
5.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
5.2.1. Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
The corpus contains 12 instances of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot. These 
can be further subdivided into 10 adverbial clauses and 2 comparative clauses. The two 
categories of clauses have been further subdivided into smaller groups according to their 
semantic roles.  
Adverbial clauses of concession (7 cases) 
While (4 cases: P2005-48 2x, 49, 54) 
   (P2005-54): 1Finally, 50 of the participants did not know anyone 2who had been 
                                hypnotised, 3while 51 did. 
although (3 cases: P2005- 24, 37, 86) 
   (P2005-24): 1The mistaken belief 2that hypnosis per se confers analgesia 1is quite 
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                                untrue; 3although pain can be attenuated, … 
Adverbial clauses of time (1 case: P2005-31) 
   (P2005-31): … 2but the belief has been under scrutiny 3since witnesses have been 
                                hypnotised 4to remember details of the scene of a crime in law courts.   
Adverbial clauses of purpose (1 case: P2005-30) 
   (P2005-30): …2that hypnosis can be used 3to improve the memory, 4so that many 
                                
5forgotten 4events can be remembered with hypnosis. 
Adverbial clauses of reason (1 case: P2005-100) 
   (P2005-100): 1The first of the factors 1was labelled “own first susceptibility” 2because 
                                  the loadings concerned individual susceptibility to hypnosis.  
Adverbial clauses of comparison (2) 
Non-equivalence (2 cases: P2005-34,37) 
   (P2005-34): …4people will become more submissive and obedient 6than they are in 
                               their  normal waking state.  
 
5.2.2. Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
In the corpus there are 19 examples of infinitive, -ing and -ed clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot. They can be divided into three categories. (Table 5.5) 
 
Table 5.5 Non-finite clauses substituting for adverbials 
 
-ing clauses with 
subordinators 
-ed clauses with 
subordinators 
To- infinitive 
clauses of purpose 
Total 
8 1 10 19 
 
1.- ing clauses with overt subordinators (8 examples)  
Non-finite  -ing clauses are in all cases linked to the main clause by means of a conjunction  
(P2005-34, 76) or a preposition (P2005-2 2x, 5 2x, 24, 44). This makes the semantic 
relationship between the subordinate clause and the main clause unequivocal. For example, 
when in P2005-76 expresses time, by in P2005-44 expresses manner. 
   (P2005-76): … 3a pendulum watch was necessary 4when inducing a trance state.  
   (P2005-44): 1One-hundred and one participants took part in this study 2by completing 
                                a  questionnaire. 
2. -ed clauses with an overt subordinator (1 case) 
   (P2005-26): … 3when hypnotised, 2participants can exhibit physical strength greater 
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                                than their normal capacity.  
3. Infinitive clauses (10 cases: P2005-30, 31, 37, 43, 53, 69, 74, 81 2x, 91) 
All the 10 examples found in the corpus are infinitive clauses classifiable as the infinitive of 
purpose.  
   (P2005-31): …3witnesses have been hypnotised 4to remember details of the scene of a 
                                crime in law courts.   
Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot are more common than finite clauses. 
The ratio of finite to non-finite clauses is thus 39% : 61% in favour of non-finite clauses.  
 
5.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
5.3.1. Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
In the corpus there are 36 examples of finite clauses used as postmodification of noun 
phrases. They can be divided into 5 categories. (Table 5.6) 
 
Table 5.6 Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
Defining  
relative clauses  
Non-defining 
relative clauses  
Appositive  
clauses 
Wh- nominal 
relative clauses 
Quotations of 
direct speech 
Total 
25 3 4 1 3 36 
 
1. Defining relative clauses (25 examples)  
In reference to personal antecedents the corpus uses the pronoun who. This occurs in 12 cases 
(P2005-12 2x, 17, 27, 34, 37, 50, 52, 54, 63, 78, 87). In all the 12 examples the relative 
pronoun who functions as the subject of the relative clause. 
   (P2005-17): 1There are some 2who insist 3it is all a matter of role playing, … 
Out of the 13 examples of defining relative clauses referring to non-personal antecedents that 
is used in 11 cases (P2005-1, 3, 42, 43, 69, 91, 92, 94 2x, 95, 99). In all the 11 examples the 
relative pronoun that functions as the subject of the relative clause. 
   (P2005-95): 1The second factor was labelled  “enhancer” because of the loading of 
                                items 2that included hypnotic enhancement of imagination and 
                                 recollection.  
In 1 example the relative pronoun which is used: 
   (P2005-39): 1Lay people have the opportunity 2to acquire beliefs and opinions about 
                                hypnosis and hypnotherapy, 3which are influenced by media coverage.  
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In the corpus there is also 1 example of which after a preposition. The use of which is thus 
obligatory. 
   (P2005-18): 1The only point 2on which there seems 3to be a general consensus 1is 4that 
                                hypnosis is not sleep. 
2. Non-defining relative clause (3 cases: P2005-21, 27 2x) 
   (P2005-27): …2who seem 3to demonstrate this alleged phenomena …by the ”human 
                                plank feat“, 4whereby the 5hypnotised 4subject appears strong and rigid .. 
3. Appositive clauses (4 cases: P2005-22, 23, 24, 37) 
   (P2005-23):  1The idea 2that hypnosis itself abolishes pain 1also relates to association 
                                 between hypnotism and mesmerism.  
4. Nominal relative clause  (1 example: P2005-1) 
   (P2005-1): 1Participants (N = 101) completed a 94-item questionnaire 2that explored 
                              their beliefs about 3what hypnosis 3is;… 
5. Quotations of direct speech functioning as postmodification (3 cases: P2005-59, 77, 88) 
(P2005-88): 1Only 1.1% answered 2 “don’t know” 1to the statement 3state hypnosis 
                    often makes “fools” out of people.  
 
5.3.2. Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
premodification  
In Corpus 2 there are 2 quotations of direct speech functioning as premodification (P2005-59, 
60) 
   (P2005-60): 1There was also a “2don‘t know”  1option. 
 
5.3.3. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification  
Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases occur in 25 instances which can be put into 3 
categories. (Table 5.7) 
 
 
Table 5.7  Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed clauses  -ing clauses To-  infinitive 
clauses 
Total 
9 7 9 25 
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1. -ed clauses (9 examples: P2005-6, 7, 17, 33, 36, 43, 46, 65, 96) 
   (P2005-6): 1Factors 2associated with the three sections of the questionnaire 1were 
                              correlated modestly and significantly. 
2. -ing clauses (7 cases: P2005-21 2x, 35, 36, 43 2x, 82)  
   (P2005-35): ... they 2are fundamental to the common image of hypnosis - the idea of 
                                the phenomenon of one person’s will 3dominating another’s. 
3. Infinitival postmodification (9 examples: P2005-39, 43 4x, 74, 94 3x) 
   (P2005-39): 1Lay people have the opportunity 2to acquire beliefs and opinions about 
                               hypnosis and hypnotherapy, …  
 
5.3.4. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
premodification 
There are 13 cases of non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the 
form of  -ed /-ing premodification. This is shown in Table 5.8. 
 
Table 5.8  Non-finite clauses premodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed 
clauses 
-ing 
clauses 
Total 
10 3 13 
 
1. -ed premodification occurs in 10 cases (P2005-14, 15, 17, 21, 27, 30, 43, 91, 93, 98). 
(P2005-21): 1No doubt this is due to the history of hypnosis in connection with 
                                mesmerism, 2which spawned tales of 3mesmerised 2participants ... 
2. -ing premodification occurs in 3 cases (P2005-17, 69, 90). 
   (P2005-69): 1Participants tended to agree 2that hypnosis is a 3naturally occurring 
                                2mental state 4that ... 
Finite and non-finite clauses pre- and postmodifying  noun phrases significantly contribute to 
sentence complexity. In percentages non-finite clauses pre- and postmodifying noun phrases 
represented 49% within non-finite clauses (Postmodification 32%, premodification 17%. See 
Table 5.2) and ranked thus first. Finite clauses pre- and postmodifying noun phrases 
represented 40% within finite clauses (Postmodification 38%, premodification 2%. See Table 
5.2)  and were the second most common after finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot. 
 
5.4. Comment clauses 
In Corpus 2 there are no comment clauses. 
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5.5. Clause configurations in Corpus 2 
In Table 5.9 the P2005 corpus of 100 sentences is divided into groups according to the 
number of finite clauses contained in them (1 – 7 finite clauses). Within each particular 
number of finite clauses 2 subgroups are considered; the left columns show the number of 
sentences with a certain number of finite clauses only (in Table 5.9 shown in the line marked 
0 number of non-finite clauses); the right columns add the numbers of sentences with 1 – 9 
non-finite clauses. For example, as regards sentences with 1 finite clause, there are 24 which 
contain 1 finite clause only. Then there are 10 sentences containing 1 finite clause and 1 non-
finite clause and 2 sentences containing 1 finite clause and 2 non-finite clauses. Altogether 
there are 24 sentences with 1 finite clause and 12 sentences with 1 finite clause and non-finite 
clauses.   
 
As can be seen in Table 5.9, sixty-four per cent of sentences in Corpus 2 contain more than 1 
finite clause. Fifty-five per cent are sentences with finite clauses only. Forty-five per cent 
contain finite as well as non-finite clauses. 
 
Table 5.9   Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in P2005 
 
Number of finite clauses Number  
of non-
finite 
clauses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0 24  21  7  3        
1  10   7  7  2  1     
2  2   3    4  1       
3    3    2    1    1 
9        1       
Total No 
of 
sentences 
24 12 21 13 7 13 3 4 0 2 0 0 0 1 
 
Total No 
of 
sentences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
 
5.5.1. Symbols used in the analysis 
Sentences in Corpus 2 are analysed in the same way as those in Corpus 1. For the symbols 
used in the analysis, see section 4.5.1. 
 
5.5.2. Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses 
Configurations with 1 finite clause (36) 
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1 finite / 0 non-finite (24 cases: P2005-8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 25, 32, 40, 41, 47, 58, 61, 64, 
66, 67, 68, 72, 73, 75, 80, 89, 97) 
 (P2005-64): 1These statements 1were recorded. 
 
1 finite / 1 non-finite (10 cases: P2005-6, 7, 28, 44, 46, 51, 55, 65, 90, 98). The most 
common (4 cases: P2005-6, 7, 46, 64) is the configuration consisting of 1 finite clause and an 
–ed clause functioning as postmodification. 
 (P2005-65): 1Of the 120 questionnaires 2distributed, 1101 were completed and returned. 
 
1M                     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
1 finite / 2 non-finite (2 cases: P2005-5, 36).  
 (P2005-36): 1The compliance myth is, no doubt, one of the stereotypes 2created by 
    fiction writers, 3the most famous example 3being that of “Trilby” by George du Maurier.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
  3NF/PM/-ing 
 
In (P2005-5) two non-finite clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-5): 1Correlations 1were also found with these factors and demographic 
   variables, 2as well as 2having been to a stage hypnotic show 3and 3having personally been 
   hypnotised before.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep –ing AND 3NF/A/prep –ing 
 
Configurations with 2 finite clauses (34) 
2 finite / 0 non-finite (21) 
2 main clauses/ parataxis (4 cases: P2005-4, 38, 45, 62) 
(P2005-45): 1Of the participants, 61 1were male 2and 40 2were female.  
1M AND 2M 
1 main, 1 subordinate (17 cases: P2005-3, 16, 22, 23, 42, 49, 56, 60, 78, 79, 84, 85, 86, 92, 95, 
99,100). There is a variety of different types of subordinate clauses, the most common 
configuration occurring in 6 cases (P2005-3, 42, 78, 92, 95, 99) being main clause and 
relative clause defining. 
(P2005-78): 1Indeed, the percentage of people 2who 2can be hypnotised 1is still disputed 
    within the academic literature.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
2 finite / 1 non-finite (7) 
2 main, 1 non-finite (3 cases: P2005-35, 93, 96). This means that only 1 main clause has a 
subordinate clause dependent on it. 
 (P2005-93): 1Six factors 1emerged with eigenvalues of >1.00, 2and accounted for just 
    under 55% of the 3explained 2variance.  
 
1M AND 2M                      → 
    3NF/PRM/-ed 
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1 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (4 cases: P2005-14, 26, 39, 52). 
The first three sentences display a right-branching sentence pattern, P2005-52 is different. 
 
 (P2005-52): 1Of the 83 2who 2had not been hypnotised before, 158 (69.88%) 1did not wish 
    3to be.  
 
1M                    → 
 2F/PM/rel d      3NF/Od / to infV 
 
2 finite / 2 non-finite  (3) 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 2 non-finite (P2005-2, 81, 91). In P2005-2 and 81 non-finite clauses 
are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-81): 1Participants 1tended to agree 2that training 2is required 3to practice stage 
    hypnosis, 4as well as 4to administer therapy.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV 
  3NF/A/purp  to AS WELL AS 4NF/A/purp to 
 
2 finite / 3 non-finite  (3) 
2 main, 3 non-finite (1 case) 
 (P2005-53): 1In all, 69 (68.32%) 1did not know 2where 2to go for hypnotherapy, 3and 54 
    (53.47%) 3did not know 4where 4to go 5to see a stage hypnotic show.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV    
4NF/ Od /to infV 
     5NF/A/purp to 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 3 non-finite (2 cases: P2005-15, 21) 
Each sentence has a different configuration. In P2005-21 there are 2 non-finite clauses linked 
by coordination. 
 (P2005-21): 1No doubt this 1is due to the history of hypnosis in connection with 
    mesmerism, 2which 2spawned tales of 3mesmerised 2participants 4reading without eyesight 
    5and 5communicating with thoughts at a distance.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel n         → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed     4NF/PM/-ing AND 5NF/PM/-ing 
 
Configurations with 3 finite clauses (20) 
3 finite / 0 non-finite (7) 
2 main, 1 subordinate (1 case) 
 (P2005-50): 1Of those 2who 2had, 116 (88.89%) 1had been hypnotised on stage, 3and 2 
    (17.82%) 3had been hypnotised in other circumstances.  
 
1M                   → AND 3M 
 2F/PM/rel d  
 
1 main, 2 subordinate (6 cases: P2005-1, 12, 54, 70, 77, 88) 
In P2005-12, and 70 the two subordinate clauses are linked by coordination.  
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 (P2005-70): 1They 1tended to disagree 2that hypnosis 2is anti-Christian, or the work of the 
    devil, 3and they 3do not doubt its existence.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV AND 
3F/ Od /thatVA 
 
In P2005-77 and 88 there are always two quotations of direct speech in the position of 
subordinate clauses. One has the form of Od, the other of postmodification. 
 (P2005-77): 1More than 60% of the participants 1responded 2”don’t know“ 1to the 
    statement 3”only 30% of the population 3can be hypnotised“.  
 
1M                → 
 2F/ Od /Mf  
3F/PM/Mf 
 
3 finite / 1 non-finite (7) 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
 (P2005-31): 1This is not entirely a myth, 2but the belief 2has been under scrutiny 3since 
    witnesses 3have been hypnotised 4to remember details of the scene of a crime in 
    law courts.  
  
1M BUT 2M 
    3F/A/time 
     4NF/A/purp to 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite (6 cases: P2005-18, 24, 59, 71, 76, 82). Clause 
arrangements vary. In  P2005-76 and 82 subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005- 76): 1They 1tended not to agree 2that only weakwilled or unintelligent people 
    2could be hypnotised, 3and that a pendulum watch 3was necessary 4when 4inducing a trance 
    state.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV AND 
3F/ Od /thatV 
         4NF/A/con -ing 
 
3 finite / 2 non-finite (4) 
3 main, 2 non-finite (1 case) 
 (P2005-33): 1Indeed, “recollections 2obtained during hypnosis 1can involve 
    confabulations and pseudomemories 3and not only 3fail to be more accurate, 4but 
    actually 4appear 5to be less reliable……..”. 
 
1M AND 3M BUT 4M 
 2NF/PM/-ed     5NF/SS/to inf 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite (3 cases: P2005-29, 30, 74). In P2005-29 and 74 
subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-29): 1Gibson  1explained 2that hypnosis 2cannot provide one with superhuman 
    strength, 3but it 3can enable one 4to concentrate more intensely on a particular task 5and 
    thus 5increase performance by these means. 
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV  BUT 
3F/ Od / thatVA 
        4NF/ Od /to infV AND  THUS 
5NF/ Od /to infV 
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3 finite / 3 non-finite (2) 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 3 non-finite (2 cases: P2005-17, 94). Clause combinations vary 
considerably. 
 (P20-17): 1There 1are some 2who 2insist 3it 3is all a matter of role playing, 4brought about 
    by 5appropriately 5chosen 6motivating 4techniques.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/ Od /thatVA 
   4NF/PM/-ed 
    5NF/PRM/-ed  //  6NF/PRM/-ing 
 
Configurations with 4 finite clauses (7) 
4 finite / 0 non-finite (3) 
3 main, 1 subordinate (1 case) 
(P2005-57): 1The first section 1was headed  2 “What 2is Hypnosis?”  3and 3consisted of 
30 items; 4the second and third sections 4were headed  “Susceptibility to Hypnosis”  
and “Hypnosis in Therapy: Hypnosis as Entertainment”  respectively.   
 
1M AND 3M 4M 
 2F/C/Wh- inter   
 
2 main, 2 subordinate (1case) 
 (P2005-48): 1In all, 64 (63.37%) 1had never been to a stage hypnosis show, 2while 37 
    (36.63%) 2had; 366 (65.35%) 3had seen hypnosis as entertainment on television, 4while 
    36 (35.64%) 4had not.  
 
1M 3M 
 2F/A/conc  4F/A/conc 
1 main, 3 subordinate (1case). Two subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-87): 1Participants 1tended to disagree 2that patients 2can be cured of their ills by 
    hypnotherapists 3who 3can hypnotise their troubles away, 4and that hypnotherapy 4is an 
    absurd waste of money.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV     AND 
4F/ Od /thatV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
 
 
4 finite / 1 non-finite (2) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 1 non-finite (P2005-63, 83). In P2005-83 two subordinate clauses are 
linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-83): 1They also 1tended to agree 2that most medical doctors 2are sceptical 3that 
    hypnosis 3can help 4cure physical problems, 5and that most of them 5do not recommend 
    hypnosis.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /that V            AND 
5F/ Od /thatV 
  3F/ Cadj /that 
   4NF/ Od /to infV 
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4 finite / 2 non-finite (1) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 2 non-finite. Two subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
 
 (P2005-27): 1This belief 1has been nurtured by stage hypnotists, 2who 2seem 3to 
   demonstrate this alleged phenomena, for example, by the “human plank feat” , 4whereby the 
   5hypnotised 4subject 4appears strong and rigid and 6is able to be suspended horizontally with 
   the head on one chair and the feet on another.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/SS/to inf 
   4F/PM/rel n           →   AND 6F/PM/rel n 
    5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
4 finite / 9 non-finite (1) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 9 non-finite. It is the most complex sentence in the whole P2005 
corpus. 
 (P2005-43): 1This study 1has a number of objectives: 2to examine the range, type and 
    agreement with a number of statements 3that 3reflect lay beliefs about hypnosis and 
    hypnotherapy; 4to examine the factor structure of these 5rated 4beliefs 6to see 
    7whether the myths about hypnosis 7are believed by lay people; 8to examine the 
    relationship between a lay person 9visiting a stage hypnosis show, 10seeing a 
    television programme on hypnosis, 11and 11being hypnotised, 12and how their 
    personal experience of hypnosis 12impacts on their beliefs and attitudes; 13and 13to 
    examine various demographic correlates of the lay beliefs of hypnosis and 
    hypnotherapy. 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf  // 4NF/PM/to inf   →                            // 8NF/PM/to inf                                     →                          AND 13NF/PM/to inf  
  3F/PM/rel d    5NF/PRM/-ed   6NF/A/purp to        9/10 NF/PM/-ing AND 11NF/PM/-ed     12F/Od/Wh-inter 
            7F/ Od/inter 
 
Configurations with 5 finite clauses (2) 
5 finite / 1 non-finite (1).  
1 main, 4 subordinate, 1 non-finite. Two extraposed that clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-34): 1It 1is believed 2that people 3who 3are easily hypnotised 2are of an especially 
     “compliant” nature, 4and that 5when hypnotised, 4people 4will become more submissive 
     and obedient 6than they 6are in their normal waking state.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that  →  AND 4F/S/extra that         → 
  3F/PM/rel d     5NF/A/con –ing  6F/A/neq 
 
5 finite / 3 non-finite (1) 
1 main, 4 subordinate, 3 non-finite. Three subordinate clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (P2005-69): 1Participants 1tended to agree 2that hypnosis 2is a 3naturally 3occurring 
    2mental state 4that 4allows communication with the unconscious mind 5and that it 5helps 6to 
    improve the memory 7and 7can be used 8to regress a person back to childhood.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV           →                     AND 
5F/Od/thatV         AND 
7F/Od/thatVA 
  3NF/PRM/-ing   4F/PM/rel d       6NF/Od/to infV       
8NF/A/purp to    
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Configurations with 7 finite clauses (1) 
7 finite / 3 non-finite (1) 
1 main, 6 subordinate, 3 non-finite 
 (P2005-37): 1Although it 1is difficult 2to demonstrate 3that people 4who 4can be easily 
    hypnotised 3are not especially compliant individuals, 5London and Fuhner’s  study 
    5provided some evidence 6that unhypnotisable individuals 6tended to be more compliant 
    than hypnotisable individuals 7in that they 7are more willing 8to exert themselves 9to please 
    an experimenter, both before and after an attempted induction procedure, 10than 10were 
    hypnotisable individuals. 
 
         5M 
    1F/A/conc        6F/PM/apos 
   2NF/S/extra to   7F/Cadj/that                   
←  3F/ Od/that V                        
8NF/Cadj/to inf       // 
10F/A/neq 
 4F/PM/rel d                          9NF/A/purp to      
 
 
5.5.3. Discussion of findings  
As regards the configurations of clauses on the level of finite/non-finite clauses, the most 
common type with 36 occurrences consists of 1 finite clause or various combinations of 1 
finite clause and non-finite clauses. It is followed by 34 occurrences of sentences with 2 finite 
clauses and 20 instances of sentences with 3 finite clauses (again including combinations with 
non-finites). If we consider configurations of main, subordinate and non-finite clauses, it is 
also possible to find some examples of sentences whose configurations are the same, though 
the numbers are much lower. As mentioned in the discussion of the P1907 corpus, if we 
substitute concrete types of clauses for general labels of subordinate and non-finite clauses, it 
is even more difficult to find sentences that would have the same configuration. For example, 
there are 21 sentences whose configuration is 2 finite clauses, 0 non-finite clauses. Seventeen 
of them consist of 1 main and 1 subordinate clause, but only 6 of them (P2005-3, 42, 78, 92, 
95, 99) have the configuration 1 main clause / 1 defining relative clause. 
 (P2005- 3) : 1The questionnaire 1was derived from “popular” and academic books on 
                        hypnosis and from interviews with lay people 2that 2concerned their beliefs 
                        about hypnosis and hypnotherapy.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 (P2005-42): 1There 1have been a number of studies 2that 2examined specific problems 
                        and process like alcoholism, anorexia nervosa, depression, heroin addiction, 
                        homosexuality, phobia and schizophrenia. 
1M 
2F/PM/rel d 
 
 (P2005-78): 1Indeed, the percentage of people 2 who can be hypnotised 1is still dispute  
                     within the academic literature. 
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1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 (P2005-92): 1Items 2that loaded 40 and above 1were included in each factor. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 (P2005-95): 1The second factor 1was labelled  “enhancer” because of the loading of 
                        items 2that included hypnotic enhancement of imagination and recollection.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 (P2005-99): 1Five factors 1emerged 2that accounted for less than 50% of the total variance.   
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
There are 7 sentences with the configuration 3 finite clauses / 1 non-finite clause. Six of them 
(P2005-18, 24, 59, 71, 76, 82) have the configuration 1 main / 2 finite subordinate / 1 non-
finite. In these sentences clause arrangements and kinds of clauses vary considerably, as can 
be seen below.  
 (P2005-18): 1The only point 2on which there 2seems 3to be a general consensus 1is 4that 
                        hypnosis 4is not sleep. 
 
1M                               → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/C/that CoV 
  3NF/SS/to inf   
 
 (P2005-24): 1The mistaken belief 2that hypnosis per se 2confers analgesia 1is quite 
                        untrue; 3although pain 3can be attenuated, 4e.g. by 4inducing a negative 
                        hallucination for pain.  
 
1M     → 
 2F/PM/apos  3F/A/conc 
        4NF/A/prep -ing 
 
 (P2005-59): 1The standard instructions 1required participants 2to indicate 3to what 
                        extent they 3agreed or disagreed with each statement, on a 7 point scale (4agree 
- 7, disagree - 1).  
 
1M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV 
  3F/ Od / Wh-inter 
   4F/PM/Mf 
 
 (P2005-71): 1Some of the 2“don’t know” answers 1seemed 3to imply 4that there 4was doubt 
                          about the dangers and misuse of hypnosis. 
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1M    → 
 2F/PRM/M  3NF/SS/to inf 
       4F/Od/that V 
 
 (P2005-76): 1They 1tended not to agree 2that only weakwilled or unintelligent people 
                        2could be hypnotised, 3and that a pendulum watch 3was necessary 4when 
                        4inducing a trance state.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV AND 
3F/ Od /thatV 
        4NF/A/con –ing    
 
(P2005-82): 1They agreed 2that hypnosis 2is not a therapy, but an adjunct to therapy, 3and 
                        that it 3is useful in the treatment of psychological and medical problems, 4such 
                        as 4giving up smoking, obesity and stress.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /that V AND 
3F/Od /thatV 
               4NF/PM/-ing 
 
Owing to a great variety, the findings in Corpus 2 indicate the same results as those in Corpus 
1, namely that it is impossible to find a clause arrangement that could be called the most 
common on a more specific level than on the level of finite / non-finite clauses. 
 
5.5.4. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In the P2005 corpus of 100 sentences there are 11 sentences with 2 main clauses and 2 
sentences with 3 main clauses. Among the 13 sentences with more than 1 main clause there 
are 4 examples of pure parataxis, i.e.sentences having exclusively main clauses. These 
sentences (P2005-4, 38, 45, 62) have been assigned to the category of 2 finite clauses / no 
non-finites.  
 (P2005-4): 1The three sections of the questionnaire 1were individually factor analysed, 
                      2and an interpretable factor structure 2emerged from each.  
 
1M AND 2M 
 
Besides the four cases of pure parataxis, the relationship of parataxis occurs in 9 other cases. 
In these examples the sentences contain finite subordinate clauses (3 cases: P2005-48, 50, 57), 
non-finite clauses (5 cases: P2005-33, 35, 53, 93, 96) or both (1 case: P2005-31).  
 (P2005-48): 1In all, 64 (63.37%) 1had never been to a stage hypnosis show, 2while 37 
                       (36.63%) 2had; 366 (65.35%) 3had seen hypnosis as entertainment on 
                       television, 4while 36 (35.64%) 4had not.  
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1M 3M 
 2F/A/conc  4F/A/conc 
  
 (P2005-53): 1In all, 69 (68.32%) 1did not know 2where 2to go for hypnotherapy, 3and 54 
                       (53.47%) 3did not know 4where 4to go 5to see a stage hypnotic show.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV    
4NF/ Od /to infV 
     5NF/A/purp to 
  
(P2005-31): 1This is not entirely a myth, 2but the belief 2has been under scrutiny 3since 
witnesses 3have been hypnotised 4to remember details of the scene of a crime in law courts. 
   
1M BUT 2M 
    3F/A/time 
     4NF/A/purp to 
 
Altogether, in the case of 11 sentences with 2 main clauses, the most common coordinating 
conjunction with 7 occurrences is and (P2005 – 4, 38, 45, 50, 53, 93, 96). In the second place 
there is asyndetic linking (P2005-48, 62) followed by but  (P2005 –31) and yet (P2005-35), 
only 1 instance for each. The configurations of conjunctions in 2 sentences with 3 main 
clauses are  and/but (P2005 –33), and/zero coordinator  (P2005 – 57).  
 
In the P2005 corpus there are also 20 cases of parataxis occurring between finite (12 cases) 
and non-finite (8 cases) subordinate clauses of the same kind. As for the finite clauses, in 7 
cases coordination links nominal that- clauses (P2005-292, 3, 702, 3, 742, 5, 762, 3, 822, 3, 832, 5, 
872, 4). It is followed by 1 occurrence of coordination between defining relative clauses 
(P2005-122,3), non-defining relative clauses (P2005-274, 6), extraposed that- clauses (P2005-
342, 4) and Wh- interrogative clauses (P2005-634, 5). In 1 case the relation of parataxis links 
three nominal that- clauses (P2005-692, 5, 7). Out of 8 examples of non-finite clauses linked by 
coordination, in six of them there are 2 clauses. Non-finite clauses occupy an adverbial 
element slot (P2005-23, 4, 52, 3, 813, 4), a noun phrase slot (P2005-153, 4, 294, 5) and postmodify 
a noun phrase (P2005-214, 5).  Two examples with three clauses are used as postmodification 
(P2005-439, 10, 11, 944, 5, 6). As regards the usage of conjunctions, the most common 
coordinating conjunction with 12 occurrences is and (P20 – 2, 5, 12, 21, 27, 34, 70, 74, 76, 
82, 83, 87) followed by 2 occurrences of zero coordinator (P2005-15, 63) and 1 occurrence of 
but (P2005 –29), and thus (P2005-29) , and as well as (P2005-81). When three clauses are 
linked by parataxis, the combinations of conjunctions are and /and (P2005-69), zero 
coordinator/ zero coordinator (P2005-94), and zero coordinator/ and (P2005-43).  
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5.5.5. Simple sentence versus the most complex sentence 
As has already been mentioned, with reference to sentence complexity the sentences in 
Corpus P2005 vary considerably. The least complex are 24 sentences consisting of 1 main 
clause (P2005-8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 19, 20, 25, 32, 40, 41, 47, 58, 61, 64, 66, 67, 68, 72, 73, 75, 80, 
89, 97). Since they contain only 1 finite verb form, they are simple sentences in the strictest 
sense of the word. On the other hand, the most complex is P2005-43  having 1 main clauses, 3 
finite subordinate clauses and 9 non-finite clauses, a total of  13 clauses.  
 (P2005-43): 1This study 1has a number of objectives: 2to examine the range, type and 
agreement with a number of statements 3that 3reflect lay beliefs about hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy; 4to examine the factor structure of these 5rated 4beliefs 6to see 7whether the 
myths about hypnosis 7are believed by lay people; 8to examine the relationship between a lay 
person 9visiting a stage hypnosis show, 10seeing a television programme on hypnosis, 11and 
11being hypnotised, 12and how their personal experience of hypnosis 12impacts on their beliefs 
and attitudes; 13and 13to examine various demographic correlates of the lay beliefs of hypnosis 
and hypnotherapy. 
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf  // 4NF/PM/to inf   →                            // 8NF/PM/to inf                                     →                          AND 13NF/PM/to inf  
  3F/PM/rel d    5NF/PRM/-ed   6NF/A/purp to        9/10 NF/PM/-ing AND 11NF/PM/-ed     12F/Od/Wh-inter 
            7F/ Od/inter 
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6. CORPUS 1  VERSUS  CORPUS 2  COMPARISON  
 
A hundred sentences of the psychology text published in 1907 containing 3,582 words, 
contrasted with a hundred sentences of the psychology text published in 2005 containing 
2,057 words, indicate the prime difference between the two texts, namely that the modern text 
is significantly shorter. The average number of words in a sentence is approximately 36 in 
P1907 and 21 in P2005. The comparison of the average number of clauses per sentence, 
which is 4.36 in P1907 and 2.86 in P2005, points to the same conclusion. 
 
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 display finite and non-finite clauses functioning as subordinate clauses in 
the corpora of 100 sentences in each of the psychology texts. They are arranged according to 
the frequency of occurrence of individual syntactic categories. As regards finite clauses, in 
P1907 the most frequent category is postmodification followed by clauses occupying an 
adverbial element slot, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot and comment clauses. In P2005 
the most frequent category is clauses occupying a noun phrase slot followed by 
postmodification, clauses occupying an adverbial element slot and premodification. Comment 
clauses are missing. Non-finite clauses display the same order in both corpora: 
postmodification, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot, premodification. In P1907 comment clauses with only two examples rank 
lowest; in the 2005 corpus they are completely missing. 
Table 6.1   Frequency of occurrence of finite and non-finite clauses in the P1907 corpus 
Finite clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Postmodification 65 36 Postmodification 53 45 
Adv. element 60 33 Noun phrase slot 30 26 
Noun phrase slot 47 26 Adv. Element 16 14 
Comment cl. 10 5 Premodification 15 13 
Premodification  - - Comment cl. 2 2 
Total 182 100 Total 116 100 
 
Table 6.2   Frequency of occurrence of finite and non-finite clauses in the P2005 corpus 
Finite clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Noun phrase slot  44 47 Postmodification 25 32 
Postmodification 36 38 Noun phrase slot  20 26 
Adv. element 12 13 Adv. Element 19 25 
Premodification 2 2 Premodification 13 17 
Total 94 100 Total 77 100 
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6.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
The quantitative representation of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot is almost equal 
in both corpora: 47 cases in P1907 and 44 cases in P2005. When converted to percentages, 
however, the difference is more obvious: 26% in P1907 and 47% in P2005. In other words 
finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot represent almost one half of all the finite clauses 
used in the P2005 corpus and their occurrence has thus increased rather significantly. The 
most common type in both corpora is a nominal that-clause functioning as Od after a verb in 
which that is not omitted (28 cases out of 47 clauses used as a substitute for a noun phrase  in 
P1907 and 24 cases out of 44 clauses used as a substitute for a noun phrase in P2005. See 
Tables 4.3 and 5.3). The high occurrence of nominal that-clauses which “are commonly used 
to report the speech, thoughts, attitudes, or emotions of humans” (LGSWE p. 660) is in 
accordance with the purpose of academic prose. Such clauses enable researchers to express 
their stance or report results of their or somebody else’s research. 
 
As regards non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, the percentages (26% in both 
corpora) equal 30 examples (7 different types) in P1907 and 20 examples (5 different types) 
in P2005. The most frequent in P1907 is the subject to subject raising construction followed 
by an equal number of to-clauses functioning as Od and -ing clauses functioning as Od or Oprep 
(see Table 4.4). The P2005 corpus displays in the 1st place to- clauses after a verb functioning 
as Od (see Table 5.4). It occurred in almost twice as many examples (11 cases) as in P1907 (6 
cases). The subject to subject raising construction appears in 2nd place and -ing clauses are 
missing completely. The fact that there are almost twice as many to-clauses in post-predicate 
position in P2005, even though this corpus contains fewer clauses than P1907, indicates a 
growth of this type of clause.   
 
47 cases of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot as opposed to 30 instances of non-
finite clauses in P1907 and 44 cases of  finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot as 
opposed to 20 instances of non-finite clauses in P2005 make the ratios of finite to non-finite 
clauses in P1907 and P2005 61%:39% and 69%:31% respectively. This means that if 
subordinate clauses substitute for clause elements commonly expressed by noun phrases, in 
both corpora finite clauses distinctly prevail and the situation has not changed in the course of 
100 years.  
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6.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
In the area of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot the results of the two corpora 
display some differences. The first difference is a dramatic fall in the number of finite 
adverbial clauses in the modern text. In P1907 there were 60 instances (33%), in P2005 only 
12 (12%). Table 6.3 gives the semantic roles of individual finite adverbial clauses in both sets. 
Adverbial clauses of condition, for example, the most commonly used type of adverbial 
clauses in P1907, are not used at all in P2005. 17 cases of adverbial clauses of time in the 
P1907 corpus are clearly contrasted with only 1 example in P2005.  
 
Table 6.3    The representation of adverbial clauses in P1907 and P2005 
 
 P1907 P2005 
Time 17 1 
Condition 19  
Concession 8 7 
Exception 2  
Manner 1  
Purpose  1 
Reason  1 
Comparison-equivalence 3  
Comparison-non-equivalence 4 2 
Comparison-sufficiency/excess 6  
Total 60 12 
 
Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot suggest the opposite trend. Although 
the total number of clauses in P2005 is smaller than in P1907, the number of non- finite 
clauses occupying an adverbial element slot is higher: there are 16 cases representing 14% in 
the P1907 corpus and 19 cases representing 25% in the P2005 corpus. Comparing the 
structure of non-finite clauses functioning as adverbial reveals interesting differences between 
the two corpora. In P1907 there are a few clauses (two -ing clauses and one -ed clause) 
without overt subordinators, which, as mentioned above (see Section 4.2.2), can suggest 
alternative semantic relationships between clauses. In P2005 there are no such examples. 
Overt subordinators are explicitly expressed and there is thus no space for different 
interpretations. 
 
The ratio of finite to non-finite clauses in P1907 is 60 cases : 16 cases or 79% : 21%, in 
P2005 12 cases : 19 cases or 39% : 61%. In other words, in P1907 the findings speak in 
favour of finite clauses, in P2005 in favour of non-finite clauses. The developmental trend 
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thus shows a shift in the direction of non-finite clauses. This may also to a certain extent 
explain why the modern text is shorter. As regards the number of words, non-finite clauses as 
sentence condensers are more economical. 
 
6.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and 
postmodification 
In the P1907 corpus 65 examples of postmodification by finite clauses representing 36% of all 
finite clauses are expressed by four different kinds of finite clauses, the most frequent being 
defining relative clauses. They account for 49 out of 65 cases (see Table 4.8). The same 
applies to P2005 with only the numbers being lower: 36 cases of postmodification (38%) out 
of which 25 cases of relative clauses are defining (see Table 5.6). However, there is a striking 
difference between the two corpora. While in P1907 the most frequent pronouns used are who 
for personal antecedents and which for impersonal antecedents, in the P2005 text written a 
hundred years later the choice of relative pronouns is who for personal antecedents and in the 
majority of cases that for impersonal antecedents. Moreover, in P1907 relative pronouns are 
commonly not omitted even if they function as objects in relative clauses. Disappointingly, 
this could not be contrasted with the findings in P2005 because relative pronouns in the 
position of Od are not used in this corpus. 
 
Premodification by finite clauses does not occur in P1907 at all. In P2005 there are two 
quotations of direct speech used as premodification. In view of the fact that the number is so 
small, they are insignificant. 
 
Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and 
postmodification with 68 examples (53 cases of postmodification and 15 cases of 
premodification) or 58% in P1907 and 38 examples (25 cases of postmodification and 13 
cases of premodification) or 49% in P2005 indicate a slight decrease in the use of non-finite 
pre- and postmodification in the modern text.  
 
The comparison of finite and non-finite clauses in both sets brings the following ratios: 65 
cases of postmodification by finite clauses to 68 cases of pre- and postmodification by non-
finite clauses or 49% to 51% in P1907, and 38 instances of pre- and postmodification by finite 
clauses to 38 cases of pre- and postmodification by non-finite clauses or 50% to 50% in 
P2005. Since the ratios in both sets are more or less the same, the findings may give an 
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impression  that the situation has not changed in the course of 100 years. However, there is a 
rather significant difference between the two corpora. The difference does not so much lie in 
the total numbers or percentages as in the structure of pre- and postmodification in both sets. 
This is shown in Table 6.4. The arrows next to percentages in P2005 point upwards if the 
comparison of P1907 and P2005 suggests a rise in the modern text, and downwards if the 
comparison indicates a fall. There is a clear rise in the use of –ed /-ing premodification and to- 
infinitive postmodification. If pre- and postmodifications are considered separately, in P1907 
the representation of postmodification was 78% (to infinitive postmodification 12%, -ing 
postmodification 26%, -ed postmodification 40%), in P2005 66% (to infinitive 
postmodification 24%, -ing postmodification 18%, -ed postmodification 24%). This suggests 
that although to infinitive postmodification is used more in P2005 than in P1997, 
postmodification by non-finite clauses as such is used less. As regards premodification, it is 
22% in P1907 and 34% in P2005. “A premodifier can usually be re-phrased as postmodifier. 
…this re-phrasing is straightforward, involving the use of a copular relative clause …” 
(LGSWE p. 588). When a pre-modifier is used, we need fewer words, and a sentence with a 
predicative adjective or a related verb phrase is thus more condensed. Since the P2005 corpus 
displays a rise in this respect, this phenomenon may also explain why the modern text is 
shorter. 
 
Table 6.4  The structure of pre- and postmodification by non-finite clauses in P1907 and 
P2005 
 
 P1907 P2005 
 Abs. % Abs. % 
-ed/-ing 
premodification 
15 22 13 34↑ 
To-infinitive 
postmodification 
8 12 9 24↑ 
-ing 
postmodification 
18 26 7 18↓ 
-ed 
postmodification 
27 40 9 24↓ 
Total 68 100 38 100 
 
6.4. Comment clauses  
Finite and non-finite comment clauses with 10 and 2 examples respectively in P1907 and no 
examples in P2005 show a fall in the modern text. On the whole, this clause type seems to 
play only an insignificant role. 
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6.5. Summary 
As regards finite clauses, in 1907 the most frequent category is postmodification followed by 
clauses occupying an adverbial element slot, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot and 
comment clauses. In P2005 the percentage of postmodification increases from 36% to 38%. 
Nevertheless,  in the modern text postmodification is in 2nd place because of the dramatic 
increase in the percentage of clauses occupying a noun phrase slot (from 26% to 47%). The 
sharp fall in finite adverbial clauses by 20% (from 33% to 13%) represents an important 
change in the modern text. In the 2005 corpus they are in 3rd place.  
 
Non-finite clauses display the same order of frequency of occurrence in both corpora: 
postmodification, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot and premodification. Non-finite comment clauses occur only in the 1907 corpus 
and in it they play an insignificant role. If pre- and postmodification are counted together 
because they develop noun phrases, in P1907 they occur in 58% of clauses (postmodification 
45%, premodification 13%), while  in P2005 they occur in 49% of clauses (postmodification 
32%, premodification 17%). This makes non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of 
noun phrases by far the most frequent kinds of subordinate clauses used in both corpora. 
 
6.6. Clause configurations 
The comparison of configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in the P1907 and P2005 
corpora reveals some significant changes in the modern text: a shift towards simplification of  
sentence structure, a dramatic fall of the amount of sentences with 2 and 3 main clauses, an 
increase in the amount of pure parataxis (sentences consisting of main clauses only) and the 
amount of parataxis between subordinate clauses.  
 
The number of sentences consisting of 1 finite clause only, which is the number of simple 
sentences in the strictest sense of the word, increased from 8 in E1904 to 18 in E1997. The 
longest sentence in E1904 contains 12 clauses (1 main, 5 finite subordinate, 6 non-finite), 
while the longest sentence in E1997 consists of 10 clauses (2 main, 2 finite subordinate, 6 
non-finite). The most common sentence with 29 occurrences in P1907 is a sentence having 3 
finite clauses or  various configurations of 3 finite clauses with non-finite clauses. It is 
followed by an equal number (19) of occurrences of 2 finite and 4 finite clauses (again 
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including configurations with non-finites). In P2005 the most common sentence consists of 1 
finite clause or various configurations of 1 finite clause and non-finites (36 occurrences). This 
is followed by 34 occurrences of sentences with 2 finite clauses and 20 instances of sentences 
with 3 finite clauses. Altogether various configurations of 1, 2 and 3 finite clauses 
with/without non-finites represent 63% in P1907 and 90% in P2005. In P1907 there are thus 
37% of sentences that contain more than 3 finite clauses, while in P2005 there are only 10% 
of sentences with more than 3 finite clauses. In other words, in Corpus 1 there is more space 
for more complex configurations than in Corpus 2. 
 
The level of finite/non-finite clauses was the only level at which sentences could be easily 
compared. A more specific level, which is the level of the number of main, finite subordinate 
and non-finite clauses meant that the numbers of clauses which were the same were much 
lower. At an even more specific level, i. e. when concrete clause types were considered 
instead of general labels of finite and non-finite clauses, there were usually different 
arrangements of different clauses, and exactly the same combinations of clauses arranged in 
the same way could be found as an exception rather than as a rule. It was thus impossible to 
find configurations that could be stated to be the most typical in the corpora discussed. 
 
6.7. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In P1907 there are 35 sentences with two or three main clauses, while in P2005 there are only 
13. As regards the increase in the amount of pure parataxis (sentences having only main 
clauses and no subordinate clauses), in P1907 there is just 1 sentence consisting of main 
clauses only (P1907-47 with 2 main clauses). In P2005 there are 4 examples of pure parataxis 
(in all the 4 cases consisting of 2 main clauses). The increase of parataxis between 
subordinate clauses in P2005 is another rather remarkable distinction. 9 examples of 
subordinate clauses linked by coordination (8 finite, 1 non-finite) in P1907 as opposed to 20 
examples of subordinate clauses linked by coordination in P2005 (12 finite, 8 non-finite) 
show this trend mainly with reference to non-finite clauses.  
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7. CORPUS 3 
 
The third corpus, published in 1904, is drawn from the field of economics. It contains 4,233 
words, which means on average approximately 42 words in a sentence. Besides the category 
of the main clause, the corpus exhibits finite subordinate clauses and non-finite clauses. As 
for the main clauses, there are 77 sentences that contain 1 main clause, 20 sentences 
containing 2 main clauses and three sentences with 3 main clauses. The sum total of main 
clauses is 126. (Table 7.1) 
 
Table 7.1  Main clauses  
 
Number of main clauses in a 
sentence 
Number of sentences Total 
1 77 77 
2 20 40 
3 3 9 
 100 126 
 
In the corpus there are 181 finite subordinate clauses and 131 non-finite clauses. Table 7.2 
shows the numbers of finite and non-finite subordinate clauses arranged according to the 4 
syntactic functions explored in this work. For a clearer picture the data for pre- and 
postmodification, if they occur in the corpus, are provided separately. The total of 438 
(126+181+131) clauses means that on average there are 4.38 clauses per sentence. 
 
Table 7.2  Finite and non-finite subordinate clauses 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Noun phrase slot   28 15.5 Noun phrase slot 32 24.5 
Adv. element  46 25.5 Adv. element 18 14 
Postmodification 103 57 Postmodification 61 46.5 
Comment cl.    4   2 Premodification 20 15 
Total 181 100 Total 131 100 
 
In the following sections parts of sentences exemplifying finite and non-finite clauses 
discussed are italicised. 
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7.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
7.1.1. Finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
Within 28 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, three different kinds of 
clauses can be distinguished׃ 2 kinds of nominal that-clauses and a nominal relative clause. 
(Table 7.3) 
 
Table 7.3  Finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
That- clause 
after a verb 
Extraposed 
 that- clause 
Wh- nominal 
relative clause 
Total 
14 10 4 28 
 
Nominal that-clauses  (24 examples)  
1. That-clauses after verbs 
There are 14 examples of nominal that- clauses functioning as Od after a verb (E1904-5, 8, 10 
2x, 16, 28, 44 2x, 47, 48, 60, 74, 83, 88). 
   (E1904-5): 1I 1am ready 2to admit 3that it 3may be possible, 4though it 4is not easy, 5to 
                              fix a clear and permanent distinction .... 
That is omitted only once in E1904-10 when two nominal that-clauses are linked by 
coordination. 
   (E1904-10): ... 2shrewd observers, 3whose fiscal creed 3would not incline them in any 
                               such direction, 2have hinted 4that the basis of our taxation 4may have been 
                               unduly narrowed, 
5
and 
5
may prove inadequate ... 
2. Extraposed that-clauses  (10 examples: E1904-6, 53 2x, 58, 61, 68, 89 2x, 93, 97) 
functioning as subject. 
   (E1904-97): 1But it 1is not improbable 2that such a situation 2will occur in the future 
                                 more frequently 3than it 3has arisen in the past ... 
3. Nominal relative clauses (2 examples: E1904-52 2x) functioning as Od  and (2 examples: 
E1904-48, 72) Oprep. 
   (E1904-52): ... each 2surrenders 4what he then 4values less, ... 
   (E1904-72): 1Nor 1has the separate treatment 1been at any time so marked, in 
                                connection with 2what 2may be called the theory of international value ... 
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7.1.2. Non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
There are altogether 32 examples with 8 different kinds of clauses. 27 infinitive clauses 
belong to 5 different categories, 5 -ing/-ed  clauses can be assigned to 3 categories. (Table 
7.4) 
 
Table 7.4  Non-finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
To- inf. 
clause after 
a verb 
Extrap. 
to- inf. 
clause 
to inf as adj. 
complement. 
S to S 
raising 
To- inf. 
clause  
after Od 
-ed clause  
after a verb 
-ing as adj. 
complement. 
-ing/ -ed  
clause  
after Od 
Total 
6 8 3 7 3 1 1 3 32 
 
1. To-clauses after verbs (6 examples functioning as Od: E1904-5, 42, 56, 86, 89, 90): 
   (E1904-56): 1The conception of final or marginal utility 1cannot, in fact, 1pretend 2to 
                                 insure more than the achievement of a bargain ... 
2. Extraposed to-clauses after introductory it (8 examples: E1904-3, 5, 16, 44, 60, 63, 76 2x) 
functioning as extraposed subject:  
   (E1904-3): 1It 1is not necessary 2to lay exclusive stress upon an argument ... 
3. To-clauses as adjectival complementation (3 examples: E1904-5, 8, 62) : 
   (E1904-5): 1I 1am ready 2to admit 3that it 3may be possible, ... 
4. To-clause in the subject to subject raising construction  (7 examples: E1907- 8, 49, 78, 81 
2x, 83, 84): 
   (E1904- 84): ... 2that individuals 3competing freely with one another 2are likely 4to be 
                                worsted in a contest ... 
5. To-clause after Od functioning as Co  ( 3 cases: E1904-42, 62, 99) 
   (E1904-42): ... 7whose action ... 7is held *10to fix the price of an article in a competitive 
                                market.  
6. -ed after a verb (1 instance: E1904-89) performing the function of Cs: 
   (E1904-89): ... 10imported 9goods 9are allowed 11to enter 12freed, as far as possible, 
                               from fiscal limitation.  
7. -ing clauses as adjectival complementation  (1 example: E1904-74): 
   (E1904-74): ... 4and Free Traders, at least, 4are never weary 5of 5urging 6that the vulgar 
                               errors ... 6could be avoided 
8. -ing (2 cases: E1904-12, 21) or -ed (E1904-57) clause after Od functioning as Co. 
   (E1904-12): ... in their abandonment of the Mercantile System, 3which they 3found 
                                                 
* In this study to- infinitive clauses substituting for noun phrases that follow a verb in the passive are analysed as 
Co. 
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                               4existing in their day, ... 
   (E1904-57): 1It 1leaves unsettled and 2unsecured 1a number of further considerations.  
As Table 7.3 shows, the most frequent kinds of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot are 
nominal  that- clauses, viz. that- clauses after a verb functioning as Od in 14 cases and 
extraposed that- clauses functioning as subject in 10 cases. In nominal  that- clauses after a 
verb,  that is preserved. It is omitted only once between two nominal that- clauses linked by 
coordination. According to Table 7.4, the most frequent  kinds of non-finite clauses 
occupying a noun phrase slot are 8 extraposed  to- clauses performing the function of subject. 
They are closely followed by to- clauses in the subject to subject raising construction 
represented by 7 examples and  to-clauses after verbs functioning as Od  represented by 6 
examples.  
 
7.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
7.2.1. Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
46 instances of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot have been divided into 37 
adverbial clauses and 9 comparative clauses. The two categories of clauses have been further 
subdivided into smaller groups according to their semantic roles. This is shown in Table 7.5 
and Table 7.6. 
Table 7.5   Adverbial clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
While, even when, 
(al)though, whatever  
concession 11                                    24 
If, zero conjunction, unless condition 11                                    24 
When, as time 4                                        8.5 
because reason 4                                        8.5 
whether conditional-concessive 4                                        8.5 
As, as if manner 3                                         7 
Total  37                                    80.5 
 
Table 7.6  Comparative clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
As, just as equivalence 4                                        8.5 
Than non-equivalence 2                                        4 
That sufficiency/excess 3                                        7 
Total  9                                      19.5 
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Adverbial clauses of concession (11) 
(al)though (5 cases: E1904-5, 20, 21, 31, 73) 
   (E1904-73): ... 7although a confusion between the two 7has invaded the minds of some 
                                ingenious writers of uncommon ability, 6the questions 8presented 6are 
                                distinct, ...  
while (3 instances: E1904-14, 15, 51) 
   (E1904-14): 1At any rate, the trust ...1has weakened, 3while the occasions for the 
                                interference of the State 
3
have grown more frequent and abundant. 
even when (2 cases: E1904-82, 90) 
   (E1904-90):  1And even when a combination in a 2protected 1country 1is confronted by 
                                 a combination in a free-trading country, 3recent theorising 3would 
                                 support the view ... 
whatever (1 case) 
   (E1904-16): 1For, whatever differences 2may be drawn between Free Trade and 
                                Factory Legislation, 2it 1is an easy task ... 
 
Adverbial clauses of condition (11)   
if  (7 instances: E1904-1, 15, 21, 53, 73, 91, 93, 98) 
   (E1904-73): ... 6the questions 8presented 6are distinct, 9if they 9are also 9connected.  
zero conjunction/asyndesis (2 cases: E1904- 9, 12) 
   (E1904-12): ... 5which 5would now 5appear excessive to their practical sagacity 6were 
                              they alive. 
unless (1 case) 
   (E1904-51): ... the transaction 3will not be concluded on the terms 4on which it 4is 
                                arranged, 5unless both parties 5secure an advantage ... 
 
Adverbial clauses of time (4 cases) 
when (3 cases: E1904-22 2x, 82) 
   (E1904-82): ... 4and the probability ... 4becomes still less secure 8when combination 
                                and monopoly 
8
replace individual competition.  
*
as (1 case) 
   (E1904-71): ... 4and in England the lines of severance 4have become less rather than 
                                                 
* Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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                                more pronounced 5as the relative strength of the forces ... 5has changed. 
 
Adverbial clauses of reason (4 cases) 
Because (4 cases: E1904-28 2x, 33, 51) 
   (E1904-33): 1For, because the refined theories ... 1have been raised on the supposition 
                                of traders 
2freely 2exchanging their commodities, 3a strict logic 3does not 
                                warrant ... the conclusion 
 
Conditional-concessive clauses (4 cases) 
whether (4 cases: E1904-42 3x, 78) 
   (E1904-42): 1It 1is the men 2who 2are hesitating 3whether they 3should or 3should not 
                                purchase ... 
 
Adverbial clauses of manner (3 cases) 
*
as (2 cases: E1904-7, 69) 
(E1904-7): 1Or perhaps an alternative and more convincing line of reasoning 1may be 
                  sought in the bold dismissal of any universal general rule, and in the frank  
                  appeal to experience in each particular case, 2as it 2arises.  
as if (1 instance) 
   (E1904-36): 1The assumption ... 1is thus 1treated 3as if its own truth to fact 3were 
                                demonstrated by the convenience of the theory ... 
 
Adverbial clauses of comparison (9) 
Equivalence  (4 cases)  
as (E1904-72, 76), just as (E1904-18, 44) 
   (E1904-76): ... 1it 1is as unnecessary 3to furnish examples 4as it 4would be 5to supply 
                                illustrations ... 
Non-equivalence (2 cases) 
than (E1904-19, 97) 
   (E1904-97): ... such a situation 2will occur in the future more frequently 3than it 3has 
                                arisen in the past 
Sufficiency/excess  (3 cases: E1904-34, 75, 89 with a conjunction that) 
                                                 
* Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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   (E1904-75): 1The connection of the theory of Free Trade with an individualistic 
                                conception of economic society 1is indeed so obvious 2that it 2can hardly  
                                
2
be ignored or mistaken. 
Table 7.5 and 7.6 exhibit nine semantic relations of adverbial clauses. Two of them, namely 
the semantic roles of concession and condition account for 48% of all instances; they are 
followed by 19.5 % of clauses expressing different kinds of comparison. 
 
7.2.2 Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
In the corpus there are 18 examples of infinitive, -ing and  -ed  clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot. The 5 categories they can be divided into are shown in Table 7.7. 
 
Table 7.7  Non-finite clauses substituting for adverbials 
 
-ing  clauses 
with 
subordinator  
-ing clauses 
without 
subordinator 
 -ed clauses 
with 
subordinator. 
To- infinitive 
clauses of 
purpose 
To-infinitive 
clause of 
sufficiency/excess 
Total 
4 1 3 9 1 18 
 
1. -ing clauses with overt subordinators 
In Corpus 3 there are four  -ing clauses with overt subordinators (E1904-9, 45, 89, 98). They 
are linked to their superordinate clause by means of a preposition, which makes the semantic 
relationship between the two clauses unequivocal. In E1904-89 in measuring …suggests the 
semantic relationship of time, in E1904-98 by ignoring …suggests manner: 
   (E1904-89): 1But in 1measuring this argument 2it 2must be remembered ... In – time 
   (E1904-98): 1An acquiescence, therefore, in the belief ... 1is only 1rendered possible 
                                4by 4ignoring such significant considerations. How – manner 
2. -ing clauses without overt subordinators  
In the corpus there is 1 instance of a non-finite clause occupying an adverbial element slot 
without an overt subordinator. 
   (E1904-10): 1Looking back at any rate, on these notable reforms from the standpoint 
                                of subsequent experience, 2shrewd observers ... 2have hinted ... 
3. -ed clauses with overt subordinator (3 cases: E1904-25, 31, 69). 
In 2 out of 3 instances of non-finite -ed clauses the semantic relation between the non-finite 
clause and the superordinate clause it is dependent on is not unequivocal even though an overt 
subordinator is applied. The reason is the use of the conjunction  as in E1904-25 and 69 
because it is  applicable in two different kinds of semantic relations, viz. time and manner.  
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   (E1904-25): 1More importance 1is attached to collective, 2as 2contrasted with 
                                individual, 1action. 
4. to- infinitive clauses of purpose  
The most frequent type of non-finite clause occupying an adverbial element slot is the to 
infinitive of purpose. It occurs in 9 cases (E1904-9, 10, 19, 22, 31 2x, 45, 52, 71). 
   (E1904-31): 1And yet, although its dexterous employment, 2when neatly 2handled by 
                                competent theorists, 1may serve 3to disclose gaps in the reasoning, ... 
5. to- infinitive clause of sufficiency/excess 
In Corpus 3 there is one instance of this kind of non-finite clause. 
   (E1904-8): ... 7that the financiers of the nineteenth century ...7were as much 7concerned 
                              8to remove particular duties 9which, in fact, 9had proved vexatious and 
                               unfruitful, 10as  10to achieve the realization of an universal theory of Free  
                              Trade.  
 
Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot are much more common than non-finite 
clauses. 46 instances of finite clauses as opposed to 18 instances of non-finite clauses make 
the ratio of these clauses 72% ׃ 28% in favour of finite clauses. 
 
7.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
7.3.1. Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
In the corpus there are 103 examples of finite clauses used as postmodification of noun 
phrases. They can be assigned to 5 categories (Table 7.8). 
 
Table 7.8  Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
Defining 
relative clauses  
Non-defining 
relative clauses  
Appositive 
clauses 
Wh- nominal  
relative clauses 
Sentential  
relative clauses 
Total 
71 8 21 1 2 103 
 
1. Defining relative clauses (71 cases: E1904-2, 3, 4 2x, 5, 8 3x, 9, 11, 12 2x, 13, 16 2x, 17, 
18, 22 2x, 24, 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 2x, 36, 39 2x, 42 2x, 44, 45 3x, 48, 51 4x, 53, 54 2x, 
55, 56 2x, 60, 62, 67, 68, 73 2x, 74 2x, 78, 81 2x, 82 2x, 83, 86, 88, 89 2x, 91 2x, 93, 94, 99). 
The overwhelming majority of finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases are categorised as 
defining relative clauses. If the relative pronoun is the subject of a relative clause, an effort 
was made to find out whether the relative pronoun that is used as an alternative to which in 
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defining relative clauses. In all the cases the relative pronoun which is used after impersonal 
antecedents and who after personal antecedents. The pronoun *that  is not used at all. In the 
corpus there are 6 cases (E1904-123, 484, 516, 812, 5, 912) in which the relative pronoun is the 
object of a relative clause and could thus be omitted. In 4 instances it is preserved and which 
is used. There are only  2 cases in which the relative pronoun functioning as the object of the 
relative clause has been omitted (E1904-484, 912). 
   (E1904-484): ... 3which 3suggest a conflict of interests, 2of the noxious influence 4they 
                              
4
exert over the popular mind ... 
2. Non-defining relative clause (8 cases: E1904-10, 48, 55 2x, 59, 71, 82, 94) 
   (E1904-71): 1But this distinct theory 1has to a great extent 1remained the peculiar 
                                product of English thought, 2of which Continental economists 2have 
                                shown no great anxiety 
3
to claim possession, ... 
3. Appositive clauses (21 examples: E1904-8 2x, 12, 19 3x, 33, 38 2x, 51 2x, 54, 74, 84, 85, 
86, 90, 92 2x, 98, 100) 
   (E1904-33): ... 3a strict logic 3does not warrant, for that reason alone, the conclusion 
                               4that Free Trade 4is the practical policy 5which Economics 5recommends.  
4. Nominal relative clause (1 example) 
(E1904-72): 1Nor 1has the separate treatment 1been at any time so marked, in 
                     connection with 2what 2may be called the theory of international value, ... 
5. Sentential relative clauses (2 instances: E1904-50, 82) 
   (E1904-50): 1They 1are vitiated by the omission 2to see or note the fissure between the 
                                interests of the immediate present, and those of the future, 3which 3is a 
                                fault common to the economic theory of individual competition ... .  
 
7.3.2. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases occur in 61 cases which can be put into 3 
categories. (Table 7.9) 
 
 
                                                 
* The only exception is that in E1904-54 (It is for reasons like these that the familiar assertion of fiscal 
controversy ... does not bring the complete consolation ...), which is cleft sentence. In this study it is analysed as 
a main clause (It is for reasons like these) and finite postmodification by means of a defining relative clause (that 
the familiar assertion of fiscal controversy ... does not bring the complete consolation ...) because this study deals 
with main clauses and different kinds of subordinate clauses. This may be considered wrong, though some 
grammar reference books analyse it like that. (e.g. Eastwood 1996, p. 62). 
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Table 7.9  Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed  
clauses 
-ing 
clauses 
to  infinitive 
clauses 
Total 
37 22 2 61 
 
1. -ed postmodification 
The corpus displays the largest number of postmodification expressed by -ed clauses. (37 
cases: E1904-3, 5, 10, 14, 26, 36, 38 2x, 40, 43 2x, 45 3x, 46, 47, 53, 59 2x, 62 2x, 69, 73 3x, 
74 2x, 76, 78, 86 3x, 88, 89, 91, 93, 94). 
   (E1904-3): 1It 1is not necessary 2to lay exclusive stress upon an argument 3advanced in 
                              the present controversy ... 
2. -ing clauses  (22 examples: E1904-5, 9 3x, 15, 19, 21, 23, 28, 33, 37, 42 2x, 59, 66, 71, 78, 
81 2x, 84, 89, 91) 
   (E1904-37): 1The former process 1involves the risk 2attaching to a petitio principii;... 
Nine -ing clauses are introduced by a preposition. In six cases (E1904-5, 9 3x, 21, 28) it is the 
preposition of. 
(E1904-28): ... he 3finds 4that the notion 5of free 5exchanging between individual 
                    bargainers 4is a convenient hypothesis ... 
3. Infinitival postmodification (2 examples: E1904-28, 50) 
   (E1904-50): 1They 1are vitiated by the omission 2to see or note the fissure between the 
                                 interests of the immediate present, and those of the future ... 
 
7.3.3. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
premodification 
There are 20 non-finite clauses premodifying noun-phrases. They can be assigned to two 
categories. (Table 7.10) 
 
Table 7.10  Non-finite clauses premodifying noun phrases 
 
-ing 
clauses  
-ed 
clauses 
Total 
13 7 20 
 
1. -ing premodification occurs in 13 cases (E1904- 4, 18, 41, 46, 47, 51, 52, 53, 58, 59, 63, 70, 
74).  
   (E1904-4):  1That contention 1treats our fiscal policy of Free Trade as the 2surviving 
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                               1article of a general faith in laissez-faire ... 
2. -ed premodification occurs in 7 cases (E1904- 13, 29, 31, 60, 88, 89, 90). 
(E1904-13):  1For it 1fails to accord with the new demands of the fresh circumstances and 
                     2altered 1feelings of the age ... 
Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases and non-finite clauses pre- and postmodifying  
noun phrases contribute to sentence complexity most significantly. Given the 4 broader 
syntactic categories established in this work (Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses 
occupying an adverbial element slot, clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
and comment clauses), their frequency of occurrence ranked first. 
 
7.4. Comment clauses 
7.4.1. Finite comment clauses 
In the corpus there are 4 finite comment clauses. All of them have the form of a main clause. 
(E1904-2, 15, 39, 100) 
   (E1904-39): ... 4the experiment, 5I think, 4would yield some results ...  
 
7.5. Clause configurations in Corpus 3 
In Table 7.11 the E1907 corpus of 100 sentences is divided into groups according to the 
number of finite clauses contained in them (1 – 10 finite clauses). Within each particular 
number of finite clauses 2 subgroups are considered; the left columns show the number of 
sentences with a particular number of finite clauses only (in Table 11 shown in the line 
marked 0 number of non-finite clauses); the right columns within a particular number of finite 
clauses add the numbers of sentences with 1 – 6 non-finite clauses. For example, as regards 
sentences with 1 finite clause, there are 8 which contain 1 finite clause only. Then there are 7 
sentences containing 1 finite clause and 1 non-finite clause and 3 sentences containing 1 finite 
clause and 2 non-finite clauses. Altogether there are 8 sentences with 1 finite clause and 10 
sentences with 1 finite clause and non-finites. Since there are 18 sentences with 1 finite 
clause, 82% of sentences in Corpus 3 contain more than 1 finite clause. About 1/3 (35%) are 
sentences with finite clauses only. The majority of sentences, however, 65%, contain finite as 
well as non-finite clauses. 
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Table 7.11  Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in E1904 
Number of finite clauses Number  
of non-
finite 
clauses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 
0 8  13  7  3  3  0  0  1  0  
1  7  8  5  5  5        1 
2  3  4    3  5  3         
3    1    2  0  1  1     
4      5    0  2       
5      1  1  1         
6            1       
Total No 
of 
sentences 
8 10 13 13 7 14 3 13 3 9 0 4 0 1 1 0 0 1 
 
Total No 
of  
sentences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
 
The methodology of sentence analyses is the same as in the previous two corpora. Main 
clauses are typed in bold and in the charts illustrating sentence structure, which accompany 
each sentence, they are always in the top layer, subordinate clauses are in lower layers. Verb 
forms are underlined. Clauses are numbered in the order they appear in the sentence. The first 
clause, no matter whether it is main or subordinate, has always number1. If subordinate 
clauses precede the main clause, they are in the lower layers indicated by left-branching. If 
they follow the main clause, it is indicated by right branching. If a clause is interrupted by 
another clause or clauses and continues after the clause/clauses, the symbol →/← is used 
depending on whether the clause interruptions follow or precede the main clause. If a sentence 
contains more subordinate clauses, an attempt was made to show whether subordinate clauses 
are at the same level or there is a hierarchical arrangement between them (a subordinate 
clause becomes superordinate to another subordinate clause). Next to its number, each clause 
is assigned 3 symbols separated by slashes. The first symbol indicates whether the clause is 
finite or non-finite, the second specifies the syntactic function of the clause and  the third 
states the type of finite or non-finite clause. If two clauses occurring next to each other are at 
the same level, a double slash (//) is used. The symbols and explanations of what they stand 
for are listed below. 
 
7.5.1. Symbols used in the analysis 
F – finite          NF – nonfinite    
←/→ – clause interruption   // –  two clauses at the same level                
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Syntactic functions of clauses 
M – main clause       A – adverbial  
S – subject         PRM – premodification 
Od– object direct       PM – postmodification                                        
Oprep –  prepositional object   Cadj – adjectival complementation  
Cs– subject complement    SS – subject to subject raising 
Co – object complement    com – comment clause 
                                               
Types of finite clauses  
that  – nominal that-clause as adjectival complementation 
that A – asyndetic nominal that-clause 
that V – nominal that-clause after a verb 
that VA – asyndetic nominal that-clause after a verb 
extra that  – extraposed nominal that- clause after Introductory it 
pre that  – nominal that-clause in pre-predicate position 
that CoV – nominal that-clause after a copular verb 
Wh-inter  - Wh- interrogative clause 
inter – yes/no question 
time – adverbial clause of time        purp – adverbial clause of purpose 
cond - adverbial clause of condition       reas – adverbial clause of reason 
conc – adverbial clause of concession      condc– conditional-concessive clause 
man – adverbial clause of manner 
exce – adverbial clause of exception 
eq – adverbial clause of comparison/equivalence 
neq – adverbial clause of comparison/non-equivalence 
suex – adverbial clause of comparison/sufficiency-excess 
rel d – defining relative clause         rel n – non-defining relative clauses 
rel dA – asyndetic defining relative clause                 
Wh– rel – nominal relative clause 
apos – appositive clause 
Mf  – used when a comment clause has the form of a main clause 
Af  – used when a comment clause has the form of an adverbial clause  
Q – quotation of direct speech 
 
Types of non-finite clauses  
to infV – to- infinitive clause after a verb 
extra to – extraposed to- infinitive clause after Introductory it 
to infCoV – to- infinitive clause after a copular verb 
to inf – to- infinitive clause  
-ingV–  -ing clause after a verb 
prep-ing/-ed  –  -ing/-ed clause after a preposition 
con-ing/-ed – -ing-ed  clause after a conjunction 
-ing, -ed –  -ing , -ed clause 
suex to – to- infinitive clause of sufficiency – excess 
purp to – to- infinitive clause of purpose 
 
 
7.5.2. Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses 
Configurations with 1 finite clause (18) 
1 finite / 0 non-finite  (8 cases: E1904-35, 64, 65, 79, 80, 87, 95, 96) 
 (E1904-87): 1For like causes 1may produce like effects. 
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1 finite / 1 non-finite  (7 cases) 
1 main, 1 non-finite (7 cases: E1904-23, 25, 40, 41, 49 57, 66) In E1904-23, 66 non-finite 
clauses function as  postmodification expressed by means of an -ing  clause. Otherwise each 
non-finite clause is different. 
 (E1904-66): 1It 1is the antithesis of individuals 2competing freely with one another.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
1 finite / 2 non-finite (3 cases) 
1 main, 2 non-finite (3 cases: E1904-43, 46, 66). E1904-43, 46 exhibit the same clause 
arrangement even though the choice of clauses is not the same. 
(E1904-43): 1Instructive analogies 1have been established between the notion 2long 
since 2recognised by the older economists of “land on the margin of cultivation,” and the 
new conception of marginal or final utility, introduced, or at least brought into 
prominence, but a score or so of years ago by their successors.  
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PM/ –ed  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
Configurations with 2 finite clauses (26) 
2 finite / 0 non-finite (13 cases)  
2 main / parataxis (2 cases: E1904-27, 77) 
 (E1904-27): 1The reason, however, 1would not be forgotten, 2or misunderstanding 
    2must arise.  
 
1M       OR      2M 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate (11 cases: E1904-1, 6, 7, 11, 17, 24, 30, 32, 67, 75, 85) 
In 6 cases (E1904-11, 17, 24, 30, 32, 67) the main clause is combined with a defining relative 
clause, in 3 cases (E1904-1, 7, 75) with an adverbial clause. 
(E1904-67): 1It 1is the negation of those infinitesimal additions and deductions 2which 
2are implied in the very conception of a margin. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-75. 1The connection of the theory of Free Trade with an individualistic 
conception of economic society 1is indeed so obvious 2that it 2can hardly 2be ignored or 
mistaken.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/suex 
 
2 finite / 1 non-finite (8 cases) 
2 main, 1 non-finite (1 instance) 
(E1904-37): 1The former process 1involves the risk 2attaching to a petitio principii; 3the 
latter 3is seductive rather than secure.  
 
1M 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ing  
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1 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (7 cases) 
In 5 sentences (E1904-29, 50, 58, 70, 99) different kinds of subordinate clauses combine in a 
right-branching arrangement of clauses; in E1904-13, 14 the arrangement of clauses is 
different. 
(E1904-29): 1The assumption 1has, no doubt, 1won the prestige 2which 2attaches to 
3inherited and 2confirmed tradition.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d  → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
(E1904-13): 1For it 1fails to accord with the new demands of the fresh circumstances 
and 2altered 1feelings of the age 3in which we 3live.  
 
1M     →    
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3F/PM/rel d 
 
2 finite / 2 non-finite (4 cases) 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 2 non-finite (4 cases: E1904- 3, 47, 69, 84). In E1904-3, 47 there is the 
same right branching arrangement of clauses.  
(E1904-3): 1It 1is not necessary 2to lay exclusive stress upon an argument 3advanced in the 
present controversy 4which nevertheless 4seems to me relevant and forcible.  
 
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
2 finite / 3 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 3 non-finite 
(E1904-76): 1Yet of the continual enlargement of the space 2accorded to the subject of 
monopoly in recent economic discussion 1it 1is as unnecessary 3to furnish examples 4as it 
4would be 5to supply illustrations of the growth and influence of combinations in the 
modern world of business.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3NF/S/extra to // 4F/A/eq 
              5NF/S/extra to 
 
Configurations with 3 finite clauses (21) 
3 finite / 0 non-finite (7 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate (2 cases: E1904-20, 61). There are different subordinate clauses and 
different arrangements of clauses. 
(E1904-20): 1The existence of pitfalls such as these 1is fatal to the completeness of the 
general theoretical argument for Free Trade, 2and their detection 2has in the main 
2been the work of a generation since the days of Adam Smith, 3although that sane, acute 
economist 3recognised exceptions, not merely to his general ideal of “natural liberty,“ but to 
its particular embodiment in Free Trade.  
 
1M AND  2M 
    3F/A/conc 
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(E1904-61): 1But it 1is nevertheless true 2that the more recent development of a formal 
theory of monopoly 2has as yet 2not been very distinctly or extensively 2applied by English 
writers to the treatment of international trade; 3and in this respect it 3has shared the 
fortunes of the conception of the governing importance of marginal factors.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2F/S/extra that  
 
1 main, 1 comment, 1 subordinate (2 cases: E1904-2, 100). Clauses differ from each other. 
(E1904-2): 1This position 1may, 2I think, 1be supported both by an examination of the 
particular theories of international trade and value, and by the more general 
considerations 3to which attention 3will here 3be mainly 3directed. 
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf// 
1M 
               3F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate (3 cases: E1904-68, 72, 92). In E1904-68, 72 there are different kinds 
of subordinate clauses in a right-branching clause arrangement. In E1904-92 there are two 
appositive clauses linked by coordination. 
(E1904-92): 1For the construction of a theory of monopoly 1has hitherto 1proceeded on 
the supposition 2that a combination 2is discovered on the one side 3and that individuals 
3are competing on the other.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos  AND  3F/PM/apos 
 
3 finite / 1non-finite (5 cases: E1904-4, 18, 56, 94, 98). All of them have the configuration 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite. In E1904-56 there is a right-branching clause 
arrangement; in E1904-4 two defining relative clauses are linked by coordination. 
(E1904- 56. 1The conception of final or marginal utility 1cannot, in fact, 1pretend 2to 
insure more than the achievement of a bargain, 3which 3will yield mutual benefit to the 
bargainers at the immediate moment, under the circumstances 4in which 4they 4are then 
4situated.  
 
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to infV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-4): 1That contention 1treats our fiscal policy of Free Trade as the 2surviving 
1article of a general faith in laissez-faire, 3which 3has lost its former hold on popular 
opinion, 4and 4been discarded largely as a maxim of administration.  
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ing  3F/PM/rel d  AND  4F/PM/rel d 
 
3 finite / 2non-finite (3 cases: E1904-38, 88, 90) All of them have the configuration 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite. In E1904-38 two appositive clauses are linked by 
coordination. 
(E1904-38): 1To this subtle combination, 2perhaps unconsciously rather than consciously 
2effected, 1the vulgar notions, 3expressed in the absolute form, 4that the “general argument 
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for Free Trade 4is complete, theoretically,” 5and that “Free Trade 5is the economist’s 
policy” 1are partly due.  
 
1M     →             → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3NF/PM/-ed 
        4F/PM/apos AND 5F/PM/apos 
 
3 finite / 4 non-finite (5 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 4 non-finite (2 instance: E1904-59, 62) 
(E1904-59): 1But a section, 2steadily 2growing in size and prominence, 1is now 1given in 
systematic treatises on economic principles to the probable action and effects of 
monopoly, 3and the 4increasing 3attention 5bestowed by theorists on this topic, 6which 
6was barely 6noticed by the older economists, 3accords with the larger, more conspicuous 
place 7taken to-day by monopoly in industrial and commercial practice.  
 
1M     → AND 3M      →      → 
 2NF/PM/-ing    4NF/PRM/-ing  5NF/PM/-ed  7NF/PM/-ed 
            6F/PM/rel n 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 4 non-finite (3 cases: E1904-31, 81, 86). In E1904-31 the main clause 
is 7th clause in the sentence. 
(E1904-31): 1And yet, although its dexterous employment, 2when neatly 2handled by 
competent theorists, 1may serve 3to disclose gaps in the reasoning, 4or 4to detect slips in the 
argument, 5by which the illogical and 6uninstructed 5reach their conclusions on 
international trade, as on other matters, 7it 7is not itself immune from the curious 
influence of a subtle illusion.  
 
                  7M 
               ←  1F/A/conc 
   
4NF/A/purp to OR 3NF/A/purp to  2NF/A/con –ed 
←  5F/PM/rel d 
 
6NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 
3 finite / 5 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 5 non-finite 
(E1904-45): 1The constructive genius 2needed 3to combine these distinct but analogous 
conceptions into one harmonious whole, 4where each, 5neither unduly 5exalted, nor unjustly 
5subordinated, 4takes its appropriate position, 6instead of 6being placed in a contrast 
7unnecessarily 7emphasised, 1has been supplied by a distinguished economist, 8at whose 
feet many of us 8have sat as pupils.  
 
1M              → 
 2NF/PM/-ed           8F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/A/purp to 
   4F/PM/rel d      → 
    5NF/PM/-ed   6NF/A/pre -ing 
          7NF/PM/-ed 
 
Configurations with 4 finite clauses (16) 
4 finite / 0 non-finite (3 cases) 
2 main, 2 subordinate (1 case) 
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(E1904-97): 1But it 1is not improbable 2that such a situation 2will occur in the future more 
frequently 3than it 3has arisen in the past, 4and at the present time it 4is not unknown in 
international trade.  
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/S/extra that  
  3F/A/neq  
 
1 main, 3 subordinate (2 cases: E1904-34, 54). There are different clauses and different clause 
arrangements. 
(E1904-34): 1So powerful, however, 1is the sway of that 2with which men 2have grown 
familiar by habitual use and long acquaintance, 3that this conclusion 3is often 3drawn 
gratuitously both by economists and by those 4who 4have gained their knowledge of 
economics from vague external impression, rather than from close independent study.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d // 3F/A/suex 
       4F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-54): 1It 1is for reasons like these 2that the familiar assertion of fiscal controversy 
3that the purchase of an import 3implies the sale of an export, visible or invisible, 2does not 
bring the complete consolation 4which 4is provided in the opinion of convinced Free-
traders.  
 
1M 
 2F/*PM/rel d      → 
  3F/PM/apos  4F/PM/rel d 
 
4 finite / 1 non-finite (5 cases) 
3 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-26): 1But in the general conception 2usually 2formed and commonly 2accepted of 
those primary assumptions and those fundamental conditions 3with which the reasoning of 
a systematic exposition of economic principles 3begins, 1individual liberty 1is regarded as 
the ordinary rule, 4and governmental interference 4is treated as the rare exception; 
5and from this point of view Free Trade 5can, with some excuse, 5be termed “the 
economist’s policy.” 
 
1M      → AND 4M AND 5M 
 2NF/PM/-ed   
  3F/PM/rel d   
 
2 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite (2 cases: E1904-36, 83). In E1904-36 only 1 main clause 
has subordinate clauses dependent on it. 
(E1904-36): 1The assumption, 2on which a theory 2is built, 1is thus 1treated 3as if its own 
truth to fact 3were demonstrated by the convenience of the theory 4based upon it; 5and the 
yet more hazardous corollary of practical expedience 5is deduced from theoretical 
usefulness.  
                                                 
* It is part of a cleft sentence which is in this study analysed as finite postmodification by means of a defining 
relative clause. This is because this study deals with main clauses and different kinds of subordinate clauses. 
Such an analysis may be considered inaccurate, though some grammar reference books analyse it like that. (e.g. 
Eastwood 1996, p. 62). 
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1M     → AND 5M 
 2F/PM/rel d  3F/A/man  
        4NF/PM/-ed  
 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 1 non-finite (2 cases: E1904-33, 93). In E1904-33 the main clause is in 
the middle surrounded by left- and right-branching. 
(E1904-33): 1For, because the refined theories of international trade and value 1have been 
raised on the supposition of traders 2freely 2exchanging their commodities, 3a strict logic 
3does not warrant, for that reason alone, the conclusion 4that Free Trade 4is the practical 
policy 5which Economics 5recommends.  
 
    1M       
 1F/A/reas 4F/PM/apos 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
2NF/PM/-ing  5F/PM/rel d 
 
4 finite / 2 non-finite (5 cases) 
2 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite (3 cases: E1904-52, 60, 71). In E1904-60, 71 each main 
clause has subordinate clauses. In E1904-52 only 1 main clause has subordinate clauses. 
(E1904-52): 1At the immediate moment, no doubt, both parties 1gain; 2and, on the 
ordinary assumption of a 3pervading 2competition, each 2surrenders 4what he then 
4values less, 5in order 5to receive in exchange 6what he then 6values more.  
 
1M AND 2M     → 
    3NF/PRM/-ing 4F/Od/Wh rel 
           5NF/A/purp to 
            6F/Od/Wh rel 
 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 2 non-finite (2 cases: E1904-28, 91). In E1904-28 there are two 
adverbial clauses of reason linked by coordination. 
(E1904-28): 1It 1is not 2because the economist deliberately 2bestows on free trading his 
entire approbation as a practical expedient, 3but because he 3finds 4that the notion 5of free 
5exchanging between individual bargainers 4is a convenient hypothesis 6with which 6to start 
and 6conduct his reasoning processes.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/reas BUT 3F/A/reas 
       4F/Od/thatV    → 
        5NF/PM/prep –ing  6NF/PM/to inf 
 
4 finite / 3 non-finite (2 instances) 
2 main, 2 subordinate, 3 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-78): 1The former 1is seen, not merely in a systematic endeavour 2to construct a 
general theory of the probable action of monopolists, 3whether they 3be buyers or sellers, 
under various hypotheses of the conditions of demand or the circumstances of supply; 4but 
it also 4makes its presence evident in the many qualifications 5now 5accepted of the 
familiar theories 6resting on the traditional assumption of individual competition 7which 
7were put forward by the older economists in the special departments of their economic 
treatises.  
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1M BUT 4M 
 2NF/SS/to inf    5NF/PM/-ed 
  3F/A/condc     6NF/PM/-ing 
      7F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 3 non-finite (1 case). Two nominal that clauses are linked by 
coordination. 
(E1904-10): 1Looking back at any rate, on these notable reforms from the standpoint of 
subsequent experience, 2shrewd observers, 3whose fiscal creed 3would not incline them in 
any such direction, 2have hinted 4that the basis of our taxation 4may have been unduly 
narrowed, 5and 5may prove inadequate 6to support with security and ease the larger 
superstructure of an increased expenditure 7since 7raised upon it.  
 
    2M    → 
1NF/A/-ing 3F/PM/rel n  4F/Od/thatV  AND  
5F/Od/thatVA 
                   6NF/A/purp to 
                    7NF/A/con-ed 
 
4 finite / 5 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 3 subordinate, 5 non-finite 
(E1904-5): 1I 1am ready 2to admit 3that it 3may be possible, 4though it 4is not easy, 5to fix a 
clear and permanent distinction between the desirability 6of 6allowing traders 7to make 
bargains for the exchange of goods, independently of suggestion or control by the 
governments of the States 8to which they 8may belong, 5and the necessity of authoritative 
interference in contracts for the purchase and supply of services by employers and 
9employed.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cadj/to inf 
  3F/Od/thatV 
   4F/A/conc // 5NF/S/extra to   → 
        6NF/PM/prep –ing  9NF/PM/prep -ed 
         7NF/Od/to infV 
          8F/PM/rel d 
 
Configurations with 5 finite clauses (12) 
5 finite / 0 non-finite (2 cases) 
2 main, 3 subordinate (1 case) 
(E1904-55): 1An equivalence, 2which 2is all 3that 3is guaranteed, 1is different from an 
equality 4and a change in the character of the imports or exports, 5which 5may 
forebode ill to the abiding welfare of a country, 4may be concealed under an external 
correspondence of quantity.  
 
1M                        → AND 4M                   → 
 2F/PM/rel n    5F/PM/rel n 
  3F/PM/rel d  
 
2 main, 1 comment, 2 subordinate (1 case) 
(E1904-39): 1But their claim to exactitude 1has rarely 1been submitted to the test of a 
searching investigation of the foundation 2on which they really 2rest, 3and the 
experiment, 4I think, 3would yield some results 5which 5were not expected.  
 
1M                        AND 3M // 4F/com/Mf //
3M 
 2F/PM/rel d                  5F/PM/rel d 
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1 main, 4 subordinate (1 case) 
(E1904-48): 1Dr. Cannan, more recently, 1has similarly 1hinted 2that a firm grasp of the 
conception 2would deprive the military metaphors, 3which 3suggest a conflict of interests, 
2of the noxious influence 4they 4exert over the popular mind 5in what 5should be regarded as 
the peaceful transactions of international trade.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV     → 
  3F/PM/rel n 4F/PM/rel dA 
        5F/Oprep/Wh rel 
 
5 finite / 1 non-finite (6 cases) 
2 main, 1 comment, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-15): 1The Mercantile System 1was an embodiment, 2it 2might be accompanied by 
burdensome incumbrances, 1of faith in the conscious guidance and encouragement of 
industry and commerce by governmental action, 3while Free Trade 3was in effect a plain 
avowal of an unreserved belief in the sufficiency of laissez-faire in trading matters; 4and, 
5if an earlier experience 5revealed the danger 6attaching to the former creed, 4later events 
have similarly 4disclosed shortcomings in the latter.  
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf  //
1M AND 4M                         → 
       3F/A/conc    5F/A/cond 
     6NF/PM/-ing 
 
1 main, 4 subordinate, 1 non-finite (4 cases: E1904-12, 16, 22, 44). There are different clauses 
and different clause arrangements. In E1904-22 two adverbial clauses of time are linked by 
coordination. 
(E1904-22): 1Yet in its origin a separation of that study of the relations between cause 
and effect in man’s actions in connection with wealth, 2in which a theoretical science of 
economics 2took its birth, 1from that practical art of finance 3with which it 3had 
previously 3been merged, 1became possible 4when governments 4withdrew from their 
previous pervasive regulation of trade, 5and 5left opportunity and room for individual 
liberty 6to play an active voluntary part.  
 
1M    →       → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3F/PM/rel d  4F/A/time  AND  5F/A/time 
                  6NF/A/purp to 
 
5 finite / 2 non-finite (3 cases) 
3 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-21): 1Competition, or free enterprise, 1has no doubt 1been usually 1taken as the 
working hypothesis of a scheme of economic theory; 2although recent speculation 2has 
tended to insist by contrast on regularity of action, and on possibility of comparison and 
measurement, as the essential conditions of investigation by the economic organon, 3and 
benevolent conduct, 4if it 4be regular, 3is accordingly now 3recognised 5as 5being as 
suitable an object for inquiry as self-interest, 6and money, though a convenient, 6is not 
regarded as the only, means 7of 7measuring the force of motives.  
 
1M              AND 3M                    → AND 6M 
 2F/A/conc    4F/A/cond  5NF/*Co/-ing    
7NF/PM/prep -ing 
                                                 
* In this work an -ing clause substituting for a noun phrase that follows the verb in the passive is analysed as Co. 
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1 main, 4 subordinate, 2 non-finite (2 cases: E1904-19, 53). In both sentences there are two 
finite subordinate clauses linked by coordination. 
(E1904-19): 1But the probability 2that the individual trader, 3acting in unfettered freedom, 
2may imperil the permanent commercial or political welfare of his nation, by the fixed 
unwavering pursuit of his immediate business interest, 1is no less actual 4than the chance 
4is serious 5that he 5may fail to discern his future or present advantage, 6or 6lack the energy 
or power 7to secure it. 
 
1M       → 
 2F/PM/apos  →  4F/A/neq 
  3NF/PM/-ing    5F/PM/apos OR 6F/PM/apos 
                 7NF/A/purp to 
 
(E1904-53): 1But it 1is conceivable 2that a different estimate of loss and gain 2might be 
framed, 3if the future 3were regarded, 2from that 4which 4is now 4entertained, 5and that 
measures 6taken beforehand 5might have altered the terms of exchange to the advantage or 
injury of either of the two 7contracting 6parties.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that  →                  AND   5F/S/extra that  →      → 
  3F/A/cond   4F/PM/rel d     6NF/PM/-ed    7NF/PRM/-ing 
 
5 finite / 5 non-finite (1 case) 
3 main, 2 subordinate, 5 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-9): 1The dual aim 2of 2rendering the tariff more simple and effective for its 
purpose 3of 3raising revenue, 4and of 4purging it of Protectionist suspicion, 1may indeed 
1have been present to their minds; 5but they 5were practical financiers first, and 
economic theorists in a subordinate degree; 6and, 7had the objects 7clashed 8instead of 
8harmonizing, 6there 6can be little doubt 9which of the two 9would have been foregone 
10to meet the requirements of the other.  
 
1M                                                                      → BUT 5M AND 6M                    → 
 2NF/PM/prep –ing     7F/A/cond         9F/PM/ rel d 
  3NF/PM/prep –ing AND 4NF/PM/prep -ing      8NF/A/prep –ing 10NF/A/ purp to 
 
Configurations with 6 finite clauses (4) 
6 finite / 3 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 4 subordinate clauses, 3 non-finite 
(E1904-73): 1It 1has influenced more definitely the conception 2formed of the conditions 
3under which a trade fraught with mutual advantage 3may arise and 3continue between 
different nations, 1than the notion 4framed of the terms 5on which the different bargains 
5are adjusted; 6and, 7although a confusion between the two 7has invaded the minds of some 
ingenious writers of uncommon ability, 6the questions 8presented 6are distinct, 9if they 
9are also 9connected.  
 
1M     → AND 6M                 →                       → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  4NF/PM/-ed    7F/A/conc  8NF/PM/-ed  9F/A/cond 
  3F/PM/rel d  5F/PM/rel d  
 
6 finite / 4 non-finite (2 case) 
2 main, 4 subordinate, 4 non-finite (1 case) 
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(E1904-74): 1In any case, the presence of individual competition within, though not 
across, the boundaries of countries 1has been accepted as an assumption, 2which 2is as 
pertinent to nations as to other smaller 3“non-competing 2groups,” 4and Free Traders, at 
least, 4are never weary 5of 5urging 6that the vulgar errors 7committed, in popular talk, on 
the nature and consequences of foreign commerce 6could be avoided by the constant 
recollection 8that it 8consists in reality of transactions between individual traders, 9prompted 
and 9guided by the familiar motives 10which 10actuate individuals in the conduct of their 
ordinary business. 
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/PM/rel d          →    5NF/Cadj/prep –ing 
  3NF/PRM/-ing     6F/Od/thatV        → 
      7NF/PM/-ed  8F/PM/apos 
             9NF/PM/-ed 
              10F/PM/rel d 
 
1 main, 5 subordinate, 4 non-finite (1 case) 
(E1904-42): 1It 1is the men 2who 2are hesitating 3whether they 3should or 3should not 
purchase, 4whether they 4should or 4should not dispose of their goods, 5or whether lastly 
they 5should or 5should not continue 6to render the services necessary to their production, 
7whose action 8in 8contracting or 8enlarging supply on the one hand, 9and on the other in 
9intensifying or 9relaxing demand, 7is held 10to fix the price of an article in a competitive 
market. 
 
1M 
 2F/*PM/rel d           /7F/PM/rel d                                                         → 
  3F/A/condc//4F/A/condc OR 5F/A/condc    8NF/PM/prep –ing AND 9NF/PM/prep –ing   10NF/†Co/to inf 
             6NF/Od/to inf 
 
6 finite / 6 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 5 subordinate, 6 non-finite 
(E1904-89): 1But in 1measuring this argument 2it 2must be remembered on the one hand 
3that Trusts 3are one example of the monopoly 4which 4is so characteristic a feature of 
present business 5that it 5has occasioned the addition of a new section to treatises on 
economic principles, 6and on the other that the actual fiscal situation 6exhibits the patent 
fact of combinations, 7shielded from external competition by the protective tariffs of their 
country, 8competing with the individual traders of a country 9where 10imported 9goods 9are 
allowed 11to enter 12freed, as far as possible, from fiscal limitation.  
 
       2M 
1NF/A/prep –ing   3F/S/extra that AND 6F/S/extra that 
         4F/PM/rel d    7NF/PM/-ed 
          5F/A/suex     8NF/PM/-ing 
                   9F/PM/rel d            → 
                    10NF/PRM/-ed  11NF/Od/to inf 
                            12NF/Cs/-ed 
 
                                                 
* It is part of a cleft sentence which is in this study analysed as finite postmodification by means of a defining 
relative clause. This is because this study deals with main clauses and different kinds of subordinate clauses. 
Such an analysis may be considered inaccurate, though some grammar reference books analyse it like that. (e.g. 
Eastwood 1996, p. 62). 
 
† In this study to- infinitive clauses substituting for noun phrases that follow a verb in the passive are analysed as 
Co 
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Configurations with 7 finite clauses (1) 
7 finite / 3 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 6 subordinate, 3 non-finite 
(E1904-8): 1But those 2who 2use this reasonable expedient, 1expose themselves to the 
rejoinder 3that in the present realities of English fiscal practice that complete neutrality of 
the government 4which 4is the aim of  “taxation for revenue alone” 3has been shown 5to be 
hardly feasible, 6and that similarly a close inspection of the  past history of English fiscal 
change 6would suggest 7that the financiers of the nineteenth century – Huskisson, Peel, and 
Gladstone – 7were as much 7concerned 8to remove particular duties 9which, in fact, 9had 
proved vexatious and unfruitful, 10as 10to achieve the realization of an universal theory of 
Free Trade.  
 
1M                    → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3F/PM/apos      →      AND 6F/PM/apos 
       4F/PM/rel d  5NF/SS/to inf    7F/Od/thatV 
                      8NF/Cadj/to inf   // 
10NF/A/suex to 
                       9F/PM/rel d 
 
Configurations with 8 finite clauses (1) 
8 finite / 0 non-finite (1 case) 
2 main, 6 subordinate (1 case) 
(E1904-82): 1The realisation of a maximum gain, 2which 2is the common end of 
monopolists and individuals, 1may in the case of the former 1be achieved by means 
3which 3are impossible for the latter; 4and the probability of a coincidence between the 
present interests of traders and the permanent interests of the communities 5to which 
they 5may belong, 6which 6is uncertain 7even when the traders 7are individuals, 4becomes 
still less secure 8when combination and monopoly 8replace individual competition.  
 
1M                   → AND 4M                         → 
 2F/PM/rel n  3F/PM/rel d    5F/PM/rel d   8F/A/time 
     6F/PM/sent 
      7F/A/conc 
 
Configurations with 10 finite clauses (1) 
10 finite / 1 non-finite (1 case) 
1 main, 9 subordinate, 1 non-finite 
(E1904-51): 1For, while the conception of final or marginal utility 1sheds an illuminating 
light on the possibility 2that the gain of one party to an exchange 2will not involve a 
corresponding loss to the other, 3because the transaction 3will not be concluded on the terms 
4on which it 4is arranged, 5unless both parties 5secure an advantage 6which, under the 
existing circumstances, they 6could not else 6have obtained, 7it 7does not preclude the 
idea, 8on which Mill’s lengthy discussion 8was based, 9and the vulgar employment of 
military terms in commercial debates 9is founded, 10that a different distribution of the 
11resulting 10benefit 10might have been caused by an alteration in the strength of the 
bargainers.  
 
         7M                                              
     1F/A/conc  8F/PM/rel d  AND  9F/PM/rel d // 10F/PM/apos           → 
    2F/PM/apos               11NF/PRM/-ing 
   3F/A/reas 
  4F/PM/rel d 
 5F/A/cond 
6F/PM/rel d 
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7.5.3. Discussion of findings 
As regards clause configurations on the level of finite/non-finite clauses, the data are provided 
in Table 7.11 at the beginning of this section. The most common configuration (26 
occurrences) is a sentence having 2 finite clauses or configurations of 2 finite clauses with 
non-finites. The second most common (20 occurrences) is a sentence with 3 finite clauses 
including configurations with non-finites. Sentences with 1 finite clause (18 occurrences) and 
4 finite clauses (17 occurrences) are, respectively, in 3rd and 4th places. As for proceeding to a 
more specific area, namely the number of main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses, the 
situation is the same as in the previous two corpora analysing psychology texts. It is possible 
to find examples of sentences whose configurations are the same, but the numbers are usually 
much lower. In the next more specific level, which is the level of concrete combinations of 
concrete clauses, it is even more difficult. For example there are 7 sentences whose 
configuration is 1 finite /1 non-finite clause, which in all cases combines 1 main, 1 non-finite 
clause (E1904-23, 25, 40, 41, 49, 57, 66). Two of them (E1904-23, 66) combine the main 
clause with -ing postmodification; in the other five sentences main clauses are always 
combined with a different type of non-finite clause. 
 
 (E1904-23): 1And, similarly, to-day, the larger portion of a systematic treatise on 
                        economic principles 1is busied with an account of the competition of 
                        individuals, 2freely 2bargaining and exchanging with one another.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
 (E1904-66): 1It 1is the antithesis of individuals 2competing freely with one another.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
In Corpus 3 there are also 13 sentences with the configuration of 2 finite clauses, no non-
finites. 11 of them have the configuration 1 main, 1 finite subordinate clause (E1904-1, 6, 7, 
11, 17, 24, 30, 32, 67, 75, 85). In 6 cases (E1904-11, 17, 24, 30, 32, 67) the main clause is 
combined with a defining relative clause. 
 (E1904-11): 1In other words, the simplification of the English tariff 1may have been 
                        pushed beyond a point 2at which it 2can be permanently retained.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
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(E1904-17): 1That criticism 1has pointed a deprecating finger to the absence of any 
                    certain guarantee of an identity of interests between the present and the 
                    future, or between those of the individual trader and those of the community 
                    2of which he 2is a member. 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-24): 1Greater stress, indeed, 1is now 1laid on the friction 2which 2delays or 2hinders 
                    competition.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-30): 1It 1has exerted the large influence 2which naturally 2follows from authoritative 
                    adoption and extensive use.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-32): 1It 1is liable to the misapprehension 2which 2attends assumptions. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
(E1904-67): 1It 1is the negation of those infinitesimal additions and deductions 2which 
                    2are implied in the very conception of a margin. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
There are 8 sentences with the configuration of 2 finite clauses / 1 non-finite. 7 of them have  
the configuration 1 main, 1 finite subordinate, 1 non-finite. Five of them (E1904-29, 50, 58, 
70, 99) have the same right-branching arrangement of clauses, but the clauses are different. 
 (E1904-29): 1The assumption 1has, no doubt, 1won the prestige 2which 2attaches to 
                        3inherited and 2confirmed tradition.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d  → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1904-50): 1They 1are vitiated by the omission 2to see or note the fissure between the 
                        interests of the immediate present, and those of the future, 3which 3is a fault 
                        common to the economic theory of individual competition, and the practical 
                        injunction of laissez-faire.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
  3F/PM/sent 
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(E1904-58): 1Nor, again, 1should it 1be forgotten 2that the importance of marginal factors 
                        as 3determining 2influences 2rests in the last analysis on the common 
                        assumption of individual competition.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that → 
  3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
 (E1904-70): 1Nations 1have been regarded as conspicuous examples 2of what 2have been 
                        described as 3“non-competing 2groups.”  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/Wh rel   → 
  3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
 (E1904-99): 1Their recognition 1opens the way to a careful scrutiny of the grounds of 
                        fact 2on which the plea for a modification of our present fiscal policy 2may be 
                        made by its advocates 3to rest.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/Co/to inf 
 
There are also five sentences with the configuration of 3 finite / 1 non-finite clause (E1904-4, 
18, 56, 94, 98). All of them consist of 1 main, 2 finite subordinate clauses,1 non-finite clause. 
However, beyond these labels there are different arrangements of different clauses. In E1904-
56 the preceding subordinate clause becomes superordinate to the following subordinate 
clause. In sentences E1904-4, 18, 94 there is always one clause which is interrupted by 
another clause and continues after that clause. In E1904-98 the interruptions occur twice.   
 (E1904-56): 1The conception of final or marginal utility 1cannot, in fact, 1pretend 2to 
                        insure more than the achievement of a bargain, 3which 3will yield mutual 
                        benefit to the bargainers at the immediate moment, under the circumstances 4in 
                        which 4they 4are then 4situated.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to infV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
 (E1904-4): 1That contention 1treats our fiscal policy of Free Trade as the 2surviving 
                      1article of a general faith in laissez-faire, 3which 3has lost its former hold on 
                      popular opinion, 4and 4been discarded largely as a maxim of administration.  
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ing  3F/PM/rel d  AND  4F/PM/rel d 
 
 (E1904-18): 1In discussions today on Free Trade and Protection these chasms 1are not  
                        discerned, or 1are ignored, 2just as they 2were unnoticed or 2concealed in the 
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                        advocacy of laissez-faire as the 3saving 2rule 4to which legislators 4should 
                        conform administrative action. 
 
1M 
 2F/A/eq                 →   
  3NF/PRM/-ing 4F/PM/rel d 
 
 (E1904-94): 1The “higgling of the market,” 2where two combinations 2are the higglers, 
                        1depends on the arbitrary chances of the game and the accidental 
                        superiority in skill or strength 3possessed by one or other of the players 
                        rather than on the systematic operation of regular forces, 4which can be 
                        4compared, measured, and foretold.  
 
1M    → 
 2F/PM/rel n 3NF/PM/-ed 
       4F/PM/rel d 
 
 (E1904-98): 1An acquiescence, therefore, in the belief 2that the theoretical argument for 
                        Free Trade 2is now, 3if it ever 3was, 2complete, 1is only 1rendered possible 4by 
                        4ignoring such significant considerations.  
 
1M       → 
 2F/PM/apos →   4NF/A/prep -ing 
  3F/A/cond 
 
To summarise: As in the previous two corpora (P1907 and P2005), the configurations of 
clauses could be most commonly compared on the level of finite/non-finite clauses, less 
commonly on the level of the number of main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses. 
Beyond that level there were usually different arrangements of different clauses and exactly 
the same combinations of clauses arranged in the same way could be found as an exception 
rather than as a rule. 
 
7.5.4. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In the E1904 corpus of 100 sentences there are 20 sentences with 2 main clauses and 3  
sentences with 3 main clauses. Among these examples there are 2 cases of pure parataxis, i.e. 
sentences composed exclusively of main clauses. They have been assigned to the category of 
2 finite clauses /no non-finites (E1904-27, 77). 
 (E1904-27): 1The reason, however, 1would not be forgotten, 2or misunderstanding 
                        2must arise.  
 
1M       OR      2M 
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The relationship of parataxis occurs in 21 other cases. However, in these examples the 
sentences also contain finite subordinate clauses (6 cases: E1904-20, 39, 55, 61, 82, 97), non-
finite subordinate clauses (1 case: E1904-37) or both (14 examples: E1904-9, 15, 21, 26, 36, 
52, 59, 60, 62, 71, 73, 74, 78, 83). Below each type is illustrated with one example. 
 (E1904-82): 1The realisation of a maximum gain, 2which 2is the common end of 
                        monopolists and individuals, 1may in the case of the former 1be achieved by 
                        means 3which 3are impossible for the latter; 4and the probability of a 
                        coincidence between the present interests of traders and the permanent 
                        interests of the communities 5to which they 5may belong, 6which 6is uncertain 
                        7even when the traders 7are individuals, 4becomes still less secure 8when 
                        combination and monopoly 8replace individual competition.  
 
1M                   → AND 4M                         → 
 2F/PM/rel n  3F/PM/rel d    5F/PM/rel d   8F/A/time 
     6F/PM/sent 
      7F/A/conc 
 
 (E1904-37): 1The former process 1involves the risk 2attaching to a petitio principii; 3the 
                        latter 3is seductive rather than secure.  
 
1M 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ing  
 
 (E1904-52): 1At the immediate moment, no doubt, both parties 1gain; 2and, on the 
                        ordinary assumption of a 3pervading 2competition, each 2surrenders 4what 
                        he then 4values less, 5in order 5to receive in exchange 6what he then 6values 
                        more.  
 
1M AND 2M     → 
    3NF/PRM/-ing 4F/Od/Wh rel 
           5NF/A/purp to 
            6F/Od/Wh rel 
 
In 20 sentences with 2 main clauses the most common coordinating conjunction with 16 
occurrences is and (E1904-15, 20, 36, 39, 52, 55, 59, 61, 62, 71, 73, 74, 77, 82, 83, 97). 
Asyndetic linkage occurs in 1 case (E1904-37), or (E1904-27), but (E1904-78) and for 
(E1904-60) are used once each. The configurations of conjunctions in sentences with 3 main 
clauses are and/and (E1904-21, 26) and  but/and (E1904-9). 
 
In the corpus there are also 16 cases of parataxis occurring between finite and non-finite       
subordinate clauses of the same kind; 13 of them are finite, 3 are non-finite. The most 
common conjunction with 11 occurrences is again and followed by 2 cases of or and 
asyndetic linkage and but with one occurrence each. In 1 case when 3 clauses are linked by 
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parataxis, the use of conjunctions  is zero coordinator/or. Coordination links the following 
kinds of finite subordinate clauses: appositive clauses (E1904-8 3, 6, 19 5, 6, 38 4, 5, 92 2, 3), 
defining relative clauses (E1904-43 , 4, 45 3, 7, 51 8, 9), adverbial clauses  (E1904-22 4, 5, 28 2, 3, 
42 3, 4, 5), nominal that clauses (E1904-10 4, 5, 89 3, 6) and  extraposed that clauses (E1904-53 2, 
5). As regards non-finite clauses, there are two sentences in which  –ing clauses functioning as 
postmodification  are linked by parataxis (E1904-9 3, 4, 42 8, 9) and one sentence with two 
infinitives of purpose  linked by parataxis (E1904-31 3, 4). 
 
7.5.5. Simple sentence versus the most complex sentence 
As mentioned above, with reference to sentence complexity the sentences in Corpus E1904 
vary considerably. The least complex are 8 sentences consisting of 1 main clause (E1904-35, 
64, 65, 79, 80, 87, 95, 96). Since they contain only 1 finite verb form, they are simple 
sentences in the strictest sense of the word. On the other hand, the most complex sentence 
E1904-89 has 1 main clause, 5 finite subordinate clauses and 6 non-finite subordinate clauses, 
i.e. altogether 12 clauses.  
 
 (E1904-89): 1But in 1measuring this argument 2it 2must be remembered on the one hand 
3that Trusts 3are one example of the monopoly 4which 4is so characteristic a feature of recent 
business 5that it 5has occasioned the addition of a new section to treatises on economic 
principles, 6and on the other that the actual fiscal situation 6exhibits the patent fact of 
combinations, 7shielded from external competition by the protective tariffs of their country, 
8competing with the individual traders of a country 9where 10imported 9goods 9are allowed 
11to enter 12freed, as far as possible, from fiscal limitation.  
 
       2M 
1NF/A/prep –ing   3F/S/extra that AND 6F/S/extra that 
         4F/PM/rel d    7NF/PM/-ed 
          5F/A/suex     8NF/PM/-ing 
                   9F/PM/rel d            → 
                    10NF/PRM/-ed  11NF/Od/to inf 
                            12NF/Cs/-ed 
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8. CORPUS  4 
 
The fourth corpus, published in 1997, is drawn from the area of economics. It contains 2,629 
words, which means on average approximately 26 words in a sentence. Besides the category 
of the main clause, the corpus exhibits finite subordinate clauses and non-finite clauses. As 
for the main clauses, there are 82 sentences that contain 1 main clause, 17 sentences 
containing 2 main clauses and one sentence with 3 main clauses. The sum total of the main 
clauses is 119. (Table 8.1) 
 
Table 8.1  Main clauses  
 
Number of main clauses in a 
sentence 
Number of sentences Total 
1 82 82 
2 17 34 
3 1 3 
 100 119 
 
In the corpus there are 91 finite subordinate clauses and 97 non-finite clauses. Table 8.2 
shows the numbers of finite and non-finite subordinate clauses arranged according to the 4 
syntactic functions explored in this work. For a clearer picture the data for pre- and 
postmodification, if they occur in the corpus, are provided separately. The total of 307 
(119+91+97) clauses means that on average there are 3 clauses per sentence. 
 
Table 8.2  Finite and non-finite subordinate clauses 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Noun phrase slot  31 34 Noun phrase slot 26 27 
Adv. element 34 37 Adv. element 30 31 
Postmodification 26 29 Postmodification 29 30 
   Premodification 12 12 
Total 91 100 Total 97 100 
 
In the following sections, parts of sentences exemplifying finite and non-finite clauses 
discussed are italicised. 
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8.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
8.1.1. Finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
Within 31 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, four different kinds of 
clauses can be distinguished׃ 2 kinds of nominal that-clauses, nominal Wh- interrogative 
clauses and nominal yes/no interrogative clauses. (Table 8.3) 
 
Table 8.3  Finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
That- clause 
after a verb 
Extraposed 
that- clause 
Wh- interrogative 
clauses 
Yes/No interrogative 
clauses  
Total 
18 7 3 3 31 
 
Nominal that-clauses  (25 examples)  
1. That-clauses after verbs 
There are 18 cases of nominal that- clauses which function as Od after a verb (E1997-13, 25, 
27, 29 3x, 31, 33, 45, 54, 63, 66, 74 2x, 78, 85, 96, 99) In all the 18 examples that is 
preserved: 
   (E1997-96): 1Rapid growth in these 1means 2that the overall total 2is raised sharply 
                                3even if spending 3does not rise in the rest of the government sector. 
2. Extraposed that-clauses (7 examples: E1997-6, 10, 14, 16, 26, 82, 86 ) functioning as 
subject: 
   (E1997-6): 1It 1is clear 2that these deficits 2matter.  
3. Nominal Wh- interrogative clauses (3 cases: E1997-24, 57, 69) functioning as Od: 
   (E1997-57): 
1We 1are seeking simply 2to provide a summary of past behaviour, 3so as 
                                3to be able to see 4what changes 4have led to the increase in the budget 
                                deficit. 
4. Nominal yes/no interrogative clauses (3 examples: E1997-19, 39 2x). They function as Od.  
   (E1997-39): ... 2it 2is quite impossible 3to say 4whether it 4will simply 4close the ´output 
                                gap´ ... 
   
8.1.2. Non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
There are altogether 26 examples with 8 different kinds of clauses. 22 infinitive clauses 
belong to 5 different categories, 4 -ing  clauses can be assigned to 3 categories. (Table 8.4) 
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Table 8.4  Non-finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
To- inf. 
after a 
verb 
Extrap.  
To- inf. 
clause 
To- inf. 
after a 
copula 
S to S 
raising 
To- inf. 
clause  
after Od 
-ing clause 
after a verb 
-ing clause 
as adject. 
complem. 
-ing 
clause 
after Od 
Total 
7 4 4 4 3 2 1 1 26 
 
1. To-clauses after verbs (7 examples: E1997-2, 32, 46, 54, 57, 71, 75) functioning as Od. 
   (E1997-54): 1This 1suggests 2that governments 2have in the past 2pursued a policy 3of 
                                3trying 4to stabilise pubic sector net worth. 
2. Extraposed to-clauses after introductory it  functioning as notional extraposed subject (3 
cases: E1997-25, 39, 46) or notional extraposed object (1 case: E1997-44).  
   (E1997-39): …2it 2is quite impossible 3to say 4whether it 4will simply 4close the 
                                ´output gap´  
   (E1997-44): ... 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to rise 4making it possible 
                                5to have 6rising 5queues and a 7worsening 5health service ...  
3. To-clause after a copula (4 cases: E1997-40, 75, 86, 92) functioning as Cs. 
   (E1997-40): 1If the latter 1happens, 2then of course the improvement 2will have proven 
                                3to be temporary.  
4. To-clause involved in the subject to subject raising construction  (4 examples: E1997-29, 
34, 44, 46). 
   (E1997-44): 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to 
                                rise ... 
5. To-clause after Od functioning as Co  ( 3 cases: E1904-45 2x, 79) 
   (E1997-79): ... 3the end of the Cold War 3might have been a reason 4for 4expecting 
                               public spending *5to be unusually low rather than unusually high. 
6. -ing  after a verb (2 instances: E1997-27, 85). In E1997-27 it performs the function of Od, 
in E1997-85 the function of Oprep. 
   (E1997-27): 
1Flemming (1988) 1suggests 2that such a policy 2is optimal 3because it 
                                3avoids 4generating any distortionary intertemporal substitution.  
   (E1997-85): 1In fact the variations 1were well within the normal error margins 
                                1associated with 2forecasting equations  … 
7. -ing clause as adjectival complementation  (1 example: E1997-26): 
   (E1997-26): ... 3then such a policy stance 3is consistent 4with 4keeping 5expected 
                                                 
* Quirk, R. and Greenbaum, S. (1993) categorise expect followed by a direct object and to- infinitive clause as a 
complex-transitive verb (p. 351). 
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                                4future tax rates constant.  
8. -ing  clause after Od functioning as Co (1 case: E1997-1): 
   (E1997-1): 1The 1990s 1have seen the British economy, 2in common with many others 
                              2suffering from a seemingly chronic budget deficit. 
Given the data in Tables 8.3 and 8.4, the most frequent kinds of finite clauses occupying a 
noun phrase slot are nominal that clauses, namely that clauses after a verb functioning as Od 
in 18 cases and extraposed that clauses functioning as S or O in 7 cases. In nominal that 
clauses after a verb  that is never left out. The most frequent  kind of non-finite clauses 
occupying a noun phrase slot is a to- clause after a verb functioning as Od  (7 cases). It is 
followed by extraposed to- clauses performing the function of S or O, to- infinitive clauses 
after a copula and to-clauses in the subject to subject raising construction represented by 4 
cases each. As can be seen in Table 8.4, -ing  clauses used as non-finite clauses occupying a 
noun phrase slot play a much less significant role. 
 
8.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
8.2.1. Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
Corpus 4 contains 34 instances of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot. They 
have been divided into 29 adverbial clauses and 5 comparative clauses. The two categories of 
clauses have been further subdivided into smaller groups according to their semantic roles. 
This is shown in Tables 8.5 and  8.6. 
 
Table 8.5 Adverbial clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
If, unless, provided that condition  9                                     26.5 
Even if, while, although  concession 8                                     23.5 
As, because, since reason 6                                     17.5  
After, when, now time  5                                     14.5    
as manner 1                                       3 
Total  29                                    85 
 
Table 8.6 Comparative clauses 
 
Conjunction Semantic role Abs.                                   % 
Than non-equivalence  2                                         6 
As equivalence 1                                         3 
So that, that sufficiency/excess 2                                         6 
Total  5                                       15 
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Adverbial clauses of condition (9) 
If (6 cases: E1997-8, 12, 26, 32, 34, 40) 
   (E1997-40): 1If the latter 1happens, 2then of course the improvement 2will have proven 
                                3to be temporary. 
Unless (2 instances: E1997-7, 25)  
   (E1997-7): ... 3such a situation 3will entail a primary surplus 4unless the debt 4finances 
                              a stock of capital ... 
Provided that (1 case) 
   (E1997-55): 1This 1protects the economy from the risk of cumulative unstable growth 
                                of public debt, 2provided that the feedback 2is strong enough ... 
 
Adverbial clauses of concession (8) 
Even if (4 instances: E1997-38, 39, 85, 96) 
   (E1997- 96): 1Rapid growth in these 1means 2that the overall total 2is raised sharply 
                                3even if spending 3does not rise in the rest of the government sector. 
While (3 cases: E1997-7, 14, 47) 
   (E1997-7): 1While a deficit of 3% p.a. 2combined with 5%, p.a. growth of nominal 
                              income 
1
is consistent with a debt/GDP ratio of 60%, 3such a situation 3will 
                              entail a primary surplus ... 
Although (1 case: E1997-23) 
   (E1997-23 ): 1This total 1reflects the fact 2that no income 2is earned directly on many 
                                 of the assets 3that the public sector 3owns, 4although of course the 
                                 provision of these assets 4raises private income and thus tax revenue. 
 
Adverbial clauses of reason (6 cases) 
*
As (2 cases: E1997-44 2x) 
   (E1997-44): 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to 
                                rise ... 
Because (2 cases: E1997-27, 46) 
   (E1997-27): 1Flemming (1988) 1suggests 2that such a policy 2is optimal 3because it 
                                
3
avoids 4generating any distortionary intertemporal substitution.  
 
                                                 
*Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time, reason and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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Since (2 cases: E1997-10, 80) 
   (E1997-80): 1Furthermore, since the equation 1includes cyclical terms 2any attempt 3to 
                                counteract the depressive effects of ERM membership 2should be 
                                indicated by these. 
 
Adverbial clauses of time (5) 
After  (3 instances: E1997-3 2x, 66) 
   (E1997-3): 1But it 1peaked in 1993 2after Britain 2left the ERM 3and after the 
                              economic recovery 
3
had begun. 
Now (1 case: E1997-81) 
   (E1997-81): 1Expenditure 1rose by more 2than 2can be accounted for by a normal 
                                response to the recession 3and 3has remained high 4now the recession 4is 
                                over. 
When (1 case: E1997-82) 
   (E1997-82): 1On the other hand, when we 1look at the income side (Fig. 2), 2it 2is 
                                much less clear ... 
 
Adverbial clause of manner (1 case) 
*
As (1 case) 
   (E1997-42): 1United Kingdom state pensions 1are paid for out of current revenue, 2so 
                                that 3as the proportion of old people in the population 3rises, 2the burden 
                                of pension payments 2increases. 
 
Adverbial clauses of comparison 
Non-equivalence (2 cases) 
Than (E1997-81, 99) 
   (E1997-81): 1Expenditure 1rose by more 2than 2can be accounted for by a normal 
                                response to the recession ... 
Equivalence 
As (1 case) 
   (E1997-83): ... 3but in 1995 the government 3collected as much revenue 4as the 
                                equation 
4
predicts, given the state of the economy. 
                                                 
* Since as is a multifunctional conjunction used in clauses of time and manner, it may be ambiguous. 
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Sufficiency/excess  
So that (1 case) 
   (E1997-42): 1United Kingdom state pensions 1are paid for out of current revenue, 2so 
                                that ... 
2
the burden of pension payments 
2
increases. 
that (1 case) 
   (E1997-8): 1Britain’s primary deficit 1is such 2that, 3if it 3continues, 2the stock of debt 
                              
2
will rise without limit, … 
Tables 8.5 and 8.6 exhibit eight semantic relations of adverbial clauses. The most common are 
the semantic roles of condition and concession. They account for 50% of all instances. They 
are followed by 17.5% of clauses expressing reason and 14.5% of clauses expressing time. 
 
8.2.2. Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
In the corpus there are 30 examples of infinitive, -ing and -ed  clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot. They can be assigned to 6 categories  (Table 8.7). 
 
Table 8.7 Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
 
-ing  with 
subordinator  
-ing without 
subordinator 
 -ed with 
subordinator. 
-ed without 
subordinator 
To- inf of 
purpose 
To- inf of 
sufficiency/excess 
Total 
4 12 1 2 10 1 30 
 
1. -ing with overt subordinators 
Corpus 4 exhibits four - ing clauses with overt subordinators (E1997-11, 18, 24, 49). They are 
linked to their superordinate clause by means of a preposition, which makes the semantic 
relationship between the two clauses unequivocal. In E1997-11 for bringing ... indicates the 
semantic relationship of reason, in E1997-18 by presenting ... suggests manner: 
   (E1997-11): 1A second argument 1is often 1produced 2for 2bringing the growth in the 
                                national debt under control sooner rather than later.  
   (E1997-18): 1In this article we 1begin 2by 2presenting the current budgetary position. 
2. -ing without overt subordinators  
There are 12 cases of -ing  clauses without overt subordinators (E1997-8, 12 2x, 24,  44, 61, 
69, 72 3x, 78, 91). LGSWE categorizes them as adverbials which “have an implicit and 
somewhat ill-defined relationship with the main clause” (LGSWE p. 783) because the 
semantic relationship between the two clauses is not unequivocal. The ambiguity lies in the 
fact that they can be interpreted as clauses expressing two or even more semantic 
relationships. E1997-91 below can be interpreted as giving time or condition. 
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   (E1997-91): 1Looking first at Fig. I., for government expenditure, 2we 2can see 3that 
                               actual expenditure 3has markedly 3exceeded the forecast value in 1994 
                               and 1995.  
In accordance with the LGSWE, in the present work -ing clauses without overt subordinators 
are classified as adverbials. 
3. -ed with overt subordinator (1 case) indicating comparison 
   (E1997-85): ... 5even if individual taxes 5have sometimes 5yielded less 6than 6expected, 
                                4there 4has been no general difficulty 7in 7raising revenue.  
4. -ed without overt subordinator (2 cases: E1997-19, 31). Because overt subordinators are 
missing, the meanings of these clauses are not unequivocal and semantically they present the 
same problem as -ing clauses mentioned in section 2 above. 
   (E1997-19): 1We then 1present a statistical analysis of government spending and 
                                borrowing, 2so as 2to determine 3whether, and to what extent the present 
                                situation 3is unusual 4compared with past practice.  
5. to- infinitive of purpose 
The most frequent type of non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot is the to- 
infinitive of purpose. It occurs in 10 cases (E1997-8, 19, 20, 24, 47, 48, 57, 68, 72, 76). 
   (E1997-19): 1We then 1present a statistical analysis of government spending and 
                                borrowing, 2so as 2to determine 3whether, and to what extent the present 
                                situation 3is unusual ... .  
6. to- infinitive of sufficiency and excess  (1 case) 
   (E1997-70): 1Thus the feedback from net worth onto expenditure 1is powerful enough 
                                2to stabilise the government’s net worth at a target value.  
 
Finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot are slightly more common than non-finite 
clauses. 34 instances of finite clauses as opposed to 30 instances of non-finite clauses make 
the ratio of these clauses 53% ׃ 47% in favour of finite clauses. As regards non-finite clauses, 
almost half of those which occur in Corpus 4 are clauses without overt subordinators.Their 
semantic interpretations are thus not unequivocal. 
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8.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
8.3.1. Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
In the corpus there are 26 examples of finite clauses used as postmodification of noun 
phrases. They can be divided into 4 categories (Table 8.8). 
 
Table 8.8  Finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
Defining  
relative clauses  
Non-defining 
relative clauses  
Appositive  
clauses 
Yes/no 
interrogative cl. 
Total 
14 2 9 1 26 
 
1. Defining relative clauses (14 cases: E1997-7, 8, 9, 15, 23, 29 2x, 47, 49, 52, 56, 59, 69, 
100). In Corpus 4 there is a variety of relative pronouns (whose, where, preposition followed 
by which). In six cases (E1997-7, 15, 49, 52, 59, 69) in which the relative pronoun functions 
as a subject and follows an impersonal antecedent which is used.  
   (E1997-15): 1Higher borrowing 1leads to a larger debt service burden 2which 2may 
                                offset the initial advantage. 
There are also 2 examples in which the relative pronoun functions or would function as an 
object. In one (E1997-23) that is used, in the other (E1997-56) the relative pronoun is left out.  
   (E1997-23): 1This total 1reflects the fact 2that no income 2is earned directly on many of 
                                the assets 3that the public sector 3owns, ... 
   (E1997-56): ... 2but we 2do not make any claim 3that the behaviour 4we 4summarise 3is 
                                in any sense optimal. 
2. Non-defining relative clause (2 cases: E1997-68 2x) 
   (E1997-68): 1In order 1to stabilise the government’s net worth 2the coefficient 2has to 
                                be greater than (r – g), 3where r 3is the long-run real rate of interest net of 
                                tax 
4
and g 
4
is the long-run real rate of growth. 
3. Appositive clauses (9 examples: E1997-2, 23, 46, 53, 56, 72 2x, 79, 92) 
   (E1997-56): 1The exercise 1is similar to Taylor’s (1993) study of interest-rate setting 
                                behaviour, 2but we 2do not make any claim 3that the behaviour 4we 
                                4summarise 3is in any sense optimal. 
4. Nominal yes/no interrogative clause (1 case)   
   (E1997-46): ... 7we 7do not enter here into the very important discussion 8of how large 
                                any intergenerational transfer ... 8ought to be. 
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8.3.2. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification 
Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases occur in 29 cases, which can be put into 3 
categories. (Table 8.9) 
 
Table 8.9  Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
 
-ed clauses -ing clauses To- inf. clauses Total 
16 10 3 29 
 
1. -ed postmodification (16 cases: E1997-5, 7, 8, 21, 39, 41, 45, 46, 47, 52, 66, 72, 73, 77, 88, 
99). 
   (E1997-41): 1These calculations 1take no account of any build-up of pension liabilities 
                                2associated with an ageing population. 
2. -ing clauses  (10 examples: E1997-9, 14, 21, 32, 36, 37, 54, 55, 79, 85) 
   (E1997-36): 1The government’s latest budgetary projections (H.M. Treasury, 1996) 
                                1show the current balance 2moving into surplus in 1999/2000.  
In four out of seven cases in which an –ing clause follows a preposition, the preposition used 
is of. 
   (E1997-54):  1This 1suggests 2that governments 2have in the past 2pursued a policy 3of 
                                 
3
trying 4to stabilise public sector net worth.  
3. Infinitival postmodification  (3 examples: E1997-25, 44, 80) 
   (E1997-80): … 2any attempt 3to counteract the depressive effects of ERM membership 
                                2should be indicated by these. 
 
8.3.3. Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
premodification 
Non-finite clauses premodifying noun-phrases occur in 12 cases and can be assigned to two 
categories. This is shown in Table 8.10. 
 
Table 8.10  Non-finite clauses premodifying noun phrases 
 
-ing clauses -ed clauses Total 
2 10 12 
 
1. -ing premodification occurs in 2 cases (E1997-44 2x)  
   (E1997-44): 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to 
                                rise 4making it possible 5to have 6rising 5queues … 
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2. -ed premodification occurs in 10 cases (E1997-5, 26, 45, 51, 52, 55, 58, 62, 69, 87) 
   (E1997-51): 1The 2implied 1equation for tax revenue 1can then 1be calculated by 
                                subtraction. 
8.4. Comment clauses 
There are no comment clauses in Corpus 4. 
 
8.5. Clause configurations in Corpus 4 
In Table 8.11 the E1997 corpus of 100 sentences is divided into groups according to the 
number of finite clauses contained in them (1 – 6 finite clauses). Within each particular 
number of finite clauses 2 subgroups are considered; the left columns show the number of 
sentences with a particular number of finite clauses only (in Table 8.11 shown in the line 
marked 0 number of non-finite clauses) ; the right columns within a particular number of 
finite clauses add the numbers of sentences with 1 – 6 non-finite clauses. For example, as 
regards sentences with 1 finite clause, there are 18 which contain 1 finite clause only. Then 
there are 17 sentences containing 1 finite clause and 1 non-finite clause and 2 sentences 
containing 1 finite clause and 2 non-finite clauses. Altogether there are 18 sentences with 1 
finite clause and 19 sentences with 1 finite clause and non-finites.   
 
As can be seen in Table 8.11, sixty-three per cent of sentences in Corpus 4 contain more than 
1 finite clause. Forty per cent are sentences with finite clauses only. The majority of 
sentences, however, sixty per cent, contain finite as well as non-finite clauses. 
 
Table 8.11   Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in E1997 
 
                                 Number of finite clauses Number  
of non-
finite 
clauses 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
0 18  11  6  5    0  
1  17  12  6  1    1 
2  2  7   6  1     
3      1    2     
4      1    1   
5      1       
6        1     
Total No 
of 
sentences 
18 19 11 20 6 14 5 5 0 1 0 1 
 
 
Total  
No. of 
sentences 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
100 
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8.5.1. Symbols used in the analysis 
The  methodology of sentence analyses and the symbols used in the analyses are the same as 
in the previous three corpora. They are explained in sections 4.5.1 and 7.5.1. 
 
8.5.2. Configurations of finite and non-finite clauses 
Configurations with 1 finite clause (37) 
1 finite / 0 non-finite (18 cases: E1997-4, 17, 28, 30, 35, 43, 50, 60, 65, 67, 84, 89, 90, 93, 
94, 95, 97, 98) 
 (E1997-60): 1The cyclical pattern of the deficit 1is stronger than that of 
    expenditure. 
 
1 finite / 1 non-finite  (17 cases: E1997-1, 11, 18, 20, 36, 37, 41, 48, 51, 58, 62, 70, 71, 73, 
87, 88, 91). There is a variety of non-finite clauses combined with main clauses, the most 
common being premodification by means of an –ed clause occurring in 4 cases (E1997-51, 
58, 62, 87) followed by an –ed postmodification occurring in 3 cases (E1997-41, 73, 88) and 
an –ing  clause functioning as adverbial occurring also in 3 cases (E1997-11, 18, 91). The 
three types are illustrated below. 
 (E1997-51): 1The 2implied 1equation for tax revenue 1can then 1be calculated by 
 subtraction.  
 
1M                      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-41): 1These calculations 1take no account of any build-up of pension liabilities 
 2associated with an ageing population.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-91): 1Looking at the period since 1991 2there 2has been sharp growth in social 
 security spending and in health spending, with a tight rein elsewhere. 
 
 2M 
1NF/A/-ing 
 
1 finite / 2 non-finites (2 cases: E1997-5, 75). The sentences exhibit  different arrangements 
of different clauses.  
 (E1997-5): 1The current primary deficit, 2calculated excluding expenditure on debt 
 interest and net payments of property income, 1and also the net cost of increases in the 
 stock of 3publicly-owned 1capital goods 1was 2.3% of GDP.  
 
1M     →                        → 
 2NF/PM/-ed      3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-75): 1However, the main purpose of the equations 1is 2to allow us 3to identify 
 any recent departure from normal budgetary behaviour.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cs/to inf 
  3NF/Od/to inf 
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Configurations with 2 finite clauses (31) 
2 finite clauses / 0 non-finite  (11 cases) 
2 main /parataxis (2 cases: E1997-22, 64)  
 (E1997-64): 1Estimation over the period to 1995 1does not change the coefficients very 
 much 2and the equation 2passes a forecast stability test.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 
1 main, 1 subordinate (9 cases: E1997-6, 13, 15, 33, 38, 53, 59, 63, 100). In 3 cases the main 
clause is combined with a nominal that- clause (E1997-13, 33, 63), in other 3 cases with a 
defining relative clause (E1997-15, 59, 100). The other clauses are different from each other. 
 (E1997-63): 1This 1suggests 2that anticipatory countercyclical policy 2works through 
 expenditure rather than taxation.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
 
 (E1997-59): 1These 1include a number of restrictions 2which 2are accepted on a standard 
 test.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
2 finite clauses / 1 non-finite  (12 cases)  
2 main, 1 non-finite (3 instances: E1997-61, 76, 77). Each sentence is different as can be seen 
below. 
 (E1997-61): 1The deficit 1is affected by the current level of capacity utilisation as well 
 as the level of unemployment, 2but expenditure 2is affected only by unemployment, 
 indicating a greater overall cyclical effect on tax revenue.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3NF/A/-ing 
 
 (E1997-76): 1We 1use the equation for 1951 – 1985 2to make dynamic forecasts of 
 expenditure and the deficit: 3the forecast value of revenue 3can then 3be calculated by 
 subtraction.  
 
1M 3M 
 2NF/A/purp to  
 
 (E1997-77): 1Figs 1 – 3 1show the values 2predicted by this model 3and 3compare them 
 with the outturn.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ed  
 
1 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (9 cases: E1997-9, 31, 34, 40, 49, 78, 80, 86, 92). In 5 
sentences (E1997-31, 34, 40, 78, 80) the main clause is in medial position preceded and 
followed by a subordinate clause. The types and order of finite and non-finite clauses vary 
considerably. 
 (E1997-31): 1Applied to the 1995 base, 2they 2imply 3that inflation 3raises the value of 
 government assets by £6,4 bn per annum and of its liabilities by £0.9 bn per annum. 
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    2M 
1NF/A/-ed  3F/Od/thatV 
 
 (E1997-34): 1If it 1maintained the structure of its balance sheet, 2then its net property 
 income 2could also 2be assumed 3to rise in line with GDP.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/SS/to inf 
 
 
2 finite clauses / 2 non-finite  (7 cases: E1997-12, 19, 21, 32, 52, 54, 57). In four of them 
(E1997-19, 52, 54, 57) there is a right-branching arrangement of clauses, but the clauses are 
different.  
 (E1997-19): 1We then 1present a statistical analysis of government spending and 
 borrowing, 2so as 2to determine 3whether, and to what extent the present situation 3is 
 unusual 4compared with past practice.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/purp to 
  3F/Od/inter 
   4NF/A/-ed 
 
2 finite clauses / 3 non-finite  (1 case: E1997-24) 
 (E1997-24): 1A reference point for the current position 1is provided 2by 2considering 
 3what budget deficit or surplus 3would be needed 4in order 4to maintain the current balance 
 sheet position of the government, 5keeping both assets and liabilities constant proportions 
 of GDP. 
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep –ing 
  3F/Od/Wh- inter 
   4NF/A/purp to 
    5NF/A/-ing 
  
 
Configurations with 3 finite clauses (20) 
3 finite / 0 non-finite (6 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate (1 case) 
 (E1997-16): 1High government borrowing 1may raise consumption in the short term, 
 2but it 2is much less clear 3that it 3does so in the long run.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3F/S/extra that 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate (5 cases: E1997-3, 10, 42, 82, 96). In 3 sentences (E1997-10, 42, 96) 
there is a right-branching arrangement of clauses, but the clauses are different. In E1997-3 
two adverbial clauses are linked by coordination. 
 (E1997-3): 1But it 1peaked in 1993 2after Britain 2left the ERM 3and after the economic 
 recovery 3had begun.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/time  AND  3F/A/time 
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3 finite / 1 non-finite (6 cases:) 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 1 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-2): 1The British deficit 1started 2to rise sharply during the period of ERM 
 membership 3and there 3was at least a possibility 4that fiscal reflation 4was seen as an 
 alternative to monetary expansion.  
 
1M AND  3M 
 2NF/Od/to inf    
4F/PM/apos 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 1 non-finite (5 cases: E1997-14, 27, 66, 68, 99).  
There are big differences between the arrangement and kinds of clauses in individual 
sentences as can be seen from the two examples below. 
 (E1997-27): 1Flemming (1988) 1suggests 2that such a policy 2is optimal 3because it 3avoids 
 4generating any distortionary intertemporal substitution.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3F/A/reas 
   4NF/Od/-ing 
 
 (E1997-68): 1In order 1to stabilise the government’s net worth 2the coefficient 2has to be 
 greater than (r – g), 3where r 3is the long-run real rate of interest net of tax 4and g 4is the 
 long-run real rate of growth.  
 
     2M 
1NF/A/purp to 3F/PM/rel n  AND  4F/PM/rel n 
 
3 finite / 2 non-finite (6 cases) 
2 main, 1 subordinate, 2 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-55): 1This 1protects the economy from the risk of cumulative unstable growth 
 of public debt, 2provided that the feedback 2is strong enough (Weale et al., 1989) 3but it 
 3is different from a policy 4of 4keeping 5expected 4future tax rates constant. 
 
1M BUT  3M 
 2F/A/cond    4NF/PM/prep –ing   → 
     5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
1 main, 2 subordinate, 2 non-finite (5 cases: E1997-25, 26, 47, 69, 79). Each sentence is 
different. 
 (E1997-25): 1This 1has some economic logic, 2unless there 2are reasons 3to believe 4that it 
 4is desirable for the government either 5to be increasing or 5reducing the overall stock of 
 national wealth.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/cond 
  3NF/PM/to inf 
   4F/Od/thatV 
    5NF/S/extra to 
 
 (E1997-47): 1While the calculations of the fiscal position 2needed 3to maintain the status 
 quo 1provide a useful starting point, 4they 4do not in themselves 4indicate the extent 5to 
 which the current situation 5has deviated from past practice.  
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       4M 
←   1F/A/conc  5F/PM/rel d 
  2NF/PM/-ed 
 3NF/A/purp to 
 
3 finite / 4 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-45): 1Fleming’s argument for a constant 2expected tax rate 1implies 3that the 
 government 3should run a tighter fiscal position than that 4implied by the calculations 
 above; 5this would, in effect, 5force today’s earners 6to save up for their own public 
 pensions and public health care 7rather than 7impose the burden on future earners.  
 
1M                        → 5M 
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3F/Od/thatV  
6NF/*Co/to inf  RATHER THAN 
7NF/Co/to inf 
        4NF/PM/-ed  
 
3 finite / 5 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-72): 1Setting the election dummy to ¼, 2to allow for an election every four years, 
 3putting manufacturing capacity utilisation and unemployment at their average levels for 
 the period 1986 – 96 4and 4making the additional assumptions 5that the long-run real rate of 
 interest 5is 3.5% p.a. 6and that the long-run real rate of growth 6is 2.7% p.a. 7we 7can work  
   out a relationship between the current primary deficit and net worth, with both 
 8measured 7as proportions of GDP.  
 
                                  7M        → 
        4NF/A/-ing  AND  3NF/A/-ing //   1NF/A/-ing      8NF/PM/-ed 
6F/PM/apos  AND  5F/PM/apos           2NF/A/purp to 
 
Configurations with 4 finite clauses (10) 
4 finite / 0 non-finite (5 cases) 
3 main, 1 subordinate (1 case) 
 (E1997-83): 1Revenue 1was low between 1988 and 1990 after the 1988 tax-cutting 
 budget 2and 1993 2was a bad year, 3but in 1995 the government 3collected as much 
 revenue 4as the equation 4predicts, given the state of the economy.  
 
1M AND  2M BUT  3M 
     4F/A/eq 
 
2 main, 2 subordinate (3 cases: E1997-56, 74, 81). E1997-74, 81 have the same arrangement 
of clauses, but subordinate clauses are different; E1997-56 differs from the other two.  
 (E1997-74): 1These equations together 1imply 2that the steady-state ratio of net worth to 
 GDP 2is 19.9% 3and in turn 3suggest 4that the share of current government spending in 
 GDP in the long run 4is 36.2%. 
 
1M AND  3M 
 2F/Od/thatV    
4F/Od/thatV 
 
 (E1997-81): 1Expenditure 1rose by more 2than 2can be accounted for by a normal 
 response to the recession 3and 3has remained high 4now the recession 4is over.  
 
1M AND  3M 
 2F/A/neq    4F/A/time 
                                                 
* CGEL categorises force followed by a direct object and to-infinitive as a complex-transitive verb. (p. 1203) 
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(E1997-56): 1The exercise 1is similar to Taylor’s (1993) study of interest-rate setting 
 behaviour, 2but we 2do not make any claim 3that the behaviour 4we 4summarise 3is in any 
 sense optimal.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3F/PM/apos         → 
     4F/PM/rel dA    
 
1 main, 3 subordinate (1 case) 
 (E1997-23): 1This total 1reflects the fact 2that no income 2is earned directly on many of 
 the assets 3that the public sector 3owns, 4although of course the provision of these assets 
 4raises private income and thus tax revenue.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/PM/rel d 
   4F/A/conc 
 
4 finite / 1 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-7): 1While a deficit of 3% p.a. 2combined with 5% p.a. growth of nominal income 
 1is consistent with a debt/GDP ratio of 60%, 3such a situation 3will entail a primary 
 surplus 4unless the debt 4finances a stock of capital 5which 5generates a significant amount 
 of property income.  
 
      3M 
←  1F/A/conc  4F/A/cond 
 2NF/PM/-ed   5F/PM/rel d 
 
4 finite /2 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-39): 1Even if there 1is a period of rapid economic growth, 2it 2is quite impossible 
 3to say 4whether it 4will simply 4close the ´output gap´ 5or whether it 5will take the economy 
 to a cyclical peak 6followed by a new recession.  
 
    1M 
1F/A/conc  3NF/S/extra to 
      4F/Od/inter  OR  
5F/Od/inter 
             6NF/PM/-ed 
 
4 finite / 3 non-finite (2 cases: E1997-8, 85). Each sentence is different. 
 (E1997-8): 1Britain’s primary deficit 1is such 2that, 3if it 3continues, 2the stock of debt 
 2will rise without limit, 4eventually 4reaching a point 5at which the taxes 6needed 7to service 
 the debt 5become politically impossible.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/suex     → 
  3F/A/cond  4NF/A/-ing 
        5F/PM/rel d              → 
         6NF/PM/-ed 
          7NF/A/purp to 
 
 (E1997-85): 1In fact the variations 1were well within the normal error margins 
 1associated with 2forecasting equations (National Institute Economic Review, 1996)  3and 
this result 3suggests 4that, 5even if individual taxes 5have sometimes 5yielded less  6than 
6expected, 4there 4has been no general difficulty 7in 7raising revenue.  
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1M     → AND 3M 
 2NF/Oprep/-ing    
4F/Od/thatV               → 
     5F/A/conc     7NF/PM/prep -ing 
      6NF/A/con -ed 
4 finite / 6 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-44): 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to rise 
 (Blanchard et al., 1990) 4making it possible 5to have 6rising 5queues and a 7worsening 
 řhealth service at the same time as record public spending on health; 8against this there 
 8will be a saving in educational expenditure 9as there 9are relatively fewer children 10to 
 educate. 
 
    2M 8M 
1F/A/reas  3NF/SS/to inf  9F/A/reas 
      4NF/A/-ing       10NF/PM/to inf 
       5NF/Od/extra to      →                       →  
        6NF/PRM/-ing 7NF/PRM/-ing  
 
Configurations with 5 finite clauses (1) 
5 finite / 4 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-46): 1On the other hand there 1is an equally good argument 2that, 3because 
 incomes 3are likely 4to continue 5to rise over time, 2it 2is reasonable for future generations 
 6to support the current generation (Meade, 1966, Mirrlees, 1996); 7we 7do not enter here 
 into the very important discussion 8of how large any intergenerational transfer 
 9engineered through the fiscal system 8ought to be.  
 
1M 7M 
 2F/PM/apos                  →  8F/PM/inter      → 
  3F/A/reas     6NF/S/extra to   9NF/PM/-ed 
   4NF/SS/to inf  
    5NF/Od/to inf  
 
 
Configurations with 6 finite clauses (1) 
6 finite / 1 non-finite (1 case) 
 (E1997-29): 1For this calculation we 1suppose (i) 2that the inflation rate 2will be 2.3% p.a. 
 (ii) 3that the trend rate of growth 3is 2.7% p.a. (iii) 4that 12.5% of the government’s 
 liabilities and (iv) that 68% of its assets 4are in financial instruments 5whose value 5is 
 indexed to the inflation rate, 4or physical assets 6whose price 6is assumed 7to rise in line 
 with the RPI.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV //  
3F/Od/thatV  //  
4F/Od/thatV       → 
             5F/PM/rel d  6F/PM/rel d 
                    7NF/SS/to inf 
 
 
8.5.3. Discussion of findings 
As regards clause configurations, on the level of finite/non-finite clauses the data are given in 
Table 8.11 at the beginning of this section as in the previous three corpora. The most common 
configuration (37 occurrences) in Corpus 4 is a sentence having 1 finite clause or 
configurations of 1 finite clause with non-finites. The second and third most common are 
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sentences with 2 finite clauses (31 occurrences) and 3 finite clauses (20 occurrences) 
including configurations with non-finites. Sentences with 4, 5 and 6 finite clauses occur in 10, 
1 and 1 cases respectively. When we proceed to more specific areas, namely the number of 
main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses, the situation is the same as in the previous 
three corpora. It is possible to find examples of sentences whose configurations are the same, 
but the numbers decrease. On the next, more specific level, which is the level of concrete 
combinations of concrete clauses, the numbers are even lower. For example there are 17 
sentences whose configuration is 1 main, 1 non-finite clause. Among those 17 sentences the 
largest number of clause configurations with the same clauses is 4. There are 4 sentences that 
combine the main clause with -ed premodification (E1997-51, 58, 62, 87). 
 (E1997-51): 1The 2implied 1equation for tax revenue 1can then 1be calculated by 
 subtraction.  
 
1M                      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-58): 1The 2estimated 1equations 1are shown in Table I.  
 
1M                      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-62): 1On the other hand the 2expected 1future state of the cycle 1influences the 
 deficit and expenditure equally.  
 
1M  
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-87): 1More probably cuts in tax rates 1have been matched by less 2publicised 
 1increases elsewhere.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
In Corpus 4 there are 12 sentences whose configuration is 2 finite clauses, 1 non-finite clause. 
9 of them combine 1 main clause, 1 subordinate clause and 1 non-finite clause. In five of them 
(E1997-31, 34, 40, 78, 80) the main clause is in medial position preceded and followed by a 
subordinate clause. The order of clauses (finite, non-finite or non-finite, finite) varies and also 
the kinds of clauses are different. 
 (E1997-31): 1Applied to the 1995 base, 2they 2imply 3that inflation 3raises the value of 
 government assets by £6.4 bn per annum and of its liabilities by £0.9 bn per annum. 
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    2M 
1NF/A/-ed  3F/Od/thatV 
 
 (E1997-34): 1If it 1maintained the structure of its balance sheet, 2then its net property 
 income 2could also 2be assumed 3to rise in line with GDP.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/SS/to inf 
 
 (E1997-40): 1If the latter 1happens, 2then of course the improvement 2will have proven 
 3to be temporary.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/Cs/to inf 
 
 (E1997-78): 1Looking first at Fig. I., for government expenditure, 2we 2can see 3that actual 
 expenditure 3has markedly 3exceeded the forecast value in 1994 and 1995.  
 
    2M 
1NF/A/-ing 3F/Od/thatV 
 
 (E1997-80): 1Furthermore, since the equation 1includes cyclical terms 2any attempt 3to 
 counteract the depressive effects of ERM membership 2should be indicated by these.  
 
    2M                        → 
1F/A/reas  3NF/PM/to inf 
There are also 7 sentences whose configuration is 2 finite, 2 non-finite clauses. In 4 of them 
(E1997-19, 52, 54, 57) there is a right-branching clause arrangement. Then, there are no 
further similarities. 
 (E1997-19): . 1We then 1present a statistical analysis of government spending and 
 borrowing, 2so as 2to determine 3whether, and to what extent the present situation 3is 
 unusual 4compared with past practice.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/purp to 
  3F/Od/inter 
   4NF/A/-ed 
 
 (E1997-52): 1We 1explain both public expenditure and the deficit in terms of the 
 cyclical state of the economy, 2represented by capacity utilisation in manufacturing 
 (CUMF) and unemployment (UNEM), the ratio of the net worth of the public sector to 
 GDP, (NWORTH/Y) an election dummy (ELEC) 3which 3accommodates the rise in 
 expenditure at the time of a general election, and the 4lagged values of both dependent 
 variables.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
  3F/PM/rel d          → 
   4NF/PRM/-ed 
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(E1997-54): 1This 1suggests 2that governments 2have in the past 2pursued a policy 3of 
 3trying 4to stabilise public sector net worth.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/that V 
  3NF/PM/prep –ing 
   4NF/Od/to inf 
 
 (E1997-57): . 1We 1are seeking simply 2to provide a summary of past behaviour, 3so as 3to 
 be able to see 4what changes 4have led to the increase in the budget deficit. 
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to inf 
  3NF/A/purp to 
   4F/Od/Wh-inter 
 
There are 6 sentences whose configuration is 3 finite clauses. 5 of them consist of 1 main, 2 
subordinate clauses, 3 of them (E1997-10, 42, 96) use a right-branching arrangement of 
clauses. However, the concrete clauses are different. 
 (E1997-10):  1This 1would probably 1be achieved by means of a burst of inflation or 
 other means of debt repudiation, 2since it 2is unlikely 3that growth in real GDP 3could be 
 produced to order.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/reas 
  3F/S/extra that 
 
 (E1997-42): 1United Kingdom state pensions 1are paid for out of current revenue, 2so 
 that 3as the proportion of old people in the population 3rises, 2the burden of pension 
 payments 2increases.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/suex       → 
  3F/A/man 
 
 (E1997-96): 1Rapid growth in these 1means 2that the overall total 2is raised sharply 3even 
 if spending 3does not rise in the rest of the government sector. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3F/A/conc 
 
And finally, there are 6 sentences whose configuration is 3 finite clauses, 2 non-finites. 5 of 
them (E1997-25, 26, 47, 69, 79) combine 1 main clause, 2 subordinate clauses and 2 non-
finite clauses. However, in the area of concrete clauses, it is impossible to find any 
similarities. 
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(E1997-25): 1This 1has some economic logic, 2unless there 2are reasons 3to believe 4that it 4is 
desirable for the government either 5to be increasing or 5reducing the overall stock of national 
wealth.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/cond 
  3NF/PM/to inf 
   4F/Od/thatV 
    5NF/S/extra to 
 
 (E1997-26): 1If it 1is believed 2that the current state of the economy 2is neither unusually 
 favourable nor unusually bad, 3then such a policy stance 3is consistent 4with 4keeping 
 5expected 4future tax rates constant.  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/cond  4NF/Cadj/prep –ing   → 
2F/S/extra that  5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 (E1997-47): 1While the calculations of the fiscal position 2needed 3to maintain the status 
 quo 1provide a useful starting point, 4they 4do not in themselves 4indicate the extent 5to 
 which the current situation 5has deviated from past practice.  
 
       4M 
←   1F/A/conc  5F/PM/rel d 
  2NF/PM/-ed 
 3NF/A/purp to 
 
 (E1997-69): 1Even at the moment, with real interest rates 2which 2are regarded as 
 unusually high, 1the real gross rate of interest 1is now 3.5% on 3indexed 1stock and, 
 4depending 5what assumptions 5are made about future inflation, 1perhaps about 4.5% p.a. 
 gross on nominal loan stock.  
 
1M                    →                       →                             → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3NF/PRM/-ed  4NF/A/-ing 
             5F/Od/Wh- inter 
 
 (E1997-79): 1This increase 1has happened despite the fact 2that, between 1985 and 1995, 
 expenditure on defence in constant prices 2has fallen by 25%; 3the end of the Cold War 
 3might have been a reason 4for 4expecting public spending 5to be unusually low rather 
 than unusually high. 
 
1M 3M 
 2F/PM/apos  4NF/PM/prep –ing 
   5NF/Co/to inf 
 
To summarise: The discussion seems to confirm the conclusions from the previous three 
corpora, namely that  the same configurations of clauses could be most commonly found on 
the level of finite/non-finite clauses, less commonly on the level of the number of main, finite 
subordinate and non-finite clauses. Beyond that level there were usually different 
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arrangements of different clauses and it was thus impossible to find any configurations typical 
of the corpus discussed.   
 
8.5.4. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In the E1997 corpus of 100 sentences from the field of economics there are 17 sentences with 
2 main clauses and 1 sentence with main clauses. Among these examples there are 2 cases of  
pure parataxis, which means sentences having exclusively main clauses. They have been 
assigned to the category of 2 finite clauses/ no non-finites (E1997-22, 64). 
 (E1997-64): 1Estimation over the period to 1995 1does not change the coefficients very 
 much 2and the equation 2passes a forecast stability test.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 
In the other 16 occurrences of parataxis the sentences also contain finite subordinate clauses 
(5 instances: E1997-16, 56, 74, 81, 83), non-finite subordinate clauses (4 cases: E1997-21, 61, 
76, 77) or both (7 instances: E1997-2, 44, 45, 46, 55, 79, 85). Each kind is illustrated below. 
 (E1997-56): 1The exercise 1is similar to Taylor’s (1993) study of interest-rate setting 
 behaviour, 2but we 2do not make any claim 3that the behaviour 4we 4summarise 3is in any 
 sense optimal.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3F/PM/apos         → 
     4F/PM/rel dA    
 
 (E1997-21): 1At the end of 1995 the gross debt of the public sector 1amounted to £307 
 bn, 2and the assets 3owned by the public sector 2were valued at 407.3 bn (excluding any 
 value of oil royalty rights), with intra-sector assets and liabilities 4being netted out.  
 
1M AND 2M                    → 
    3NF/PM/-ed  4NF/PM/-ing 
 
 (E1997-85): 1In fact the variations 1were well within the normal error margins 
 1associated with 2forecasting 1equations (National Institute Economic Review, 1996) 
 3and this result 3suggests 4that, 5even if individual taxes 5have sometimes 5yielded less 
 6than 6expected, 4there 4has been no general difficulty 7in 7raising revenue.  
 
1M     → AND 3M 
 2NF/PRM/-ing    4F/Od/thatV               → 
     5F/A/conc     7NF/PM/prep -ing 
      6NF/A/con -ed 
 
In 17 sentences with 2 main clauses the most common coordinating conjunction with 7 
occurrences is and (E1997-2, 21, 64, 74, 77, 81, 85). Asyndetic linkage (E1997- 44, 45, 46, 
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76, 79) and but (E1997-16, 22, 55, 56, 61)  have 5 occurrences each and thus rank second. In 
the only sentence with 3 main clauses there is and and but. 
In the corpus there are also 8 sentences with instances of parataxis occurring between finite 
and non-finite subordinate clauses of the same kind; 5 of them are finite, 3 are non-finite. In 
sentences with 2 clauses linked by coordination there are 3 cases of and, 2 cases of or and 1 
instance of rather than. In 2 cases when 3 clauses are linked by parataxis, there is asyndetic 
linkage (E1997-29) and asyndetic linkage /and (E1997-72). Coordination links the following 
kinds of finite subordinate clauses: adverbial clauses of time (E1997-3 2, 3), nominal that- 
clauses functioning as Od (E1997-29 
2, 3, 4), non-defining relative clauses (E1997-68 3, 4), 
appositive clauses (E1997-72 5, 6) and nominal yes/no interrogative clauses functioning as Od 
(E1997-39 4, 5). As regards non-finite clauses, there are two sentences with –ing  clauses 
functioning as adverbial (E1997-12 3, 4, 72 1, 3, 4) and one sentence with two to infinitive 
clauses functioning as Co (E1997-45 
6, 7). 
 
 
8.5.5. Simple sentence versus the most complex sentence 
With reference to sentence complexity the sentences in Corpus E1997 vary considerably. The 
least complex are 18 sentences consisting of 1 main clause (E1997-4, 17, 28, 30, 35, 43, 50, 
60, 65, 67, 84, 89, 90, 93, 94, 95, 97, 98). Since they contain only 1 finite verb form, they are 
simple sentences in the strictest sense of the word. On the other hand, the most complex is 
E1997-44 having 2 main clauses, 2 finite subordinate clauses and 6 non-finite subordinate 
clauses, which means altogether 10 clauses.  
(E1997-44): . 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to rise 
(Blanchard et al., 1990) 4making it possible 5to have 6rising 5queues and a 7worsening řhealth 
service at the same time as record public spending on health; 8against this there 8will be a 
saving in educational expenditure 9as there 9are relatively fewer children 10to educate. 
 
 
    2M 8M 
1F/A/reas  3NF/SS/to inf  9F/A/reas 
      4NF/A/-ing       10NF/PM/to inf 
       5NF/Od/extra to      →                       →  
        6NF/PRM/-ing 7NF/PRM/-ing  
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9. CORPUS 3  VERSUS  CORPUS 4  COMPARISON  
 
A hundred sentences in the text from the area of economics published in 1904, which contain 
4,233 words, contrasted with a hundred sentences of the text from the area of economics 
published in 1997, which contain 2,629 words, show a striking difference between the two 
texts, namely that the modern text is much shorter. The average number of words in a 
sentence is around 42 in E1904 and 26 in E1997. The average number of clauses per sentence 
is 4.37 in E1904 and 3.07 in E1997. 
 
Tables 9.1 and 9.2 display the order of individual syntactic categories according to the 
frequency of occurrence in E1904 and E1997. As regards finite clauses, the order in E1904 is 
postmodification, clauses occupying an adverbial element slot, clauses occupying a noun 
phrase slot and comment clauses. In E1997 the order is clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot and postmodification. Comment clauses 
are missing. The order of non-finite clauses in E1904 is postmodification, clauses occupying a 
noun phrase slot, clauses occupying an adverbial element slot and premodification, while in 
E1997 it is clauses occupying an adverbial element slot, postmodification, clauses occupying 
a noun phrase slot  and premodification.  
 
Table 9.1  Frequency of occurrence of finite and non-finite clauses in the E1904 corpus 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Postmodification  103 57 Postmodification  61 46.5 
Adv. element 46 25.5 Noun phrase slot  32 24.5 
Noun phrase slot 28 15.5 Adv. element 18 14 
Comment cl. 4   2 Premodification 20 15 
Total 181 100 Total 131 100 
 
 
Table 9.2  Frequency of occurrence of finite and non-finite clauses in the E1997 corpus 
 
Finite subordinate clauses Non-finite clauses 
 Abs. %  Abs. % 
Adv. element  34 37 Adv. element  30 31 
Noun phrase slot 31 34 Postmodification 29 30 
Postmodification 26 29 Noun phrase slot 26 27 
   Premodification 12 12 
Total 91 100 Total 97 100 
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9.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
The quantitative representation of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot is twenty-eight 
cases in Corpus 3 and thirty-one instances in Corpus 4. When converted to percentages, we 
get 15.5% in E1904 and 34% in E1997. This means that the percentage of these clauses has 
more than doubled. In both corpora the most common clauses used as a substitute for a noun 
phrase slot are nominal that- clauses functioning as Od after a verb in which that is not 
omitted (14 cases out of 28 clauses occupying a noun phrase slot in E1904 and  18 cases out 
of 31 clauses occupying a noun phrase slot in E1997. See Tables 7.3 and 8.3). As has been 
mentioned in the discussion of the findings of the two psychology texts, such clauses are 
relevant for academic prose because they enable researchers to express their stance or report 
results of their research. 
 
As for non-finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, the percentages (24.5% in E1904 and 
27% in E1997) show a slight increase in the modern text. In both corpora there are 8 different 
kinds of non-finite clauses used as a substitute for a noun-phrase slot. The most frequent in 
E1904 are extraposed to- clauses (8 cases), subject to subject raising (7 cases) and to- infinite 
clauses after a verb functioning as Od (6 cases) (see Table 7.4). The E1997 corpus exhibits 
also 8 different kinds of clauses. The most frequent kind is a to- infinitive clause after a verb 
functioning as Od (7 cases). It is followed by  extraposed to- clauses, to- infinitive clauses 
after a copula and to- clauses in the subject to subject raising construction represented by 4 
cases (see Table 8.4).  
 
28 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot as opposed to 32 instances of non-
finite clauses in E1904 and 31 instances of finite clauses occupying a noun phrase slot as 
opposed to 26 instances of non-finite clauses in E1997 make the ratio of finite to non-finite 
clauses in E1904 and E1997 47% : 53% and 54% : 46% respectively. This means that if 
subordinate clauses substitute for clause elements normally expressed by a noun phrase, finite 
clauses in the modern corpus prevail.   
 
9.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
There are 46 instances of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot in E1904 and 34 
cases in E1997, which corresponds to 25.5% and 37% within the respective corpora. In terms 
of percentages, the proportion of finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot has thus 
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increased slightly in the modern text.  As for the semantic roles represented in E1904 and 
E1997, there are 9 semantic relationships in E1904 and 8 in E1997. This can be seen in Table 
9.3. 
 
Table 9.3  The representation of adverbial clauses in E1904 and E1997 
 
 E1904 E1997 
Concession  11 8 
Condition 11 9 
Time 4 5 
Reason  4 6 
Conditional-concessive 4 - 
Manner  3 1 
Comparison-equivalence 4 2 
Comparison-non-equivalence 2 1 
Comparison-sufficiency/excess 3 2 
Total 46 34 
 
The problem with the conjunction as has been mentioned in the analysis of finite clauses 
occupying an adverbial element slot both in Corpus 3 and 4. As as a multifunctional 
conjunction is used in clauses of time, manner and comparison-equivalence in Corpus 3 (see 
Section 7.2.1) and reason, manner and comparison-equivalence in Corpus 4 (see Section  
8.2.1). The semantic relationships expressed by means of as can overlap and are thus not 
unequivocal because another researcher could analyse them differently. 
 
Non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element slot occur in 18 cases (14%) in E1904 and 
30 cases (31%) in E1997. The rise from 14% to 31% in the modern text means that the 
percentage of non-finite clauses has more than doubled. In E1904 there is only 1 non-finite 
(an  -ing clause) clause without an overt subordinator. On the other hand there are 2 -ed 
clauses using the multifunctional conjunction as, which can suggest alternative semantic 
relationships between clauses. In Corpus E1997 the proportion of overlap and ambiguity has 
increased because fourteen out of thirty non-finite clauses occupying an adverbial element 
slot (12 -ing clauses and 2 -ed clauses) are without overt subordinators. As has been 
mentioned above, the semantic relationship of clauses without overt subordinators is not clear 
cut (LGSWE p. 783). In accordance with the LGSWE in the present work such clauses are 
classified as adverbials. However, when non-finite -ing clauses follow the clauses they are 
related to, which this corpus exhibits in 6 cases (E1997-8, 12 2x, 24, 44, 61), there is one 
more interpretation of their possible semantic relationship to the clauses they are related to. 
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The interpretation is suggested by Alexander when he deals with “participle constructions in 
place of co-ordinate clauses” (p. 31). Instead of a coordinating conjunction and followed by a 
finite clause, he suggests dropping and and using a present participle. The example given by 
Alexander uses an -ing clause instead of another main clause after and. In Corpus 4 this is the 
case of E1997-12 2x and 61. 
   (E1997-61): 1The deficit 1is affected by the current level of capacity utilisation as well 
                               as the level of unemployment, 2but expenditure 2is affected only by 
                               unemployment, indicating a greater overall cyclical effect on tax revenue.  
 
Moreover, it appears that it would also work for finite subordinate (E1997- 8) or non-finite 
clauses (E1997-24, 44). In those cases the kind of clause that could be linked by parataxis 
would be the same as the kind of clause preceding an -ing clause.  
   (E1997-8): 1Britain’s primary deficit 1is such 2that, 3if it 3continues, 2the stock of debt 
                              2will rise without limit, 4eventually 4reaching a point 5at which the taxes 
                              6needed 7to service the debt 5become politically impossible. 
   (E1997-24): 1A reference point for the current position 1is provided 2by 2considering 
                                3what budget deficit or surplus 3would be needed 4in order 4to maintain 
                                the current balance sheet position of the government, 5keeping both assets 
                                and liabilities constant proportions of GDP. 
In E1997-61 indicating a greater overall cyclical effect on tax revenue could be another main 
clause and indicates .....; in E1997-8 4eventually 4reaching a point follows an appositive 
clause 2that ... the stock of debt 2will rise without limit and could thus be another appositive 
clause joined by and to the previous clause and will eventually reach a point. Similarly, in 
E1997-24 5keeping both assets  and liabilities constant proportions of GDP follows a non-
finite clause expressed by means of the infinitive of purpose 4in order 4to maintain the current 
balance sheet position of the government and could thus be another clause expressed by 
means of the infinitive of purpose and to keep both assets ... . The alternative with a non-finite  
-ing clause raises the number of non-finite clauses and is at the same time more economical 
because we need fewer words. This phenomenon in the modern text could be tentatively 
interpreted as a tendency towards a non-finite mode of expression in academic prose. In 4 out 
of 6 examples it was possible to use a finite clause. In spite of that a non-finite clause was 
used. 
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The ratio of finite to non-finite clauses in E1904 is 46 cases : 18 cases or 72% : 28%, in 
E1997 it is 34 cases : 30 cases or 53% : 47%.  In other words in E1904 the findings speak 
distinctly in favour of finite clauses, while in E1997 there is more or less an equal 
representation of finite and non-finite clauses. This is due to a considerable decrease in finite 
clauses and a considerable increase in non-finite clauses. 
 
9.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and post-
modification 
In the area of finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in Corpus E1904 
there are 103 examples of postmodification by finite clauses representing 57% of all finite 
clauses used in this Corpus. Defining relative clauses with 71 instances represent 69% within 
the 5 categories of clauses which finite postmodifications could be assigned to. This means 
that it is the most common kind of finite clause used as postmodification. In the second place 
there are appositive clauses with 21 cases representing 20% (see Table 7.8). The relative 
pronouns used as subjects are which after impersonal antecedents and who after personal 
antecedents. The alternative pronoun *that is not used at all. When the relative pronoun is the 
object of the relative clause, in 4 out of 6 cases it is not left out and the pronoun used is which. 
In E1997 Corpus there is a dramatic fall in the number of postmodification by finite clauses. 
There are 26 examples representing 29% occurring in four different categories. Defining 
relative clauses with 14 instances or 54% within the four categories are the most frequent (see 
Table 8.8). As for the choice of relative pronouns, there are six cases in which the relative 
pronoun functions as a subject and follows an impersonal antecedent. In all the six cases the 
relative pronoun which is used. As regards the object position, there are only 2 cases. In one 
of them the relative pronoun that is used; in the other the relative pronoun is left out. 
 
Non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and 
postmodification exhibit 81 examples (61 cases of postmodification and 20 cases of 
premodification) or 61.5 % in E1904 and 41 examples (29 instances of postmodification and 
12 instances of premodification) or 42% in E1997. When non-finite pre- and postmodification 
are taken as a whole, the results thus indicate a decrease in the modern text.   
 
The comparison of finite and non-finite clauses in both sets brings the following ratios: 103 
examples of postmodification by finite clauses to 81 cases of pre- and postmodification by 
                                                 
* See a footnote in section 7.3.1. 
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non-finite clauses, or 56% : 44% in favour of finite clauses in E1904 and 26 cases of 
postmodification by finite clauses to 41 instances of pre- and postmodification by non-finite 
clauses, or 39% : 61% in favour of non-finite clauses in E1997. This means that the findings 
in E1904 clearly show a prevalence of finite clauses, while in E1997 they display the opposite 
trend. Since non-finite clauses as sentence condensers are more economical, this may to a 
certain extent explain why the modern text is shorter. The structure of pre- and 
postmodification in both sets is shown in Table 9.4. The methodology is the same as in the 
comparison of P1907 and P2005. In Table 9.4 there are arrows next to percentages in E1997 
which point upwards if the comparison between the situation in E1904 and E1997 suggests a 
rise in the modern text, and downwards if the comparison indicates a fall. There is a rise in the 
use of -ed/-ing  premodification and  to infinitive postmodification. If pre- and 
postmodifications are considered separately, in E1904 the representation of postmodification 
was 75% (to infinitive postmodification 2%, -ing postmodification 27%,  -ed 
postmodification 46%), in E1997 71% (to infinitive postmodification 7.5%, -ing 
postmodification 24.5%,  -ed postmodification 39%). Although to infinitive postmodification 
is used more in E1997 than in E1904, postmodification by non-finite clauses as such is used 
less. The proportion of premodification in E1904 is 25%, while in E1997 it is 29%. As was 
argued in the comparison of P1907 and P2005, premodification is an important means of 
sentence condensation because instead of a whole clause it uses just 1 word premodifying a 
noun phrase. The increase in the amount of premodification in E1997 has thus certainly 
contributed to the fact that the modern text is shorter. 
 
Table 9.4  The structure of pre- and postmodification by non-finite clauses in E1904 and 
E1997 
 E1904 E1997 
 Abs. % Abs. % 
-ed/-ing 
premodification 
20 25 12 29↑ 
To infinitive 
postmodification 
2 2 3 7.5↑ 
-ing 
postmodification 
22 27 10 24.5↓ 
-ed 
postmodification 
37 46 16 39↓ 
Total 81 100 41 100 
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9.4. Comment clauses 
There are 4 cases of finite comment clauses in Corpus 3 and none in Corpus 4.  
 
9.5. Summary 
As regards finite clauses, the order in E1904 is postmodification, clauses occupying an 
adverbial element slot, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot and comment clauses. In E1997 
the percentage of clauses occupying a noun phrase slot is more than twice as big (15.5% in 
E1904 and 34% in E1997) and these clauses are in 2nd place after clauses occupying an 
adverbial element slot, which rank first. The sharp fall in postmodification dropping from 
57% to 29% is another important change in the modern text. In the 1997 Corpus 
postmodification ranks third.  
 
Non-finite clauses also display a different order in the two corpora. While the order in E1904 
is postmodification, clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses occupying an adverbial 
element slot and premodification, in the E1997 Corpus the first place is occupied by non-
finite clauses substituting for adverbials which are followed by postmodification, clauses 
occupying a noun phrase slot and premodification. If pre- and postmodification are counted 
together because they develop  noun phrases, in E1904 they occur in 61.5% of clauses 
(postmodification 46.5%, premodification 15.%), while in E1997 in 42% of clauses 
(postmodification 30%, premodification 12%). This again (as in P1907 and P2005) makes 
non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases the most frequent kinds of 
subordinate clauses used in both corpora.  
 
9.6. Clause configurations 
The comparison of configurations of finite and non-finite clauses in the E1904 and E1997 
corpora again reveals some significant changes in the modern text: a shift towards 
simplification of sentence structure and a fall in the number of sentences with 2 and 3 main 
clauses. The most common type, with 26 occurrences in E1904, is a sentence having 2 finite 
clauses or various configurations of 2 finite clauses with non-finites. This is followed by 20 
occurrences of 3 finite clauses or various configurations of 3 finite clauses with non-finites 
and 18 occurrences of sentences with 1 finite clause or various configurations of 1 finite 
clause with non-finites. In E1997 the most common sentence consists of 1 finite clause 
with/without non-finites (37 occurrences). It is followed by 31 occurrences of sentences with 
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2 finite clauses and 20 instances of sentences with 3 finite clauses, again including non-
finites. Altogether various configurations of 1, 2 and 3 finite clauses with/without non-finites 
represent 64% in E1904 and 88% in E1997. This means that in E1904 there is more space for 
sentences with more complex configurations (more than three finite clauses) than in E1997.  
 
9.7. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
In E1904 there are 23 sentences with two or three main clauses, while in E1997 there are 18. 
As regards pure parataxis (sentences having only main clauses and no subordinate clauses), 
the situation is the same. There are two cases in both corpora. These sentences always have 2  
main clauses. The amount of parataxis between subordinate clauses decreased in E1997. In 
E1904 there are 16 instances (13 finite, 3 non-finite) of subordinate clauses linked by 
coordination, while in E1997 there are only 8 (5 finite, 3 non-finite). 
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10. RESULTS  DRAWN  FROM  THE  RESEARCH  
 
The aim of this study was to explore four samples of academic prose with regard to the 
developmental tendencies in sentence complexity in the course of a century. Two texts from 
the field of psychology were first published in 1907 and 2005; those from the field of 
economics in1904 and 1997. In each text the analysis focused on 100 consecutive sentences. 
As can be seen in Table 10.1, the whole corpus of  400 sentences consisting of 4 smaller 
corpora contains 1,467 clauses and 12,501 words. In the older corpora (psychology 1907 and 
economics 1904) the average number of clauses is roughly 4.5 clauses per sentence, while in 
the modern corpora (psychology 2005 and economics 1997) it is only 3 clauses. As for the 
number of words, the modern texts are more than 1,500 words shorter. Thus the prime 
difference between the older and modern corpora is that the modern corpora of 100 sentences 
contain fewer clauses and fewer words. On average the number of words in a sentence is 36 
and 42 in the older texts and 21 and 26 in the modern ones. 
 
 Table 10.1  The number of clauses and words in 100 sentences of the four corpora 
 
 Number of 
sentences 
Number of clauses Number of words 
Corpus 1 - Psychology 1907 100 436 3,582 
Corpus 2 - Psychology 2005 100 286 2,057 
Corpus 3 - Economics 1904 100 438 4,233 
Corpus 4 - Economics 1997 100 307 2,629 
Total 400           1,467          12,501 
 
Since the developmental trend showed that there were fewer clauses in 100 sentences of the 
modern corpora (see Table 10.1), it was important to find out which types of clauses mainly 
decreased. This is shown in Table 10.2. In the left columns of each section there are absolute 
numbers of main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses. In the right columns next to the 
data about the modern corpora there is always an arrow pointing downwards (because the 
frequency of occurrence of main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses is always lower in 
the modern corpora) and next to it there are percentages by which the particular kinds of 
clauses decreased in the modern text. Thus in the psychological text the numbers of main 
clauses decreased from 138 to 115, which is by 17%;  the number of finite subordinate clauses 
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decreased from 182 to 94 (by 48%) and the number of non-finite clauses decreased from 116 
to 77 clauses (by 34%).  
 
Table 10.2  Main and finite/non-finite subordinate clauses in all the 4 corpora 
Main clauses Finite sub. clauses Non-finite clauses  
Abs. % Abs. % Abs. % 
Psychology 
1907 
138  182  116  
Psychology 
2005 
115 ↓ 17 % 94 ↓ 48 % 77 ↓ 34 % 
Economics 
1904 
126  181  131  
Economics 
1997 
119 ↓ 6 % 91 ↓ 50 % 97 ↓ 26 % 
 
Contrasting both sets of corpora reveals the following results. The number of main clauses in 
P2005 and E1997 decreased by 17% and 6% respectively. If we consider that the study 
analysed 100 sentences in each corpus and each sentence must have at least one main clause, 
as regards main clauses this means that in the modern corpora (psychology 2005 and 
economics 1997) there are fewer sentences that contain more than 1 main clause. This is 
totally in accordance with the claim that the developmental trend shows a shift towards 
simplification of sentence structure. A comparison of the decrease in finite and non-finite 
clauses reveals a striking and perhaps the most significant difference between the older and 
modern corpora, namely that finite clauses are in both corpora reduced roughly by one half 
(48% and 50%), while non-finite clauses by one third  (34%) in P2005 and one fourth (26%) 
in E1997. This indicates rather strongly that the developmental trend in academic prose shows 
a tendency towards a non-finite mode of expression. 
 
Finite and non-finite subordinate clauses were further grouped into 4 syntactic categories 
according to the function they perform in a sentence. The categories are as follows: clauses 
typically occupying a noun phrase slot, clauses occupying an adverbial element slot, clauses 
contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of premodification and 
postmodification and comment clauses. Premodification by means of a finite clause is used 
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only twice in P2005 when quotations of direct speech are used as premodification (1There was 
also a2don‘t know 1option). Comment clauses occur only in the older corpora and only in very 
small quantities (P1907 10 finite clauses, 2 non-finites; E1904 4 finite clauses). As regards 
their form, they are like main clauses (I think), adverbial clauses (as I have said) or to 
infinitive clauses (to change the metaphor). The fact that these clauses are missing in the 
modern corpora seems to indicate that current academic prose is more factual and impersonal 
than a hundred years ago. That is in accordance with the results of some studies mentioned in 
Chapter 2. On the whole it can be said that the representation of comment clauses and finite 
premodification is insignificant. The discussion of findings in this chapter thus concentrates 
mainly on clauses occupying a noun phrase and adverbial element slot and clauses 
contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of postmodification within finite 
clauses and the same syntactic functions plus premodification within non-finite clauses. 
 
A look at the order of individual syntactic categories introduced in the chapters which contrast 
P1907 to P2005 (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2) and E1904 to E1997 (see Tables 9.1 and 9.2) gives 
us the following results. The order of syntactic categories replaced by finite and non-finite 
clauses is the same in the older corpora (P1907, E1904). They have the same prevailing 
category, which is the category of postmodification. Postmodification by means of finite and 
non-finite clauses is by far the most frequently used category in the older corpora. As for the 
finite clauses, postmodification in the older corpora is followed by clauses occupying an 
adverbial element slot and noun phrase slot; in the area of non-finite clauses postmodification 
is followed by clauses occupying a noun phrase slot, adverbial element slot and 
premodification. As regards the modern corpora, there is not so much agreement and the order 
of finite and non-finite clauses substituting for different syntactic categories varies. An 
agreement going across all the four corpora is in non-finite clauses. Irrespective of their place 
in individual corpora, when we put postmodification and premodification together because 
both develop noun phrases, it is the most frequent category in all the four corpora of non-
finite clauses. This shows that finite and non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of 
noun phrases are an exceptionally efficient means of sentence structure. 
 
Table 10.3 gives an overview of the development of the ratios between finite and non-finite 
clauses for individual syntactic categories in P1907 and P2005; Table 10.4 does the same for 
the ratios between finite and non-finite clauses in E1904 and E1997. 
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Table 10.3  The ratio of finite to non-finite clauses in P1907 and P2005 
 
 Noun phrase slot Adverbial element slot Complexity of NPs 
 Finite Non-finite Finite Non-finite Finite Non-finite 
P1907 61 % 39 % 79 % 21 % 49 % 51 % 
P2005 69 % 31 % 39 % 61 % 50 % 50 % 
 
Table 10.4  The ratio of finite to non-finite clauses in E1904 and 1997 
 
 Noun phrase slot Adverbial element slot Complexity of NPs 
 Finite Non-finite Finite Non-finite Finite Non-finite 
E1904 47 % 53 % 72 % 28 % 56 % 44 % 
E1997      54 % 46 % 53 % 47 % 39 % 61 % 
 
If we take the situation in the older corpora as a starting point, the percentages referring to the 
modern texts show possible developmental trends. Since the sum totals in individual ratios of 
finite to non-finite clauses must always be 100, if the percentage of finite clauses increases, 
consequently the percentage of non-finite clauses must decrease, and vice versa. As regards 
clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases, the percentage of finite clauses in both sets of 
corpora shows a rise (from 61% in P1907 to 69% in P2005 and from 47% in E1904 to 54% in 
E1997), while the percentage of non-finite clauses exhibits a fall (from 39% in P1907 to 31% 
in P2005 and from 53% in E1904 to 46% in E1997). This means that if subordinate clauses 
substitute for clause elements normally expressed by noun phrases, the developmental trend 
shows a rising tendency. As a result, in the modern corpora finite clauses convincingly 
prevail.  
 
The development of the ratios of finite to non-finite subordinate clauses used as a substitute 
for an adverbial element suggests the opposite trend. In both sets of two corpora the 
percentage of finite clauses decreases, in the modern psychology text rather dramatically 
(from 79% in P1907 to 39% in P2005 and from 72% in E1904 to 53% in E1997). The 
resulting stage is a significant prevalence of non-finite clauses in P2005 (39% of finite clauses 
to 61% of non-finite clauses) and a more or less equal representation of finite and non-finite 
clauses in E1997 (53% of finite clauses to 47% of non-finite clauses). 
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As regards the area of finite and non-finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun 
phrases, the two sets of corpora exhibit some differences. In the psychology texts the ratios 
are 49% of finite clauses to 51% of non-finite clauses in P1907 and 50% of finite clauses to 
50% of non-finite clauses in P2005, which means an almost equal representation. In the texts 
from the area of economics there is a considerable decrease in the percentage of finite clauses 
with the resulting stage in the modern corpus speaking convincingly in favour of non-finite 
clauses. The ratio in E1904 is 56% of finite clauses to 44% of non-finite clauses, while in 
E1997 the ratio is 39% to 61% in favour of non-finite clauses.  
 
Since the discussion of findings always concentrates on three spheres in two texts, in each 
period it is possible to consider six ratios (see Tables 10.3 and 10.4). In the older corpora 
finite clauses prevail over non-finite clauses in 4 cases (clauses occupying a noun phrase and 
adverbial element slot in P1907; clauses occupying an adverbial element slot and clauses 
contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in E1904). Then there are two spheres in 
which non-finite clauses slightly prevail over finite ones (the sphere of the complexity of 
noun phrases in P1907 and the sphere of clauses occupying a noun phrase slot in E1904). 
Comparing the percentages for finite clauses in the modern texts with those referring to the 
older ones shows a rise in finite clauses and  concurrently a fall in non-finite clauses in two 
spheres (the sphere of clauses occupying a noun phrase slot in both P2005 and E1997), a fall 
in finite clauses in three spheres (the sphere of clauses occupying an adverbial element slot in 
both P2005 and E1997 and also the sphere of clauses contributing to the complexity of noun 
phrases in E1997) and a continuing 50 : 50 ratio of finite to non-finite clauses in one sphere 
(the area of clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in P2005). The resulting 
situation in the modern texts is then as follows. There are three spheres in which finite clauses 
still prevail (the sphere of clauses substituting for noun phrases in both P2005 and E1997 and 
the sphere of clauses substituting for an adverbial element slot in E1997). Then there are two 
spheres in which non-finite clauses convincingly prevail over finite clauses (the sphere of 
clauses substituting for an adverbial element in P2005 and the sphere of clauses contributing 
to the complexity of noun phrases in E1997). Finally, there is one sphere in which the results 
demonstrate an equal representation of finite and non-finite clauses (the sphere of the 
complexity of noun phrases in P2005). The fact that in the modern corpora there are two 
spheres in which non-finite clauses convincingly prevail over finite ones thus confirms what 
has already been mentioned, namely that current academic prose exhibits a tendency towards 
a non-finite mode of expression. Concrete manifestations of this tendency are sometimes 
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common to the two sets of corpora, sometimes different in the two sets. The tendency towards 
a non-finite mode of expression explains to a certain extent why the modern texts are shorter. 
Non-finite clauses are used instead of hypotactically or paratactically linked finite clauses. 
Such clauses would be introduced by a conjunction and would contain a subject and a finite 
verb form. As Hladký points out, such elements are obvious from the surrounding context and 
are thus weak from the point of view of communicative dynamism (Hladký, p. 114). The use 
of non-finite clauses or sentence condensers thus significantly contributes to “structural 
compactness” (Tárnyiková, p. 72) of an English sentence. The following sections will focus 
on concrete clause types in individual spheres of finite and non-finite clauses. 
 
10.1. Clauses occupying a noun phrase slot 
There are 9 different types of finite clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases. A list of 
them, with the absolute numbers of occurrences in individual corpora is given in Table 10.5. 
 
Table 10.5  Finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
That- clause after a verb 28 24 14 18 
Extraposed that- clause 3 5 10 7 
Pre-predicate that- clause 2 - - - 
That- clause after a copular verb 1 2 - - 
That- clause as adj. complement. 2 2 - - 
Nominal Wh- interrogative cl. 9 6 - 3 
Nominal yes/no interrogative cl. 1 3 - 3 
Wh-  nominal relative clause 1 - 4 - 
Quotations of direct speech - 2 - - 
Total 47 44 28 31 
 
 
Table 10.5 clearly shows that the most common type is nominal that- clause after a verb with 
preserved that functioning as Od. Its occurrence in each corpus usually highly prevails over 
the other clause types. The fact that it is an essential clause type of academic prose is entirely 
conceivable, because it enables researchers to express their stance or report results of their or 
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somebody else’s research. In this respect the findings of this study are in accordance with 
those of some studies mentioned in Chapter 2 (Bazerman, Atkinson, Huddleston, the 
LGSWE). According to the LGSWE the “retention of that is the norm in academic prose”  
(p. 680). Mathesius points out that the omission of that (e.g. I don’t expect they will come. p. 
201) does not make it obvious at first sight which clause is main and which subordinate. In 
spoken language it would be clarified by intonation. The retention of that in academic prose 
has an important role in making the relationship of hypotaxis straightforward. As for the finite 
clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases, Huddleston and the LGSWE claim that two 
most common nominal clauses in academic prose are nominal that clauses and extraposed 
that clauses. In this study it holds for the economics texts; in the psychology texts extraposed 
that clauses are in third place preceded by nominal Wh- interrogative clauses. Huddleston also 
states that extraposed nominal that clauses prevail over non- extraposed nominal that clauses. 
This is clearly shown in Table 10.5. (See Pre-predicate that-clause.) 
 
In Corpus 1 – 4 there are 10 kinds of non-finite clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases. 
A list with absolute numbers of occurrences in the individual corpora is given in Table 10.6. 
Owing to a considerable variety of different clause types, the frequency of occurrence of 
individual types is not numerous and it is thus difficult to talk about any trends or tendencies 
in the course of a hundred years. Table 10.6 demonstrates that among the clauses that usually 
occur more frequently than others are to- clauses after a verb functioning as Od, extraposed to- 
clauses and a subject to subject raising construction. Huddleston’s findings showed that to- 
clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases are 30 times more frequent than -ing clauses in 
the same position (Huddleston, p. 180). This is in accordance with the findings of this study 
because the ratios in the modern texts are 20 : 0 in P2005 and 22 : 4 in E 1997 (see Table 
10.6).   
 
Contrasting the proportions of finite and non-finite clauses used as a substitute for noun 
phrases indicates that the findings of this study contradict the LGSWE, which states that in 
the corpus of academic prose to- clauses prevail over that- clauses. The tendency to a non-
finite mode of expression is a significant result of this study; however, it is not the case when 
a clause substitutes for a noun phrase slot, as can be seen in Tables 10.5 and 10.6.  
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Table 10.6 Non-finite clauses substituting for noun phrases 
 
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
To- infinitive cl. after a verb 6 11 6 7 
Extraposed to- infinitive clause 4 2 8 4 
To- infinitive cl. after a copula 2 2 - 4 
To- infinitive cl. as adj. compl. 2 1 3 - 
Subject to subject raising 9 4 7 4 
To- infinitive cl. after Od - - 3 3 
-ed clause after a verb - - 1 - 
-ing clause after a verb 6 - - 2 
-ing clause as adj. complement 1 - 1 1 
-ing/-ed clause after Od - - 3 1 
Total 30 20 32 26 
 
 
10.2. Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot 
Except for corpus P2005 with only 5 different types of semantic relationships, in P1907, 
E1904 and E1997 there are 8-9 semantic relationships. As can be seen in Table 10.7, some of 
them occur in relatively large numbers (time, condition, concession), some of them occur in 
every corpus, though absolute numbers vary (time, concession, comparison – non-
equivalence). On the whole, as regards concrete types of finite clauses used as a substitute for 
adverbials, it is difficult to speak about any developmental trends. The LGSWE presents 
clauses of concession and condition as the most common clause types in academic prose 
because they are “important contributors to the development of arguments, which is a 
significant goal of academic writing” (p. 825). It can be said that the findings of this study 
roughly correspond to this claim. The problem with the conjunction as was mentioned in 
Corpus 1 (see Section 4.2.1) and when Corpus 3 (E1904) and Corpus 4 (E1997) were 
contrasted (see Section 9.2). In Corpus 1 there are subordinate clauses starting with as that are 
analysed as adverbial clauses of manner, time and comparison – equivalence; in Corpus 3 and 
4 the semantic relationships are manner, reason, time and comparison – equivalence. Except 
for as used in an adverbial clause of comparison – equivalence, the other three semantic 
relationships may not be unequivocal because another researcher could analyse them 
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differently. These clauses occur in the old psychology text and the two economics texts, 
which means that their use is not a feature of an idiosyncratic style of writing of one author. 
However, for drawing reliable conclusions, it would be necessary to have more data. 
  
Table 10.7  Finite clauses used as a substitute for an adverbial element slot 
 
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
Time 17 1 4 5 
Condition 19 - 11 9 
Concession 8 7 11 8 
Exception 2 - - - 
Manner 1 - 3 1 
Purpose - 1 - - 
Reason - 1 4 6 
Conditional-concessive - - 4 - 
Comparison-equivalence 3 - 4 2 
Comparison – non-equivalence 4 2 2 1 
Comparison – sufficiency/excess 6 - 3 2 
Total 60 12 46 34 
 
As regards non-finite clauses used in place of adverbials, in the two sets of corpora there are 6 
different kinds of these. They are demonstrated in Table 10.8.  
 
Table 10.8  Non-finite clauses used as a substitute for an adverbial element slot 
 
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
-ing  with an overt subordinator 8 8 4 4 
-ing  without a subordinator 2 - 1 12 
-ed with an overt subordinator - 1 3 1 
-ed without a subordinator 1 - - 2 
To- infinitive of purpose 3 10 9 10 
To- inf of sufficiency/excess 2 - 1 1 
Total 16 19 18 30 
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It is clear that of the two infinitival kinds of clauses the infinitive of purpose plays a dominant 
role. This is totally in accordance with the findings of the LGSWE (p. 827). As regards -ing 
and -ed clauses with or without an overt subordinator, the findings revealed two interesting 
phenomena, though not consistent in the two sets of corpora. The first is the proportion of 
overlap or ambiguity in the two sets of corpora. Contrasting Corpus 1 (P1907) and Corpus 2 
(P2005) showed that in P1907 there were a few non-finite clauses without overt 
subordinators, which may suggest alternative semantic relationships between clauses (see 
Section 4.2.2). In P2005 there were no such examples. Contrasting Corpus 3 (E1904) and 
Corpus 4 (E1997) showed that in Corpus 3 there were 2 -ed clauses using the multifunctional 
conjunction as, which may suggest ambiguous semantic relationships between clauses (see 
Section 7.2.2). Since there were no such clauses in Corpus 4, it seemed that current academic 
prose aims at narrowing space for different interpretation, though the means that are used are 
different in each set of corpora. However, the comparison of Corpus 3 and Corpus 4 (see 
Section 9.2) also revealed that in the modern text the number of clauses without overt 
subordinators increased significantly (1 example of an -ing clause without an overt 
subordinator in E1904 as opposed to 12 examples in E1997, and no example of an -ed clause 
without an overt subordinator in E1904 as opposed to 2 examples in E1997). The tentative 
conclusion we made when contrasting P1907 and P2005, namely that current academic prose 
prefers explicitly expressed overt subordinators that eliminate different interpretation,  is thus 
exactly opposite in the second set of texts because the modern economic text seems to tolerate 
ambiguity much more than the older text. There are not enough data in this study for drawing 
any more general conclusion coming out of these findings. It would have to be proved by 
further research whether some academic fields insist more than others on explicit means 
indicating the semantic relationship between clauses. The LGSWE, which analysed academic 
articles published mostly after 1980, states that non-finite adverbial clauses are often used 
without overt subordinators. Academic prose is a register which uses overt subordinators in 
non-finite clauses most commonly of all the registers because it aims at communicating 
precise information. However, even in this register, the percentage of non-finite clauses with 
overt subordinators is roughly only 25%, which means that the semantic relationship between 
clauses may often be not explicit (LGSWE, p. 838). The second phenomenon which is 
somehow connected with the first is that some non-finite clauses without overt subordinators 
which occurred in Corpus 4 (see Section 9.2) could be alternatively expressed by finite 
clauses linked paratactically to the clauses that precede. The type of clause linked by and 
would be of the same kind as the previous clause. The fact that they are expressed by means 
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of  -ing clauses raises the number of non-finite clauses and supports the claim about the 
tendency towards a non-finite mode of expression, which seems to be the main difference 
between current academic prose and that written roughly a hundred years ago.  
 
As has been demonstrated in Tables 10.3 and 10.4, the findings of this study clearly indicate a 
decrease in finite clauses and an increase in non-finite clauses. This could not be compared 
with the findings of the LGSWE, because the LGSWE contrasts finite clauses taken as a 
whole with to- infinitive, -ing and -ed clauses taken separately. According to the LGSWE, the 
order of different kinds of clauses substituting for adverbials is finite clauses, to- clauses, -ing 
clauses and -ed clauses (LGSWE p. 826). That would hold for Corpus 2 and 3. As Table 10.8 
shows, in Corpus 1 and  4 -ing clauses are more numerous than  to- clauses.  
 
10.3. Clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of pre- and 
postmodification 
In the 4 corpora there are 7 kinds of finite clauses used as postmodification of  noun phrases. 
They are shown in Table 10.9.  
 
Table 10.9 Finite clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases 
 
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
Defining relative clause  49 25 71 14 
Non-defining relative clause 2 3 8 2 
Sentential relative clause - - 2 - 
Appositive clause 13 4 21 9 
Wh- nominal relative clause 1 1 1 - 
Yes/no interrogative - - - 1 
Quotations of direct speech - 3 - - 
Total 65 36 103 26 
 
The two most frequent types are defining relative clauses and appositive clauses. The findings 
indicate some differences in the use of relative pronouns in defining relative clauses. Since 
this type of clause was the most numerous in all the 4 corpora, possible changes could suggest 
some developmental trends. Although there was a variety of words used as relative pronouns, 
the discussion of findings focuses mainly on the choice of  who/which/that in the 
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subject/object position. In the subject position, the findings show convincingly that while the 
modern psychology text tends to use who for personal antecedents and that for impersonal 
antecedents that replace the use of who/which in the old text, the texts from the area of 
economics display who/which in the old text and which in the majority of cases in the modern 
text. When the relative pronoun functions as an object, the old corpora preserve it in most 
cases. In the modern corpora there is no example of a relative pronoun (used or missing) in 
the function of an object in the psychology text and only 2 examples in the text from the area 
of economics. In one that is used; in the other the relative pronoun is omitted. The conclusion 
that could be drawn from these findings is as follows. It seems that the who/which alternative 
which was dominant in defining relative clauses in the old texts has started giving way to the 
who/which/that alternative. On the whole, however, the absolute numbers for the modern 
texts given in Table 10.9 clearly demonstrate a sharp fall in the usage of this clause type in 
general, and, as the discussion above indicates, of the usage of defining relative clauses with 
relative pronouns in the object position in particular. All the studies mentioned in the 
overview that carried out diachronic research (Bazerman, Atkinson, Seone) found a 
significant decrease in the number of finite relative clauses. The LGSWE presents which as 
the most frequent relativizer in academic prose (p. 611), the ratio of which to that in 
restrictive clauses being 70% : 30%. Huddleston’s findings showed that as regards the relative 
clauses in which the relative pronoun plays the role of a subject, the occurrences with which 
prevail over those with that. The frequency of occurrence of relative clauses in which the 
relative pronoun functions as an object is significantly lower than the frequency of occurrence 
of relative clauses in which the relative pronoun functions as a subject, with the numbers 
being 296 : 16 for that and 320 : 20 for which (p. 231). 
 
In all the 4 corpora there are 3 kinds of non-finite clauses used as postmodification They are 
shown in Table 10.10. Except for the P2005 corpus, where absolute numbers of -ed 
postmodification and to- infinitive postmodification are the same, in the other 3 corpora the 
order of different kinds of postmodification according to the frequency of occurrence is  -ed 
postmodification, -ing postmodification and to- infinitive postmodification. If we consider 
finite and non-finite postmodification together, the findings of this study roughly correspond 
to those stated by the LGSWE  (p. 606), namely that the order of different kinds of 
postmodifications is relative clauses, -ed clauses, -ing clauses and to-clauses.  
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Of the two kinds of premodification, -ed premodification is generally more frequent (see 
Table 10.11). The LGSWE (p. 589) states that -ed participial premodifiers are somewhat more 
common in academic prose than in the other registers. As regards pre- and postmodification 
by non-finite clauses, the results of the two sets of corpora shown in Table 6.4,  when P1907 
was contrasted with P2005 and in Table 9.4 when E1904 was contrasted with E1997, are the 
same. The arrows next to the percentages in Tables 6.4 and 9.4 show that postmodifications 
by -ing and -ed clauses are used less in the modern texts, while to- postmodification and 
premodification are used more. Non-finite clauses as sentence condensers are more 
economical than finite clauses. In this respect, premodification  is especially effective because 
instead of a whole clause there is just one word premodifying a noun phrase. The use of -ing 
and -ed premodification thus certainly contributes to the fact that the modern texts are shorter. 
 
Table 10.10  Non-finite clauses postmodifying noun phrases 
   
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
-ed postmodification 27 9 37 16 
-ing postmodification 18 7 22 10 
To-  infinitive postmodification 8 9 2 3 
Total 53 25 61 29 
 
Table 10.11  Non-finite clauses premodifying noun phrases 
   
 P1907 
Abs. 
P2005 
Abs. 
E1904 
Abs. 
E1997 
Abs. 
-ed premodification 12 10 13 10 
-ing premodification 3 3 7 2 
Total 15 13 20 12 
 
 
10.4. Clause configurations 
The developmental trend confirmed in both sets of corpora clearly shows a shift towards 
simplification of sentence structure. The numbers of sentences consisting only of 1 finite 
clause, which means the numbers of simple sentences in the strictest sense of the word, 
increased significantly in the modern texts. Table 10.12 gives an overview of the absolute 
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numbers of simple sentences in individual corpora. Since Table 10.12 also gives the total 
numbers of clauses, we can see that although the modern corpora exhibit much fewer clauses 
than the older corpora, the number of simple sentences in the strictest sense of the word is 
significantly higher. The third column gives data about the most complex sentence in 
individual corpora. Such a sentence is, however, by no means typical. 
 
Table 10.12  Overview of sentences in the 4 corpora 
 
 Number of simple 
sentences 
Total number of 
clauses 
The most complex 
sentence 
Psychology 1907 5 436 15 (2M, 7F, 6NF) 
Psychology 2005 24 286 13 (1M, 3F, 9NF) 
Economics 1904 8 438 12 (1M, 5F, 6NF) 
Economics 1997 18 307 10 (2M, 2F, 6NF) 
 
Table 10.13 shows the order of sentences with 1, 2 and 3 finite clauses in each corpus of 100 
sentences arranged according to their frequency of occurrence. The order reflects the numbers 
of finite clauses which are used as main clauses or subordinate clauses. The sentences may 
also contain non-finite clauses, but those are in this case not considered. The numbers in 
brackets say how many sentences from 100 sentences contain a particular number of finite 
clauses. 
 
Table 10.13  The order of the frequency of occurrence of sentences with 1, 2 and 3 finite 
clauses 
 
 1st place 2nd place 3rd place Total % 
Corpus 1 - Psychology 1907 3 (29) 2 (19) 1 (15) 63 % 
Corpus 2 - Psychology 2005 1 (36) 2 (34) 3 (20) 90 % 
Corpus 3 - Economics 1904 2 (26) 3 (20) 1 (18) 64 % 
Corpus 4 - Economics 1997 1 (37) 2 (31) 3 (20) 88 % 
 
In the older corpora (psychology 1907 and economics 1904) the most common sentences 
contain 3 and 2 finite clauses respectively. In P1907 the order is 3 finite clauses, 2 finite 
clauses, 1 finite clause, while in E1904 it is 2 finite clauses, 3 finite clauses, 1 finite clause. In 
the modern corpora the most frequent are sentences with 1 finite clause and the order based 
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on the frequency of occurrence of sentences with a particular number of finite clauses is the 
same in P2005 and E1997, namely 1, 2 and 3 finite clauses. The developmental trend thus 
clearly shows a shift towards simplification of sentence structure. We come to the same 
conclusion when we compare the total numbers in individual corpora in Table 10.13. Since 
each corpus always deals with 100 sentences, the numbers equal percentages. Various 
combinations of 1, 2 and 3 finite clauses with/without non-finite clauses represent 63% and 
64% in the older corpora and 90 % and 88% in the modern corpora. In the older corpora there 
is thus more space for sentences with more than 3 finite clauses than in the modern corpora.  
 
As regards the configurations of clauses, the original aim of this study was to find out which 
configurations of which clauses are the most typical in individual corpora. In each corpus 
sentences were arranged according to the numbers of finite and non-finite clauses. We always 
started with 1 finite clause and continued with 1 finite/1 non-finite, 1 finite/2 non-finite, etc., 
then 2 finite clauses, 2 finite/1 non-finite, 2 finite/2 non-finite, etc., and tried to put together 
configurations that were the same. Finite clauses were arranged from the highest number of 
main clauses. Concrete examples are presented in all the 4 corpora in sections dealing with 
clause configurations (see Sections 4.5.2, 5.5.2, 7.5.2 and 8.5.2). The findings convincingly 
show that configurations of clauses in individual corpora could easily be compared on the 
level of finite/non-finite clauses. If we proceeded to more specific areas of the number of 
main, finite subordinate and non-finite clauses, it was also possible to find examples of 
sentences whose configurations were the same, but the numbers were lower. Beyond that 
level, i.e. when concrete types of clauses were compared instead of general labels of finite and 
non-finite clauses, in each corpus there were always only a few sentences in which concrete 
configurations of concrete clauses were exactly the same. Such combinations of clauses 
arranged in the same way could be found as an exception rather than as a rule. Concrete 
examples introduced when individual corpora were analysed showed only how varied 
language is. Owing to these facts, we would argue that it was impossible to find 
configurations typical of or most frequent in the corpora discussed. 
The main differences in the arrangement of clauses were as follows: 
- Some sentences had a right-branching arrangement of clauses, which means that a 
subordinate clause becomes superordinate to the following subordinate clause. 
- Some sentences had a left-branching arrangement of clauses, which means that there is one 
or more subordinate clauses before the first main clause. 
- Some sentences combined right- and left-branching arrangements of clauses. 
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- Various clauses in sentences were interrupted by other clauses and then again continued. A 
mere look at the sentence analyses in the Appendices makes it obvious  that the symbols → or 
← signalling clause interruptions are much more frequent in the older corpora than in the 
modern corpora. Table 10.14 presents the absolute numbers of clause interruptions in 100 
sentences of individual corpora. The Appendices offer ample evidence demonstrating how a 
noun phrase in a clause is postmodified by means of a finite or non-finite clause or even more 
clauses after which the original clause continues. However, clause interruptions are by no 
means caused only by postmodification of noun phrases and they by no means occur only 
once in a sentence. There are examples in the Appendices showing that in some sentences, 
mainly in the old corpora, clause interruptions are included twice (e.g. P1907- 3, 5, 22, 31, 39, 
49, 71, 79, E1904 – 8, 19, 31, 45, 55, 74, 82, 86, 91) or even three times (e.g. P1907 – 54, 56, 
86, 99, E1904 – 53, 59, 60, 73). It is beyond the scope of this study to explore this interesting 
phenomenon typical mainly of the older corpora. It could be the object of further research. In 
any case these clause interruptions make the flow of text less straightforward and put more 
stress on the concentration of the reader. In that respect the findings of this study confirmed 
the developmental trend in academic prose, which is a shift towards simplification of sentence 
structure. 71 and 76 cases of clause interruptions in the older corpora as opposed to 23 and 33 
cases of clause interruptions in the modern corpora confirm this trend convincingly. In 
addition to fewer words and fewer clauses in a sentence the findings in the modern texts thus 
indicate simplification of sentence structure also with reference to fewer clause interruptions. 
 
Table 10.14  Clause interruptions in individual corpora 
 Numbers of interruptions 
Psychology 1907 71 
Psychology 2005 23 
Economics 1904 76 
Economics 1997 33 
 
10.5. Parataxis versus hypotaxis 
As regards parataxis versus hypotaxis, the study examined the differences between the older 
and modern corpora in three areas: 1) The amount of pure parataxis (sentences having only 
main clauses), 2) The number of sentences with 2 or 3 main clauses and 3) The amount of 
parataxis between subordinate clauses. The findings are shown in Table 10.15. With reference 
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to pure parataxis it is surprising that sentences with main clauses only (in all the cases the 
sentences consisted of 2 main clauses) are used so rarely in all the four corpora. The decrease 
in the number of sentences with 2 or 3 main clauses in the modern texts speaks in favour of 
simplification of sentence structure. The comparison of the amount of parataxis between 
subordinate clauses exhibits an increase in the modern psychology text and a decrease in the 
modern text from the area of economics. To draw reliable conclusions it would be necessary 
to analyse more samples of texts. 
 
Table 10.15  The amount of parataxis in individual corpora 
 Pure parataxis Sentences with 2 or 3 
main clauses 
Parataxis between 
subordinate clauses 
Psychology 1907 1 35 9 
Psychology 2005 4 13 20 
Economics 1904 2 23 16 
Economics 1997 2 18 8 
 
Generally speaking, subordination prevails significantly over coordination. In that respect 
there is no difference between the older and modern corpora. 
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11. CONCLUSION 
 
This study has been an attempt to detect developmental trends in the syntactic structure of 
sentences and sentence complexity as they appear in the course of a century. It has analysed 
texts from the fields of psychology and economics. The development shows a shift towards 
simplification of sentence structure. Sentences in the modern texts contain fewer words, fewer 
clauses and fewer clause interruptions. The flow of the modern texts is thus more 
straightforward and puts less stress on the concentration of the reader.  
 
The analysis was based on explicitly expressed primary (finite) and secondary (non-finite) 
predications, which were categorized as main clauses and finite/non-finite subordinate 
clauses. Subordinate clauses were further classified into 4 syntactic categories according to 
the function they performed in sentences: 1) Clauses typically occupying a noun phrase slot, 
2) Clauses occupying an adverbial element slot, 3) Clauses contributing to the complexity of 
noun phrases in the form of premodification and postmodification and 4) Comment clauses. 
In the earlier texts the most prevailing category of both finite and non-finite clauses was the 
category of clauses contributing to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of 
postmodification. The developmental trend proved a dramatic decrease in the amount of 
postmodification. It remained the most frequent category only in the modern psychology text 
in the sphere of postmodification by non-finite clauses.  Another developmental trend was 
indicated by the absence of comment clauses in the modern texts. Current academic prose 
seems to be more factual and more impersonal than a hundred years ago. The preliminary 
hypothesis we made in Chapter 2 that modern texts will be simpler and more impersonal was 
thus confirmed. Moreover, the findings have also revealed a tendency in academic prose 
towards a non-finite mode of expression. The comparison of the earlier and modern corpora 
showed that in the modern corpora finite clauses were reduced roughly by one half, while 
non-finite clauses by one third in P2005 and one fourth in E1997. Finite clauses substituting 
for clause elements normally expressed by noun phrases were the only syntactic function of 
finite clauses in which the percentage of clauses in the modern texts increased rather 
significantly. In clauses substituting for adverbials the modern texts showed a considerable 
increase in the number of non-finite clauses. In the sphere of the complexity of noun phrases 
there was a significant rise in non-finite clauses in the modern economics text and a more or 
less equal representation of finite and non-finite clauses in the modern psychology text. In the 
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modern texts non-finite clauses are used not only instead of hypotactically linked clauses, but 
also paratactically linked clauses.  
 
As regards concrete clause types of finite clauses, the developmental tendencies can be 
summarised as follows. Nominal that- clause with preserved that-  was and is the most 
essential clause type of academic prose. The retention of  that-  in written language makes 
reading comprehension easier because superordination / subordination relationships are 
obvious at first sight. In the sphere of finite clauses used as a substitute for noun phrases, 
extraposed that- clauses and nominal Wh- interrogative clauses represent the next frequently 
used clause types. In the sphere of clauses substituting for adverbials, adverbial clauses of 
condition and concession are the most dominant. In defining relative clauses the pronouns 
who and which/that seem to substitute for who/which, which was the norm a hundred years 
ago. On the whole, however, relative clauses are used much less frequently in the modern 
texts than in the earlier ones. Defining relative clauses with relative pronouns in the object 
position are practically not used at all.  
 
As regards non-finite clauses, the corpora showed that to- clauses substituting for sentence 
elements normally expressed by noun phrases significantly prevail over -ing clauses. The 
most common  types are to- clauses after a verb functioning as Od, extraposed to- clauses and 
a subject to subject raising  construction. If non-finite clauses are used instead of adverbials, 
clauses without overt subordinators are frequent in academic prose. As for non-finite 
postmodification, -ed postmodification is the most common. Finally, in the modern texts there 
is also an increase in the amount of -ing and -ed  premodification of noun phrases, which is a 
very efficient means of sentence condensation because it contributes more significantly than 
other means  to brief presentation.  
 
The findings presented in this study are based on only a small number of texts, and it cannot 
be claimed that they are typical for all scientific texts, or even for all writers on psychology 
and economics. The study has been an attempt to provide concrete evidence of changes in 
scientific texts over a period of about a century. Though the results are only tentative, they are 
in many cases comparable with the findings in some other research studies (Bazerman, the 
LGSWE, Huddleston). Whether or not they are more universally valid will have to be proved 
by further research. 
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RÉSUMÉ 
 
Tato studie si klade za cíl vysledovat vývojové tendence v syntaktické struktuře souvětí a jeho 
složitosti v průběhu 100 let (1904 – 2005). Teoretický rámec práce tvoří především A 
Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language (CGEL), Longman Grammar of Spoken 
and Written English (LGSWE) a Mluvnice současné angličtiny (Dušková 1988). K větné 
analýze je uplatněn funkční přístup, to znamená, že věty jsou kategorizovány podle 
syntaktické funkce v souvětí. 
 
Studie analyzuje 100 souvětí souvislého textu ve čtyřech vědeckých statích. Dvě stati jsou  z 
oboru klinické psychologie a byly poprvé publikovány v letech 1907 a 2005, druhé dvě jsou z 
oboru ekonomie a byly poprvé publikovány v letech 1904 a 1997. Celý korpus je tedy tvořen 
čtyřmi menšími korpusy. Čtyřista zaznamenaných souvětí obsahuje 1 467 finitních a 
nefinitních vět a 12 501 slov. Analýza se zabývá četností výskytů různých typů finitních a 
nefinitních vět a zvažuje syntaktické funkce, které věty plní v analyzovaných souvětích. V 
rámci 400 souvětí analýza kategorizuje každý výskyt explicitně vyjádřené primární (finitní) a 
sekundární (nefinitní) predikace. 
 
Kapitola 2 podává stručný přehled jedenácti různě rozsáhlých výzkumů zabývajících se 
odbornými texty. Výzkumy jsou velmi různorodé a zkoumají akademické texty ze synchronní 
i diachronní perspektivy. Některé jsou prováděny analýzou korpusů pomocí počítačových 
programů, jiné mechanicky, popř. kombinovaným způsobem. Předkládaná práce srovnává a 
kontrastuje výsledky výzkumů, které se zabývaly syntaktickou strukturou souvětí ze 
synchronního (Bazerman 1988, Huddleston 1971, the LGSWE 1999),  i diachronního  
(Bazerman 1984, Atkinson 1996, Seone 2004) hlediska. Zejména důležitý zdroj informací je 
syntaktický výzkum Huddlestona, který i přes některé odlišnosti koreluje velmi úzce 
s předkládaným výzkumem a s nímž jsou výsledky předkládaného výzkumu srovnávány a 
kontrastovány. Druhým důležitým zdrojem je Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written 
English. Tato gramatika částečně tvoří teoretický rámec předkládané práce. Kategorie 
zkoumané v LGSWE jsou tak často stejné jako kategorie v předložené práci a výsledky tak 
mohou být snadno porovnány. Oba výše jmenované zdroje poskytují výsledky synchronního 
výzkumu. Perspektiva předkládané práce je diachronní. Výsledky analýzy textů poprvé 
publikovaných zhruba před 100 lety tak slouží jako základ, se kterým jsou výsledky získané 
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v moderních textech a z výzkumů Huddlestona a LGSWE porovnány. Základní hypotézou 
předkládané studie je, že současná akademická próza je jednodušší a méně osobní než 
akademická próza před 100 lety. 
 
Kapitola 3 nastiňuje metodiku výzkumu předkládané práce. Složitost souvětí je chápána ve 
smyslu počtu finitních a nefinitních vět v rámci jednoho souvětí. Hranice souvětí byly 
vymezeny velkým písmenem na začátku a tečkou na konci. Dvojtečka nebo středník jsou 
chápány jako neterminální interpunkční znaménka, která  pouze rozdělují věty patřící do 
stejného souvětí. Protože je analýza  založena na explicitně vyjádřené primární a sekundární 
predikaci, predikace, která není explicitně vyjádřena, není započítána, i když je jasně 
implikována. Struktura 1In regard to Dr. Bramwell´s  experiments and my own ....  není tedy 
počítána jako věta, zatímco  1So far as my own experiments go je, i když jsou obě sémanticky 
podobné. Analýza se řídila následujícími třemi kritérii. 1) Některé nefinitní slovesné tvary 
byly z analýzy vyloučeny. Jednalo se o lexikalizované předložky (např. given, following) a o  
-ing and -ed tvary použité jako adjektivní premodifikace, jejichž význam je lexikalizován, to 
znamená objevují se v Oxford Advanced Dictionary jako samostatné slovníkové heslo 
s významem, který odpovídá významu  v analyzovaném korpusu. 2) Pokud se finitní a 
nefinitní tvary vyskytly vedle sebe, byly v analýze rozlišeny případy, kdy nefinitní tvary byly 
součástí komplexního slovesného tvaru (např. is able to be suspended, might be able to 
perform) a kdy tvořily další větný člen.(např. 1Of this number 17 would like 2to be hypnotised 
again, kde would like je finitní predikace hlavní věty a to be hypnotised je analyzováno jako 
nefinitní infinitivní predikace, která má funkci přímého předmětu). 3) Několikanásobná 
predikace byla odlišena od koordinace vět a byla započítána jako jedna věta. Zde je analýza 
založena na českém pojetí a vychází z Duškové. O několikanásobné predikaci hovoříme, 
pokud mají slovesné tvary společné modifikátory nebo pomocná a modální slovesa (např. ... 
there seems little doubt that familiarity with certain equivalents of minutes in days and hours 
must soon become established, and be utilized in the  solution, kde je společné modální 
sloveso must a příslovečné určení in solution.). Pokud se společné elementy nevyskytují, 
jedná se o koordinaci vět, i když věta nemá vyjádřený podmět (např. In hypnosis she 
remembered the suggestion, and knew that what she had written was the answer, kde každé 
ze sloves remember a knew má  jiný předmět.). 
 
Explicitně vyjádřené primární a sekundární predikace jsou kategorizovány jako hlavní věty a 
finitní a nefinitní vedlejší věty. Vedlejší věty jsou dále rozděleny do následujících čtyř 
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syntaktických skupin podle funkce, kterou vedlejší věta vykonává. 1) Věty, které zastávají 
funkci syntaktického substantiva - podmět, předmět, doplněk. 2) Věty mající funkci 
příslovečného určení. 3) Věty přispívající k rozvoji komplexnosti substantivní fráze jako 
premodifikace nebo postmodifikace. 4) Věty vyjadřující komentář mluvčího (Comment 
clauses), které jsou syntakticky nezávislé na struktuře souvětí.  Syntaktické skupiny 1 – 4 jsou 
dále rozděleny na dvě části; syntaktické skupiny 1 – 4 vyjádřené finitními větami a 
syntaktické skupiny 1 – 4 vyjádřené nefinitními větami. 
 
Kapitoly 4, 5, 7 a 8 analyzují Korpus 1 (Psychologie 1907/P1907), Korpus 2 (Psychologie 
2005/P2005), Korpus 3 (Ekonomie 1904/E1904) a Korpus 4 (Ekonomie 1997/E1997) podle 
kritérií uvedených v metodologické části. V rámci každé syntaktické skupiny (např. Věty, 
které zastávají funkci syntaktického substantiva) je na základě četnosti výskytu v příslušném 
korpusu tabulkově vyhodnoceno, jaké typy finitních a nefinitních vět se vyskytují. Poměrně 
rozsáhlá část analýzy každého ze 4 korpusů je věnována konfiguracím vět s cílem najít 
konfiguraci, která by byla typická pro daný korpus či období. V každém korpusu jsou souvětí 
dána do skupin, kde základem je počet finitních vět, který obsahují. Vždy se začíná případy, 
které obsahují pouze jednu finitní větu (věta jednoduchá v nejužším smyslu slova), a 
pokračuje konfigurací jedné finitní věty a 1, 2, 3 ...atd nefinitní věty, dále případy, které mají 
2 finitní věty, 2 finitní a 1, 2, 3 ...atd. nefinitní věty. V rámci stejného počtu finitních vět 
pokračuje analýza do specifičtější roviny, kterou je počet hlavních a finitních a nefinitních 
vedlejších vět. Další ještě specifičtější rovinou jsou konkrétní typy finitních a nefinitních vět a 
jejich uspořádání. Každé souvětí je doprovázeno schématem, ze kterého je patrné, kde se 
v souvětí nachází hlavní a vedlejší věty. Každá finitní i nefinitní vedlejší věta je označena 
třemi symboly, které určují, zda je věta finitní nebo nefinitní, jakou syntaktickou funkci 
zastává a o jaký typ věty se jedná. Symboly použité v analýze jsou uvedeny v sekcích 4.5.1 a 
7.5.1. Cílem takto provedené analýzy je určit v co nespecifičtější rovině nejběžnější 
konfiguraci vět příslušného korpusu. V rámci jednotlivých korpusů analýza také sleduje míru 
parataxe  mezi hlavními, ale i vedlejšími větami.  
 
Kapitola 6 srovnává výsledky výzkumu korpusů 1 a 2, kapitola 9 výsledky zkoumání korpusů 
3 a 4. Kapitoly 10 a 11 sumarizují hlavní vývojové tendence s ohledem na syntaktické 
struktury souvětí a složitost souvětí, ke kterým došlo v akademických textech v průběhu 
posledních 100 let tak, jak to ukazují 4 analyzované korpusy. Základní rozdíl mezi dřívějšími 
a současnými texty je v celkovém počtu vět a slov. Dřívější texty obsahují 436 a 437 vět, 
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současné pouze 286 a 307. Průměrný počet slov v jednom souvětí je 36 a 42 v textech P1907, 
E1904 a 21 a 26 v textech P2005, E1997. V nových korpusech (psychologie 2005 a ekonomie 
1997) je méně souvětí, která mají více než 1 větu hlavní. Toto zjištění je ve shodě 
s očekávaným směrem vývoje, kterým je zjednodušení struktury souvětí. Porovnání poklesu 
počtu finitních a nefinitních vedlejších vět odhaluje nápadný a pravděpodobně 
nejvýznamnější rozdíl mezi dřívějšími a současnými korpusy, a sice že zastoupení finitních 
vět se snížilo zhruba o polovinu (o 48 a 49%), zatímco zastoupení nefinitních vět o jednu 
třetinu (34% v P2005) a jednu čtvrtinu (26% v E1997). Toto zjištění naznačuje, že vývojový 
trend v akademické próze ukazuje tendenci k nefinitnímu způsobu vyjadřování. 
 
Jak uvedeno výše, finitní a nefinitní vedlejší věty byly rozčleněny do 4 syntaktických 
kategorií podle funkce, kterou vykonávají ve větě. Premodifikace pomocí finitní věty se 
vyskytuje pouze 2x v korpusu P2005, kdy je přímá řeč použita jako premodifikace (1There 
was also a „2don‘t know“ 1option). Komentující věty (Comment clauses) jsou použity pouze v 
dřívějších textech a pouze v malém počtu (P1907 10 finitních vět, 2 nefinitní věty; E1904 4 
finitní věty). Co se týká jejich formy, jsou to věty hlavní (I think), příslovečné (as I have said) 
nebo nefinitní infinitivní věty (to change the metaphor). Skutečnost, že tento typ vět chybí 
v současných textech, naznačuje, že současné akademické texty jsou více faktické a méně 
osobní než texty před 100 lety, což je  v souladu s hypotézou této práce. Diskuse o výsledcích 
analýzy v kapitolách 10 a 11 se tedy zaměřuje na nominální věty ve funkcích syntaktického 
substantiva, příslovečné věty a substantivní postmodifikace v rámci finitních vět a tytéž 
funkce plus substantivní premodifikace v rámci nefinitních vět. Následující tabulky ukazují 
procentuelní poměry finitních a nefinitních vět podle funkcí.  
 
  Procentuelní poměry finitních a nefinitních vět podle funkcí v korpusech P1907 a P2005  
 
 Nominální  věty Příslovečné věty Substantivní modifikace 
 Finitní Nefinitní Finitní Nefinitní Finitní Nefinitní 
P1907 61 % 39 % 79 % 21 % 49 % 51 % 
P2005 69 % 31 % 39 % 61 % 50 % 50 % 
 
  Procentuelní poměry finitních a nefinitních vět podle funkcí v korpusech E1904 a 1997  
 
 Nominální  věty  Příslovečné věty Substantivní modifikace 
 Finitní Nefinitní Finitní Nefinitní Finitní Nefinitní 
E1904 47 % 53 % 72 % 28 % 56 % 44 % 
E1997      54 % 46 % 53 % 47 % 39 % 61 % 
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U finitních vět použitých ve funkci syntaktického substantiva došlo u obou oborů  k nárůstu 
(ze 61% v P1907 na 69% v P2005 a ze 47% v E1904 na 54% v E1997), zatímco u nefinitních 
vět ve stejné funkci k poklesu. V současných textech finitní věty v této funkci v obou oborech 
převažují nad nefinitními větami. Vývoj poměru finitních a nefinitních vět použitých ve 
funkci příslovečného určení vykazuje opačný trend. U obou oborů procentuelní poměr 
finitních vět poklesl, u moderního psychologického textu poměrně významně (ze 79% v 
P1907 na 39% v P2005). Výsledný stav je výrazná převaha nefinitních vět v korpusu P2005 
(39% finitních vět : 61% nefinitních) a více méně stejné zastoupení finitních a nefinitních vět 
v korpusu E1997 (53% finitních vět : 47% nefinitních).V oblasti substantivní modifikace  
vykazují oba soubory korpusů určité rozdíly. V oboru psychologie je procentuelní zastoupení 
finitních a nefinitních vět v obou obdobích téměř stejné. V současném textu z oboru 
ekonomie je patrný značný pokles finitních vět a tedy výsledná převaha vět nefinitních (39% 
finitních vět  : 61% nefinitních). Finitní věty nahrazující syntaktická substantiva  jsou tedy 
jedinou syntaktickou funkcí, ve které došlo v obou  moderních korpusech k procentuelnímu 
nárůstu finitních vět. Nefinitní věty jsou použity místo paratakticky a hypotakticky 
připojených finitních vět. Takové věty by byly uvozeny spojkou a kromě finitní slovesné 
formy by obsahovaly podmět, tedy oproti nefinitním větám by byly bohatší o elementy, které 
jsou z hlediska množství komunikativního dynamismu slabé, protože jsou zřejmé z kontextu 
(Hladký, str. 114). Použití nefinitních vět tak přispívá ke zvýšení kompaktnosti souvětí 
(Tárnyiková, str. 72).  
 
I když je celkový počet vět v současných korpusech menší, počet případů, které obsahují 
pouze 1 finitní větu, tedy počet jednoduchých vět v nejužším slova smyslu, se v těchto 
korpusech významně zvýšil. Nejběžnější souvětí v korpusu P1907 obsahovalo 3 finitní věty, 
v korpusu E1904 2 finitní věty, v korpusech P2005 a E1997 vždy 1 finitní větu. K tomu 
mohla souvětí obsahovat i různý počet nefinitních vět. Kombinace 1, 2 a 3 finitních vět i 
s nefinitními větami představují 90% a 88% v současných korpusech a 63% a 64% v 
dřívějších korpusech. V dřívějších korpusech tak bylo více prostoru na složitější konfigurace 
než v současných korpusech. 
 
Výsledky výzkumu přesvědčivě dokazují, že konfigurace vět mohly být snadno srovnávány 
v rovině finitní/nefinitní věty. Ve specifičtější rovině, což je rovina počtu hlavních vět a 
finitních a nefinitních vedlejších vět, bylo také možno najít konfigurace, které byly stejné, 
bylo jich však méně. V další specifičtější rovině, tedy v rovině konkrétních typů finitních a 
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nefinitních vět a jejich uspořádání v souvětí, se ukázalo, že jazyk je tak různorodý, že dvě 
úplně stejná souvětí byla analyzována spíše výjimečně. Konkrétní konfigurace vět, které by 
byly typické pro jednotlivá období, se tak nepodařilo najít. Některá souvětí vykazovala 
pravostranné uspořádání vět (souvětí začalo větou hlavní, po ní následovala věta vedlejší, ta 
se stala větou řídící pro další větu vedlejší), jiná levostranné uspořádání vět (před větou hlavní 
byly jedna či více vět vedlejších), případně pravo- a levostranné uspořádání vět. Navíc byly 
věty v souvětích přerušovány jinými větami a teprve po nich dokončeny (např. The amount of 
attention which can be brought to bear is at all times limited...). V dřívějších korpusech bylo 
nalezeno 71 a 76 přerušení vět, v současných korpusech pouze 23 a 33 přerušení. I v  tomto 
ohledu bylo zaznamenáno zjednodušení v současných  korpusech. Moderní texty tak měly 
méně slov, méně vět a méně přerušení vět. 
 
Souvětí obsahující pouze hlavní věty se ve všech 4 korpusech vyskytovala velmi zřídka. 
Současné korpusy ukazují značný úbytek souvětí se dvěma nebo třemi hlavními větami. Toto 
zjištění opět potvrzuje tendenci ke zjednodušení struktury souvětí. Míra parataxe mezi 
vedlejšími větami vykazovala v moderních textech u oboru psychologie zvýšení, u ekonomie 
snížení. Celkově je možno říct, ze vztahy subordinace na větné rovině v korpusech značně 
převyšují vztahy koordinace. 
 
Co se týká finitních vět, výzkum prokázal, že základním typem akademických textů byla a je 
obsahová věta připojena spojkou that- (nominal that- clause), ve které je spojka that- 
zachována. Dalšími častými typy vět ve funkci syntaktického substantiva  jsou extraponovaná 
obsahová věta (extraposed that- clause) a závislá věta tázací (nominal Wh- interrogative 
clause).  Z adverbiálních vět jsou nejčastější příslovečné věty podmínkové a přípustkové. U 
vztažných vět restriktivních se místo zájmen  who a which, které byly normou před 100 lety , 
používá who/which/that. V současných korpusech byl zaznamenán velký úbytek vztažných 
vět. Vztažné věty, ve kterých má vztažné zájmeno funkci předmětu, se prakticky nevyskytly. 
U nefinitních vět ve funkci syntaktického substantiva  infinitivní věty vysoce převyšují  
-ing věty. Nejčastějšími typy jsou infinitivní věty jako komplement slovesa mající funkci 
přímého předmětu, extraponované infinitivní věty (extraposed to- clauses) a konstrukce 
povýšení podmětu infinitivu do nadřazené věty (subject to subject raising construction). 
Pokud nefinitní věty nahrazují příslovečné určení, jsou v akademické próze běžné věty, které 
neobsahují výraz naznačující vztah k větě hlavní (non-finite clauses without overt 
subordinators). Nejčastějším typem nefinitní postmodifikace je postmodifikace pomocí 
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minulého příčestí. V současných textech byl také zaznamenán nárůst participiální (-ing  a -ed)  
premodifikace, která je vysoce účinným prostředkem kondenzace anglické věty. 
 
Závěrem je třeba podotknout, že výsledky předkládané studie jsou založeny na 4 textech z 
oborů psychologie a ekonomie. Třebaže jsou založeny na malém počtu textů, výsledky jsou v 
mnoha případech srovnatelné s výsledky jiných výzkumných studií (Bazerman, LGSWE, 
Huddleston). Jejich univerzálnější platnost však bude třeba podpořit dalším výzkumem. 
 
 
 
   
 
 
.  
    I 
SYMBOLS USED IN THE ANALYSIS  
 
F – finite   NF – nonfinite    
←/→ – clause interruption // – two clauses at the same level                  
Syntactic functions of clauses 
 
M – main clause   A – adverbial  
S – subject    PRM – premodification 
Od– object direct   PM – postmodification                                        
Oprep –  prepositional object  Cadj – adjectival complementation  
Cs– subject complement  SS – subject to subject raising 
Co – object complement   com – comment clause 
                                               
Types of finite clauses 
  
that  – nominal that-clause as adjectival complementation 
that A – asyndetic nominal that-clause 
that V – nominal that-clause after a verb 
that VA – asyndetic nominal that-clause after a verb 
extra that  – extraposed nominal that- clause after Introductory it 
pre that  – nominal that-clause in pre-predicate position 
that CoV – nominal that-clause after a copular verb 
Wh-inter  - Wh- interrogative clause 
inter – yes/no question 
time – adverbial clause of time   purp – adverbial clause of purpose 
cond - adverbial clause of condition   reas – adverbial clause of reason 
conc – adverbial clause of concession   condc– conditional-concessive clause 
man – adverbial clause of manner 
exce – adverbial clause of exception 
eq – adverbial clause of comparison/equivalence 
neq – adverbial clause of comparison/non-equivalence 
suex – adverbial clause of comparison/sufficiency-excess 
rel d – defining relative clause    rel n – non-defining relative clauses 
rel dA – asyndetic defining relative clause                 
Wh– rel – nominal relative clause 
apos – appositive clause 
Mf  – used when a comment clause has the form of a main clause 
Af  – used when a comment clause has the form of an adverbial clause  
Q – quotation of direct speech 
 
Types of non-finite clauses 
  
to infV – to- infinitive clause after a verb 
extra to – extraposed to- infinitive clause after Introductory it 
to infCoV – to- infinitive clause after a copular verb 
to inf – to- infinitive clause  
-ingV–  -ing clause after a verb 
prep-ing/-ed  –  -ing/-ed clause after a preposition 
con-ing/-ed – -ing-ed  clause after a conjunction 
-ing, -ed –  -ing , -ed clause 
suex to – to- infinitive clause of sufficiency – excess 
purp to – to- infinitive clause of purpose 
 
 
    II 
CORPUS 1 – PSYCHOLOGY 1907 
 
 
1. 
1Or, 1to change the metaphor, 2we 2may regard it 3as we 3do those regions of the earth´s crust  
4which 4lie below the surface of every-day observation.  
 
1NF/com/to inf // 2M 
       3F/A/man 
        4F/PM/rel d 
 
2.  
1The danger of such metaphors 1is obvious, 2but it 2is probably less misleading 3to speak 
of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness than of the hypnotic self.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
     3NF/S/extra to 
 
3.  
1This 1is especially so 2if 3by 3using the term hypnotic self 2we 2imply 4that it 4is co-extensive 
with the subliminal self; 5for there 5is abundant evidence, 6derived from various sources, 
7that the region of mental life 8laid bare at any one time by the induction of hypnosis 7is but a 
fraction of the subliminal, 9just as the supraliminal 9is but a fraction of mental life in its 
totality. 
 
1M FOR 5M 
 2F/A/cond               →    6NF/PM/-ed//7F/PM/apos         → 
  3NF/A/prep-ing  4F/Od /thatV          
8NF/PM-ed  9F/A/eq 
 
 4. 
1We 1must not then suppose 2that hypnotization 2will enable us 3to bring to the surface the  
memory of all subliminal mentation 4which 4may go on during waking life. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3NF/Od /to infV 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
5. 
1The memory test in regard to mental processes 2supposed 3to be carried on at the hypnotic 
level, 1has positive but not negative validity; 4and 5even if a want of recollection during 
hypnosis of the events of previous hypnoses 5did not sometimes occur, 4we 4could not deny 
the possibility of a subconscious train of thought, – 6even if this 6were started by a 
suggestion 7given during hypnosis, – 8of which no recollection 8can be aroused by re-
hypnotization. 
 
1M                        → AND 4M                → 
 2NF/PM/-ed    5F/A/conc    6F/A/conc  
  3NF/SS/to inf             7NF/PM/-ed // 8F/PM/rel d 
 
 
    III 
6. 
1So far as I 1can find, 2writers on hypnotism 2have not dealt explicitly with this question. 
 
1F/com/Af //
2M 
 
7. 
1Much of the evidence 2to be found in Gurney’s papers, 1and that 3which I 3have met with in 
my own investigations, 1points to a very curious conclusion with regard to the elements of  
subconscious thinking 4that 4can be recalled in the hypnotic state.  
 
1M                           →                      → 
 2NF/PM/to inf  3F/PM/rel d  4F/PM/rel d 
 
8. 
1Sensory impressions 2that 2have been subliminally perceived 1are as a rule remembered in  
hypnosis; 3and with the memory of the impression 3comes a memory of the thought  
4accompanying or occasioned by it.  
 
1M      → AND 3M 
 2F/PM/rel d     4NF/PM/*-ing 
 
9. 
1Bodily acts, such as writing or speaking, 2originating subliminally, 1are also, as a rule,  
remembered in hypnosis; 3and along with the recollection of the 4written or spoken words 
3there 3comes of course a knowledge of their meaning; 5and there 5may be thus a 
simulation of remembrance of the content of a subconscious thought.  
 
1M      → AND 3M      → AND 5M 
 2NF/PM/-ing    4NF/PRM/-ed  
 
10. 
1When a thought 1has not been the immediate result of a 2subliminally 2perceived 1sensory  
impression, 3or 3has not been externalized in any motor act, 4a memory of it 4may sometimes 
be found in hypnosis 5if the thought 5is the conclusion of a subconscious train of reasoning, 
or the answer to a problem 6which 6has been solved subliminally. 
 
            4M 
3F/A/time  OR 1F/A/time  5F/A/cond 
     2NF/PRM/-ed      6F/PM/rel d 
 
11. 
1Generalization in regard to the peculiarities of hypnotic and post-hypnotic states 1is 
nearly always a mistake; 2and I 2do not for a moment deny 3that in exceptional 
circumstances memory of a much wider range of subliminal thought than that 4which I 4have 
indicated 3may be found during hypnosis; 5but in the ordinary somnambule it 5is, 6I 6think, 
5very difficult 7to find any indisputable evidence of memory of a subconscious thought 
8which 8cannot be included in one of the categories 9I have named.  
 
 
                                                 
* In accordance with the methodology of this work accompanying or occasioned illustrate multiple predication, 
not coordination of clauses. Both verb form are thus counted as one –ing clause. 
    IV 
 
1M AND 2M BUT 5M // 6F/com/Mf 
    3F/Od /thatV   →    
7NF/S/extra to 
     4F/PM/rel d     8F/PM/rel d 
       9F/PM/rel dA 
 
 
12. 
1As I 1have said, 2acts 3originating subliminally 2are remembered, 4and with the 
remembrance of the act 4comes also a remembrance of the thought 5which immediately 
5prompted it.  
 
1F/com/Af  // 
2M     → AND 4M 
      3NF/PM/-ing    5F/PM/rel d 
 
13. 
1But if this act 1is the result of a subconscious train of reasoning or of calculation, 2there 
2may be, 3and in my own experiments I 3have found 4that there generally 4is, 2no 
recollection of the various antecedent stages of thought 5which 5have led up to it.  
 
 2M AND 3M     2M 
1F/A/cond     4F/Od /that V   5F/PM/rel d  
 
14. 
1The evidence as to these 2unremembered 1things 1is mainly negative; for example, the 
difficulty  3in 3finding any hypnotic memory of the actual doing of subliminal calculations.  
 
1M                         → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3NF/PM/prep -ing 
 
15. 
As to 1remembered things 2there 2is, of course, plenty of evidence.  
 
                         2M 
1NF/PRM/-ed 
 
16. 
1If a post-hypnotic act 1is to be performed 2when the operator 2coughs for the fifth time, 3the  
subliminal perception of the coughs 3is remembered in hypnosis; 4and 5if the subject 5be  
hypnotized after the fourth cough 4he 4will sometimes give proof 6of 6being in an attitude of  
expectancy for the final signal.  
 
  3M AND 4M                  → 
 1F/A/cond    5F/A/cond  6NF/PM/prep-ing   
2F/A/time  
 
17. 
1There 1is abundant evidence 2that acts 3originating subliminally 2are remembered – 4all 
4suggested post-hypnotic acts for example.  
 
1M        4M 
 2F/PM/apos   → 
  3NF/PM/-ing   
    V 
18. 
1Even if the act in question 1had not been distinctly specified 2when the suggestion 2was 
given, 3but 3was the result of a certain amount of spontaneity and choice, or of even more 
elaborate mental processes, on the part of the secondary consciousness, 4the doing of it 4can, 
as a rule, be recollected during hypnosis. 
 
  4M 
 1F/A/conc //BUT 3F/A/conc 
2F/A/time 
 
19. 
1That the results of subliminal calculation 1may sometimes be remembered in hypnosis 2was  
shown in the series of experiments with F. D.; 3but 4that they sometimes 4may not be  
remembered 3is equally clear from Dr. Bramwell´s observations.  
 
 2M BUT   3M 
1F/S/pre that   4F/S/pre that 
 
20. 
1The difficulty 2in 2finding any memory of the continuous thinking 3which 4we 4know 3can 
go on subliminally 1would seem 5to be especially great 6if the train of thought 6necessitates 
some concentration of subliminal attention, as in the calculations 7required in the time-
experiments 8recorded by Delboeuf, Dr. Bramwell, and myself; 9and I 9know no better 
description of the nature of the mental state 10in which such calculations 10are presumably 
made than that 11given to me by F. D., in hypnosis, 12when she 12said 13that she “13went into 
such a very deep sleep 14when 14doing them 15that she 15could not remember anything about 
the actual calculations afterwards.” 
 
 
1M → AND 9M 
 2NF/PM/prep - ing  5NF/SS/to inf        10F/PM/rel.d 
  3F/PM/rel.d//4F/com/Mf  
  6F/A/cond     11NF/PM/-ed 
    7NF/PM/-ed      12F/A/time 
     8NF/PM/-ed       13F/Od /thatV 
         14NF/A/con-ing // 15F/A/suex 
 
21. 
1This deepening of the sleep, 2which 3I 3believe 2actually 2takes place – 1a “sleep” of the 
hypnotic stratum of consciousness –1may be merely a concentration of attention on the 
problem 4to be solved. 
 
1M         → 
 2F/PM/rel d // 3F/com/Mf   
4NF/PM/to inf 
 
 
22. 
1The amount of attention 2which 2can be brought to bear 1is at all times limited; 3and even 
during waking life, 4if the attention 4becomes completely absorbed by some experience, 3the 
marginal elements in the conscious field 3may become so wholly submerged 5that only at 
the end of the experience 5do we “come to ourselves” 6and 6take up the thread of our life in 
relation to the external world.  
 
    VI 
1M                   → AND 3M                 → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/A/cond  5F/A/suex // AND 6F/A/suex 
 
23. 
1So when subconscious attention 1is concentrated on the solution of an arithmetical problem  
2given in hypnosis, 3absorption in the problem 3becomes so complete 4that 5only when the 
solution 5has been attained 4does the consciousness of the hypnotic stratum “come to itself,” 
6and 6enter into relation with those subconscious thoughts 7which form the memory-
continuum of the hypnotic state.  
 
               3M 
 1F/A/time  4F/A/suex       → AND 6F/A/suex 
2NF/PM/-ed   5F/A/time      7F/PM/rel d 
 
 
24. 
1In the case of my own subject, F. D., the period of natural sleep 1seemed 2to be the time 
3chosen for the working out of the calculations.  
 
1M 
 2NF/SS/to inf 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
25. 
1And it 1is reasonable 2to suppose 3that the subliminal 3is seldom so completely segregated 
from the supraliminal consciousness 4as 4not to be to some extent disturbed in its operations 
by the experiences of waking life.  
 
 
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to 
  3F/Od /thatV 
   4NF/A/suex to 
 
26. 
1But when the repose of natural sleep 1supervenes 2we 2can imagine the subconscious mind 
at the hypnotic level 3settling down to the solution of its task, 4becoming absorbed in its 
work, 5and “5coming to itself” 6when the problem 6has been solved.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/time  3NF/PM/-ing//4NF/PM/-ing//AND 5NF/PM/-ing 
                    6F/A/time 
 
 
27. 
1Again I 1appeal to the information 2given by the subject in hypnosis; 3F. D. 3said 4that she  
sometimes 4remembered 5thinking in her sleep of the questions and the answers, 6but she 
6denied all knowledge 7of 7having made any calculations.  
 
1M 3M BUT  6M 
 2NF/PM/-ed  4F/Od/thatV        
7NF/PM/prep-ing 
   5NF/Od /-ingV     
 
    VII 
28. 
1The second point 2which 3Dr. Bramwell 3thinks 2demands an explanation 1is “the fact 4that 
the suggestions not only 4involved feats of arithmetical calculations and memory far beyond 
the subjects´ normal powers, but also in some cases beyond their ordinary hypnotic ones.”  
 
1M          → 
 2F/PMrel d// 3F/com/Mf   
4F/PM/apos 
 
29. 
1I 1have already referred to the calculations 2made by Delboeuf´s subjects, 3and I 3have 
pointed out the importance of the amount of time 4which 4is at the disposal of the 
subconscious intelligence for the working out of the problems.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ed    4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
30. 
1In regard to Dr. Bramwell´s experiments and my own, the first thing 2which 2must be 
taken into consideration 1is the comparative simplicity of the earlier problems and their 
gradual increase in difficulty 3as time 3went on. 
 
1M                     → 
 2F/PM/rel d  3F/A/time 
 
31. 
1We 1must not undervalue the facility in calculation 2which practice 2brings, 3and 
4whatever method 5of 5reducing minutes to hours and days 4a subject 4may adopt, 3there 
3seems little doubt 6that familiarity with certain equivalents of minutes in days and hours 
6must soon become established, and 6be utilized in the solution 7of what at first sight 7may 
appear very complex arithmetical problems.  
 
1M AND 3M                                       → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/A/conc                 →  6F/PM/apos 
     5NF/PM/prep-ing    7F/PM/nom r 
 
 
32. 
1I 1find 2that the apparently clumsy plan 3adopted by F. D. 4of 4making the number of minutes 
in a day her basis of calculation 2is singularly well adapted for the solution of such problems; 
5for just as in the earlier experiments the number of minutes in one, two, or three days 
5became fixed in the mind, 6so in the later and more difficult ones simple multiples of 
1,440 6showed at once the number of days, plus or minus some number of minutes less 
than 1,440 in any 7given experiment.  
 
1M    *SO 6M 
 2F/Od /thatV                                        → 
5F/A/eq    7NF/PRM/-ed 
  3NF/PM/-ed  // 4NF/PM/prep-ing  
 
                                                 
* According to the CGEL “if an as-clause is placed initially ..., correlative so introduces the matrix clause in a 
formal literary style” (CGEL p. 1110). That is why clause5 is analysed as an adverbial clause of comparison-
equality, clause6 as a main clause. 
    VIII 
33. 
1For example, after a little experience of problems of this description, one soon 1comes to 
know and to remember 2that 10,080 2is the number of minutes in a week.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
 
34. 
1Given this knowledge it 1will be seen 2that the first problem 3correctly 3solved in hypnosis 
by Miss D. (Dr. Bramwell´s Exp. 26) 2was a very simple one indeed.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that   → 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
35. 
1At 3 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 12, a suggestion 1was given 2to be fulfilled in 10,115 
minutes.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
 
36. 
1The only mental arithmetic necessary 1is 2to subtract 80 from 115.  
 
1M 
 2NF/C/to infCoV 
 
37. 
1The suggestion 1is then at once known 2to be due in a week plus 35 minutes, or “next 
Wednesday at 25 minutes to 4 p.m.”  
 
1M 
 2NF/SS/to inf 
 
38. 
1Looked at in the same way, 2many of the other suggestions 3which at first sight 3seem 4to  
necessitate considerable powers of mental arithmetic, 2are rendered very simple.  
 
    2M       → 
1NF/A/-edA  3F/PM/rel d  
      4NF/SS/to inf 
 
39. 
1Thus in Dr. Bramwell´s Exp. 39 – in 20,180 minutes from 3.30 p.m. – all 2that 2is 
necessary 1is 3to recognize 4that 10,080 x 2 = 20,160, and the date 5at which the suggestion 
5falls due 4is immediately seen 6to be 3.50 p.m. a fortnight hence. 
 
1M                    → 
 2F/PM/rel d  3NF/C/to infCoV 
       4F/Od /thatV    → 
        5F/PM/rel d    6NF/SS/to inf  
    IX 
40. 
1Practically all the problems 2solved correctly by Miss D. in hypnosis 1were of a similarly  
simple kind; 3and of the few 4to which I 4got correct answers from my subject F.D., 3the 
same thing 3holds good.  
 
1M      → AND 3M      → 
 2NF/PM/-ed        4F/PM/rel d 
 
41. 
1In his statement of the point 2demanding explanation in regard to the calculations, 1Dr.  
Bramwell 1assumes 3that arithmetical powers 3are always greater during hypnosis than in  
waking life.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ing  3F/Od /thatV 
 
42. 
The evidence in favour of this belief is by no means unequivocal. 
 
43. 
1We 1have seen 2that in Delboeuf’s  subject J. there 2was during hypnosis apparently little  
improvement in her 3calculating 2powers; 4and my own experience with most of my  
somnambules 4is quite in accord with this result.  
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/Od /thatV  
  3NF/PRM/-ing  
 
44. 
1On twenty-four occasions Dr. Bramwell´s subject, Miss D., 1was asked, 2immediately 
after the suggestions 2were given, and before the termination of hypnosis, 3to calculate 4when 
the 5suggested 4act 4fell due.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/time// 3NF/Od /to infV 
                     4F/Od /Wh-inter  → 
                  5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
45. 
1In the first nine instances she 1was wrong, 2and in the 3remaining 2fifteen she 2was right 
in eleven and wrong in four. 
 
1M AND  2M      → 
     3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
46. 
1 “As the experiments 1advanced, 2not only the frequency, but also the extent, of Miss D.´s 
errors in calculation 2decreased, 3and the answers 3were given much more rapidly. 
 
    2M AND 3M 
1F/A/time  
 
    X 
47. 
1Sometimes the correct replies 1were almost instantaneous, 2and in these instances no 
conscious calculation 2could be traced.”  
 
1M AND  2M 
 
48. 
1Here, again, 1we have to note the effects of practice 2in 2facilitating the mental operations  
necessary in such calculations.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep-ing 
 
49. 
1There 1is really nothing very wonderful in the fact 2that an intelligence 3which 3has been 
for several weeks engaged 4in 4solving problems 5such as 5were given to Miss D. in hypnosis, 
2should at last succeed 6in 6telling, almost immediately, 7when an act 8to be performed at the 
end of 10,050 minutes 7falls due. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos                  → 
  3F/PM/rel d     6NF/Oprep /-ingV 
   4NF/Oprep /-ingV  7F/Od/Wh-inter   → 
    5F/PM/rel d    8NF/PM/to inf 
 
50. 
1Dr. Bramwell 1says 2that in the waking state Miss D. 2failed 3in 3doing mental calculations, 
4unless the sums 4were extremely simple.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3NF/Oprep/-ingV 
   4F/A/cond 
 
51. 
1But she similarly 1failed, 2to begin with, 1in the hypnotic state.  
 
1M//2NF/com/ to inf  → 
 
52. 
1Had a parallel series of problems been given to Miss D. in the waking state from the  
beginning, or even from the 8th of January, 2when she 2was first asked 3to make calculations  
during hypnosis, 4there can be little doubt 5that by February 5th, 6when she first 6succeeded 
7in 7giving a correct answer in hypnosis, 5she 5would have been able to solve the same 
problem as readily in the waking state.  
 
       4M 
  1F/A/cond   5F/PM/apos                 → 
 2F/PM/rel n    6F/PM/rel n 
3NF/Od /to infV     7NF/Oprep /-ingV 
 
 
    XI 
53. 
1But no such training of the waking intelligence 1having taken place, 2the hypnotic 
intelligence 2was by February 5th, if not the better calculator, at least in possession of 
certain data, useful in the particular kind of calculations 3required, 4of which the waking 
intelligence 4was quite ignorant. 
 
     2M 
1NF/A/-ingA  3NF/PM/-ed // 4F/PM/rel d 
 
54. 
1The most curious detail of these problems 2solved in hypnosis, 1and one 3which I 3have  
frequently verified in my own experiments, 1is 4that 5when correct answers 5were given  
immediately, 4“no conscious calculation 4could be traced.”  
 
1M                     →                  → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3F/PM/rel d  4F/C/thatCoV → 
            5F/A/time 
 
55. 
1I 1presume 2that by this phrase Dr. Bramwell 2means 3that the subject herself 3was not 
conscious 4of 4making any calculation.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3F/Od /thatV 
   4NF/ Cadj/prep-ing 
 
56. 
1But we 1must remember 2how difficult introspection 2is to an 3untrained 2mind; 4and the 
difference between a conclusion 5arrived at by a short calculation 4and one 6which 4depends 
immediately on a knowledge of certain facts, 4is sometimes not quite obvious, even to a 
7trained 4observer.  
 
1M AND 4M       →                    → 
 2F/Od /Wh-inter   →    
5NF/PM/-ed   6F/PM/rel d  7NF/PRM/-ed 
  3NF/PRM/-ed  
 
57. 
1I know 2that there 2are 365 days in a year.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
 
58. 
1If  I 1am asked 2how many days there 2are from the 1st of January, 1907, to the 2nd of January, 
1908, 3and I 3answer immediately 366, 4have I made a calculation?  
 
  4M 
 1F/A/cond AND 3F/A/cond 
2F/Od/Wh-inter 
 
 
    XII 
59. 
1Or 1am I merely stating a fact 2which 2is as well known to me 3as that there 3are seven days 
in a week?  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/A/eq 
 
60. 
1So if Miss D., in hypnosis, 1knew 2that there 2are 10,080 minutes in a week, 3would it be  
necessary for her 4to make any calculation 5to tell 6when an act 7suggested 8to be done in 
10,090 minutes 6fell due?  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/cond  4NF/S/extra to 
2F/Od /that V    5NF/A/purp to 
        6F/Od /Wh-inter       → 
         7NF/PM/-ed 
          8NF/PM/to inf 
 
61. 
1As I have already indicated, 2a memory of the results of subconscious calculations 3made 
in response to suggestions 4given in hypnosis 2becomes a possession of the hypnotic 
stratum of consciousness. 
 
1F/com/Af // 
2M         → 
      3NF/PM/-ed 
       4NF/PM/-ed         
 
62. 
1Thus when F. D. 1worked out on paper, during hypnosis, the calculation in experiment No. 
13, 2she 2put down 1,440 and 3multiplied it by 10.  
 
    2M AND  3M 
1F/A/time  
 
63. 
1She 1knew 2that 1,440 2is the number of minutes in a day, 3and 3thought 4that “anyone 
4would know that.”  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2F/Od/thatV    4F/Od /thatV 
 
64. 
1This knowledge 1was, no doubt, the result of a subconscious calculation 2which she 2had  
forgotten. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
65. 
1In my own experiments I 1gave my subjects very few opportunities 2of 2making 
calculations in hypnosis.  
    XIII 
1M 
 2NF/PM/prep-ing 
 
66. 
1I rather 1directed my attention to the investigation of the subconscious calculations 
2which 2are made 3after hypnosis 3has terminated. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/A/time 
 
67. 
1I 1have found little evidence 2that calculation in hypnosis 2is, as a rule, appreciably more 
rapid or more accurate than in the waking state, 3except in so far as such data 4as I 4have 
indicated, 5resulting from training during hypnosis or from subconscious calculation in post-
hypnosis, 3may become a possession of the hypnotic stratum of consciousness, 6and thereby 
6facilitate the solution of such problems during the hypnotic state.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/A/exce/                                 → 3F AND 6F/A/exce 
   4F/PM/rel d// 5NF/PM/-ing     
 
68. 
With regard to subconscious calculations 1performed 2after hypnosis 2is terminated, 3the  
investigation 3is more difficult, and the conclusions 4to be arrived at 3more doubtful.  
 
             3M                        →                          
 1NF/PM/-ed 4NF/PM/to inf 
2F/A/time    
 
69. 
1In some of Gurney’s experiments there 1seems 2to have been a more rapid calculation 
3than 3was possible in the waking state. 
 
1M 
 2NF/SS/to inf 
  3F/A/neq    
 
70. 
1In my own experiments I 1have found little evidence 2that mental calculations 2can be 
performed subconsciously more quickly 3than they 3can be in hypnosis or in ordinary waking 
life.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/A/neq 
 
71. 
1On the contrary, I 1have found, in some cases at least, 2that 3if the waking consciousness 
3is actively engaged, 2a length of time as great or greater 4than 4would be required for the 
solution of the problem in ordinary waking, or in hypnosis, 2is necessary for the subconscious 
calculation. 
    XIV 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV    →                 → 
  3F/A/cond  4F/A/neq 
 
72. 
1On the other hand, there 1is evidence 2to show 3that problems, 4the mental solution of 
which 4would seem 5to be beyond the powers of the waking or of the hypnotic consciousness 
3may be correctly solved under favourable circumstances, such as during natural sleep, as the 
result of a purely subconscious calculation.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
  3F/Od /thatV   → 
   4F/PM/rel d  
    5NF/SS/to inf 
 
73. 
1Although I 1am inclined 2to ascribe most importance to the 3uninterrupted 2concentration of  
attention 4which 4may be possible at the hypnotic level, 2and to the length of time 5which 5is  
available by the subconscious intelligence 6for 6making the calculations, 7still, there 7may be, 
in some instances, both in hypnosis and in post-hypnosis, a facilitation of mental 
operations at the hypnotic level 8which 8is impossible in supraliminal thought.  
 
                    7M 
              1F/A/conc  8F/PM/rel d   
                     ←                  ← 2NF/Cadj/to inf 
 5F/PM/rel d  4F/PM/rel d     3NF/PRM/-ed 
6NF/A/prep-ing   
 
74. 
1Such a facilitation of mental calculations 1would arise 2if the subject 2were able to 
visualize the figures 3employed, 4so that they 4had for him the reality and permanence 5which 
6suggested 5visual hallucinations 5have for many somnambules.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/cond 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
   4F/A/suex 
    5F/PM/rel d    → 
     6NF/PRM/-ed 
 
75. 
1We 1know from the work of Charcot, Gilbert Ballet, and Sir Francis Galton, 2that 
individuals 2vary very much as to the nature of the sensory images 3which they most 
habitually 3use as their counters of thought.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
76. 
1Some people, 2when 2thinking of things or events, 1depend almost entirely on their visual  
memory.  
    XV 
1M                          → 
 2NF/A/con-ing 
 
77. 
Some, on the other hand, rely greatly on auditory or kinæsthetic representations. 
 
78. 
1Even the thinking 2that 2is done in words 1is subject to similar variations, 3and there 3are 
some people 4whose most abstract thought 4is accompanied by a train of visual verbal 
imagery.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/PM/rel d 
 
79. 
1With regard to words, however, this 1is undoubtedly exceptional; 2and notwithstanding 
the opinion of Bain and Stricker, 3that motor representations 3form the material of our 
recollection in the use of words, 2I 2think 4there 4is little doubt 5that the view 6put forward in 
this country by Dr. Charlton Bastian, and in France by Victor Egger, 7which 7gives pre-
eminence to auditory representations, 5is true for the great majority of people 8who habitually 
8think in words. 
 
1M AND 2M                    → 
    3F/PM/apos   4F/Od /thatVA 
            5F/PM/apos                              → 
           6NF/PM/-ed // 7F/PM/rel d  8F/PM/rel d 
 
80. 
But with regard to the thought-symbols of arithmetic, it is quite different. 
 
81. 
1Here visual representation 1is the rule; 2and it 2will, 3I 3think, 2be found 4that skill in 
mental arithmetic 4is almost always accompanied by unusual powers of visualization.  
 
1M AND 2M // 3F/com/Mf  
      4F/S/extra that    
 
82. 
1So far as my own experiments 1go, 2I 2have found 3that 4if a somnambule 4is a good visuel 
3he 3will, 5other things 5being equal, 3be more expert at mental arithmetic during hypnosis 
than one 6who 6is not. 
 
1F/com/Af // 
2M 
      3F/ Od /thatV   →                     → 
       4F/A/cond      5NF/A/-ingA  6F/PM/rel d 
 
83. 
1He 1will also, 2I 2think, 1show 3increased 1capacity, 4or at least 4will solve the problems 
more rapidly during hypnosis than in the waking state.  
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf  OR 
4M 
   3NF/PRM/-ed   
    XVI 
84. 
1I have also found some indications 2that he 2will perform calculations subconsciously in 
post-hypnosis more rapidly, 3but on this point the evidence 3is not very conclusive.  
 
1M BUT 3M 
 2F/PM/apos  
 
85.  
1Although individuals 1vary greatly in their powers of visualization, 2very few people in the  
waking state 2can visualize sufficiently well 3to enable them 4to keep steadily before the 
mind all the figures in a sum of any considerable length; 5but 6if a somnambule 6is visuel in 
the normal state 5it 5is quite possible 7that during hypnosis, or in the working of the hypnotic 
stratum of consciousness at other times, such an increase of faculty 7may readily take place.  
 
       2M BUT 5M                → 
1F/A/conc  3NF/A/suex to    6F/Acond   7F/S/extra that 
      4NF/Od /to infV  
 
86. 
1If this possibility 1be accepted, 2and if allowance 2be made for hypnotic training of the  
3calculating 2faculty, for 4increased 2power of attention at the hypnotic level of consciousness,  
and for the length of time at the disposal of the subconscious intelligence 5in 5arriving at a  
correct solution of the more difficult problems, 6the contention 7that the solution of these  
problems 7involved feats of arithmetical calculation beyond the normal powers of the subjects  
6loses much of its force.  
 
                           6M     → 
                      ←        ←      2F/A/cond AND 1F/A/cond  7F/PM/apos 
5NF/A/prep-ing   4NF/PRM/-ed  3NF/PRM/-ing              
 
 
87. 
1We 1should rather be inclined 2to expect 3that somnambules 4who 4have undergone some 
training in subconscious calculation,3 might be able to perform subconsciously problems as 
difficult as any 5that they 5could do in the waking state with the help of pencil and paper. 
 
1M 
 2NF/Cadj /to inf 
  3F/Od /thatV → 
   4F/PM/rel d 5F/PM/rel d 
 
88. 
I have made only one or two experiments of this nature.  
 
89. 
1On one occasion I 1told F. D., during hypnosis, 2to write down in my presence the next 
time 3I 3called 4to see her, 2the number of halfpennies in £36 17s. 11 ½d.  
 
1M          
 2NF/Od /to infV         → 
  3F/PM/rel dA 
   4NF/A/purp to 
    XVII 
90. 
1I 1saw her two days later, 2and 3while awake and 3talking to me 2she 2wrote down the 
correct answer.  
 
1M AND  2M      → 
    3NF/A/con-ing 
 
91. 
1Awake, she 1did not know  2what the figures 2meant, 3or why she 3had written them. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od /Wh-inter  OR  3F/Od /Wh-inter   
 
92. 
1In hypnosis she 1remembered the suggestion, 2and 2knew 3that 4what she 4had written 
3was the answer.  
 
1M AND 2M 
     3F/Od/thatV    → 
     4F/S/nom r 
 
93. 
1She 1did not know 2when she 2had solved the problem, 3and 3had no recollection 4of 
4having made any calculation.  
 
1M AND 3M 
2F/Od /Wh-inter    
4NF/PM/prep-ing 
 
94. 
1On another occasion I 1asked her, while awake, 2if she 2knew 3how many yards 3are in a 
mile.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /inter 
  3F/Od /Wh-inter 
 
95. 
1She said 2she did not.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatVA 
 
96. 
1In hypnosis I 1told her 2to write down, in my presence, 3when I 3called 4to see her again, 
2the number of feet in two and a half miles.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Od /to infV     → 
  3F/A/time      
   4NF/A/purp to 
 
 
    XVIII 
97. 
1She 1said 2she 2was sure 3she 3could not do this.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od /thatVA 
  3F/Cadj /thatA 
 
98. 
The correct answer was written down in my presence five days later. 
 
99. 
1Although the solution of the more difficult problems 2occurring in the time-experiments 
1would seem 3to necessitate some such facilitation of the mental calculations 4as I 4have 
suggested, 5there 5is not, in the instances 6recorded up to the present, 5anything 7to warrant 
the belief 8that the subconscious powers of the subjects 8are in this respect any greater 9than 
9might be expected from their standard of education, 10and 11were these the only examples of 
subconscious calculations on record 10we 10might be content with some such explanation 
12as I have suggested.  
 
 
                  5M                     → AND 10M                 → 
     ←   1F/A/conc     6NF/PM/-ed   7NF/PM/to inf       11F/A/cond  12F/PM/rel d 
 3NF/SS/to inf  2NF/PM/-ing          8F/PM/apos  
4F/PM/rel d                 9F/A/neq  
 
 
100. 
1But the powers of subconscious calculation 2exhibited 3by 3calculating prodigies such as 
Gauss or Dase 1should deter us 4from 4being too sure 5that the solution  of the comparatively 
simple problems 6given to hypnotic somnambules 5may not be the work of some truly 
supernormal faculty 7the mere suspicion of whose existence would be a heresy for orthodox 
science.  
 
1M       → 
 2NF/PM/-ed    4NF/Oprep /-ingV 
  3NF/A/prep-ing   5F/ Cadj /that  → 
           6NF/PM/-ed  7F/PM/rel d 
 
    XIX 
CORPUS 2 – PSYCHOLOGY 2005 
 
 
1. 
1Participants (N = 101) 1completed a 94-item questionnaire 2that explored their beliefs 
about 3what hypnosis 3is; individual susceptibility to hypnosis; hypnosis as therapy and as 
entertainment.  
1M      
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/PM/nom r 
 
2. 
1It also 1assessed 2how individual experiences with hypnotism, 3through 3having seen a 
demonstration of hypnosis, 4and indeed 4having been hypnotised before, 2have an impact on 
lay attitudes and beliefs.  
1M 
 2F/0d /Wh-inter 
  3NF/A/prep –ing  AND 4/NF/A/prep -ing 
 
3. 
1The questionnaire 1was derived from “popular”nd academic books on hypnosis and 
from interviews with lay people 2that 2concerned their beliefs about hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
4. 
1The three sections of the questionnaire 1were individually factor analysed, 2and an 
interpretable factor structure 2emerged from each.  
1M AND 2M 
 
5. 
1Correlations 1were also found with these factors and demographic variables, 2as well as 
2having been to a stage hypnotic show 3and 3having personally been hypnotised before.  
1M 
 2NF/A/prep –ing AND 3NF/A/prep -ing 
6. 
1Factors 2associated with the three sections of the questionnaire 1were correlated modestly 
and significantly.  
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
7. 
1The discussion considers the myths and dangers 2associated with hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy.  
    XX 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
8. 
1Limitations of this particular study 1are also considered. 
 
9. 
1Hypnosis 1is increasingly employed by educational, clinical, sports and occupational 
psychologists; by medical practitioners and dentists, midwives and social workers.  
 
10. 
1Within the academic literature, Rowley  lists seven different theories of hypnosis.  
 
11. 
1Yet naturally, there 1is considerable divergence of opinion about the topic.  
 
12. 
1However, two main differences of approach 1seem apparent: those 2who 2refer to a 
“state” of hypnosis, and those 3who 3take a  “non-state” position.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d AND 3F/PM/rel d 
 
13. 
1The lack of any unique physiological criteria of hypnosis 1is one of the main objections 
of the “non-state” theorists.  
 
14. 
1The most prevalent definition of hypnosis by state adherents 1is 2that it 2is “an 3altered 
2state of consciousness”.  
1M 
 2F/C/thatCoV       → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
15. 
1Weitzehoffer 1proposed 2that a more scientifically tenable position 2would be 3to view 
hypnosis as a potential element of a class of trances, 4itself 4to be viewed as a subclass of a 
broader class of  so-called “5altered 4states of awareness”. 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3NF/C/to inf CoV // 4NF/C/to inf CoV 
          5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
    XXI 
16. 
1At present, two hundred years after the “discovery” of artificial somnambulism, 
researchers 1are still divided on basic issues such as the veridicality of hypnotic 
phenomena, and indeed, 2whether or not hypnosis 2exists as a state.  
1M 
 2F/Oprep /inter 
 
17. 
1There 1are some 2who 2insist 3it 3is all a matter of role playing, 4brought about by 
5appropriately 5chosen 6motivating 4techniques.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3F/ Od /thatVA 
   4NF/PM/-ed 
    5NF/PRM/-ed  //  6NF/PRM/-ing 
 
18. 
1The only point 2on which there 2seems 3to be a general consensus 1is 4that hypnosis 4is not 
sleep. 
1M                               → 
 2F/PM/rel d    4F/C/that CoV 
  3NF/SS/to inf   
 
19. 
1Many popular myths 1surround the practice and process of hypnosis.  
 
20. 
1One of these 1is an alleged connection with the occult.  
 
21. 
1No doubt this 1is due to the history of hypnosis in connection with mesmerism, 2which 
2spawned tales of 3mesmerised 2participants 4reading without eyesight 5and 5communicating 
with thoughts at a distance.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel n         → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed     4NF/PM/-ing AND 5NF/PM/-ing 
 
22. 
1However, investigations of these beliefs with respect to hypnosis 1came to the conclusion 
2that such beliefs 2were without factual basis.  
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
 
 
    XXII 
23. 
1The idea 2that hypnosis itself abolishes pain 1also 1relates to association between 
hypnotism and mesmerism.  
1M 
 2/F/PM/apos 
 
24. 
1The mistaken belief 2that hypnosis per se 2confers analgesia 1is quite untrue; 3although 
pain 3can be attenuated, 4e.g. by 4inducing a negative hallucination for pain.  
1M     → 
 2F/PM/apos  3F/A/conc 
        4NF/A/prep -ing 
25. 
1Hypnosis itself 1makes no difference to the perception of pain. 
 
26. 
1It is widely 1believed 2that 3when hypnotised, 2participants 2can exhibit physical strength 
greater than their normal capacity.  
1M 
 2F/S/extra that       → 
  3NF/A/con -ing 
 
27. 
1This belief 1has been nurtured by stage hypnotists, 2who 2seem 3to demonstrate this 
alleged phenomena, for example, by the “human plank feat”, 4whereby the 5hypnotised 
4subject 4appears strong and rigid and 6is able to be suspended horizontally with the head on 
one chair and the feet on another.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/SS/to inf 
   4F/PM/rel n           →   AND 6F/PM/rel n 
    5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
28. 
1However, in reality, it is not very difficult 2to perform this action without hypnosis.  
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to 
 
29. 
1Gibson  1explained 2that hypnosis 2cannot provide one with superhuman strength, 3but it 
3can enable one 4to concentrate more intensely on a particular task 5and thus 5increase 
performance by these means. 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV  BUT 
3F/ Od /thatVA 
        4NF/ Od /to infV AND  THUS 
5NF/ Od /to infV 
    XXIII 
30. 
1Many also 1believe 2that hypnosis 2can be used 3to improve the memory, 4so that many 
5forgotten 4events 4can be remembered with hypnosis.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV 
  3NF/A/purp to 
   4F/A/purp             → 
    5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
31. 
1This is not entirely a myth, 2but the belief 2has been under scrutiny 3since witnesses 
3have been hypnotised 4to remember details of the scene of a crime in law courts.   
1M BUT 2M 
    3F/A/time 
     4NF/A/purp to 
 
32. 
1Experiments on hypnosis and memory 1have since resulted in scepticism as to the 
efficacy of the technique in this matter.  
 
33. 
1Indeed, “recollections 2obtained during hypnosis 1can involve confabulations and 
pseudomemories 3and not only 3fail to be more accurate, 4but actually 4appear 5to be less 
reliable……..”. 
1M AND 3M BUT 4M 
 2NF/PM/-ed     5NF/SS/to inf 
 
34. 
1It 1is believed 2that people 3who 3are easily hypnotised 2are of an especially “compliant” 
nature, 4and that 5when hypnotised, 4people 4will become more submissive and obedient 6than 
they 6are in their normal waking state.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that  →  AND 4F/S/extra that         → 
  3F/PM/rel d     5NF/A/con –ing  6F/A/neq 
 
 
35. 
1Both these beliefs 1are mistaken, 2yet they 2are fundamental to the common image of 
hypnosis - the idea of the phenomenon of one person‘s will 3dominating another‘s.  
 
1M YET 2M 
    3NF/PM/-ing 
 
36. 
1The compliance myth is, no doubt, one of the stereotypes 2created by fiction writers, 3the 
most famous example 3being that of “Trilby” by George du Maurier.  
 
    XXIV 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
  3NF/PM/-ing 
 
37. 
1Although it 1is difficult 2to demonstrate 3that people 4who 4can be easily hypnotised 3are not 
especially compliant individuals, 5London and Fuhner‘s  study 5provided some evidence 
6that unhypnotisable individuals 6tended to be more compliant than hypnotisable individuals 
7in that they 7are more willing 8to exert themselves 9to please an experimenter, both before 
and after an attempted induction procedure, 10than 10were hypnotisable individuals. 
 
         5M 
    1F/A/conc        6F/PM/apos 
   2NF/S/extra to   7F/Cadj/that                   
←  3F/ Od/thatV                        
8NF/Cadj/to inf  // 
10F/A/neq 
 4F/PM/rel d                          9NF/A/purp to      
 
 
38. 
1Hypnosis and hypnotherapy 1are subjects of considerable public interest, 2and their use 
as entertainment, both on stage and on television, has received considerable coverage in 
the media.  
1M AND 2M 
 
39. 
1Lay people 1have the opportunity 2to acquire beliefs and opinions about hypnosis and 
hypnotherapy, 3which 3are influenced by media coverage.  
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
40. 
1Consequently, it 1presents a suitable area of study for the investigation of lay beliefs on 
the nature of hypnosis and its acceptability as an adjunct to psychological therapies and 
other procedures. 
 
41. 
1This study 1concerns lay theories of hypnosis.  
 
42. 
1There 1have been a number of studies 2that 2examined specific problems and process like 
alcoholism, anorexia nervosa, depression, heroin addiction, homosexuality, phobia and 
schizophrenia. 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
    XXV 
43. 
1This study 1has a number of objectives: 2to examine the range, type and agreement with a 
number of statements 3that 3reflect lay beliefs about hypnosis and hypnotherapy; 4to examine 
the factor structure of these 5rated 4beliefs 6to see 7whether the myths about hypnosis 7are 
believed by lay people; 8to examine the relationship between a lay person 9visiting a stage 
hypnosis show, 10seeing a television programme on hypnosis, 11and 11being hypnotised, 12and 
how their personal experience of hypnosis 12impacts on their beliefs and attitudes; 13and 13to 
examine various demographic correlates of the lay beliefs of hypnosis and hypnotherapy. 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf  // 4NF/PM/to inf   →                            // 8NF/PM/to inf                                     →                          AND 13NF/PM/to inf  
  3F/PM/rel d    5NF/PRM/-ed   6NF/A/purp to        9/10 NF/PM/-ing AND 11NF/PM/-ed     12F/Od/Wh-inter 
            7F/ Od/inter 
44. 
1One-hundred and one participants 1took part in this study 2by completing a 
questionnaire.  
1M 
 2NF/A/prep -ing 
 
45. 
1Of the participants, 61 1were male 2and 40 2were female.  
1M AND 2M 
 
46. 
1Approximately one third of the participants 1were students, the rest a random sample 
2drawn from a subject pool.  
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
47. 
1Their ages 1ranged from 17 to 63, with a mean age of 24.45 (SD=8.58 years).  
48. 
1In all, 64 (63.37%) 1had never been to a stage hypnosis show, 2while 37 (36.63%) 2had; 
366 (65.35%) 3had seen hypnosis as entertainment on television, 4while 36 (35.64%) 4had 
not.  
1M 3M 
 2F/A/conc  4F/A/conc 
 
49. 
118 (17.82%) participants 1had actually been hypnotised, 2while 83 (82.18%) had not.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/conc 
    XXVI 
50. 
1Of those 2who 2had, 116 (88.89%) 1had been hypnotised on stage, 3and 2 (17.82%) 3had 
been hypnotised in other circumstances.  
1M                   → AND 3M 
 2F/PM/rel d  
 
51. 
1Of this number 17 1would like 2to be hypnotised again.  
1M 
 2NF/Od /to infV 
 
52. 
1Of the 83 2who 2had not been hypnotised before, 158 (69.88%) 1did not wish 3to be.  
1M                    → 
 2F/PM/rel d      3NF/Od / to infV 
 
53. 
1In all, 69 (68.32%) 1did not know 2where 2to go for hypnotherapy, 3and 54 (53.47%) 3did 
not know 4where 4to go 5to see a stage hypnotic show.  
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV    
4NF/ Od /to infV 
     5NF/A/purp to 
 
54. 
1Finally, 50 of the participants 1did not know anyone 2who 2had been hypnotised, 3while 
51 3did. 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d // 3F/A/conc 
 
55. 
1Participants 1were asked 2to complete a three section, 94 item questionnaire.  
1M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV 
 
56. 
1It was explained 2that it was a survey on people‘s beliefs about hypnosis and hypnotherapy. 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that 
 
57. 
1The first section 1was headed  2”What 2is Hypnosis?” 3and 3consisted of 30 items; 4the 
second and third sections 4were headed “Susceptibility to Hypnosis” and  “Hypnosis in 
Therapy: Hypnosis as Entertainment” respectively.   
    XXVII 
1M AND 3M 4M 
 2F/C/Wh- inter   
 
58. 
1Both sections 1consisted of 32 items.  
 
59. 
1The standard instructions 1required participants 2to indicate 3to what extent they 3agreed 
or disagreed with each statement, on a 7 point scale (4agree - 7, disagree - 1).  
1M 
 2NF/ Od /to infV 
  3F/ Od / Wh-inter 
   4F/PM/Mf 
 
60. 
1There was also a “2don‘t know” 1option. 
1M 
 2F/PRM/Mf 
  
61. 
1The 94 items of the questionnaire were derived from two sources, following previous 
studies of lay beliefs.  
62. 
1The first 1was from “popular” and academic books about hypnosis and hypnotherapy 
(2see references).  
1M   2M 
 
63. 
1The second 1was from in-depth interviews with individuals 2who 2were asked 3to describe 
4what hypnosis 4is, 5what sort of people 5are most susceptible to it, its “powers”, and its 
application to medicine, as well as entertainment.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/ Od /to infV 
   4F/ Od /Wh- inter // 
5F/ Od /Wh- inter 
 
64. 
1These statements 1were recorded. 
65. 
1Of the 120 questionnaires 2distributed, 1101 were completed and returned.  
1M                     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
    XXVIII 
66. 
1The non-return rate 1was 12.67%.  
67. 
1Where possible, participants 1were debriefed. 
68. 
1Table 1 1shows the results from the 30 descriptive statements.  
 
69. 
1Participants 1tended to agree 2that hypnosis 2is a 3naturally 3occurring 2mental state 4that 
4allows communication with the unconscious mind 5and that it 5helps 6to improve the memory 
7and 7can be used 8to regress a person back to childhood.  
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV             →                    AND 
5F/Od/thatV       AND 
7F/Od/thatVA 
  3NF/PRM/-ing   4F/PM/rel d       6NF/Od/to inf V      
8NF/A/purp to    
 
70. 
1They 1tended to disagree 2that hypnosis 2is anti-Christian, or the work of the devil, 3and 
they 3do not doubt its existence.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV AND 
3F/ Od /thatVA 
 
71. 
1Some of the 2”don‘t know” answers 1seemed 3to imply 4that there 4was doubt about the 
dangers and misuse of hypnosis. 
1M    → 
 2F/PRM/M  3NF/SS/to inf 
       4F/Od/that V 
 
72. 
1Table 2 1shows the results of the responses to 32 items about susceptibility to hypnosis.  
73. 
There was also a wide range of responses (6.00 - 1.39).  
 
74. 
1Participants 1tended to agree 2that willingness 3to co-operate 2is necessary 4for hypnosis 4to 
take place 5and that hypnosis itself 5is a relaxing experience.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV          →                           AND 
5F/ Od /thatV 
  3NF/PM/to inf  4NF/A/ purp to 
 
75. 
1Also, they 1tended to agree on their own susceptibility to hypnosis.  
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76. 
1They 1tended not to agree 2that only weak-willed or unintelligent people 2could be 
hypnotised, 3and that a pendulum watch 3was necessary 4when 4inducing a trance state.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV AND 
3F/ Od /thatV 
        4NF/A/con -ing 
 
77. 
1More than 60% of the participants 1responded 2”don‘t know” 1to the statement 3”only 
30% of the population 3can be hypnotised”.  
1M                → 
 2F/ Od /Mf  
3F/PM/Mf 
 
78. 
1Indeed, the percentage of people 2 who can be hypnotised 1is still disputed within the 
academic literature.  
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
79. 
1It has been agreed 2that most people 2can be moderately hypnotised. 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that 
 
80. 
1Table 3 1shows the results of the items on hypnosis in therapy and as a form of 
entertainment.  
 
81. 
1Participants 1tended to agree 2that training 2is required 3to practice stage hypnosis, 4as well 
as 4to administer therapy.  
 
1M 
 2F/ Od /thatV 
  3NF/A/purp  to AS WELL AS 4NF/A/purp to 
 
 
82. 
1They agreed 2that hypnosis 2is not a therapy, but an adjunct to therapy, 3and that it 3is useful 
in the treatment of psychological and medical problems, 4such as 4giving up smoking, obesity 
and stress.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /that V AND 
3F/Od /thatV 
               4NF/PM/-ing 
 
 
 
 
    XXX 
83. 
1They also 1tended to agree 2that most medical doctors 2are sceptical 3that hypnosis 3can 
help 4cure physical problems, 5and that most of them 5do not recommend hypnosis.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /that V           AND 
5F/ Od /thatV 
  3F/ Cadj /that 
   4NF/ Od /to infV 
 
 
84. 
1This may imply 2that lay people 2see therapeutic hypnosis as an effective alternative cure for 
various problems.  
1M 
 2F/Od /that V 
 
 
85. 
1More than 60% of the participants 1were unsure 2if hypnotherapy 2was a registered 
profession.  
1M 
 2F/ Cadj /inter 
 
86. 
1Indeed, hypnotherapists 1are often labelled “lay” therapists, 2although there 2is no clear 
demarcation between lay and non-lay practitioners.  
1M 
 2F/A/conc 
 
87. 
1Participants 1tended to disagree 2that patients 2can be cured of their ills by hypnotherapists 
3who 3can hypnotise their troubles away, 4and that hypnotherapy 4is an absurd waste of 
money.  
1M 
 2F/ Od /that V    AND 
4F/ Od /thatV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
88. 
1Only 1.1% 1answered 2”don‘t know” to the statement 3“state hypnosis often 3makes “fools” 
out of people.  
 
1M                 → 
 2F/ Od /M  
3F/PM/Mf 
 
89. 
1This can be degrading for the participants.“  
 
90. 
1The wide media coverage of stage hypnosis for entertainment purposes 1may have 
contributed to the small percentage of 2non-responding 1participants.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PRM/-ing 
 
    XXXI 
91. 
1The responses 1were then treated to a VARIMAX 2rotated 1factor analysis 3to reveal 
orthogonal factors 4that 4underlie the structure of responses. 
1M                       → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3NF/A/purp to 
        4F/PM/rel d 
 
92. 
1Items 2that loaded 40 and above 1were included in each factor. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
93. 
1Six factors 1emerged with eigenvalues of >1.00, 2and accounted for just under 55% of 
the 3explained 2variance.  
 
1M AND 2M                      → 
    3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
94. 
1The first factor 2that 2emerged 1was labelled  “powers” because of the loading of items 
3that 3concerned the “power” of hypnosis 4to increase physical strength, 5reduce pain, 
6improve memory etc.  
 
1M                   → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3F/PM/rel d 
       4NF/PM/to inf  // 5NF/PM/to inf // 6NF/PM/to inf 
 
95. 
1The second factor 1was labelled  “enhancer” because of the loading of items 2that 
included hypnotic enhancement of imagination and recollection.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
96. 
1The third factor 1was labelled  “popular myths”, 2and dealt with loadings of hypnosis 
3described as mysterious, magical or of the occult, and indeed, as a form of sleep.  
 
1M AND  2M 
    3NF/PM/-ed 
 
97. 
1The fourth factor was labelled “self-hypnosis”, with items on self-control.  
 
98. 
1The fifth factor 1was labelled  “dominance”, and the sixth “profound 2altered 1mental 
state”. 
 
1M 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 
    XXXII 
99. 
1Five factors 1emerged 2that accounted for less than 50% of the total variance.   
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
100. 
1The first of the factors 1was labelled “own first susceptibility” 2because the loadings 
2concerned individual susceptibility to hypnosis.  
1M 
 2F/A/reas 
 
    XXXIII 
CORPUS 3 – ECONOMICS 1904 
 
 
1. 1If such misleading epithets as orthodox and unorthodox 1are still 1to be applied to our 
economic discussions, 2signs of heterodoxy in connection with Free Trade 2may be found 
in the responsible concessions of the elect. 
 
 2M 
1F/A/cond 
 
 
2. 1This position 1may, 2I think, 1be supported both by an examination of the particular 
theories of international trade and value, and by the more general considerations 3to 
which attention 3will here 3be mainly 3directed. 
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf// 
1M 
               3F/PM/rel d 
 
 
3.  1It 1is not necessary 2to lay exclusive stress upon an argument 3advanced in the present 
controversy 4which nevertheless 4seems to me relevant and forcible.  
 
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to 
  3NF/PM/-ed 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
4. 1That contention 1treats our fiscal policy of Free Trade as the 2surviving 1article of a 
general faith in laissez-faire, 3which 3has lost its former hold on popular opinion, 4and 4been 
discarded largely as a maxim of administration.  
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ing  3F/PM/rel d  AND  4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
5. 1I 1am ready 2to admit 3that it 3may be possible, 4though it 4is not easy, 5to fix a clear and 
permanent distinction between the desirability 6of 6allowing traders 7to make bargains for the 
exchange of goods, independently of suggestion or control by the governments of the States 
8to which they 8may belong, 5and the necessity of authoritative interference in contracts for 
the purchase and supply of services by employers and 9employed.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cadj/to inf 
  3F/Od/thatV 
   4F/A/conc // 5NF/S/extra to   → 
        6NF/PM/prep –ing  9NF/PM/prep -ed 
         7NF/Od/to infV 
          8F/PM/rel d 
 
 
6. 1It 1may, at any rate, 1be granted 2that a departure from laissez-faire in factory legislation 
2does not by itself require or recommend or justify an interference with Free Trade.  
    XXXIV 
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that 
 
7. 1Or perhaps an alternative and more convincing line of reasoning 1may be sought in 
the bold dismissal of any universal general rule, and in the frank appeal to experience in 
each particular case, 2as it 2arises.  
1M 
 2F/A/man 
 
 
8. 1But those 2who 2use this reasonable expedient, 1expose themselves to the rejoinder 3that 
in the present realities of English fiscal practice that complete neutrality of the government 
4which 4is the aim of  “taxation for revenue alone” 3has been shown 5to be hardly feasible, 
6and that similarly a close inspection of the  past history of English fiscal change 6would 
suggest 7that the financiers of the nineteenth century – Huskisson, Peel, and Gladstone – 
7were as much 7concerned 8to remove particular duties 9which, in fact, 9had proved vexatious 
and unfruitful, 10as 10to achieve the realization of an universal theory of Free Trade.  
 
1M                    → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3F/PM/apos      →      AND 6F/PM/apos 
       4F/PM/rel d  5NF/SS/to inf    7F/Od/thatV 
                      8NF/Cadj/to inf   // 
10NF/A/suex to 
                       9F/PM/rel d 
 
 
9. 1The dual aim 2of 2rendering the tariff more simple and effective for its purpose 3of 
3raising revenue, 4and of 4purging it of Protectionist suspicion, 1may indeed 1have been 
present to their minds; 5but they 5were practical financiers first, and economic theorists 
in a subordinate degree; 6and, 7had the objects 7clashed 8instead of 8harmonizing, 6there 
6can be little doubt 9which of the two 9would have been foregone 10to meet the requirements 
of the other.  
 
1M                                                                      → BUT 5M AND 6M                    → 
 2NF/PM/prep –ing     7F/A/cond         9F/PM/ rel d 
  3NF/PM/prep –ing AND 4NF/PM/prep -ing      8NF/A/prep –ing 10NF/A/ purp to 
 
 
10. 1Looking back at any rate, on these notable reforms from the standpoint of subsequent 
experience, 2shrewd observers, 3whose fiscal creed 3would not incline them in any such 
direction, 2have hinted 4that the basis of our taxation 4may have been unduly narrowed, 5and 
5may prove inadequate 6to support with security and ease the larger superstructure of an 
increased expenditure 7since 7raised upon it.  
 
    2M    → 
1NF/A/-ing 3F/PM/rel d  4F/Od/thatV  AND  
5F/Od/thatVA 
                   6NF/A/purp to 
                    7NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
11. 1In other words, the simplification of the English tariff 1may have been pushed 
beyond a point 2at which it 2can be permanently retained.  
 
    XXXV 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
12. 1But this enlightened commentary on the financial changes of the nineteenth century 
1suggests the further reflection 2that in their abandonment of the Mercantile System, 3which 
they 3found 4existing in their day, 2Huskisson, Peed, and Gladstone 2may have lent their skill 
to a rejection of the stimulus or restraint of government in international trade 5which 5would 
now 5appear excessive to their practical sagacity 6were they alive. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos         → 
  3F/PM/rel d  5F/PM/rel d 
   4NF/Co/-ing  
6F/A/cond 
 
 
13. 1For it 1fails to accord with the new demands of the fresh circumstances and 2altered 
1feelings of the age 3in which we 3live.  
 
1M     →    
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3F/PM/rel d 
 
 
14. 1At any rate, the trust 2reposed in individual liberty 1has weakened, 3while the 
occasions for the interference of the State 3have grown more frequent and abundant.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3F/A/conc 
 
15. 1The Mercantile System 1was an embodiment, 2it 2might be accompanied by 
burdensome incumbrances, 1of faith in the conscious guidance and encouragement of 
industry and commerce by governmental action, 3while Free Trade 3was in effect a plain 
avowal of an unreserved belief in the sufficiency of laissez-faire in trading matters; 4and, 5if 
an earlier experience 5revealed the danger 6attaching to the former creed, 4later events have 
similarly 4disclosed shortcomings in the latter.  
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf  //
1M AND 4M                         → 
       3F/A/conc    5F/A/cond 
     6NF/PM/-ing 
 
 
16. 1For, whatever differences 2may be drawn between Free Trade and Factory Legislation, 2it 
1is an easy task 3to prove 4that a fiscal policy, 5which 5rests on the bestowal of entire freedom 
on individual traders, 4is open to the same broad criticism as that 6which 6has been advanced 
successfully against the general principles of laissez-faire. ¨ 
 
                      2M 
 1F/A/conc  3NF/S/extra to 
       4F/Od/thatV     → 
        5F/PM/rel d 6F/PM/rel d 
 
 
    XXXVI 
17. 1That criticism 1has pointed a deprecating finger to the absence of any certain 
guarantee of an identity of interests between the present and the future, or between 
those of the individual trader and those of the community 2of which he 2is a member. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 
18. 1In discussions today on Free Trade and Protection these chasms 1are not discerned, 
or 1are ignored, 2just as they 2were unnoticed or 2concealed in the advocacy of laissez-faire 
as the 3saving 2rule 4to which legislators 4should conform administrative action. 
 
1M 
 2F/A/eq                 →   
  3NF/PRM/-ing 4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
19. 1But the probability 2that the individual trader, 3acting in unfettered freedom, 2may 
imperil the permanent commercial or political welfare of his nation, by the fixed unwavering 
pursuit of his immediate business interest, 1is no less actual 4than the chance 4is serious 5that 
he 5may fail to discern his future or present advantage, 6or 6lack the energy or power 7to 
secure it. 
 
1M       → 
 2F/PM/apos  →  4F/A/neq 
  3NF/PM/-ing    5F/PM/apos OR 6F/PM/apos 
                 7NF/A/purp to 
 
20. 1The existence of pitfalls such as these 1is fatal to the completeness of the general 
theoretical argument for Free Trade, 2and their detection 2has in the main 2been the 
work of a generation since the days of Adam Smith, 3although that sane, acute economist 
3recognised exceptions, not merely to his general ideal of “natural liberty,” but to its particular 
embodiment in Free Trade.  
 
1M AND  2M 
    3F/A/conc 
 
21. 1Competition, or free enterprise, 1has no doubt 1been usually 1taken as the working 
hypothesis of a scheme of economic theory; 2although recent speculation 2has tended to 
insist by contrast on regularity of action, and on possibility of comparison and measurement, 
as the essential conditions of investigation by the economic organon, 3and benevolent 
conduct, 4if it 4be regular, 3is accordingly now 3recognised 5as 5being as suitable an object 
for inquiry as self-interest, 6and money, though a convenient, 6is not regarded as the only, 
means 7of 7measuring the force of motives.  
 
 
1M              AND 3M                    → AND 6M 
 2F/A/conc    4F/A/cond  5NF/*Co/-ing    
7NF/PM/prep -ing 
 
                                                 
* In this work an -ing clause substituting for a noun phrase that follows the verb in the passive is analysed as Co. 
    XXXVII 
22. 1Yet in its origin a separation of that study of the relations between cause and effect 
in man’s actions in connection with wealth, 2in which a theoretical science of economics 
2took its birth, 1from that practical art of finance 3with which it 3had previously 3been 
merged, 1became possible 4when governments 4withdrew from their previous pervasive 
regulation of trade, 5and 5left opportunity and room for individual liberty 6to play an active 
voluntary part.  
 
1M    →       → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3F/PM/rel d  4F/A/time  AND  5F/A/time 
                  6NF/A/purp to 
 
 
23. 1And, similarly, to-day, the larger portion of a systematic treatise on economic 
principles 1is busied with an account of the competition of individuals, 2freely 2bargaining 
and exchanging with one another.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
 
24. 1Greater stress, indeed, 1is now 1laid on the friction 2which 2delays or 2hinders 
competition.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 
25. 1More importance 1is attached to collective, 2as 2contrasted with individual, 1action.  
 
1M                        → 
 2NF/A/conj-ed 
 
 
26. 1But in the general conception 2usually 2formed and commonly 2accepted of those 
primary assumptions and those fundamental conditions 3with which the reasoning of a 
systematic exposition of economic principles 3begins, 1individual liberty 1is regarded as the 
ordinary rule, 4and governmental interference 4is treated as the rare exception; 5and 
from this point of view Free Trade 5can, with some excuse, 5be termed “the economist’s 
policy.” 
 
1M      → AND 4M AND 5M 
 2NF/PM/-ed   
  3F/PM/rel d   
 
 
27. 1The reason, however, 1would not be forgotten, 2or misunderstanding 2must arise.  
 
1M       OR      2M 
 
 
28. 1It 1is not 2because the economist deliberately 2bestows on free trading his entire 
approbation as a practical expedient, 3but because he 3finds 4that the notion 5of free 
    XXXVIII 
5exchanging between individual bargainers 4is a convenient hypothesis 6with which 6to start 
and 6conduct his reasoning processes.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/reas BUT 3F/A/reas 
       4F/Od/thatV    → 
        5NF/PM/prep –ing  6NF/PM/to inf 
 
 
29. 1The assumption 1has, no doubt, 1won the prestige 2which 2attaches to 3inherited and 
2confirmed tradition.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d  → 
  3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 
30. 1It 1has exerted the large influence 2which naturally 2follows from authoritative 
adoption and extensive use.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 
31. 1And yet, although its dexterous employment, 2when neatly 2handled by competent 
theorists, 1may serve 3to disclose gaps in the reasoning, 4or 4to detect slips in the argument, 
5by which the illogical and 6uninstructed 5reach their conclusions on international trade, as on 
other matters, 7it 7is not itself immune from the curious influence of a subtle illusion.  
 
                  7M 
               ←  1F/A/conc 
   
4NF/A/purp to OR 3NF/A/purp to  2NF/A/con –ed 
←  5F/PM/rel d 
 
6NF/PRM/-ed 
 
32. 1It 1is liable to the misapprehension 2which 2attends assumptions. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
 
33. 1For, because the refined theories of international trade and value 1have been raised on the 
supposition of traders 2freely 2exchanging their commodities, 3a strict logic 3does not 
warrant, for that reason alone, the conclusion 4that Free Trade 4is the practical policy 
5which Economics 5recommends.  
 
    1M       
 1F/A/reas 4F/PM/apos 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
2NF/PM/-ing  5F/PM/rel d 
 
 
34. 1So powerful, however, 1is the sway of that 2with which men 2have grown familiar by 
habitual use and long acquaintance, 3that this conclusion 3is often 3drawn gratuitously both by 
    XXXIX 
economists and by those 4who 4have gained their knowledge of economics from vague 
external impression, rather than from close independent study.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d // 3F/A/suex 
       4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
35. 1At least no further premises 1appear explicitly in their reasoning processes.  
 
36. 1The assumption, 2on which a theory 2is built, 1is thus 1treated 3as if its own truth to fact 
3were demonstrated by the convenience of the theory 4based upon it; 5and the yet more 
hazardous corollary of practical expedience 5is deduced from theoretical usefulness.  
 
1M     → AND 5M 
 2F/PM/rel d  3F/A/man  
        4NF/PM/-ed  
 
 
37. 1The former process 1involves the risk 2attaching to a petitio principii; 3the latter 3is 
seductive rather than secure.  
 
1M 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ing  
 
 
38. 1To this subtle combination, 2perhaps unconsciously rather than consciously 2effected, 
1the vulgar notions, 3expressed in the absolute form, 4that the “general argument for Free 
Trade 4is complete, theoretically,” 5and that “Free Trade 5is the economist’s policy” 1are 
partly due.  
 
1M     →             → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3NF/PM/-ed 
        4F/PM/apos AND 5F/PM/apos 
 
39. 1But their claim to exactitude 1has rarely 1been submitted to the test of a searching 
investigation of the foundation 2on which they really 2rest, 3and the experiment, 4I think, 
3would yield some results 5which 5were not expected.  
 
1M                        AND 3M // 4F/com/Mf //
3M 
 2F/PM/rel d                  5F/PM/rel d 
 
 
40. 1Of recent developments of economic theory the large prominence 2given to marginal 
factors 1has been among the most conspicuous.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
41. 1A 2determining 1influence 1has been ascribed in the central theory of value to the 
marginal buyer and the marginal seller. 
 
    XL 
1M      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ing 
 
 
42. 1It 1is the men 2who 2are hesitating 3whether they 3should or 3should not purchase, 
4whether they 4should or 4should not dispose of their goods, 5or whether lastly they 5should or 
5should not continue 6to render the services necessary to their production, 7whose action 8in 
8contracting or 8enlarging supply on the one hand, 9and on the other in 9intensifying or 
9relaxing demand, 7is held 10to fix the price of an article in a competitive market. 
 
1M 
 2F/*PM/rel d           /7F/PM/rel d                                                         → 
  3F/A/condc//4F/A/condc OR 5F/A/condc    8NF/PM/prep –ing AND 9NF/PM/prep –ing   10NF/†Co/to inf 
             6NF/Od/to inf 
 
 
43. 1Instructive analogies 1have been established between the notion long 2since 
2recognised by the older economists of “land on the margin of cultivation,” and the new 
conception of marginal or final utility, introduced, or at least brought into prominence, but 
a score or so of years ago by their successors.  
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PM/ -ed  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
44. 1Just as Ricardo, or Mill, 1argued 2that an alteration in the price of agricultural produce 
2would cause, or 2be caused by, a change in the margin of cultivation, 3so Jevons and the 
Austrians 3have contended 4that the final utility of an article or a service 4would affect, or 
4be affected by, the price 5at which it 5is possible 6to command its possession or enjoyment.  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/eq   4F/Od/thatV 
2F/Od/thatV   
5F/PM/rel d 
        6NF/S/extra to 
 
45. 1The constructive genius 2needed 3to combine these distinct but analogous conceptions 
into one harmonious whole, 4where each, 5neither unduly 5exalted, nor unjustly 5subordinated, 
4takes its appropriate position, 6instead of 6being placed in a contrast 7unnecessarily 
7emphasised, 1has been supplied by a distinguished economist, 8at whose feet many of us 
8have sat as pupils.  
 
1M              → 
 2NF/PM/-ed           8F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/A/purp to 
   4F/PM/rel d      → 
    5NF/PM/-ed   6NF/A/pre -ing 
          7NF/PM/-ed 
                                                 
* It is part of a cleft sentence which is in this study analysed as finite postmodification by means of a defining 
relative clause. It is  because this study deals with main clauses and different kinds of subordinate clauses. Such 
an analysis may be considered inaccurate even though some grammar reference books analyse it like that. (e.g. 
Eastwood 1996, p. 62). 
 
† In this study to- infinitive clauses substituting for noun phrases that follow a verb in the passive are analysed as 
Co 
    XLI 
46. 1The systematic application, however, of the pregnant idea of the 2determining 
1importance of marginal factors to the department of international trade 1has hitherto 
received less thorough attention than that 3bestowed upon its position among the governing 
forces of the main theory of value. 
 
1M      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ing  3NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
47. 1Jevons, indeed, 1maintained with characteristic emphasis 2that the new conception of 
final utility 2had rendered obsolete the intricate consideration 3given by Mill to the 4varying 
3distribution of the gains of international trade.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3NF/PM/-ed   → 
   4NF/PRM/-ing 
 
48. 1Dr. Cannan, more recently, 1has similarly 1hinted 2that a firm grasp of the conception 
2would deprive the military metaphors, 3which 3suggest a conflict of interests, 2of the noxious 
influence 4they 4exert over the popular mind 5in what 5should be regarded as the peaceful 
transactions of international trade.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV     → 
  3F/PM/rel n 4F/PM/rel dA 
        5F/Oprep/Wh rel 
 
 
49. 1But both these contentions 1seem to me 2to mistake or misrepresent the actual position.  
 
1M 
 2NF/SS/to inf 
 
 
50. 1They 1are vitiated by the omission 2to see or note the fissure between the interests of 
the immediate present, and those of the future, 3which 3is a fault common to the economic 
theory of individual competition, and the practical injunction of laissez-faire.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/to inf 
  3F/PM/sent 
 
 
51. 1For, while the conception of final or marginal utility 1sheds an illuminating light on the 
possibility 2that the gain of one party to an exchange 2will not involve a corresponding loss to 
the other, 3because the transaction 3will not be concluded on the terms 4on which it 4is 
arranged, 5unless both parties 5secure an advantage 6which, under the existing circumstances, 
they 6could not else 6have obtained, 7it 7does not preclude the idea, 8on which Mill’s lengthy 
discussion 8was based, 9and the vulgar employment of military terms in commercial debates 
9is founded, 10that a different distribution of the 11resulting 10benefit 10might have been caused 
by an alteration in the strength of the bargainers.  
 
    XLII 
         7M                                              
     1F/A/conc  8F/PM/rel d  AND  9F/PM/rel d // 10F/PM/apos           → 
    2F/PM/apos               11NF/PRM/-ing 
   3F/A/reas 
  4F/PM/rel d 
 5F/A/cond 
6F/PM/rel d 
 
 
52. 1At the immediate moment, no doubt, both parties 1gain; 2and, on the ordinary 
assumption of a 3pervading 2competition, each 2surrenders 4what he then 4values less, 5in 
order 5to receive in exchange 6what he then 6values more.  
 
1M AND 2M     → 
    3NF/PRM/-ing 4F/Od/Wh rel 
           5NF/A/purp to 
            6F/Od/Wh rel 
 
53. 1But it 1is conceivable 2that a different estimate of loss and gain 2might be framed, 3if the 
future 3were regarded, 2from that 4which 4is now 4entertained, 5and that measures 6taken 
beforehand 5might have altered the terms of exchange to the advantage or injury of either of 
the two 7contracting 6parties.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that  →                  AND   5F/S/extra that  →      → 
  3F/A/cond   4F/PM/rel d     6NF/PM/-ed    7NF/PRM/-ing 
    
 
54. 1It 1is for reasons like these 2that the familiar assertion of fiscal controversy 3that the 
purchase of an import 3implies the sale of an export, visible or invisible, 2does not bring the 
complete consolation 4which 4is provided in the opinion of convinced Free-traders.  
 
1M 
 2F/*PM/rel d      → 
  3F/PM/apos  4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
55. 1An equivalence, 2which 2is all 3that 3is guaranteed, 1is different from an equality 4and 
a change in the character of the imports or exports, 5which 5may forebode ill to the 
abiding welfare of a country, 4may be concealed under an external correspondence of 
quantity.  
 
1M                        → AND 4M                   → 
 2F/PM/rel n    5F/PM/rel n 
  3F/PM/rel d  
 
 
                                                 
* It is part of a cleft sentence which is in this study analysed as finite postmodification by means of a defining 
relative clause. It is  because this study deals with main clauses and different kinds of subordinate clauses. Such 
an analysis may be considered inaccurate even though some grammar reference books analyse it like that. (e.g. 
Eastwood 1996, p. 62). 
 
    XLIII 
56. 1The conception of final or marginal utility 1cannot, in fact, 1pretend 2to insure more 
than the achievement of a bargain, 3which 3will yield mutual benefit to the bargainers at the 
immediate moment, under the circumstances 4in which 4they 4are then 4situated.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to infV 
  3F/PM/rel d 
   4F/PM/rel d 
 
 
57. 1It 1leaves unsettled and 2unsecured 1a number of further considerations.  
 
1M    → 
 2NF/Co/-ed 
 
 
58. 1Nor, again, 1should it 1be forgotten 2that the importance of marginal factors as 
3determining 2influences 2rests in the last analysis on the common assumption of individual 
competition.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that → 
  3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
59. 1But a section, 2steadily 2growing in size and prominence, 1is now 1given in systematic 
treatises on economic principles to the probable action and effects of monopoly, 3and the 
4increasing 3attention 5bestowed by theorists on this topic, 6which 6was barely 6noticed by the 
older economists, 3accords with the larger, more conspicuous place 7taken to-day by 
monopoly in industrial and commercial practice.  
 
1M     → AND 3M      →      → 
 2NF/PM/-ing    4NF/PRM/-ing  5NF/PM/-ed  7NF/PM/-ed 
            6F/PM/rel n 
 
 
60. 1It 1would indeed 1be incorrect 2to say 3that the presence and influence of monopoly in 
international trade 3have hitherto 3been overlooked or 3ignored by economic writers; 4for the 
consideration by authors like Mill of the conditions 5under which a duty 5may influence the 
terms of exchange 4hinges on the enjoyment of a less or more complete monopoly in the 
production of some 6desired commodity.  
 
1M FOR  4M    →      → 
 2NF/S/extra to    5F/PM/rel d 6NF/PRM/-ed 
  3F/Od/thatV  
 
 
61. 1But it 1is nevertheless true 2that the more recent development of a formal theory of 
monopoly 2has as yet 2not been very distinctly or extensively 2applied by English writers to 
the treatment of international trade; 3and in this respect it 3has shared the fortunes of the 
conception of the governing importance of marginal factors.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2F/S/extrathat  
    XLIV 
62. 1With this, however, it 1conflicts rather than 1accords; 2and perhaps neither in the 
special department of economic theory 3concerned with international trade and value, 2nor 
in the general conception of that theory as a whole, 2has the problem hitherto 2been 
fairly 2faced of the reconstruction 4needed by the substitution for that competition of 
individuals, 5on which, as a fundamental assumption, economists 5have been accustomed 6to 
make their reasoning 7rest, of the larger presence, and perhaps of the ultimate dominance, of 
combinations small or great.  
 
1M AND  2M     → 
    3NF/PM/-ed  4NF/PM/-ed 
           5F/PM/rel d 
            6NF/Cadj/
* to inf 
             7NF/Co/ to inf 
 
 
63. 1With these new phenomena now prominent in the world of business it 1is certainly 
not easy 2to bring into accord the 3determining 2influence of marginal factors. 
 
 
1M 
 2NF/S/extra to      → 
  3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
64. 1For the very raison d´être of a combination 1is its collective action.  
 
65. 1It 1moves by mass, and not by separate parts. 
 
66.  1It 1is the antithesis of individuals 2competing freely with one another.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
 
67. 1It 1is the negation of those infinitesimal additions and deductions 2which 2are implied 
in the very conception of a margin. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
68. 1And, similarly, it 1is no less certain 2that both in its origin and in its development the 
theoretical argument for Free Trade 2has been intimately 2associated with that notion of 
individual competition, 3which 3has been in general use as a primary assumption of economic 
theory.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
 
                                                 
* According to the OALD accustomed to  is analysed as an adjective. Make is thus taken as adjectival 
complementation even though we would rather expect an –ing form. 
    XLV 
69. 1So far, indeed, as the particular theories of international trade and value 1have received a 
distinctive treatment from economic writers, 2their reparation from the general theory of 
value 2has been justified by an emphasis 3laid on the comparative immobility of capital and 
labour from country to country, 4as 4contrasted with their easier and more frequent movement 
from place to place, and occupation to occupation, within the geographical boundaries of a 
single country.  
 
    2M  
1F/A/man  3NF/PM/-ed 
      4NF/A/conj -ed 
 
 
70. 1Nations 1have been regarded as conspicuous examples 2of what 2have been described 
as 3“non-competing 2groups.”  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/Wh rel   → 
  3NF/PRM/-ing 
 
 
71. 1But this distinct theory 1has to a great extent 1remained the peculiar product of 
English thought, 2of which Continental economists 2have shown no great anxiety 3to claim 
possession, 4and in England the lines of severance 4have become less rather than more 
pronounced 5as the relative strength of the forces 6promoting or 6hindering the movement of 
capital and labour, within or outside the limits of a single country, 5has changed.  
 
1M AND  4M 
 2F/PM/rel n    5F/A/time           → 
  3NF/A/purp to     6NF/PM/-ing 
 
72. 1Nor 1has the separate treatment 1been at any time so marked, in connection with 
2what 2may be called the theory of international value, 3as it 3has been in the exposition of the 
more peculiarly characteristic theory of international trade.  
 
1M 
 2F/Oprep/Wh rel // 
3F/A/eq  
 
 
73. 1It 1has influenced more definitely the conception 2formed of the conditions 3under 
which a trade fraught with mutual advantage 3may arise and 3continue between different 
nations, 1than the notion 4framed of the terms 5on which the different bargains 5are adjusted; 
6and, 7although a confusion between the two 7has invaded the minds of some ingenious 
writers of uncommon ability, 6the questions 8presented 6are distinct, 9if they 9are also 
9connected.  
 
1M     → AND 6M                 →                       → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  4NF/PM/-ed    7F/A/conc  8NF/PM/-ed  9F/A/cond 
  3F/PM/rel d  5F/PM/rel d  
 
 
74. 1In any case, the presence of individual competition within, though not across, the 
boundaries of countries 1has been accepted as an assumption, 2which 2is as pertinent to 
nations as to other smaller 3“non-competing 2groups,” 4and Free Traders, at least, 4are 
    XLVI 
never weary 5of 5urging 6that the vulgar errors 7committed, in popular talk, on the nature and 
consequences of foreign commerce 6could be avoided by the constant recollection 8that it 
8consists in reality of transactions between individual traders, 9prompted and 9guided by the 
familiar motives 10which 10actuate individuals in the conduct of their ordinary business. 
 
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/PM/rel d          →    5NF/Cadj/prep –ing 
  3NF/PRM/-ing     6F/Od/thatV        → 
      7NF/PM/-ed  8F/PM/apos 
             9NF/PM/-ed 
              10F/PM/rel d 
  
 
75. 1The connection of the theory of Free Trade with an individualistic conception of 
economic society 1is indeed so obvious 2that it 2can hardly 2be ignored or mistaken.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/suex 
 
 
76. 1Yet of the continual enlargement of the space 2accorded to the subject of monopoly in 
recent economic discussion 1it 1is as unnecessary 3to furnish examples 4as it 4would be 5to 
supply illustrations of the growth and influence of combinations in the modern world of 
business.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PM/-ed  3NF/S/extra to // 4F/A/eq 
              5NF/S/extra to 
 
77. 1The two phenomena 1are noticeable features of the time, 2and they 2accompany and, 
indeed, 2are causally 2connected with one another.  
 
1M       AND      2M 
 
 
78. 1The former 1is seen, not merely in a systematic endeavour 2to construct a general 
theory of the probable action of monopolists, 3whether they 3be buyers or sellers, under 
various hypotheses of the conditions of demand or the circumstances of supply; 4but it also 
4makes its presence evident in the many qualifications 5now 5accepted of the familiar 
theories 6resting on the traditional assumption of individual competition 7which 7were put 
forward by the older economists in the special departments of their economic treatises.  
 
1M BUT 4M 
 2NF/SS/to inf    5NF/PM/-ed 
  3F/A/condc     6NF/PM/-ing 
      7F/PM/rel d 
 
 
79. 1In connection with international trade, the latter phenomenon 1has reached 
conspicuous notoriety in the prominence and power of Trusts.  
 
 
    XLVII 
80. 1Some curious consequences, which issue from this new position of affairs, 1may be 
briefly noticed.  
 
 
81. 1In the first place, the probable action 2which the theory of monopoly 2indicates as 
likely 3to be taken by combinations, 4resembling in some important respects, 1differs in 
others from the course 5which individuals 6competing with one another 5might be assumed 
7to pursue.  
 
1M       → 
 2F/PM/rel d    5F/PM/rel d  → 
  3NF/SS/to inf    6NF/PM/-ing  7NF/SS/to inf 
   4NF/PM/-ing 
 
 
82. 1The realisation of a maximum gain, 2which 2is the common end of monopolists and 
individuals, 1may in the case of the former 1be achieved by means 3which 3are impossible 
for the latter; 4and the probability of a coincidence between the present interests of 
traders and the permanent interests of the communities 5to which they 5may belong, 
6which 6is uncertain 7even when the traders 7are individuals, 4becomes still less secure 8when 
combination and monopoly 8replace individual competition.  
 
1M                   → AND 4M                         → 
 2F/PM/rel n  3F/PM/rel d    5F/PM/rel d   8F/A/time 
     6F/PM/sent 
      7F/A/conc 
 
83. 1This substitution 1is a tendency of the times 2which 2extorts recognition; 3and the 
corollary 3would seem 4to follow 5that the argument for governmental direction of the course 
of trade 5is strengthened and 5not weakened by these new developments.  
 
1M AND  3M 
 2F/PM/rel d    4NF/SS/to inf 
     5F/Od/thatV 
 
 
84. 1In the second place, both economic theory and business experience 1conduct to the 
conclusion 2that individuals 3competing freely with one another 2are likely 4to be worsted in a 
contest with the organised strategy and concentrated strength of a combination or monopoly. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos  → 
  3NF/PM/-ing  4NF/SS/to inf 
  
 
85. 1In the sphere of the remuneration of labour, an economic justification 1has been 
furnished for trade unions by the suggestion 2that a single employer 2represents a powerful 
combination in his own person. 
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
 
 
    XLVIII 
86. 1In the department of international trade, the contention 2that a Trust, 3aided by the 
active assistance of its State in the protection 4afforded by a tariff, 2may be enabled 5to use 
tactical devices, 6which 6will ensure the defeat of unprotected individual competitors 7exposed 
to the searching atmosphere of free importation, 1does not seem a gratuitous supposition.  
 
 
1M               → 
 2F/PM/apos   → 
  3NF/PM/-ed   5NF/Od/to inf 
   4NF/PM/-ed   6F/PM/rel d 
           7NF/PM/-ed 
 
 
87. 1For like causes 1may produce like effects.  
 
 
88. 1We 1are told, indeed, with some support from the 2contrasted experience of the 
United States and England, 3that a protective tariff 3encourages the formation of Trusts, 
4whose continuance 4is menaced by the unrestricted competition 5offered by Free Trade.  
1M       → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3F/Od/thatV 
        4F/PM/rel d 
         5NF/PM/-ed 
 
89. 1But in 1measuring this argument 2it 2must be remembered on the one hand 3that Trusts 
3are one example of the monopoly 4which 4is so characteristic a feature of present business 
5that it 5has occasioned the addition of a new section to treatises on economic principles, 6and 
on the other that the actual fiscal situation 6exhibits the patent fact of combinations, 7shielded 
from external competition by the protective tariffs of their country, 8competing with the 
individual traders of a country 9where 10imported 9goods 9are allowed 11to enter 12freed, as far 
as possible, from fiscal limitation.  
 
 
       2M 
1NF/A/prep –ing   3F/S/extra that AND 6F/S/extra that 
         4F/PM/rel d    7NF/PM/-ed 
          5F/A/suex     8NF/PM/-ing 
                   9F/PM/rel d            → 
                    10NF/PRM/-ed  11NF/Od/to inf 
                            12NF/Cs/-ed 
 
 
90. 1And even when a combination in a 2protected 1country 1is confronted by a combination in 
a free-trading country, 3recent theorising 3would support the view 4that a protective tariff 
4might suffice 5to incline the balance of advantage in the struggle towards the former of the 
two.  
 
      3M 
←  1F/A/conc  4F/PM/apos 
 2NF/PRM/-ed   5NF/Od/to inf 
 
 
    XLIX 
91. 1But, if the two lines of argument 2we 2have followed 1lead to a conclusion adverse to the 
abnegation by governments of all responsibility 3in 3stimulating or 3directing by fiscal action 
the course of trade and favourable to the use of a protective tariff for defensive purposes 
against excessive odds, 4a third and final consideration, 5suggested by recent developments 
of economic theory, and by the new phenomena 6which 6have appeared in business practice, 
4affects the basis of the theoretical argument for Free Trade.  
 
 
             4M       → 
       ←  1F/A/cond  5NF/PM/-ed 
3NF/PM/prep –ing  2F/PM/rel dA   6F/PM/rel d 
 
 
92. 1For the construction of a theory of monopoly 1has hitherto 1proceeded on the 
supposition 2that a combination 2is discovered on the one side 3and that individuals 3are 
competing on the other.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos  AND  3F/PM/apos 
 
 
93. 1In the discussion of the wage-arrangements, 2effected by the collective bargaining 
3which 3is increasingly in vogue, 1it 1has been shown 4that the existence of combinations on 
both sides 4renders the theoretical consideration of the matter arduous and uncertain, 5if it 
5does not become idle or impossible.  
 
1M       → 
 2NF/PM/-ed   4F/S/extra that 
  3F/PM/rel d   5F/A/cond 
 
 
94. 1The “higgling of the market,” 2where two combinations 2are the higglers, 1depends on 
the arbitrary chances of the game and the accidental superiority in skill or strength 
3possessed by one or other of the players rather than on the systematic operation of regular 
forces, 4which can be 4compared, measured, and foretold.  
 
1M    → 
 2F/PM/rel n 3NF/PM/-ed 
       4F/PM/rel d 
 
95. 1To such cases, admittedly, the economic organon 1can hardly be applied.  
 
96. 1The conception of marginal additions and subtractions 1does not fit the facts.  
 
97. 1But it 1is not improbable 2that such a situation 2will occur in the future more frequently 
3than it 3has arisen in the past, 4and at the present time it 4is not unknown in international 
trade.  
 
1M AND 4M 
 2F/S/extra that  
  3F/A/neq  
 
 
    L 
98. 1An acquiescence, therefore, in the belief 2that the theoretical argument for Free Trade 
2is now, 3if it ever 3was, 2complete, 1is only 1rendered possible 4by 4ignoring such significant 
considerations.  
 
1M       → 
 2F/PM/apos →   4NF/A/prep -ing 
  3F/A/cond 
 
 
99. 1Their recognition 1opens the way to a careful scrutiny of the grounds of fact 2on 
which the plea for a modification of our present fiscal policy 2may be made by its advocates 
3to rest.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
  3NF/*Co/to inf 
 
 
100.  
1Such an investigation, 2I 2maintain, 1can be liberated at the outset from the unnecessary 
apprehension 3that Free Trade 3is, and 3must remain, the “economist’s policy.”  
 
1M // 2F/com/Mf // 
1M 
 3F/PM/apos 
 
                                                 
* In this study to- infinitive clauses substituting for noun phrases that follow a verb in the passive are analysed as 
Co. 
    LI 
CORPUS 4 – ECONOMICS 1997 
 
 
1. 1The 1990s 1have seen the British economy, 2in common with many others 2suffering 
from a seemingly chronic budget deficit.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Co/-ing   
 
 
2. 1The British deficit 1started 2to rise sharply during the period of ERM membership 3and 
there 3was at least a possibility 4that fiscal reflation 4was seen as an alternative to monetary 
expansion.  
 
1M AND  3M 
 2NF/Od/to inf    
4F/PM/apos 
 
 
3. 1But it 1peaked in 1993 2after Britain 2left the ERM 3and after the economic recovery 3had 
begun.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/time  AND  3F/A/time 
 
4. 1In 1995, three years into economic recovery, the deficit 1remained at 5% of GDP.  
 
5. 1The current primary deficit, 2calculated excluding expenditure on debt interest and net 
payments of property income, 1and also the net cost of increases in the stock of 3publicly-
owned 1capital goods 1was 2.3% of GDP.  
 
1M     →                        → 
 2NF/PM/-ed      3NF/PRM/-ed 
 
 
6. 1It 1is clear 2that these deficits 2matter.  
 
1M 
 2F/S/extra that 
 
7. 1While a deficit of 3% p.a. 2combined with 5% p.a. growth of nominal income 1is 
consistent with a debt/GDP ratio of 60%, 3such a situation 3will entail a primary surplus 
4unless the debt 4finances a stock of capital 5which 5generates a significant amount of property 
income.  
 
      3M 
←  1F/A/conc  4F/A/cond 
 2NF/PM/-ed   5F/PM/rel d 
 
8. 1Britain’s primary deficit 1is such 2that, 3if it 3continues, 2the stock of debt 2will rise 
without limit, 4eventually 4reaching a point 5at which the taxes 6needed 7to service the debt 
5become politically impossible.  
 
    LII 
1M 
 2F/A/suex     → 
  3F/A/cond  4NF/A/-ing 
        5F/PM/rel d              → 
         6NF/PM/-ed 
          7NF/A/purp to 
 
9. 1In such a situation, the only means 2of 2reducing the ratio of debt/GDP 1is a spell 3in 
which the nominal rate of growth 3exceeds the nominal rate of interest.  
 
1M                              → 
 2NF/PM/prep –ing  3F/PM/rel d 
 
10. 1This 1would probably 1be achieved by means of a burst of inflation or other means 
of debt repudiation, 2since it 2is unlikely 3that growth in real GDP 3could be produced to 
order.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/reas 
  3F/S/extra that 
 
11. 1A second argument 1is often 1produced 2for 2bringing the growth in the national debt 
under control sooner rather than later. 
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep -ing 
 
12.  1If savers 1regard government debt as a reasonably good alternative to productive capital, 
2then a high government debt 2will crowd out private capital, 3tending to raise interest 
rates 4or, in small open economies like the United Kingdom, 4to lead to foreign indebtedness.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/A/-ing  OR  4NF/A/-ing 
 
13. 1The IMF (1996) 1estimated 2that the growth in government debt since 1974 in the world 
as a whole 2has tended to raise real interest rates by one percentage point.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
 
14. 1In any case, while government borrowing 1may generate some short-term advantage 2in 
terms of 2raising consumption levels, 3it 3is not clear 4that it 4has any long-term advantage.  
 
       3M 
←  1F/A/conc  4F/S/extra that 
 2NF/PM/prep -ing 
 
15. 1Higher borrowing 1leads to a larger debt service burden 2which 2may offset the initial 
advantage.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
    LIII 
16. 1High government borrowing 1may raise consumption in the short term, 2but it 2is 
much less clear 3that it 3does so in the long run.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3F/S/extra that 
 
17. 1Like private borrowing, it 1may simply 1transfer the nation’s consumption from the 
future to the present.  
 
18. 1In this article we 1begin 2by 2presenting the current budgetary position.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep -ing 
 
19. 1We then 1present a statistical analysis of government spending and borrowing, 2so 
as 2to determine 3whether, and to what extent the present situation 3is unusual 4compared with 
past practice.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/purp to 
  3F/Od/inter 
   4NF/A/-ed 
 
20. 1Finally we 1use the National Institute’s macroeconomic model 2in order 2to 
investigate the impact of the recent pattern of government borrowing.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/purp to 
 
21. 1At the end of 1995 the gross debt of the public sector 1amounted to £307 bn, 2and the 
assets 3owned by the public sector 2were valued at 407.3 bn (excluding any value of oil 
royalty rights), with intra-sector assets and liabilities 4being netted out.  
 
1M AND 2M                    → 
    3NF/PM/-ed  4NF/PM/-ing 
 
22. 1The government 1was still a net creditor, 2but in 1995 its payments of property 
income (debt interest and depreciation less gross trading profits, oil taxes and royalties, 
rent and investment income) 2amounted to £17.7 bn or 2.5% of GDP. 
 
1M BUT 2M 
 
23.  1This total 1reflects the fact 2that no income 2is earned directly on many of the assets 
3that the public sector 3owns, 4although of course the provision of these assets 4raises private 
income and thus tax revenue.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
  3F/PM/rel d 
   4F/A/conc 
 
    LIV 
24. 1A reference point for the current position 1is provided 2by 2considering 3what budget 
deficit or surplus 3would be needed 4in order 4to maintain the current balance sheet position of 
the government, 5keeping both assets and liabilities constant proportions of GDP. 
 
1M 
 2NF/A/prep –ing 
  3F/Od/Wh- inter 
   4NF/A/purp to 
    5NF/A/-ing 
 
25. 1This 1has some economic logic, 2unless there 2are reasons 3to believe 4that it 4is 
desirable for the government either 5to be increasing or 5reducing the overall stock of national 
wealth.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/cond 
  3NF/PM/to inf 
   4F/Od/thatV 
    5NF/S/extra to 
 
26. 1If it 1is believed 2that the current state of the economy 2is neither unusually favourable 
nor unusually bad, 3then such a policy stance 3is consistent 4with 4keeping 5expected 4future 
tax rates constant.  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/cond  4NF/Cadj/prep –ing   → 
2F/S/extra that  5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
27. 1Flemming (1988) 1suggests 2that such a policy 2is optimal 3because it 3avoids 
4generating any distortionary intertemporal substitution.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3F/A/reas 
   4NF/Od/-ing 
 
28. 1Such an approach 1does not, of course 1rule out future privatisation, or any other 
similar parallel reduction of assets and liabilities.  
 
29. 1For this calculation we 1suppose (i) 2that the inflation rate 2will be 2.3% p.a. (ii) 3that 
the trend rate of growth 3is 2.7% p.a. (iii) 4that 12.5% of the government’s liabilities and (iv) 
that 68% of its assets 4are in financial instruments 5whose value 5is indexed to the inflation 
rate, 4or physical assets 6whose price 6is assumed 7to rise in line with the RPI.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV //  
3F/Od/thatV  //  
4F/Od/thatV       → 
             5F/PM/rel d  6F/PM/rel d 
                    7NF/SS/to inf 
 
30. 1These last two assumptions 1represent the position at the end of 1995.  
 
31. 1Applied to the 1995 base, 2they 2imply 3that inflation 3raises the value of government 
assets by £6.4 bn per annum and of its liabilities by £0.9 bn per annum. 
 
    LV 
    2M 
1NF/A/-ed  3F/Od/thatV 
 
32. 1If government 1maintained its 1995 net worth as a proportion of a GDP 2growing at 5% 
p.a., 3it 3would have needed 4to increase the value of its net assets by £5 bn in 1996.  
 
     3M 
 1F/A/cond  4NF/Od/to inf 
2NF/PM/-ing 
 
33. 1This 1means 2that, net of inflation the government 2needed a deficit of £0.5 bn p.a. on its 
current account.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
 
34. 1If it 1maintained the structure of its balance sheet, 2then its net property income 2could 
also 2be assumed 3to rise in line with GDP.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/SS/to inf 
 
35. 1A reduction of the overall current account deficit from 3.5% of GDP in 1995/6 (HM 
Treasury, 1996, p. 17) to more or less zero 1is therefore 1required. 
 
36. 1The government’s latest budgetary projections (H.M. Treasury, 1996) 1show the 
current balance 2moving into surplus in 1999/2000.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ing 
 
37. 1Their plans 1rely on tight control of government spending and a period of rapid 
economic growth as a means 2of 2generating extra tax revenue.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/prep -ing 
 
38. 1There 1is a problem 2even if these plans 2are met. 
 
1M 
 2F/A/conc 
  
39. 1Even if there 1is a period of rapid economic growth, 2it 2is quite impossible 3to say 
4whether it 4will simply 4close the ´output gap´ 5or whether it 5will take the economy to a 
cyclical peak 6followed by a new recession.  
 
    1M 
1F/A/conc  3NF/S/extra to 
      4F/Od/inter  OR  
5F/Od/inter 
             6NF/PM/-ed 
 
40. 1If the latter 1happens, 2then of course the improvement 2will have proven 3to be 
temporary.  
    LVI 
 
    2M 
1F/A/cond  3NF/Cs/to inf 
 
41. 1These calculations 1take no account of any build-up of pension liabilities 2associated 
with an ageing population.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
42. 1United Kingdom state pensions 1are paid for out of current revenue, 2so that 3as the 
proportion of old people in the population 3rises, 2the burden of pension payments 2increases.  
 
1M 
 2F/A/suex       → 
  3F/A/man 
 
43. 1Other aspects of spending 1are also 1affected by demographic factors.  
 
44. 1As the population 1ages 2demands on the health service 2are likely 3to rise (Blanchard 
et al., 1990) 4making it possible 5to have 6rising 5queues and a 7worsening 5health service at 
the same time as record public spending on health; 8against this there 8will be a saving in 
educational expenditure 9as there 9are relatively fewer children 10to educate. 
 
    2M 8M 
1F/A/reas  3NF/SS/to inf  9F/A/reas 
      4NF/A/-ing       10NF/PM/to inf 
       5NF/Od/extra to      →                       →  
        6NF/PRM/-ing 7NF/PRM/-ing  
 
45. 1Fleming’s argument for a constant 2expected tax rate 1implies 3that the government 
3should run a tighter fiscal position than that 4implied by the calculations above; 5this would, 
in effect, 5force today’s earners 6to save up for their own public pensions and public health 
care 7rather than 7impose the burden on future earners.  
 
1M                        → 5M 
 2NF/PRM/-ed  3F/Od/thatV  
6NF/*Co/to inf  RATHER THAN 
7NF/Co/to inf 
        4NF/PM/-ed  
 
46. 1On the other hand there 1is an equally good argument 2that, 3because incomes 3are 
likely 4to continue 5to rise over time, 2it 2is reasonable for future generations 6to support the 
current generation (Meade, 1966, Mirrlees, 1996); 7we 7do not enter here into the very 
important discussion 8of how large any intergenerational transfer 9engineered through the 
fiscal system 8ought to be.  
1M 7M 
 2F/PM/apos                  →  8F/PM/inter      → 
  3F/A/reas     6NF/S/extra to   9NF/PM/-ed 
   4NF/SS/to inf  
    5NF/Od/to inf  
                                                 
* CGEL categorises force followed by a direct object and to-infinitive as a complex-transitive verb. (p. 1203) 
 
    LVII 
47. 1While the calculations of the fiscal position 2needed 3to maintain the status quo 1provide 
a useful starting point, 4they 4do not in themselves 4indicate the extent 5to which the current 
situation 5has deviated from past practice.  
 
       4M 
←   1F/A/conc  5F/PM/rel d 
  2NF/PM/-ed 
 3NF/A/purp to 
 
48. 1Accordingly, we now 1turn to an econometric analysis of the UK´s public finances 
2in order 2to address this issue.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/purp to 
 
49. 1We 1investigate the nature of the current budgetary problem 2by 2fitting equations 
3which 3explain current discretionary public spending (EXP), i.e. excluding net capital 
formation and interest payments, and the primary deficit on current account (DEF) in terms of 
a number of macroeconomic variables. 
  
1M 
 2NF/A/prep –ing 
  3F/PM/rel d 
 
50. 1Both 1are measured as proportions of GDP.  
51. 1The 2implied 1equation for tax revenue 1can then 1be calculated by subtraction.  
 
1M                      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
52. 1We 1explain both public expenditure and the deficit in terms of the cyclical state of 
the economy, 2represented by capacity utilisation in manufacturing (CUMF) and 
unemployment (UNEM), the ratio of the net worth of the public sector to GDP, 
(NWORTH/Y) an election dummy (ELEC) 3which 3accommodates the rise in expenditure at 
the time of a general election, and the 4lagged 3values of both dependent variables.  
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
  3F/PM/rel d         → 
   4NF/PRM/-ed 
 
53. 1Elsewhere (Pain and Young, 1996) we 1have reported evidence 2that the UK primary 
deficit 2is co-integrated with the net worth of the public sector.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/apos 
 
54. 1This 1suggests 2that governments 2have in the past 2pursued a policy 3of 3trying 4to 
stabilise public sector net worth.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/that V 
  3NF/PM/prep –ing 
   4NF/Od/to inf 
    LVIII 
55. 1This 1protects the economy from the risk of cumulative unstable growth of public 
debt, 2provided that the feedback 2is strong enough (Weale et al., 1989) 3but it 3is different 
from a policy 4of 4keeping 5expected 4future tax rates constant. 
 
1M BUT  3M 
 2F/A/cond    4NF/PM/prep –ing   → 
     5NF/PRM/-ed 
 
56.  1The exercise 1is similar to Taylor´ s (1993) study of interest-rate setting behaviour, 
2but we 2do not make any claim 3that the behaviour 4we 4summarise 3is in any sense 
optimal.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3F/PM/apos         → 
     4F/PM/rel dA    
 
57. 1We 1are seeking simply 2to provide a summary of past behaviour, 3so as 3to be able to 
see 4what changes 4have led to the increase in the budget deficit. 
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to inf 
  3NF/A/purp to 
   4F/Od/Wh-inter 
 
58. 1The 2estimated 1equations 1are shown in Table I.  
 
1M                      → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
59. 1These 1include a number of restrictions 2which 2are accepted on a standard test.  
 
1M 
 2F/PM/rel d 
 
60. 1The cyclical pattern of the deficit 1is stronger than that of expenditure.  
 
61. 1The deficit 1is affected by the current level of capacity utilisation as well as the level 
of unemployment, 2but expenditure 2is affected only by unemployment, indicating a 
greater overall cyclical effect on tax revenue.  
 
1M BUT  2M 
    3NF/A/-ing 
 
62. 1On the other hand the 2expected 1future state of the cycle 1influences the deficit and 
expenditure equally.  
 
1M  
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
63. 1This 1suggests 2that anticipatory countercyclical policy 2works through expenditure 
rather than taxation.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
    LIX 
64. 1Estimation over the period to 1995 1does not change the coefficients very much 2and 
the equation 2passes a forecast stability test.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 
65. 1The short-term coefficient on public net worth in the equation for the primary 
deficit 1is 0.013.  
 
66. 1In the long term, after the lags 2implied by the equation 1have worked themselves out, 
3this 3implies 4that the long-term coefficient 4is 0.035.  
 
      3M   
←  1F/A/time  4F/Od/thatV 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
67. 1For each increase of £1 in public sector net worth the current primary deficit 1is 
raised by 3.5 p.  
 
68. 1In order 1to stabilise the government’s net worth 2the coefficient 2has to be greater than 
(r – g), 3where r 3is the long-run real rate of interest net of tax 4and g 4is the long-run real rate 
of growth.  
 
     2M 
1NF/A/purp to 3F/PM/rel n  AND  4F/PM/rel n 
 
69. 1Even at the moment, with real interest rates 2which 2are regarded as unusually high, 
1the real gross rate of interest 1is now 3.5% on 3indexed 1stock and, 4depending 5what 
assumptions 5are made about future inflation, 1perhaps about 4.5% p.a. gross on nominal 
loan stock.  
 
1M                    →                       →                             → 
 2F/PM/rel d 3NF/PRM/-ed  4NF/A/-ing 
             5F/Od/Wh- inter 
 
70. 1Thus the feedback from net worth onto expenditure 1is powerful enough 2to stabilise 
the government’s net worth at a target value.  
 
1M 
 2NF/A/suex to 
 
71. 1The equation 1allows us 2to work out this target value.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Od/to infV 
 
72. 1Setting the election dummy to ¼, 2to allow for an election every four years, 3putting 
manufacturing capacity utilisation and unemployment at their average levels for the period 
1986 – 96 4and 4making the additional assumptions 5that the long-run real rate of interest 5is 
3.5% p.a. 6and that the long-run real rate of growth 6is 2.7% p.a. 7we 7can work out a 
relationship between the current primary deficit and net worth, with both 8measured 7as 
proportions of GDP.  
 
    LX 
 
                                  7M        → 
        4NF/A/-ing  AND  3NF/A/-ing //   1NF/A/-ing      8NF/PM/-ed 
6F/PM/apos  AND  5F/PM/apos           2NF/A/purp to 
 
73. 1A second, independent relationship 1is provided by a link between the primary 
deficit and net worth 2shown in Pain and Young (1996), similar to that in footnote I.  
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
74. 1These equations together 1imply 2that the steady-state ratio of net worth to GDP 2is 
19.9% 3and in turn 3suggest 4that the share of current government spending in GDP in the 
long run 4is 36.2%. 
 
1M AND  3M 
 2F/Od/thatV    
4F/Od/thatV 
 
75. 1However, the main purpose of the equations 1is 2to allow us 3to identify any recent 
departure from normal budgetary behaviour.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cs/to inf 
  3NF/Od/to inf 
 
76. 1We 1use the equation for 1951 – 1985 2to make dynamic forecasts of expenditure and 
the deficit: 3the forecast value of revenue 3can then 3be calculated by subtraction.  
 
1M 3M 
 2NF/A/purp to  
 
77. 1Figs 1 – 3 1show the values 2predicted by this model 3and 3compare them with the 
outturn.  
 
1M AND 3M 
 2NF/PM/-ed  
 
78. 1Looking first at Fig. I., for government expenditure, 2we 2can see 3that actual expenditure 
3has markedly 3exceeded the forecast value in 1994 and 1995.  
 
    2M 
1NF/A/-ing 3F/Od/thatV 
 
79. 1This increase 1has happened despite the fact 2that, between 1985 and 1995, 
expenditure on defence in constant prices 2has fallen by 25%; 3the end of the Cold War 
3might have been a reason 4for 4expecting public spending 5to be unusually low rather than 
unusually high. 
 
1M 3M 
 2F/PM/apos  4NF/PM/prep –ing 
   5NF/*Co/to inf 
                                                 
* Quirk, R. and Greenbaum, S. (1993) categorise expect followed by a direct object and to- infinitive clause as a 
complex-transitive verb (p. 351). 
    LXI 
80. 1Furthermore, since the equation 1includes cyclical terms 2any attempt 3to counteract the 
depressive effects of ERM membership 2should be indicated by these.  
 
    2M                        → 
1F/A/reas  3NF/PM/to inf 
 
81. 1Expenditure 1rose by more 2than 2can be accounted for by a normal response to the 
recession 3and 3has remained high 4now the recession 4is over.  
 
1M AND  3M 
 2F/A/neq    4F/A/time 
 
82. 1On the other hand, when we 1look at the income side (Fig. 2), 2it 2is much less clear 3that 
anything untoward 3has happened.  
 
    2M 
1F/A/time  3F/S/extra that 
 
83. 1Revenue 1was low between 1988 and 1990 after the 1988 tax-cutting budget 2and 
1993 2was a bad year, 3but in 1995 the government 3collected as much revenue 4as the 
equation 4predicts, given the state of the economy.  
 
1M AND  2M BUT  3M 
     4F/A/eq 
 
84. 1In the Spring of 1996 there 1was concern about low yields from a number of taxes, 
most notably VAT and Corporation Tax.  
 
85. 1In fact the variations 1were well within the normal error margins 1associated with 
2forecasting equations (National Institute Economic Review, 1996) 3and this result 3suggests 
4that, 5even if individual taxes 5have sometimes 5yielded less 6than 6expected, 4there 4has been 
no general difficulty 7in 7raising revenue.  
 
1M     → AND 3M 
 2NF/Oprep/-ing    
4F/Od/thatV               → 
     5F/A/conc     7NF/PM/prep -ing 
      6NF/A/con -ed 
 
86. 1Nor 1does it 1appear 2to be the case 3that a policy of tax cutting 3has led to a fall in 
overall receipts.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cs/ to inf 
  3F/S/extra that 
 
87. 1More probably cuts in tax rates 1have been matched by less 2publicised 1increases 
elsewhere.  
 
1M     → 
 2NF/PRM/-ed 
 
88. 1Fig. 4 1shows the increase in public current expenditure since 1986, with each 
component except social security 2deflated by the deflator for government consumption.  
    LXII 
 
1M 
 2NF/PM/-ed 
 
89. 1Social security expenditure 1is deflated by the deflator for consumers´ expenditure.  
 
90. 1All the large components except defence and the residual 1have grown since 1986.  
 
91. 1Looking at the period since 1991 2there 2has been sharp growth in social security 
spending and in health spending, with a tight rein elsewhere. 
 
 2M 
1NF/A/-ing 
 
92.  1This 1might appear 2to contradict our assertion in Fig. 1 3that the share of government 
current expenditure in GDP 3is unusually high given the state of the economy and the 
government’s financial position.  
 
1M 
 2NF/Cs/ to inf 
  3F/PM/apos 
 
93. 1However, three points 1should be made. 
 
94.  1First of all, the rapid growth 1has been in the two largest components.  
 
95. 1In 1995 social security and health spending together 1accounted for 56% of the total.  
 
96. 1Rapid growth in these 1means 2that the overall total 2is raised sharply 3even if spending 
3does not rise in the rest of the government sector. 
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV 
  3F/A/conc 
 
97. 1Secondly, there 1has been an adverse relative price effect.  
 
98. 1Between 1991 and 1995 the deflator of government consumption 1rose by 4% more 
than the GDP deflator.  
 
99. 1This 1means 2that the volume measures of government spending 3shown in Fig. 4 2give a 
more depressed picture of public spending 4than 4is shown by an analysis of shares of GDP.  
 
1M 
 2F/Od/thatV       →  
  3NF/PM/-ed  4F/A/neq 
 
100. 1Thirdly, even in those areas like education 2where spending 2has grown slowly since 
1991, 1it 1has done so from a very high level. 
 
 2M           → 
1F/PM/rel d 
 
    LXIII 
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ABSTRACT  
This study focuses on concrete evidence of changes in the syntactic structure of sentences and 
sentence complexity over a period of about a century. It analyses academic texts from the 
fields of psychology and economics. The analysis is based on explicitly expressed primary 
(finite) and secondary (non-finite) predications which are categorised as main clauses and 
finite and non-finite subordinate clauses. According to the syntactic functions of subordinate 
clauses in sentences four syntactic categories are considered: 1) clauses substituting for a 
noun phrase slot, 2) clauses substituting for an adverbial element slot, 3) clauses contributing 
to the complexity of noun phrases in the form of premodification or postmodification and 4) 
comment clauses. The findings indicate that current academic prose is less complex and more 
impersonal than a hundred years ago and shows a tendency towards a non-finite mode of 
expression. Finite clauses substituting for clause elements normally expressed by noun 
phrases are the only syntactic function of finite clauses in which the percentage of clauses in 
the modern texts increased. Non-finite clauses are used not only instead of hypotactically but 
also paratactically linked clauses and contribute to the structural compactness of an English 
sentence. The study lists the most common finite and non-finite clause types used in the 
corpora analysed and compares the findings with some other research studies.   
 
ANOTACE 
Tato studie se zaměřuje na konkrétní projevy změn v syntaktické struktuře souvětí a složitosti 
souvětí v průběhu 100 let. Studie analyzuje akademické texty z oborů psychologie a 
ekonomie. Anylýza je založena na explicitně vyjádřené primární (finitní) a sekundární 
(nefinitní) predikaci, která je kategorizována jako hlavní věty a finitní/nefinitní vedlejší věty. 
Podle syntaktických funkcí vedlejších vět v souvětích jsou rozlišeny 4 syntaktické skupiny. 1) 
Věty zastávající funkci syntaktického substantiva. 2) Věty mající funkci příslovečného určení. 
3) Věty plnící funkci substantivní modifikace a 4) Komentující věty. Výsledky naznačují, že 
současné akademické texty jsou méně komplexní a méně osobní než před 100 lety a ukazují 
tendenci k nefinitnímu vyjadřování. Finitní věty ve funkci syntaktického substantiva jsou 
jedinou funkcí finitních vět, ve které procentuelní poměr v moderních textech vzrostl. 
Nefinitní věty jsou použity místo hypotakticky i paratakticky připojených vět a přispívají ke 
kompaktnosti souvětí. Studie uvádí nejčastější typy finitních a nefinitních vět, které se 
vyskytly v analyzovaných korpusech a srovnává výsledky výzkumu s jinými studiemi. 
 
